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Abstract
Understanding subsurface biogeochemicsal processes, including their impact on the carbon
budget, has become a key topic in environmental research, especially in frame of climate
change. Hence, to-date environmental investigations demand time- and cost-efficient
approaches to characterize in-situ subsurface biogeochemical processes both at a high
resolution and on a large scale. Such efforts could help us to improve our understanding of a
variety of processes ranging from carbon- and nutrient-cycling to the degradation of waste and
other organic contaminants. Laboratory investigations have shown that geophysical electrical
methods are sensitive to a variety of biogeochemical processes, in particular the spectral
induced polarization (SIP) method. However, it is still open to debate whether observations
made under the controlled conditions in the laboratory can be taken to the complex
environments usually encountered in the field. One of the main challenges is the interpretation
of the field SIP responses: while geophysical and geochemical laboratory data can help to
understand the signatures for insolated process, the analyzed volumes are not representative for
field-scale investigations. Moreover, laboratory data lacks the complexity inherent to real field
data, which is commonly related to the superposition of different processes and lithological
changes. Hence, the question remains whether the field application of the SIP imaging method
is suited for the investigation of natural biogeochemical processes.
In this work, I will first address the basic principles of the SIP imaging method and then
demonstrate that an adequate field-survey design together with a careful processing of the data
permit to delineate biogeochemically active zones (i.e., hot-spots) on the floodplain scale in a
non-invasive manner. To set these results in perspective, I will also present the comparison of
imaging results collected under different geological settings. I will show the importance of
taking into account the properties of the pore-scale for the correct interpretation of electrical

signatures at the field scale, permitting to understand results which to date were open to debate.
Additionally, the ability to monitor changes in pore-space geometry and geochemical properties
will be proven by the IP imaging results obtained before and during nanoparticles injections for
the degradation of contaminants, which allowed to identify clogging of the pore-space, followed
by fracking and the deviation in the trajectory of the injected particles off target. Overall, these
results demonstrate that the IP imaging method can be used at the field scale as a diagnostic
tool in biogeochemestry.
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Imaging of biogeochemical processes at
the field scale – advancing the application
of geophysical electrical methods for
environmental investigations
1. Introduction
1.1 General background
Microbial activity plays a critical role in a broad range of subsurface processes ranging from
precipitation and dissolution of minerals (Achal et al., 2015), soil-root interactions (Bardgett et
al., 1998; Vacheron et al., 2013), carbon and nutrient cycling (Heimann and Reichstein, 2008),
to the decomposition of organic matter and waste (Barlaz et al., 1990), or the degradation of
contaminants (Adams et al., 2015). In particular, due to the imminent threat of climate change,
there is an urgent need for an improved understanding of mineral-organic mattermicroorganism interactions towards a better quantification of subsurface carbon budgets as one
of the key input parameters of climate models (e.g., Huang et al., 2005; Heimann and
Reichstein, 2008). Taking into account the important role microbial activity plays in chemical
reactions in geological media, the term biogeochemistry has been adopted since 1917.
Biogeochemistry merges biology, geology and chemistry and aims at understanding the
processes that transform organic and inorganic substances in soils, sediments and water
(Madsen, 2011).
Biogeochemical investigations are to date based on laboratory analysis of soil, water and gas
samples. Although ex-situ analysis provides direct measurement of the parameters of interest
(e.g., chemical composition, soil textural properties), the resolution of the investigation depends
on the number, location and volume of the samples. Due to the relatively high costs for sampling
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and laboratory analysis, ex-situ investigations commonly rely on a limited number of scattered
sampling points and thus, require the interpolation of discrete data points. However, due to the
complexity of soil architecture and other field-scale heterogeneities, the interpolation of discrete
direct data may not or only insufficiently reflect the actual geometry of, e.g., active zones in
landfills. This lack of spatially continuous data might make the final interpretations weak or
even misleading. Furthermore, the collection of samples is often time-consuming, posing
serious limitations for the monitoring of fast biogeochemical processes (Flores Orozco et al.,
2015). Furthermore, characterization of extensive areas based on direct methods may take from
months to years (e.g., Cassini et al., 2014) and thus, may result in the comparison of data
collected under different biogeochemical conditions.
In contrast to sampling-based site characterization, geophysical methods provide quasicontinuous information on subsurface properties in a non-invasive manner (e.g., Binley et al.,
2015). Near-surface geophysical investigations are widely employed for the exploration of
natural resources, including groundwater and ore deposits (e.g., Auken et al., 2006; Seigel et al
2007). Since the early 2000’s, it has been noted that geophysical measurements may also be
sensitive to microbial processes, giving birth to the emergent discipline of Biogeophysics
(Atekwana and Slater, 2009). The earliest biogeophysical studies focused on laboratory
measurements to investigate the sensitivity of the geophysical response to the accumulation of
microbial cells and biofilms (e.g., Ntarlagiannis et al., 2005), the precipitation of iron-sulfides
accompanying the stimulation or iron-reducing bacteria (e.g., Williams et al., 2005), or the
transformation of hydrocarbon contaminants (e.g., Abdel Aal, 2004).
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1.2 The Spectral Induced Polarization (SIP) imaging method
Among all geophysical techniques, those based on the measurement of electrical properties
revealed the most promising results for the investigation of biogeochemical processes
(Atekwana and Slater, 2009). In particular, the Induced Polarization (IP) method bears a great
potential as it assesses the low-frequency electrical conductivity and capacitive properties of
the subsurface (e.g., Waxman and Smits, 1968; Ward, 1990; Binley and Kemna, 2005). The
SIP method is also referred to as the complex conductivity, complex resistivity or the electrical
impedance spectrometry method. It is an electrical method based on 4-electrode arrays
(consisting of metal bars inserted into the ground), where two electrodes are used to inject a
current I into the subsurface (current-dipole) and two other electrodes measure the resulting
electrical impedance Z (potential dipole). For imaging surveys, tens to hundreds of electrodes
are deployed to investigate lateral and vertical variations along profiles (i.e., 2D sections) or
over a certain area (3D volumes). Lateral changes can be detected by collecting 4-point
measurements at different positions along the line (mapping), whereas information at different
depths is gained by increasing the separation between current and potential dipoles (sounding).
2D imaging surveys combine a large number of mapping and sounding measurements. The
near-surface resolution of the resulting images can be enhanced by using small electrode
separations and dipole spacing, while the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) and the depth of
investigation are favored by a larger dipole length and separation between current and potential
dipoles, respectively.
IP measurements can also be repeated at different frequencies of the injected alternating current
to study the frequency dependence of the electrical properties of the subsurface. Measurements
covering a broader range of frequencies are commonly referred to as spectral IP (SIP). In small
laboratory setups with only a few 4-point measurements to be carried out, SIP data is typically
collected between 1 mHz and 10 kHz. By contrast, for field measurements with a much larger
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number of independent measurements, increasing the number of frequencies below 1 Hz would
exponentially increase the acquisition time (e.g., Flores Orozco 2018a; 2018b). Thus, for
practical reasons, SIP field data is commonly only collected between 0.06 and 100 Hz.
Besides the preparation of adequate measuring protocols, the IP imaging procedure requires
the so-called “inversion” of the data. Such inversion permits to compute the distribution of
physical properties (i.e., model parameters) in the subsurface that can explain the measurements
(i.e., data parameters) collected at the surface. In case of IP measurements, the data parameters
are the measured electrical impedances, while the model parameter are the electrical complex
conductivity (𝜎 ∗ ) of the subsurface materials, or its inverse the complex resistivity (ρ*). The
use of complex-valued model parameters permits to represent both the electrical conductivity
and capacitive properties of the subsurface. Accordingly, the real component (𝜎 ) represents an
energy loss term (i.e., conductivity), and the imaginary component (𝜎 ) the energy storage (i.e.,
polarization). Additionally, the complex conductivity can also be expressed in terms of its
magnitude (|𝜎|) and phase (𝜙). In most subsurface investigations, the values of 𝜙 are
sufficiently small (< 100 mrad), such that 𝜎 ≈ |𝜎|, which is typically referred to as the
electrical conductivity (𝜎). Likewise, the phase of the complex conductivity can be
approximated by the ratio of the imaginary to the real component (𝜙 ≈ 𝜎 / 𝜎′ ), which has
been also suggested as a proxy for the subsurface electrical capacitive properties, or the IP
effect.
After the collection and the inversion of the data, a third step comprises the interpretation of the
computed electrical imaging results in terms of the targeted material properties and processes.
For an adequate interpretation of the electrical signatures, it is important to understand the
different electrochemical processes engaged in the conduction of electrical current in the
subsurface.
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Generally, the low-frequency 𝜎 ∗ σ* of subsurface materials is controlled by three main
mechanisms (e.g., Ward et al., 1988):
(a) Matrix conduction through the solid phase, which is important only if a high metal content
allows electronic conduction, which can be assumed to be negligible for most natural media;
(b) ionic or electrolytic conduction (𝜎 ) through the fluid-filled pore space; and
(c) surface conduction (𝜎 ∗

) through the electrical double layer (EDL), a charge-carrier rich

und thus more conductive layer covering the fluid-grain interface.
In summary, the complex conductivity 𝜎 ∗ of geological media (free of metals) can be written
as a superposition of the two main contributions:
𝜎 ∗ (𝜔) = 𝜎 + 𝜎 ∗

(𝜔), (1)

where ω is the angular frequency. Due to different polarization processes that can take place
within the EDL, the surface conduction 𝜎 ∗

is a frequency-dependent quantity, while 𝜎

shows a negligible frequency dependence – at least in the low-frequency range (< 1 kHz), in
which SIP measurements are typically conducted.
Rewriting 𝜎 using Archie’s model (Archie, 1942) and 𝜎 ∗

in terms of its real and imaginary

components, the complex conductivity can also be expressed as (Lesmes and Frye, 2001):
𝜎 ∗ (𝜔) = Θ 𝑆 𝜎 + 𝜎

(𝜔) + 𝑖𝜎

(𝜔), (2)

where Θ represents the porosity, S the saturation, m and n are empirical coefficients, and 𝜎
denotes the conductivity of the pore fluid.
To summarize, Figure 1.1 shows a schematic representation of the necessary steps for fieldscale IP investigations.
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Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of the necessary steps in the application of the IP imaging method
at the field scale: data collection, inversion and interpretation of subsurface electrical models. IP
measurements are given in terms of the electrical impedances (Z), while the inversion solves for the
distribution of the complex conductivity (𝜎 ∗ ) in the subsurface. In a third step, imaging results need to
be interpreted to define geological units and, as investigated here, the delineaiton of biogeochemical
processes

Built on the large evidence from laboratory studies, during the last years considerable efforts
have been made to establish empirical relations to quantify the dependence of electrical
properties on different biogeochemical parameters. In this context, the SIP response has been
shown to correlate with the hydraulic conductivity (e.g., Binley et al., 2005; Revil et al., 2015a),
induced redox reactions (Slater et al., 2007), the accumulation of microbial cells (Revil et al.,
2012), changes in salinity and temperature (e.g., Weller et al., 2015; Hördt et al., 2017), or the
concentration of hydrocarbon contaminants (e.g., Schmutz et al., 2010). However, most of these
models are based on laboratory experiments using well defined materials and components,
which largely simplifies the much more complex situation under real field conditions. To date,
the knowledge of the dominating electrical responses or the interplay between different
polarization processes at the field scale is limited. The few published field-scale investigations
are often limited to measurements conducted along illustrative profiles under conditions where
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a strong polarization response is expected. However, an extensive database covering a broad
range of geological settings and, in particular, different biogeochemical conditions is still
missing. Hence, the applicability of the IP method to characterize biogeochemical processes in
natural media at the field scale is still open to debate.

1.3 Motivation
The potential of the SIP method to gain information on biogeochemical processes has opened
new areas of research, which is reflected in an increasing number of publications in the field of
biogeophysics within the last 10 years (see Figure 1.2). Although some studies may have been
overlooked in the preparation of Figure 1.2, it is clear that during this time, the IP method and
its application to biogeochemical problems has been gaining momentum. Recent IP research
generally focusses on the improved estimation of hydrogeological or biogeochemical
parameters. As most of the promising relationships between IP response and these parameters
have only been measured in laboratory-scale column experiments, it remains open to debate if
they are strong enough to be useful at the field scale.
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Figure 1.2: Number of published studies based on the IP method. The statistic is based on entries found
in Google Scholar (last revised on September 24, 2019). This overview only includes contributions to
peer-reviewed journals.
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In order to underline the persisting demand for field-scale SIP research, it is worth having a
look into the 60 contributions to the 5th international workshop on Induced Polarization
(October 3-5, 2018, Rutgers University, US). Of all contributions, 50% corresponded to
laboratory investigations, 30% were related to instrumental developments and inversion
algorithms, and only 20% represented field experiments. As laid down in the proceedings of
the round-table discussions of the workshop, two of the key questions regarding the SIP method
are whether (1) the method is mature and ready to be applied on a large (industrial) scale; and
whether (2) standardized guidelines for the acquisition and processing of SIP field data can be
established, especially for new users or users beyond the geophysical community.
SIP data collected under field conditions is still scarce, with most of the measurements collected
along short profiles (a few tens of meters) and on sites where high polarization signatures are
expected in the subsurface (e.g., Hördt et al., 2007; Williams et al., 2009; Flores Orozco et al.,
2011; Martin and Günther, 2013; Kemna et al., 2014; Maurya et al., 2018). Hence, building a
comprehensive database of SIP field responses of different geological environments and
biogeochemical settings remains one of the main tasks.
Primarily, variations in the electrical properties of the subsurface are related to lithological
changes; however, an increase in the polarization response can also often be indicative of
contaminants or bioremediation processes (e.g., Kemna et al., 2004; Williams et al., 2009).
Natural biogeochemical processes in organic-rich subsurface materials may also accelerate
weathering of the solid constituents resulting in changes in the pore-space geometry and the
chemical composition of the pore water. In particular, chemical changes directly modify the
properties of the electrical double layer formed at the grain-fluid interface where the
polarization takes place and, thus, affect the SIP response. Hence, biogeochemically induced
variations in the polarization response are not limited to anthropogenically disturbed media but
do also take place in a variety of natural settings. In this regard, the application of the SIP
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imaging method as a diagnostic tool in biogeochemistry on the catchment scale is a topic of
research, which is relevant for a broad audience.
With respect to the applicability of the SIP method, the main question remains whether natural
biogeochemical processes can produce a detectable response and if it can be discriminated from
the variations related to the lithology. However, biogeochemical processes are as diverse as the
geological media they take place in; thus, it is necessary to define clear research strategies. In
the present work, a first step comprises the evaluation of the SIP imaging method for the
delineation of microbiological hot-spots in different environments. Such microbiological hot
spots are defined as relatively small volumes in the subsurface associated to disproportional
rates of microbial activity (McClain et al., 2002; Vidon et al., 2010; Duncan et al., 2013). As
their occurrence, distribution, and geometry is poorly known, such hot spots represent an
important source of uncertainty for the understanding of soil-atmosphere interaction, for
instance carbon and nutrient cycling. Here, the main challenge is that the delineation of such
hot spots requires the investigation of extensive areas at a high spatial resolution. Together with
the expected heterogeneity of geological settings and their different IP responses, this makes
the geophysical search for microbiological hot spots a relevant topic to test innovative field
procedures. If successful, SIP could then be used as an efficient tool for the investigation of
extensive areas, and time and cost intensive detailed investigations by means of direct methods
and laboratory experiments could be directed to a reduced number of spatially confined targets.
Among other reasons, the imbalance between laboratory and field studies as well as the lack of
a comprehensive field data base, is the result of the technical and logistical challenges
associated with the collection of reliable SIP data at the field scale. For instance, deep
investigations of more than a few meters require the use of long cables connecting the
instrument with the electrodes, which commonly results in the contamination of the data due to
unwanted electromagnetic (EM) fields (e.g., Hallof, 1974; Pelton et al., 1978; Zimmermann et
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al., 2008; 2019). The so-called EM coupling within the device, between cables or in conductive
ground (e.g., due to a high clay content) can significantly affect the SIP readings, especially at
high frequencies. Besides EM coupling, the conduction of SIP surveys in urban or industrial
areas may also be challenging because of the contamination of the data due to anthropogenic
sources of noise, such as buried infrastructure, power lines, among others (Caterina et al., 2007;
Flores Orozco et al., 2019).
Moreover, SIP measurements require the collection of data at many different frequencies and,
thus, larger acquisition times than, e.g., direct-current resistivity methods (e.g., Binley and
Kemna, 2005; Flores Orozco et al., 2012a). Hence, SIP investigation at the field scale, and in
particular for monitoring applications, also demand the development of efficient tools for the
real-time evaluation of data quality and signal strength. Such analysis is critical to adjust the
survey design, or to delineate areas of interest, for the collection of meaningful and interpretable
data at a larger scale, or for the monitoring of fast biogeochemical processes.

1.4 Objectives
The overall goal of my research is to establish the SIP imaging method as a diagnostic tool for
biogeochemistry. To achieve this overall goal, I define four specific objectives addressed within
this work:
1) Develop a methodology for the collection and processing of SIP imaging data at the
field scale that can readily be adopted by any practitioner. This is a crucial first step for
the assessment of S/N and data uncertainty, considering the numerous sources of
measurement errors in SIP surveys at the field scale.
2) Investigate the applicability of the SIP imaging method to map biogeochemical hotspots in situ. The main interest here is to validate whether the SIP method is able to
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detect lithological units and at the same time provide information on biogeochemical
zonation and processes in natural media.
3) Investigate variations in the SIP response associated to changes in biogeochemical
activity associated to solid waste and hydrocarbon-contaminant plumes. Besides the
release of pollutants, landfills and hydrocarbons represents important subsurface
sources of carbon and, thus, potential biogeochemical hot spots.
4) Investigate the applicability of the SIP imaging method as a tool for the monitoring of
nanoparticles injections, e.g., for the remediation of groundwater contaminants. Due to
the high reactivity of nanoparticles, they are used to accelerate biogeochemical
degradation of contaminants. The monitoring experiments presented here provided a
unique opportunity to investigate the temporal resolution of the SIP imaging method.
The four objectives of this work are closely related to each other, with some overlapping
aspects. Such continuity is needed to present the different results in perspective, taking the
reader from clean to contaminated sites, from lithological to biogeochemical investigations, and
from static responses to the monitoring of fast processes.

1.5 Hypothesis

To achieve the objectives described above, investigations were conducted based on the
following hypothesis:
1) Spatial consistency of the imaging data sets can be used for an automatized analysis of
the field data. Based on such an approach, outliers can be detected and removed and
data uncertainty can be quantified efficiently in order to allow for a real-time data
analysis during field surveys.
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2) Microbiological hot spots are related to the stimulation of different bacteria, for
instance, iron reducers, which ultimately result in the precipitation of iron sulfides (e.g..,
pyrite). Considering the usually high polarization response of iron-minerals, these
represent a suitable target for SIP measurements.
3) Natural degradation of waste and hydrocarbon contaminants results in the stimulation
of microbial activity; thus, spatial variations in the SIP response can be used to
discriminate between biogeochemically inactive and active zones (i.e., hot spots).
4) Temporal variations in SIP images can be used to assess the reactivity of nanoparticles
in the subsurface and monitor the stimulation of biogeochemical processes towards the
fast degradation of hydrocarbon-contaminated zones.
Although not specifically addressed here, these hypothesis could also be extended to other
research questions in environmental investigations, for instance the quantification of ice and
water content in permafrost environments, or the understanding of surface-groundwater
interactions for investigations in the fields of hydrology or limnology.

1.6 Structure

This habilitation thesis is organized into six main chapters, in which the objectives and
hypothesis described above are addressed. The structure also aims at taking the reader step-bystep following the workflow for a successful SIP imaging survey in the context of
Biogeophysics: from the design and conduction of the field survey, and the processing of the
data to the interpretation of the electrical imaging results in terms of geological units and
biogeochemical processes. Such workflow is illustrated in Figure 1.3
The structure of the thesis can be summarized as:
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1. Introduction: motivation, objectives and hypothesis
2. Non-invasive delineation of biogeochemical active zones at the field scale: the untapped
potential of the IP imaging method
3. Re-interpretation of electrical signatures in clay-rich soils and hydrocarboncontaminated sites: the contribution of surface conduction and microbial activity
4. IP monitoring along nanoparticles injections: real-time evaluation of stimulated
biogeochemical activity for the degradation of contaminants
5. Conclusions
6. Additional material
Following this introductory chapter, chapter 2 addresses the non-invasive delineation of
biogeochemical active zones at the field scale. It is built on two studies: one on a new
methodology for the fully-automatized processing of IP imaging data sets (Flores Orozco et al.,
2018a), and the second on the application of this methodology for the delineation of
microbiological hot spots at the floodplain scale (Wainwright, Flores Orozco, et al., 2016). As
discussed in Flores Orozco et al. (2018a), the proposed algorithm for the processing of IP data
permits the identification of outliers based on the analysis of the spatial consistency of the
readings of an imaging dataset. Deviations from a theoretical model can be used for the
quantification of the data uncertainty. Flores Orozco et al. (2018a) also includes the first study
case using the IP imaging method at the floodplain scale, where 22 profiles where collected in
selected areas across a 45-ha site for the identification of biogeochemical hotspots. Following
the same approach, the study by Wainwright and Flores Orozco et al (2016) presents the
successful identification of biogeochemical hot spots at the Rifle site (~10 ha), where IP
anomalies with high polarization magnitudes were used to define drilling targets for the
subsequent recovery of sediments. Analysis of the recovered materials revealed high
concentrations of organic matter and the accumulation of biominerals, i.e., iron sulfides. To the
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best of my knowledge, these two studies are the first ground-based IP imaging surveys at the
large scale evidencing the applicability of the method to delineate microbiological active zones.
Chapter 3 discusses the contribution of surface conduction and microbial activity and uses the
corresponding results for a reinterpretation of the electrical signatures of clay-rich soils and
hydrocarbon-contaminated sites measured at La Valette (France) and Trecate (Italy),
respectively. The La Valette site corresponds to a clay-rich landslide, where low to negligible
rates of biogeochemical activity is expected, while at the Trecate site bioattenuation of a
persistent contaminant plume of crude oil was studied, which resulted from the blowout of an
oil exploration well. The purpose of this chapter is twofold. On the one hand, it can be
understood as a follow-up of the interpretations provided in Chapter 2 towards the
biogeochemical interpretation of SIP imaging results in other study areas. On the other hand,
this chapter also addresses two intriguing electrical responses: the high electrical conductivity
of (i) unsaturated clay-rich sediments and (ii) hydrocarbon-impacted sediments. Based on a
discussion of the different conduction mechanisms, Chapter 3 demonstrates that the
contribution of surface conduction (𝜎′ ) dominates over electrolytic conduction (𝜎 ) in clayrich soils; thus resulting in higher conductivity values than those in coarser sediments (see
Flores Orozco et al., 2018b). In the case of the hydrocarbon-impacted soils, the stimulation of
microbial activity and the release of carbonic acids, carbon dioxide (CO2), and methane (CH4)
as metabolic products result in the increase of salinity in pore-water (i.e., the fluid conductivity
𝜎 ), which explains the high conductivity observed at the Trecate site (Flores Orozco et al.,
2019a). The studies presented in Chapter 3 represent the first field applications of the SIP
imaging method for landslide characterization (Flores Orozco et al., 2018b) and the first oneyear IP monitoring of processes in a hydrocarbon-contaminant plume (Flores Orozco et al.,
2019a).
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Chapter 4 investigates the ability of the IP imaging method to monitor fast biogeochemical
processes accompanying the injection of nanoparticles for the degradation of hydrocarbon
contaminants in the subsurface. IP imaging is initially used to characterize the geometry of the
contaminant plume and possible hydraulic barriers associated to clay-rich zones. Measurements
are then repeated during the nanoparticles injections. The analysis of the temporal changes in
the resulting time-laps complex-conductivity data are used to track the path of the injected
particles and evaluate the delivery to the target and the degradation of the contaminants. Chapter
4 also comprises two studies corresponding to different types of particles and contaminants: (i)
the injection of zero-valent iron (ZVI) particles for the degradation of trichloroethene (TCE),
and (ii) the injection of nano-goethite particles (NGP) for the remediation of toluene. Baseline
imaging results (i.e., those based on the data collected prior to the injection) permit to extend
the observations made in Chapter 3 to other hydrocarbon contaminants. They furthermore
demonstrate that the obtained IP images are not only sensitive to the geometry of the
contaminant plume, but also to the polarity of the oil (Flores Orozco et al., 2015; 2019a; 2019b),
which is consistent with corresponding laboratory observations. The monitoring results
demonstrate the high spatio-temporal resolution of the IP imaging method and its capability to
detect deviations in the trajectory of the injected particles (Flores Orozco et al., 2015) resulting
from clogging of the pore space due to particle aggregation at the injection point (Flores Orozco
et al., 2019b). Based on the results of two different field-scale particle injection experiments,
Chapter 4 gives evidence of the capability of the IP method to monitor unintended fracking due
to the subsurface amendment of nano-particle suspensions (Flores Orozco et al., 2015; 2019b).
Moreover, variations in the complex conductivity can be used to assess biogeochemical
transformations of the particle surface. The studies presented in Chapter 4 are the first fieldscale IP applications to achieve a real-time monitoring of nanoparticles injections (Flores
Orozco et al., 2015) and the first to assess pore clogging during subsurface amendment (Flores
Orozco et al., 2019b).
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Chapter 5 presents the conclusions. In the additional material provided in Chapter 6, two further
studies are included, which are currently still undergoing peer-review process but also form part
of the research effort presented here. In Flores Orozco and Gallistl (under revision in
Geophysics), we provide a detailed analysis of the distortions in SIP imaging data collected
with multicore cables from three different manufacturers. Such multicore cables are standard
in the collection of geophysical resistivity and IP surveys. However, our results demonstrate
that IP data collected with multicore cables, even at frequencies as low as 1 Hz, can be severely
affected by EM coupling resulting in more than 40% of inconsistent readings. In this study, the
use of coaxial cables is shown to be a suitable alternative that significantly improves the quality
of the SIP readings (here less than 5% inconsistent readings at 1 Hz). Moreover, the readings
collected with a single coaxial cable demonstrate an improved data quality compared to those
collected with two (unshielded) separate cables for current and potential dipoles, a standard
technique to minimize EM coupling. Hence, the cable setup proposed by Flores-Orozco and
Gallistl (submitted to Geophysics) simplifies field procedures, as required for extensive
investigations, and improves the quality, resolution and depth of investigation of SIP imaging
surveys.
In the study by Flores Orozco et al. (submitted to Journal of Waste management), IP imaging
is used on a landfill, where municipal solid waste (MSW) and construction and demolition
waste (CDW) were disposed. The investigation aims at identifying microbiologically active
zones associated to the generation of landfill gas (e.g., CO2 and CH4). This study reveals that
conductivity images (magnitude) are mainly controlled by the landfill leachate, hindering a
univocal delineation of the landfill geometry and assessment of the waste composition.
However, IP images (𝜙) reveal sufficiently strong contrasts between the surrounding geological
material and the waste volume, permitting to correctly delineate the geometry of the landfill.
Moreover, the polarization effect reveals a clear positive correlation with the total organic
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content (TOC) measured in leachate samples, a proxy of microbial activity. Hence, the study
of Flores Orozco et al. (submitted to J. of Waste Management) proves the applicability of the
IP imaging method to discriminate between waste composition and to delineate biogeochemical
inactive and active zones (e.g., hot spots) in landfills.
The interpretation of the imaging results is the inherent step following the development of
robust field procedures and efficient processing techniques. To achieve this, I co-supervised a
PhD thesis aiming at the development of a numerical framework to predict the frequencydependence of the IP response for different geometries at the pore scale (Bücker, 2018). Such
work permitted us to investigate the theoretical response associated to different processes such
as the variations in textural parameters (e.g., clay content), water content, and volumetric
content of non-aqueous phase liquids (NAPL), among other properties. These manuscripts are
also presented in Chapter 6 as they are critical for supporting the interpretation of SIP imaging
results presented in the main part of this habilitation thesis.
Chapter 2, 3 and 4 are based on six manuscripts published in the highest ranked peer reviewed
Journals in Geophysics. From these manuscripts, I am the leading author in five, while in one
of these I am the second author. Additionally, in Chapter 6, I am including two studies
undergoing revisions where I am the leading author, and four studies where I am co-supervisor
of the leading author. The use of published manuscripts for this work aims at reaching a broad
international community.
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2. Non-invasive delineation of biogeochemical active zones at
the field scale: the untapped potential of the IP imaging
method
2.1 Decay curve analysis for data error quantification in time-domain
induced polarization imaging
2.2 Hierarchical Bayesian method for mapping biogeochemical hot spots
using induced polarization imaging
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Decay curve analysis for data error quantification in time-domain
induced polarization imaging

Adrian Flores Orozco1, Jakob Gallistl1, Matthias Bücker2, and Kenneth H. Williams3

data error in TDIP imaging, which is entirely based on the
analysis of the recorded IP decay curve and does not require
recollection of data (e.g., reciprocals). The first two steps of
the methodology assess the general characteristics of the decay
curves and the spatial consistency of the measurements for the
detection and removal of outliers. In the third and fourth steps,
we quantify the deviation of the measured decay curves from
a smooth model for the estimation of random error of the
total chargeability and transfer resistance measurement. The error models and imaging results obtained from this methodology
— in the following referred to as “decay curve analysis” — are
compared with those obtained following a conventional normalreciprocal analysis revealing consistent results. We determine
the applicability of our methodology with real field data collected at the floodplain scale (approximately 12 ha) using multiple gradient and DD configurations.

ABSTRACT
In recent years, the time-domain induced polarization (TDIP)
imaging technique has emerged as a suitable method for the
characterization and the monitoring of hydrogeologic and biogeochemical processes. However, one of the major challenges
refers to the resolution of the electrical images. Hence, various
studies have stressed the importance of data processing, error
characterization, and the deployment of adequate inversion
schemes. A widely accepted method to assess data error in electrical imaging relies on the analysis of the discrepancy between
normal and reciprocal measurements. Nevertheless, the collection of reciprocals doubles the acquisition time and is only
viable for a limited subset of commonly used electrode configurations (e.g., dipole-dipole [DD]). To overcome these limitations, we have developed a new methodology to quantify the

of applications, such as the characterization of contaminated sites
(Flores Orozco et al., 2012a; Gazoty et al., 2012), the assessment of
seasonal changes in permafrost (Doetsch et al., 2015a), the evaluation of processes associated with CO2 injections to shallow aquifers (Dafflon et al., 2012; Doetsch et al., 2015b), and the monitoring
of zero-valent iron nanoparticles injections (Flores Orozco et al.,
2015). Furthermore, a recent study has described the prospection
of microbial “hot spots” at the floodplain scale using TDIP imaging
(Wainwright et al., 2015), demonstrating the applicability of the
TDIP method for exploration at large scale (the floodplain covered
approximately 12 ha). If based only on the analysis of soil and
groundwater samples, floodplain-scale site characterization suffers
from the limitations imposed by the characteristics of the sampling

INTRODUCTION
Initially developed for the prospection of metallic ores, the induced polarization (IP) method has emerged in recent years as a
suitable technique for environmental and hydrogeologic studies.
As an extension of the standard DC-resistivity method, IP measurements provide information about the electrical conductivity (i.e.,
energy loss) and capacitive (i.e., energy storage) properties of
the subsurface permitting an improved lithologic characterization
(Kemna et al., 2012; Weller et al., 2013). Particularly at the field
scale, time-domain IP (TDIP) measurements have become popular
within the past few years due to the robustness and accuracy of
modern commercial measuring devices. An increasing number of
studies report meaningful TDIP imaging results for a wide range
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and often lacks the spatial resolution needed to identify small
heterogeneities such as microbial hot spots. The ability of the TDIP
imaging method to gain quasi-continuous information about textural and geochemical properties of soil materials makes it an attractive technique for hydrogeologic investigations (Binley et al.,
2016); in addition, the characteristic polarization response associated to biomass (e.g., microbial cells) and related metabolic products has been exploited for innovative applications in the emerging
field of biogeophysics (Atekwana and Slater, 2009; Kemna et al.,
2012). However, as pointed out by Wainwright et al. (2015),
the modest polarization response of soil materials with low (to negligible) metallic content places high demands on the resolution of
the IP imaging results.
An adequate characterization of the data error is critical to
enhance the resolution of electrical images, considering that an
underestimation of data error is typically associated to the creation
of artifacts in the images, whereas data error overestimation generally leads to the loss of resolution (LaBrecque et al., 1996). Data
errors can be systematic or random; the main source for systematic
errors in electrical imaging measurements is due to poor contact
between the electrodes and the ground, resulting in low current injections and noisy voltage readings. In addition, TDIP measurements are subject to other sources of systematic error due to
(1) electromagnetic capacitive and inductive coupling, which affects
potential readings collected in the early times (e.g., Dahlin and
Leroux, 2012), and (2) distortions in potential measurements performed by electrodes placed within the current pathway or previously used for current injection, due to a (remnant) polarization
of the electrode itself (e.g., Dahlin et al., 2002). Measurements affected by systematic error need to be removed as outliers before the
inversion. To this end, a recent study proposed the analysis of TDIP
data collected at high sampling rates (3.75 kHz) to reduce the effect
due to the drift and polarization of the electrodes, spikes in the voltage readings, or harmonic noise due to AC power supplies (Olsson
et al., 2016). Remaining uncertainties in the data can be considered
random error, related to variations in magnitude and pathways of the
injected current, electronic noise of the measuring instrument, etc.,
and they can generally be roughly described by the mean and standard deviation (e.g., Binley et al., 1995; LaBrecque et al., 1996;
Slater et al., 2000). It has been widely documented that inversion
algorithms minimizing an objective function subject to fitting the
data to a predefined error level (given by the estimates of random
error) might provide results less affected by artifacts than those
computed by strictly minimizing the data misfit (e.g., Binley et al.,
1995; LaBrecque et al., 1996; Kemna, 2000). Field studies have
confirmed the advantages of accurately incorporating information
about the data error for the inversion of TDIP imaging data sets
(e.g., Slater and Binley, 2006; Kemna et al., 2012; Flores Orozco
et al., 2015; Binley et al., 2016). Flores Orozco et al. (2012b)
recently adopted a power-law model to characterize the data error
in IP measurements (i.e., phase or chargeability) as a function of the
associated transfer resistance, yielding imaging results with an improved resolution over those computed using previous assumptions
of a constant error.
Therefore, during the processing of the data, quantitative information on the characteristics of data error is required to (1) assess
the reliability of the data, (2) identify and remove outliers associated
with systematic errors, and (3) adjust error models describing the
characteristics of inherent random errors to be incorporated within

the inversion. Besides error quantification for data inversion, the
characterization of large areas by means of IP imaging demands
an onsite assessment of data quality to (1) eventually indicate
the need to increase the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N), e.g., by modifying the measuring protocol and (2) determine areas of interest for
the collection of denser data sets (e.g., higher resolution). To date, a
widely used method to evaluate IP data quality is based on the
analysis of the misfit between normal and reciprocal measurements,
in which reciprocal measurements refer to the recollection of the
data with interchanged current and potential electrodes (e.g., Slater
et al., 2000; Slater and Binley, 2006; Flores Orozco et al., 2011,
2012a, 2012b). Nevertheless, the necessity to reduce the acquisition
time for large-scale surveys compromises the collection of reciprocals. Furthermore, measuring configurations characterized by high
S/N, such as the multiple-gradient (MG) array (Dahlin and Zhou,
2006), are not suited for the collection of reciprocals with multichannel instruments without severely increasing the acquisition
time. Accordingly, IP surveys at the large scale urge for the development of new techniques to quickly and reliably quantify data error
without the need of reciprocal readings.
Here, we propose a new methodology for the processing of TDIP
measurements based on the analysis of the voltage decay curve. Our
decay curve analysis (DCA) permits us to identify and remove outliers prior to the inversion, and it is also suited to quantify data error
in TDIP imaging measurements. To evaluate the accuracy of our
approach, we compare its outcome with the one obtained from
the widely used normal-reciprocal analysis (NRA). We further demonstrate the robustness and efficiency of the proposed DCA by applying it to an extensive TDIP data set collected at the floodplain
scale (approximately 12 ha) for the characterization of a near-surface aquifer and the identification of possible naturally reduced
zones (NRZ) associated to microbial hot spots in the aquifer sediments. In the following section, we will briefly describe the characteristics of the site and the field measurements, as well as the
algorithm used for the inversion of the TDIP data; this is followed
by the step-by-step description of our DCA. Then, we present the
electrical imaging results as obtained by means of the DCA and the
comparison with those obtained by the standard NRA, followed by
the discussion and conclusions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Site description and TDIP survey
TDIP measurements were collected on the Shiprock site (New
Mexico, USA) on the grounds of a former uranium-processing
facility. The site has been remediated, but measurable concentrations of uranium are still present in groundwater samples. The affected floodplain of the San Juan River has a total extension of
approximately 45 ha, and its stratigraphy consists of three main
units: an impermeable clay-rich layer extending from the surface
to approximately 2 m depth, followed by a sandy-gravel aquifer
(approximately 3 m thickness) that rests on top of a shale unit
of low hydraulic permeability known as the Mancos Shale formation. The groundwater level was located at a depth of approximately
3 m during the field survey. A previous study on a similar site
(Wainwright et al., 2015) revealed that fluvially deposited organic
material within aquifer sediments may result in the development of
microbial hotspots, consequently leading to the natural immobilization of uranium and the accumulation of reduced end products, such
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as biominerals (e.g., iron monosulfides, FeS) and pore fluids (e.g.,
methane and carbon dioxide). To map possible hot spots at the Shiprock site, a total of 22 TDIP profiles were collected (Figure 1). Six
roll-along profiles (up to 350 m) were laid out to characterize largescale changes in the electrical properties across the active margin of
the floodplain (approximately 12 ha), with 16 shorter profiles included to improve the resolution of particular areas of interest.
Separation between electrodes was 2 m for all profiles for an intended depth of investigation of 7 m, which fairly covers the aquifer
and the contact to the Mancos Shale. Measurements were collected
using the Syscal Pro Switch 72 equipment (from IRIS Instruments)
with a square-wave current injection, 50% duty cycle, and a pulse
length of 2 s. The voltage decay was measured along 20 windows
using an arithmetic distribution of the IP windows, i.e., having the
same duration of 80 ms and starting after an initial delay of 240 ms
after current shutoff. Such settings were chosen as a trade-off between acquisition time (favored by a short pulse length) and the
response due to slow polarization processes (favored by long pulse
lengths), a fair sampling of the decay curve (for early and late
times), and an ample delay to minimize the electromagnetic coupling in the data. Furthermore, data collected with the same settings
yielded good results for the delineation of microbial hot spots at a
site with similar characteristics (Wainwright et al., 2015). Measurements were collected using two configurations: (1) dipole-dipole
(DD) skip 0 (i.e., a length of 2 m for the current and potential dipoles) and (2) MG configurations (after Dahlin and Zhou, 2006)
with 10 potential dipoles (skip 0, skip 1, and skip 2) nested within
the current dipole. DD measurements were collected as normalreciprocal pairs. All data sets were inverted with CRTomo, a
smoothness-constraint algorithm (by Kemna, 2000) that permits
the inversion of the data to a confidence level determined by an error
model. The algorithm calculates the complex resistivity distribution
on a 2D grid of lumped finite element cells from a given data set of
transfer impedances, in terms of magnitude and phase, at a given
frequency (for further details, we refer to Kemna, 2000). Modeling
errors in CRTomo have been estimated at less than 2% (Weigand
et al., 2017). To compute the phase shift of the electrical impedance,
apparent total chargeability values were linearly converted to frequency-domain phase values (at the fundamental frequency of
0.125 Hz) assuming a constant-phase response (van Voorhis et al.,
1973), based on the approach proposed by Kemna et al. (1999).
This approach demonstrated quantitatively consistent results obtained from time- and frequency-domain data sets (Flores Orozco
et al., 2012a).
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The effects of systematic and random error on TDIP decay curves
have been recognized earlier and previous studies proposed to manually remove measurements associated with an erratic behavior
of the decay curves (Gazoty et al., 2013; Doetsch et al., 2015a;
2015b). However, an approach that relies on the manual identification of outliers is not suited for the processing of extensive data sets,
which calls for automatable filtering schemes. Gazoty et al. (2013)
and Olsson et al. (2015) suggest statistical analysis of repeated measurements (i.e., stacking) to remove outliers and the quantification
of data error. Yet repeatability is not well-suited to reduce the acquisition time and does not offer any advantage in comparison with
NRA (LaBrecque et al., 1996). Moreover, the existing approaches
do not offer the possibility to quantify the random error on the TDIP
measurements. This is particularly important for the inversion of
measurements collected with large dipole separations, which typically suffer from a low S/N and cannot just be removed as outliers,
considering that the information from these measurements is critical
to improve the quantitative interpretation of electrical images at
depth. Instead of eliminating curves with an erratic behavior, we
propose to perform an adequate quantification of the error in the
measured decay curves (i.e., deviating from a smooth decay curve)
and incorporate such information into the inversion as part of the
error model. Furthermore, systematic errors in the data may lead to
measurements related to a smooth decay curve but associated to
total chargeability values without spatial correlation within the data
set, i.e., values inconsistent with measurements collected with
neighbor electrodes. Such measurements also need to be removed
before the inversion. Thus, analysis of TDIP data sets requires the
assessment of the quality of the decay curve (for the quantification

Data processing
Figure 2 illustrates typical manifestations of errors observed in
TDIP data sets: Measurements collected with a small separation
between current and potential electrodes (high S/N) are typically
related to smoothly decaying curves (Figure 2a), whereas increasing
the separation between the potential and current electrodes (Figure 2b and 2c) is associated with more erratic curves due to a decrease in the S/N. Although shape and magnitude of most decay
curves are similar, some measurements clearly deviate from the general “decay” pattern, with voltage increasing after current shutoff
(e.g., Figure 2d). These outliers are commonly a result of capacitive
coupling (Dahlin and Loke, 2015) and need to be deleted before the
inversion of the data.

Figure 1. Layout of the geophysical survey at the Shiprock study
area. The white lines indicate TDIP profiles, the yellow line highlights the first section (64 electrodes) of profile 1 used as an exemplary data set for the application of the DCA method. Satellite
image modified from Google Earth.
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of random error) and the spatial correlation of the measurements
within the TDIP imaging data set (for the identification of systematic errors).

In the following section, we describe a novel four-step methodology that provides an improved and automatable outlier removal as
well as an adequate quantification of data error for the transfer resistance and the total chargeability measurement.
By transfer resistance, we mean the ratio of the
measured primary voltage to the injected current
(R ¼ U∕I) and by apparent total chargeability
the normalized sum of N individual chargeabilities mi times the respective durations Δti of N IP
windows (Binley and Kemna, 2005):

M¼

N
N
X
X
ðmi · Δti Þ∕
Δti :
i¼1

(1)

i¼1

Note that much of the erratic variation of the decay curves observed in Figure 2 is averaged out
by the calculation of the total chargeability M as
the temporal average of the voltage decay (equation 1). The main idea of our methodology is
to reconstruct the standard deviation of this average by comparing the measured decay curve with
a representative smooth decay. This estimated
standard deviation of the apparent chargeability
can then be used to adjust the error model required for the inversion.

DECAY CURVE ANALYSIS
Power-law fit and first filter
Figure 2. Plots of the measured decay curves with DD configurations (black symbols)
for (a) small, (b) medium and (c and d) maximum separation between current and potential dipoles (i.e., representing different S/Ns). The negative power law model (after
equation 2) fitted to each curve is indicated with the red line.

The first step consists of fitting an approximate
power-law model to each of the measured decay
curves, for each profile:

mf ðtÞ ¼ αt−β þ ε:

(2)

Here, mf represents the fitted apparent chargeability (in mV∕V),
t represents the time (in ms) after current shutoff, and α and β
are the fitting parameters. We also include a constant term ε to account for deviations from a pure power law. Power-law models are
well-suited to describe most TDIP responses and can be considered
the time domain equivalent of the frequency-domain constant-phase
model (van Voorhis et al., 1973). As can be observed in Figure 2,
the power-law model yields a fair and robust fit of most decays
in the sample data set. To assess the goodness of each fit, we calculate the root-mean-square deviation (rmsd) between the measured
and fitted curves as

vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u N
u1 X
rmsd ¼ t
ðm ðt Þ − mm;i Þ2 ;
N i¼1 f i
Figure 3. Pseudosections of the total chargeability measurements
collected along the first section (64 electrodes) of profile 1, with
MG configurations for the unfiltered data set (first plot) and following the removal of IP measurements associated to nondecaying
curves (second plot) as well as the associated goodness of fit values
as defined in equation 3 (third plot). Superimposed pixels in the
pseudosections are related to measurements associated to the same
position in the representation, but not necessarily in the subsurface.

(3)

where N is the number of IP windows of the curve and mm;i are the
apparent chargeabilities at times ti .
Considering that physically meaningful measured decay curves
should be positive and decrease with time, we remove all measurements associated with nondecaying curves (β < 0 and α < 0, or
β > 0 and α > 0). The incorporation of the so-called negative
IP effect (e.g., Dahlin and Loke, 2015) into the analysis will be
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discussed further below. Figure 3 shows the pseudosection of the
MG apparent chargeability raw data collected along the first section
(64 electrodes) of profile 1 before (top row) and after (second row)
the removal of nondecaying curves. Measurements associated
with erratic curves, i.e., with large RSMD, were not removed in
this step because they are mainly related to larger separation between electrodes and, thus, to deeper information, as can be observed in Figure 3 (bottom row). As we mentioned before, one
premise of our analysis is to preserve as many deep measurements
as possible.

Construction of a reference curve and second filter
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pute the standard deviation of the shift values (ku and kd ) within the
data set (i.e., for all current injections). Outliers are then defined
as those measurements associated with a shift value (ku , kd ) larger
than three times the standard deviation for the entire data set.
In Figure 5, we present the pseudosection for DD and MG measurements after removal of outliers based on the filtering with the
reference curve. Plots in Figure 5 demonstrate that for the measurements discussed here, both configurations have a consistent performance and are related to consistent values in the measured total
chargeability, permitting to validate the results from the DCA in
MG configurations with those obtained by means of the NRA with
DD arrays.

To this point, each decay curve has been fitted independently,
Standard deviation estimate and bin analysis
which can still result in a high spatial variability of the apparent
total chargeability readings, as observed in Figure 3. In particular,
In the third step, we compute the DCA misfit ΔmDCA;i between
the first filter does not remove those readings characterized by
the measured decay curve and the power-law model fitted in step
anomalously high total chargeability values associated with a
one for all measurements after applying filters one and two. For the
(smoothly) decaying curve. However, due to the nature of the imith IP window, the DCA misfit is defined as
aging measurements, we expect apparent total chargeability values
to vary in a relatively gradual manner across the pseudosection.
ΔmDCA;i ¼ mf ðti Þ − mm;i :
(5)
Measurements lacking spatial correlation with neighbor readings
clearly indicate systematic errors and need to be removed before
This allows us to quantify the temporal instability (i.e., erratic
the inversion as outliers.
behavior) of the measured signal and estimate the standard
Thus, in the second step of the DCA, we perform an analysis of
the spatial consistency of the recorded decay curves. To this end, we
deviation of the chargeability measurement.
first construct a reference decay curve taking into
account all quadrupole measurements associated
with the same injection dipole. Outliers are then
identified as those measured decay curves related
to a magnitude that largely varies from the magnitude of the reference curve. To minimize the
effect of random noise in this step, we work with
the fitted power-law model instead of the measured decay curve. The reference curve is computed as the median value of the apparent
chargeability of each IP window of the M fitted
curves for measurements collected within the
Figure 4. Plots of the measured decay curves MDC, fitted decay curves, and the refersame current injection. For the ith IP window,
ence curve after first filter (removal of nondecaying curves) of MG measurements for
the apparent chargeability (mr;i ) of the reference
(a) small, (b) medium, and (c) maximum lengths in the current dipole.
curve is written as

mr;i ¼ medianðmf;1 ðti Þ; mf;2 ðti Þ; : : : ; mf;M ðti ÞÞ:

(4)

The use of the fitted power law instead of the actual readings aims at
reducing the influence of noisy curves, leading to a smooth reference curve. To avoid a distortion of the reference curve due to the
effect of nondecaying curves, only measurements remaining after
the first filtering step are taken into account. Figure 4 illustrates
the shape and position of the reference curves for MG measurements considering three different lengths in the potential dipoles
(skip 0, skip 1, and skip 2) and the corresponding spread of the
current dipole.
Once the reference curve is defined for each subset, it is shifted
along the vertical axis minimizing the rmsd between the reference
curve and the fitted curve. Outliers are then defined as those readings that require a large vertical shift within the entire data set. To
define numeric and, thus, automatable criteria for the filtering, we
(1) quantify the “upshift” (ku ) or “downshift” (kd ) necessary for the
reference curves to fit the corresponding measurements and (2) com-

Figure 5. Pseudosections for data sets collected with MG and DD
configurations after removal of nondecaying curves (filter 1) and
spatially inconsistent measurements following the comparison with
the reference curve (filter 2) from the DCA.
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We propose to use the misfit ΔmDCA;i between the fitted and measured decay curves in a similar way as other authors used the misfit
between normal and reciprocal readings to describe the random

error of the total chargeability readings of a data set (Slater and Binley, 2006; Flores Orozco et al., 2012b). To quantitatively evaluate
this approach, Figure 6 shows the DCA and NRA misfits of the
same DD data set, both in function of the respective transfer resistances R ¼ U∕I. The general dependence of the misfit on the transfer resistance is consistent for the DCA and NRA; namely, a
decrease in the misfit is associated with an increase in the value
of the associated transfer resistance. The data error for chargeability
measurements (sp ðmÞ) can be modeled using a power law as proposed by Flores Orozco et al. (2012b) for phase measurements:

sp ðmÞ ¼ aRb ;

Figure 6. Chargeability error estimates based on DCA and NRA
misfits plotted as a function of the transfer resistances

(6)

with b < 0, as noted in Flores Orozco et al. (2012b), to account for
the decrease in the chargeability data error for increasing the associated transfer resistances. Note that instead of adjusting the errormodel parameters a and b to the actual misfit ΔmDCA;i , we follow
the methodology described in Flores Orozco et al. (2012b), based
on a partitioning of the data into several bins with respect to the
transfer resistance (here 10 bins), in which the error model (equation 6) is fitted to the standard deviation computed for each bin.
Such procedure honors the assumption that random error can be
described by its standard deviation. An alternative approach is to
define a constant error model based on the standard deviation of
the misfits of the entire data set, as proposed by Slater and Binley
(2006), which would assume b ¼ 0 in equation 6. However, such
approach ignores the dependence of the IP data error on the signal
strength, as discussed in Flores Orozco et al. (2012a, 2012b) and
recently in Binley et al. (2016).

Error model for the resistance measurement
To obtain an estimate for the error of the transfer resistance measurement, we propose to fit a rational function to the standard
deviation of the same binned misfits of the apparent total chargeability values used before, based on the following model:

sr ðmÞ ¼

Figure 7. Distribution of (a) the DCA chargeability misfit and
(b) the NRA transfer resistance misfit as a function of the transfer
resistances. The black solid line shows the rational model adjusted
to the binned DCA chargeability, which is then used to describe the
error of the transfer resistance measurements.

c
þ d;
R

(7)

where the coefficients c and d are the fitting parameters and sr ðmÞ
refers to the error model of the chargeability as a function of the
resistance. This is an empirical approach that honors the assumption
that the resistance misfit increases with increasing transfer resistances (e.g., LaBrecque et al., 1996; Slater et al., 2000) and that the
random error causing the erratic behavior observed in the measured
decay curves affects the transfer resistances readings in a similar
way. Thus, we use the DCA misfit as a proxy to quantify the resistance error as well. Figure 7a shows that this rational model also
adjusts the variation of the ΔmDCA;i misfits. For comparison, Figure 7b also shows that the normal-reciprocal misfit in resistance
measurements follows the same pattern, when plotted as a function
of the inverse of the associated transfer resistance. Significant deviations from the power-law error model (equation 6) only appear at
large transfer resistances. Now, we insert the same fitting parameters into the linear model:

sðRÞ ¼ c þ dR;

(8)
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where sðRÞ is the error model for resistance measurements, widely
used (La Brecque et al., 1996; Slater et al., 2000) to describe the
error of the transfer resistance measurement. Such a model implies
that error parameters for low resistances are defined by the absolute
error (c in equation 8 for R < 1 Ω), whereas the error is a percentage
of the measured resistance for larger values (d in equation 8
for R > 1 Ω).

Figure 8. Pseudosections for DD data collected along the first section (64 electrodes) of profile 1 after the removal of outliers as defined by (a) the proposed DCA and (b) the widely used NRA.
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Following this strategy, error parameters for apparent total chargeability and transfer resistance were defined for each TDIP profile
separately, to account for variations of measurement quality across
the floodplain.

RESULTS
To investigate the suitability of our methodology to identify measurements affected by systematic errors, we compare in Figure 8 the
DD total chargeability pseudosection for profile 1 after the removal
of outliers following steps 1 and 2 from our DCA approach and
following the NRA. For the latter, outliers were defined as measurements with a normal-reciprocal misfit larger than two times the standard deviation of all NRA misfits of the data set (see Flores Orozco
et al., 2012a). Plots in Figure 8 reveal that the DCA and NRA identify similar outliers for an exemplary DD data set. We present in
Table 1 a summary of the total measurements for each profile
for the configurations DD and MG, as well as the percentage of
the readings removed as outliers following the NRA as well as steps
1 and 2 of the proposed DCA. Table 1 demonstrates that both approaches have a similar performance regarding the number of measurements identified and removed as outliers. As mentioned in the
“Introduction” section, the NRA is not suited to be applied to MG
data; thus, for such measurements, we only compare the data removed (from the total) after each step of the DCA. Figure 8 reveals

Table 1. Summary of the total of measurements collected along each of the 22 Profiles for the DD and MG configurations,
as well as the total of measurements accepted after NRA (only for DD configurations), and after each filter from the DCA
approach (nondecaying curves, and after comparison with the reference curve).

Line
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Electrodes

Total DD

Outliers
NRA (%)

Outliers DCA
Filter 1 (%)

Outliers DCA
Filter 2 (%)

Total MG

Outliers DCA
Filter 1 (%)

Outliers DCA
Filter 2 (%)

176
160
192
160
32
112
160
64
48
32
32
32
32
64
32
32
32
64
48
32
32
48

2260
1695
2085
1695
245
1129
1695
565
405
245
245
245
245
565
245
245
245
565
405
245
245
405

18.8
26.3
33.0
56.6
39.6
51.7
11.3
4.6
4.2
8.2
5.3
6.1
19.2
10.3
6.5
6.9
1.6
4.4
24.0
21.2
55.5
13.3

16.8
22.0
36.6
48.3
39.2
34.9
17.9
9.2
6.2
1.6
6.5
8.2
24.1
17.7
2.4
2.9
1.2
2.3
19.3
22.4
52.7
23.7

22.2
25.8
47.5
62.5
47.8
48.4
20.6
11.3
8.6
3.3
9.0
16.3
26.5
21.1
4.5
5.3
3.3
4.4
22.2
25.3
54.3
27.3

8960
5279
5904
5280
624
1760
5280
1760
1121
624
624
624
624
1760
624
624
624
1760
1120
624
624
1120

12.3
13.7
16.9
38.4
23.2
25.4
2.3
1.1
1.6
4.8
2.9
2.4
9.0
4.7
2.7
6.4
3.0
3.9
10.0
6.7
27.4
5.3

26.9
21.2
25.8
57.8
30.3
48.1
5.9
2.6
4.2
10.1
10.9
5.1
12.5
10.0
5.9
11.7
7.1
23.1
36.3
25.3
32.5
13.0
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that the DCA filter removes fewer measurements associated with
relatively high total chargeability values and/or small separations
between electrodes. This illustrates the main difference between
the two approaches. While the DCA only evaluates the similarity
of all measured decay curves of a subset, the NRA is sensible to
variations in the offset of the decay curves, the magnitude of which
is higher at small dipole spacing.
Regarding the quantification of random error for the transfer resistances and total chargeability measurements, in Figure 9, we
present the comparison of the adjusted models following steps 3
and 4 of the proposed DCA and the NRA. Figure 9 reveals the possibility to solve for consistent error parameters. Histograms of the
transfer resistances and phase-shift values, presented in Figure 9,
reveal variations in the data sets due to the different filters applied

Figure 9. Comparison of error models (left column) and histograms
of filtered raw data (right column) following the proposed DCA and
the widely used NRA. Error models and histograms are presented
for (a) transfer resistance and (b) the apparent phase shift data.

in the DCA and NRA; such variations explain the slight differences
in the error models obtained by the two techniques. The higher
S/N in resistance measurements during the collection of normal and
reciprocals lead to the estimation of lower error parameters for the
inversion of the resistivity than those computed by the DCA, which
is based on voltage readings after switching the current off. Nevertheless, plots of the inverted magnitude of the complex resistivity
(hereafter resistivity, ρ) reveal consistent results following both approaches, as presented in Figure 10, clearly demonstrating the applicability of the DCA technique for the quantification of resistance
data error in TDIP imaging.
Plots in Figure 10 present the electrical resistivity images obtained from the inversion of measurements collected along the first
segment of profile 1 (64 electrodes) after data processing and error
quantification using NRA and the DCA. Inversion results following
the two different approaches yield practically the same resistivity
images characterized by three units: Close to the ground surface
(>3 mbgs), high resistivity values (>1000 Ωm) are associated to
the unsaturated materials mainly composed of gravels and sands,
a few centimeters below the clay top soil. The modest resistivity
values (100 − 400 Ωm) are associated to the confined aquifer in
fluvial sediments (e.g., dominating sands) and extend between 3
and 9 m depth; at the bottom, the low electrical resistivity values
are related to the Mancos Shale formation. Variations in the actual
depth of the aquifer are also reported from drillings on the floodplain (further information about the Shiprock site is available at
U.S. Department of Energy, 2017).
Figure 11 presents a comparison of the imaging results, as
obtained for the DCA and the NRA, for the polarization effect
expressed in terms of the phase shift of the complex electrical resistivity (hereafter phase, φ). Both phase images presented in Figure 11 consistently resolve the main geologic units; the low phase
values correspond to the unsaturated clay-rich top layer and the low
permeable Mancos Shale at the bottom, whereas the intermediate to
high phase values are associated with the sandy-gravel aquifer
material. The imaging results presented in Figure 11 clearly show
that the DCA analysis permits the inversion of quantitatively similar
results to those obtained by the NRA. Analysis of all 22 profiles

Figure 10. Resistivity imaging results for data processed after
(a) the proposed DCA and (b) widely used NRA. Images obtained
from the inversion of mixed DD and MG configurations collected
along the first segment (64 electrodes) of profile 1.

Figure 11. IP imaging results in terms of the phase of the complex
electrical resistivity for data processed after (a) the proposed DCA
and (b) widely used NRA. Images obtained from the inversion of
mixed DD and MG configurations collected along the first segment
(64 electrodes) of profile 1.
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measured at the Shiprock site revealed consistent imaging results.
However, a more detailed discussion of the electrical images is
beyond the scope of this methodological study.
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DISCUSSION
An important and novel step in our DCA is the identification of
outliers based on the analysis of the spatial correlation within the
data set avoiding the arbitrary definition of threshold values and
permitting an automatable processing of large TDIP imaging data
without supervision. To achieve this, we define a reference curve
and shift it along the y-axis, and statistical analysis of this shifting
is then used to define a confidence interval, with outliers defined as
those measurements not encompassed within the limits of the confidence interval. An initial approach was to define a single reference
curve and use it to evaluate the spatial consistency of the entire data
set, as illustrated in Figure 12a. However, such an approach results
in a poor identification of outliers, as the definition of the interval of
confidence renders too broad due to the presence of measurements
with a poor S/N and large distortions in the decay curve, as observed
in Figure 12. To overcome this, we opted for a partitioning of the
imaging data set in smaller subsets and define the reference curve
and confidence interval for each of those subsets separately. Here, it
is important to warrant a sufficient number of subsets to avoid the
definition of too broad filters similar to the case of a single reference
curve, as well as a sufficient number of measured decay curves in
each subset to avoid the definition of narrow confidence intervals
and the removal of acceptable measurements. Furthermore, considering that the DCA approach penalizes the magnitude of the total
chargeability, it is necessary to have some dynamic in the measured
values contained in each subset (i.e., variations in the measured decay curves) so that the adjustments of the reference take place over a
broad range and minimize the risk of removing a large number of
acceptable measurements as outliers.
Grouping the measurements based on the current injection provides a good trade-off regarding the number and size of the subsets.
Furthermore, such approach takes into account that imaging data
sets are collected with tens of electrodes with variable contact resistances, resulting in changes of the injected current along the imaging plane (as illustrated in Figure 12b), which also impose
changes in the S/N of the recorded voltages. Thus, our approach
compares measurements collected due to the same imposed electrical field and a relative volume of influence; thus, outliers can be
defined as those readings revealing an abrupt change in the measured decay curve, based on the comparison with the reference
model. Moreover, analysis of measurements based only on those
collected for a given current injection permits to perform the
DCA during data collection, in case that real-time information is
required, for instance, in monitoring applications.
A second approach considers the definition of subsets associated
to the depth in the pseudosection, which aims at the comparison of
readings collected with the same separation between electrodes, another factor controlling the S/N. To illustrate this, Figure 12 presents
the measured curves for shallow (Figure 12c), intermediate (Figure 12d), and deeper (Figure 12e) positions in the pseudosection,
as well as the corresponding reference curve and computed interval
of confidence. Such plots reveal that the shallow measurements
(Figure 12c) contain a larger number of measurements than those
related to deeper positions (Figure 12d); yet, it permits the comparison of curves with a roughly similar quality in the decay curves,
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which is a significant advantage of such an approach. Furthermore,
such approach can be used in imaging data sets collected with single-channel instruments or Wenner configurations, in which every
potential measurement is made with a different current dipole.
Although not presented here, we observed similar results regarding
the number of measurements removed as outliers, and the distribution of data misfit and error parameters as the last two steps of the
DCA are independent on the definition of subsets for the analysis of
the reference curve. However, grouping the data set based on the
depth level of the pseudosection needs to be performed carefully,
as these subsets may contain decay curves associated to different
S/N related to variations in the injected current (Figure 12b) and
also due to lateral changes in the electrical properties of the subsurface (see Figures 5 and 8).
Analysis of the 22 TDIP profiles reveals that the rule described
above applies to most of the cases; however, the filter might need to
be adjusted for noisy or very consistent (clean) data sets. In the former case, the computed reference curve is obtained by averaging
poorly comparable curves, leading to a nonrepresentative reference
curve and only a poor filtering, whereas for the clean data sets, we
do need to adjust the filter to avoid the filtering of valid measurements. In Table 2, we present a first approach to permit an automatable identification of the “noisy” and “clean” data sets, as well as a
rule to define the maximum up- and down-shifts ku and kd and to
adjust the maximum deviations accepted.
The case of noisy data sets poses further challenges considering
that the computed ku and kd values could vary over a broad range
resulting in an insufficient detection of outliers during the second
filtering step. To overcome this possible problem, we propose a further filtering step based on the analysis of the histogram of the measured total chargeabilities of the entire data set. Such analysis
considers that, for an adequate number of bins, the measured total
chargeability without spatial correlation should appear as isolated

Figure 12. Presentation of the intervals of confidence after shifting
of the reference curve based on two approaches: (1) grouping all
measurements in a single set (a) and (2) subsets defined by the measurements collected at the same level of the pseudosection (c-e).
The pseudosection (b) presents the injected current associated to
each quadrupole measurement and highlights the three depth levels
displayed in the bottom row.
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clusters separated from the main distribution of valid measurements. Hence, the occurrence of empty bins can be used to identify
spatial inconsistencies and to define the maximum and minimum
values for total chargeability readings. Measurements outside the
range defined in this manner can then be removed as outliers.
The efficiency of such an approach depends largely on the number
of bins selected for the analysis. Based on the normal-reference rule
provided by Sturges (1926) and modified by Larson (1975), we define the number of bins (nb) as

nb ¼ 1 þ 4.5 log10 n;

(9)

where n refers to the total number of measurements remaining in the
data set after the second filter of the DCA. Although not discussed
here, such histogram analysis could also be performed for the NRA
or as a preliminary filter to remove readings associated to electrodes
with high contact resistance or related to low current injections.
Our DCA is based on fitting the measured decays by means of a
simple power-law model, which represents the voltage decay after
switching the current injection off. As mentioned above, power-law
models can be considered the time-domain equivalent of the frequency-domain constant phase model (van Voorhis et al., 1973).
Further tests also included the fitting of the measured decay curve
with a Cole-Cole model (CCM) which is the dispersion model commonly used to describe the frequency dependence of the IP response
(Pelton et al., 1978) and lately has also been used to model the decay curve in TDIP measurements (e.g., Fiandaca et al., 2012).
Although the implementation of the CCM into our analysis also
reveals consistency in the computed total chargeability values
and the definition of outliers, the goodness of fit and the retrieved
Cole-Cole parameters strongly depend on the initial values defined
for the fitting — in particular for noisy data. The processing of
imaging data sets requires the fitting of hundreds to thousands
of measurements; thus, a robust model with a small number of
parameters is better suited. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated
that not all IP signatures can be described by a CCM (e.g., Nordsiek
and Weller 2008; Flores Orozco et al., 2012b, 2013). Hence, we
consider that fitting of the power-law model presented in equation 2
for the detection of outliers and quantification of data error is more
than sufficient, and its advantages considering robustness and the
weak dependency on the initial values outweigh by far the possible
lack of a theoretical justification.

It is also worth highlighting that the use of the power-law model is
strictly limited to the estimation of the error parameters and has no
further implication on the inversion itself. Actually, as mentioned
above, the conversion of the TDIP chargeability to frequency-domain
phases assumes a constant-phase model (e.g., van Voorhis et al.,
1973; Kemna et al., 1999), which is also not a Cole-Cole type response. Furthermore, the inversion of the data is performed on the
computed total chargeability; i.e., only the magnitude of the polarization is taken into account and no information about the shape of the
measured decay curve. However, recent inversion schemes are based
on the modeling of the full waveform of the received voltage (e.g.,
Fiandaca et al., 2012a, 2012b), in which the shape of the decay plays
an important role. Moreover, the DCA approach can be used only for
the removal of outliers (steps 1 and 2), and inversion can be performed using robust schemes (Morelli and LaBrecque, 1996; Kemna,
2000), which do not require information on the data error.
A particular case to take into account is the occurrence of negative chargeability related to high polarization effects in areas of
negative sensitivity, as presented in detail in the study by Dahlin
and Loke (2015). These authors observe that for certain electrode
configurations and under certain subsurface conditions, voltage
readings after current switch off can be negative and increase with
time (voltage values tending to zero). Yet it is important to differentiate actual negative IP effects from the occurrence of systematic
error resulting in nondecaying curves (see Figure 2d) related to
capacitive and inductive coupling, as also discussed by Dahlin
and Loke (2015). Furthermore, keeping measurements related to
negative decaying curves should be considered only if the inversion
algorithm can model such negative IP effects.
Recent investigations have also demonstrated the possibility to
significantly reduce acquisition times, for instance, by deploying
100% duty cycles (Olson et al., 2015) and modeling the entire
waveform. Yet we note here that such measurements might also
be affected by capacitive and inductive coupling, and the distortions
in the signatures due to random error. Therefore, the analysis that
we present can be applied to full waveform data as a first filtering of
the data (i.e., to identify and remove outliers). In this regard, further
investigations could focus on the incorporation of the full waveform
analysis (i.e., penalize not only the magnitude but also the shape of
the decay curve), as well as the incorporation of the error parameters
obtained from our DCA into the inversion of the frequency dependence of TDIP using the formulation of the waveform, as well as into
the analysis of monitoring data sets.

Table 2. Adjustments to the second filter in the DCA for noisy and clean data sets. Automatable rules are provided to differentiate
between cases and the corresponding threshold to identify outliers based on the shift values (ku and kd ) computed after the
comparison with the reference curve.
Case
General
Noisy data set
Clean data set

Definition

ku

kd

—
Three times standard deviation of ku computed
for the entire data set > 2 times median of total
chargeability measurements of data set
Three times standard deviation of ku computed
for the entire data set < median of total chargeability
measurements of data set

>3 times standard deviation
>1.5 times standard deviation

>3 times standard deviation
> single standard deviation

>4 times standard deviation

>4 times standard deviation
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CONCLUSION
We have presented a new methodology for the processing of
TDIP imaging data sets entirely based on the analysis of the IP decay curve. Analysis of the data was performed on TDIP measurements using DD and MG configurations performed in an extensive
area (approximately 12 ha) in a near-surface investigation (depth
of investigation limited to 7 m). Our results demonstrate that our
approach reliably identifies outliers and provides an adequate quantification of the data error. Our methodology is able to quantify
magnitude and distribution of the data error in a very consistent
manner comparable with the widely used NRA. In contrast to the
latter, the new method does not require the collection of reciprocal
readings, which reduces the acquisition time by 50% and makes
field surveys much more efficient. Furthermore, based on our
method, a quantitative data error description is also possible for data
collected with configurations other than DD, e.g., pole-dipole or
MG. Inverted chargeability images obtained from DCA-processed
data also reveal consistency with those obtained using NRA.
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Abstract In ﬂoodplain environments, a naturally reduced zone (NRZ) is considered to be a common biogeochemical hot spot, having distinct microbial and geochemical characteristics. Although important for
understanding their role in mediating ﬂoodplain biogeochemical processes, mapping the subsurface distribution of NRZs over the dimensions of a ﬂoodplain is challenging, as conventional wellbore data are typically spatially limited and the distribution of NRZs is heterogeneous. In this study, we present an innovative
methodology for the probabilistic mapping of NRZs within a three-dimensional (3-D) subsurface domain
using induced polarization imaging, which is a noninvasive geophysical technique. Measurements consist
of surface geophysical surveys and drilling-recovered sediments at the U.S. Department of Energy ﬁeld site
near Riﬂe, CO (USA). Inversion of surface time domain-induced polarization (TDIP) data yielded 3-D images
of the complex electrical resistivity, in terms of magnitude and phase, which are associated with mineral
precipitation and other lithological properties. By extracting the TDIP data values colocated with wellbore
lithological logs, we found that the NRZs have a different distribution of resistivity and polarization from the
other aquifer sediments. To estimate the spatial distribution of NRZs, we developed a Bayesian hierarchical
model to integrate the geophysical and wellbore data. In addition, the resistivity images were used to estimate hydrostratigraphic interfaces under the ﬂoodplain. Validation results showed that the integration of
electrical imaging and wellbore data using a Bayesian hierarchical model was capable of mapping spatially
heterogeneous interfaces and NRZ distributions thereby providing a minimally invasive means to parameterize a hydrobiogeochemical model of the ﬂoodplain.

1. Introduction
Terrestrial biogeochemical processes represent a signiﬁcant uncertainty in our understanding of carbon and
nutrient cycling [e.g., Heimann and Reichstein, 2009]. Recent studies have described how small zones in an
environment can display enhanced biogeochemical reaction rates and/or ﬂuxes relative to surrounding
regions. Compared to contributions from neighboring regions, these biogeochemical hot spots can have a
disproportionally large impact on larger-scale biogeochemical cycling [McClain et al., 2002; Vidon et al.,
2010]. Duncan et al. [2013], for example, estimated that riparian-zone hollows (lower topographic regions)
accounted for more than 99% of total denitriﬁcation in a catchment (37 ha), even though the hollows represent only 0.5%–1.0% of the total catchment area. Several other papers have described hot spots associated
with regions where groundwater ﬂow upwells or meets organic-rich sediments [Hedin et al., 1998; Hill et al.,
2000]. Other hot spots include wetlands [Johnston et al., 2001], hyporheric zones [Triska et al., 1984; Holmes
et al., 1996], and vernal pools [Capps et al., 2014].
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Identifying and mapping hot spots in sufﬁcient resolution, yet over spatial scales needed to inform modeling, is challenging [Vidon et al., 2010]. Duncan et al. [2013] used a topographic wetness index (based on a
digital elevation map from airborne LiDAR) to estimate the distribution of hot spots of intense denitriﬁcation
(i.e., riparian-zone hollows). However, Anderson et al. [2015] estimated—using the same index—that drier
upland soils would contribute to a larger portion of whole-catchment denitriﬁcation. Such discrepancy
could be attributed to the fact that the subsurface terms (soil thickness and hydraulic conductivity) are often
ignored or approximated in the topographic wetness index. Although the topography and other surface
indicators (e.g., slope) are often strongly correlated with subsurface biological processes, other factors
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(e.g., geology, soil type) may also play a critical role in subsurface biogeochemistry. However, direct measurements of subsurface properties have been mostly limited to drilling wells and sampling cores, which are
often invasive and sparse, failing to identify the exact extent of the hot spots or associated controls.
Recently, Campbell et al. [2012] and Qafoku et al. [2014] reported the presence of naturally reduced zones
(NRZs) within aquifer sediments at a former uranium mill-processing site near Riﬂe, Colorado (USA). This site
is located on a ﬂoodplain adjacent to the Colorado River. The two studies found that NRZ sediments had
elevated concentrations of uranium, organic matter, and geochemically reduced mineral phases, such as
metal sulﬁdes, and were often associated with predominantly ﬁne-grained sediment textures. The historical
monitoring of pore water chemistry also showed that the elevated concentrations were fairly persistent
over time [Zachara et al., 2013]. The conceptual model of NRZ formation is that roots, twigs, and other plant
materials accumulated during the river depositional process, became buried, and formed the reduced sediments. In addition to these two studies, Mouser et al. [2014] found unique microbial characteristics within
the NRZs, such as the abundance of iron-reducing Geobacteraceae communities. Recent modeling studies
suggested that NRZs have a signiﬁcant impact on subsurface carbon ﬂux to the atmosphere as well as to
the river [Arora et al., 2015a, 2015b]. NRZs can therefore be considered the biogeochemical ‘‘hot spots’’ of
the Riﬂe ﬂoodplain, having distinct microbial, mineralogical, and geochemical properties.
Floodplain-based NRZs could potentially play an important role in global carbon cycling. Although the
ﬂoodplains cover a small portion of the Earth’s surface, overbank sedimentation at river ﬂoodplains is considered to be a signiﬁcant terrestrial sink of carbon [Walling et al., 2006; Battin et al., 2009; Aufdenkampe
et al., 2011]. Floodplains also constantly exchange water, sediment, and geochemical constituents with rivers [Neff and Asner, 2001; Grimm et al., 2003; Gomez et al., 2012]. Subsurface carbon respiration and surface
water-groundwater exchanges within ﬂoodplains contribute signiﬁcantly to dissolved organic carbon concentrations and CO2 outgassing in streams and rivers [Schindler and Krabbenhoft, 1998; Cole et al., 2007; Battin et al., 2008; Melack, 2011]. To develop a model describing the coupled hydrologic and biogeochemical
behavior of ﬂoodplains, we must include the presence and distribution of such hot spots within the subsurface. Unfortunately, conventional borehole data (e.g., sediment properties, solid and aqueous phase geochemistry, microbial community composition) are often spatiotemporally sparse and thus insufﬁcient for
resolving subsurface heterogeneity within ﬂoodplain deposits [e.g., Scheibe and Freyberg, 1995; Kowalsky
et al., 2011; Yabusaki et al., 2011].
Various geophysical methods have been developed in the past several decades to characterize heterogeneous subsurface environments in a noninvasive manner [e.g., Rubin and Hubbard, 2005; Vereecken et al., 2006;
Hubbard and Linde, 2011; Binley et al., 2015]. Surface electrical methods—based on injecting an electrical
current through one pair of electrodes on the ground surface and measuring the electrical potential
between a second pair of electrodes—are amongst the most commonly used near-surface geophysical
techniques. The geometrical distribution of electrical resistivity from such measurements has been used to
delineate geological units, water saturation, and lithological properties [e.g., Bowling et al., 2005; Binley and
Kemna, 2005; Doetsch et al., 2012; Kennedy et al., 2013]. Particularly, electrical resistivity tomography (ERT)
employs tens of electrodes along the proﬁle and measures the electrical potential between them. Tomographic data are then converted to depth-discrete electrical resistivity values along the proﬁle using suitable
inversion schemes [e.g., Binley and Kemna, 2005]. Electrical resistivity (the inverse of electrical conductivity)
is a bulk property of subsurface material associated with its tendency to resist electrical current ﬂow, and
has long been known to be correlated with water saturation, pore water chemistry and lithological properties [e.g., Archie, 1942].
Recently, the induced polarization (IP) imaging technique—also referred to as complex conductivity or complex resistivity imaging—has been increasingly used to provide additional information on subsurface conditions. Induced polarization phenomena are of electrochemical origin, depending mainly on the presence of
metallic minerals and the pore structure. In the presence of metallic minerals, the change in the electrical
conduction mechanisms from electrolytic (in the groundwater) to electronic (in the metallic minerals)
results in strong polarization effects [e.g., Pelton et al., 1978]. Previous studies have reported a linear correlation between the size of metallic minerals and the IP effect [Wong, 1979]. In case of porous media without
metallic minerals, the polarization effect is primarily controlled by the total mineral-ﬂuid surface area within
the sample, which can be estimated from the total mineral surface area per unit pore volume [e.g., Weller
and Slater, 2015]. As grain size and surface are inversely related, other workers have found a near-inverse
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linear relation between the IP effect and effective grain [e.g., Titov et al., 2004] and pore size [e.g., Binley
et al., 2005].
The IP method was initially used in the prospecting for metallic and certain sulﬁde ores [e.g., Pelton et al.,
1978] based upon strong polarization enhanced in the presence of metallic and semiconductive minerals
[Wong, 1979]. More recently, polarization mechanisms occurring in geological materials without metallic
€rdt, 2013] or the
admixtures, such as membrane polarization [e.g., Marshall and Madden, 1959; B€
ucker and Ho
polarization of the Stern layer [e.g., Revil and Florsch, 2010], have been found to be sensitive to different
hydrogeological (texture, grain/pre size, saturation, etc.) and geochemical (e.g., salinity, pH) parameters. Particularly, the membrane polarization model has been proposed for rocks with a dispersed clay fraction [e.g.,
Marshall and Madden, 1959], based on the theory that clay minerals coating the quartz grains or located in
pore-throats produce local concentration gradients under applied external voltage [Titov et al., 2002; Scott
and Barker, 2003]. In addition, the IP measurements have recently been used to detect and map subsurface
(bio)geochemical properties associated with microbe-induced mineral precipitation [e.g., Ntarlagiannis
et al., 2005; Williams et al., 2009; Flores Orozco et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2013; Abdel Aal et al., 2014].
Ground-based tomographic IP measurements are typically acquired using a similar electrode conﬁguration
as ERT. In addition to the resistivity measurements, the time decay of the electric potential is measured after
the current injection is stopped. Recently, multielectrode IP surveys (commonly referred to as tomographic
surveys), in combination with appropriate inversion techniques, have enabled the high spatial resolution
imaging of the complex electrical resistivity in the subsurface [Binley and Kemna, 2005].
Previous studies at the Riﬂe site reported the application of the IP method for monitoring subsurface microbial processes stimulated through organic carbon addition [Williams et al., 2009]. These ﬁeld studies
revealed that the IP method is suitable for detecting an increase in the polarization effect accompanying
the precipitation of iron sulﬁdes (e.g., FeS) and changes in the chemical composition of groundwater, particularly the concentration of electroactive ions, such as Fe (II) [Flores Orozco et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2013]. A
recent study demonstrated that the polarization response in geochemically reduced, biostimulated sediments remained much higher than for background aquifer materials (i.e., those unimpacted by carbon addition) at the Riﬂe site over the broad frequency bandwidth (0.06–120 Hz) used for the IP measurements
[Flores Orozco et al., 2013]. Given the natural enrichment in conductive and semiconductive metal sulﬁdes
in NRZ sediments relative to non-NRZ sediments [Campbell et al., 2012; Qafoku et al., 2014], surface IP methods are well suited for the noninvasive delineation of NRZs within aquifer sediments.
As with other geophysical methods, interpretation of IP imaging results in terms of biogeochemical properties is hindered by uncertainties and often site-speciﬁc relationships between the electrical parameters (in
this case, the magnitude and phase shift of the complex electrical resistivity) and mineralogicalgeochemical properties. Other mechanisms exist that can engender a measurable polarization response in
the subsurface, which also complicates interpretation of IP data. In particular, the mixture of materials with
different textural properties (e.g., grain size) is related to an increase in the polarization effect due to mem€rdt, 2013]. Hence, IP measurebrane polarization mechanisms [e.g., Revil and Florsch, 2010; B€
ucker and Ho
ments collected over the full extent of a ﬂoodplain might be sensitive to subsurface properties not solely
limited to the presence of reduced sediments within NRZ’s, but also due to lithological boundaries and cor€rner et al., 1996; Slater et al., 2014].
responding changes in mineralogical and textural properties [e.g., Bo
Bayesian methods offer an approach to integrate geophysical data sets and point measurements, including
their uncertainty, in a consistent manner [e.g., Hubbard et al., 2001; Chen et al. 2004, 2006; Sassen et al.,
2012; Wainwright et al., 2014]. In particular, reactive facies or zonation approaches have recently been developed within the Bayesian framework to identify regions that have unique distribution of physical and geochemical properties using geophysical data [Chen et al., 2006; Sassen et al., 2012; Wainwright et al., 2014].
Instead of estimating hydrological or biogeochemical properties directly, the zonation approaches aim to
delineate zones and their associated property distributions. These methods take advantage of the oftencoupled nature of physical, microbiological, and geochemical properties of subsurface materials and the
sensitivity of geophysical responses to at least one of the properties to identify and characterize reactive
facies or zones.
In this study, we extend the zonation concept to estimate the distribution of NRZs in a three-dimensional
(3-D) domain over the Riﬂe ﬂoodplain using surface time domain-induced polarization (TDIP) measurements.
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Figure 1. (a) Riﬂe ﬂoodplain with well locations, and (b) digital elevation model (in meter) with ERT lines (white region) and TDIP lines
(blue lines). In Figure 1a, the black circles are the well locations constructed prior to 2013, and the red circles represent the wells that were
drilled in 2014. The site picture is obtained from Google Earth. The Colorado River bounds the south of the site. In Figure 1b, the black rectangle represents the domain used for the estimation and reactive transport modeling.

The distribution of the complex electrical resistivity properties of the subsurface was obtained after the inversion of the TDIP data. We developed a Bayesian approach to integrate wellbore lithological data and IP inversion results, and estimated the distribution of NRZs in a probabilistic manner. In order to develop a highresolution 3-D representation of the subsurface, we used a digital elevation model (DEM) inferred from an aerial landscape imaging survey and structure-from-motion techniques. We estimated hydrostratigraphic interfaces using electrical resistivity images from both the IP data sets and electrical resistivity tomography (ERT)
data available at the site. Such hydrostratigraphic interfaces are important for hydrological and geochemical
modeling at this site, as they control vertical inﬁltration and lateral groundwater ﬂow. To the authors’ knowledge, this is the ﬁrst study to apply the IP method for delineating such biogeochemical hot spots in a probabilistic manner and to establish a methodology for integrating multiple spatially extensive above ground and
below ground data sets capable of informing biogeochemical models at the ﬂoodplain scale.

2. Site Information and Data
2.1. Site Description
The Riﬂe site (Figure 1) is located on a ﬂoodplain adjacent to the Colorado River in northwestern Colorado
[e.g., Williams et al., 2009]. The site was formerly used as a vanadium and uranium ore processing facility,
which caused soil and groundwater contamination by uranium and other heavy metals. The site is currently a
part of the U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) Uranium Mill Tailings Remedial Action program, which includes
long-term monitoring activities following excavation and removal of mill tailings and tailings-contaminated
surface materials. The Riﬂe site currently serves as a community ﬁeld laboratory for research in
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biogeochemical characterization, bioremediation, subsurface microbial characterization, and nutrient cycling
[e.g., Williams et al., 2011; Yabusaki et al., 2011; Castelle et al., 2013; Wrighton et al., 2014].
The site hydrostratigraphy consists of three principal units, referred to hereafter from surface to base of the
aquifer as: the ﬁll layer, the Riﬂe Formation, and the Wasatch Formation. The ﬁll layer—comprised of siltrich loess deposits derived from a quarry abutting the site to the northeast—was artiﬁcially constructed to
cover the ground surface postreclamation and also to reduce the amount of inﬁltration reaching the
groundwater. The ﬁll thickness is 1–3 m over the area, although it is thicker in areas where a greater depth
of contaminated soil was excavated due to higher contamination levels. A shallow unconﬁned aquifer, the
Riﬂe Formation, is comprised of alluvium deposited by the Colorado River that includes unconsolidated
clays, silts, sands, gravels, and cobbles (DOE, 1999). Primarily composed of weathered clayey siltstone, the
low-permeability Wasatch Formation underlies the Riﬂe Formation at depths of 5–8 m below ground surface and serves as a local aquitard to the saturated alluvium at the site. Additionally, the Wasatch Formation
includes discontinuous sandstone lenses, a small fraction of which contain visible pyrite grains, with such
materials observed both within drilling-recovered materials and in outcrops adjoining the site.
2.2. Core Data and Lithological Logs
This site has 171 wells with well-documented lithological logs constructed over more than 20 years (in Figure 1a, the black circles are the well locations constructed prior to 2013). Sixteen new wells were added in
2014 for additional geochemical characterization (red circles in Figure 1a). Through extensive geochemical
and microbiological analysis of Riﬂe core data, several studies [Campbell et al., 2012; Qafoku et al., 2014;
Janot et al., 2015] identiﬁed and characterized two NRZ localities at the site (spatially separated by 65 m).
To identify NRZ locations along each well, we relied on the lithological log constructed for each of those
wells. These log reports have a standard format and include the description of core texture, color (using
Munsell soil color chart), and other features. They also provide the interface depths of the ﬁll, Riﬂe Formation, and Wasatch Formation. Those reports are archived, quality controlled, and made publically available
by DOE at URL http://gems.lm.doe.gov/#site5RFO. By comparing the well log reports and the sample locations in Campbell et al. [2012] and Qafoku et al. [2014], we found that the sediment description of ‘‘dark
color’’ or ‘‘reduced’’ provided an excellent match to the NRZ locations.
2.3. Surface Elevation Data
A high-resolution surface elevation map was provided by a kite-based aerial system, which lifts a consumergrade digital camera (Sony Nex-5R) about 40 m above the ground surface [Smith et al., 2009]. The reconstruction procedure was performed using a commercial computer vision software package (PhotoScan from
Agisoft LLC). The reconstruction involved automatic image feature detection/matching, structure-frommotion and multiview-stereo techniques for 3-D point-cloud generation, and georeferenced mosaic reconstruction. High-accuracy georeferencing was enabled by using a network of ground control points surveyed
with a high-precision centimeter-grade RTK DGPS system.
A digital terrain model was inferred from the digital surface model by using a moving average ﬁlter to remove
sharp positive variations, which is adequate for this site because of the sparse and low vegetation and the relatively smooth changes in terrain elevation. The comparison to the ground surface elevation at wells surveyed
with high-precision GPS showed excellent agreement. The digital elevation model was used to convert the
depth information of the ERT and IP data to the elevation after the inversion. Since elevation variability is low
along each line (<1.5 m), no formal treatment of elevation effects on data inversion was undertaken.
2.4. Geophysical Data Acquisition and Inversion
The ERT data set was acquired on the eastern side of the site along 17 parallel proﬁles (white lines in Figure 1b),
each one being 166.5 m long and 5 m distant from the adjacent proﬁle. Resistance measurements were collected using the MPT-DAS-1 system with 112 stainless steel electrodes having an electrode separation of 1.5 m
and using a dipole-dipole conﬁguration involving dipole lengths ranging from 1.5 to 18 m with the distance
between the closest injection and potential electrodes equal to or smaller than 3 times the dipole length. The
survey conﬁguration was chosen to obtain a high signal-to-noise ratio and to image both near-surface features
and the deeper Riﬂe-Wasatch interface. Ten percent of measurements were collected in a normal and reciprocal
mode to evaluate data quality.
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The IP data set was collected using a time domain-induced polarization (TDIP) method along 65 proﬁles of
various lengths over the ﬂoodplain (Figure 1b). In the TDIP method, the transient decay of voltage is measured after current shut-off, typically in the form of an integral of decay curves over a predeﬁned timewindow (so-called integral chargeability). TDIP measurements at the site were collected using the Syscal Iris
Pro Switch equipment with a square-wave current injection, 50% duty cycle, and a pulse length of 2 s. The
integral chargeability measurements were carried out using 20 windows during voltage decay between 240
and 1840 ms after current shut-off. Tomographic measurements were collected by deploying stainless steel
electrodes with an electrode separation of 1.8 m and using a dipole-dipole ‘‘skip-2’’ and ‘‘skip-3’’ measuring
protocol (i.e., for a dipoles length of 5.4 and 7.2 m, respectively). The sequence of dipole-dipole measurements was carefully arranged to (1) minimize unwanted electromagnetic coupling effects in the data, avoiding potential measurements with electrodes located inside the current dipole (as suggested in Pelton et al.
[1978] and Flores Orozco et al. [2013]), (2) prevent voltage measurements using electrodes, which might be
polarized due to previous current injection [LaBrecque and Daily, 2008; Williams et al., 2009], and (3) increase
the signal-to-noise ratio for an intended exploration depth of 8 m, i.e., the bottom of the aquifer [e.g., Williams et al., 2011]. All measurements were collected as normal and reciprocal pairs for estimation of the
data error. The IP measurements were collected with symmetric arrays (i.e., the measuring equipment
placed at the center of the electrode array) with a maximum of 36 electrodes, considering that longer proﬁles revealed a signiﬁcant increase in the normal-reciprocal misﬁt for the measurements of the decay curve,
probably due to greater impact of electromagnetic coupling on the data.
Both the ERT and TDIP data sets were inverted in a two-dimensional domain along each transect using
CRTomo, which is a smoothness-constraint inversion code based on a ﬁnite element algorithm [Kemna,
2000]. The resistivity and phase shift values at each pixel were then assigned at the corresponding point
within the 3-D ﬂoodplain domain (the black rectangle Figure 1b) and used in the 3-D estimation. The TDIP
inversion results provided the distribution of the complex resistivity, expressed in terms of its magnitude
and phase-shift, while the inversion of ERT data was solved for the magnitude of resistivity. For the inversion
of the ERT measurements, data have been cleaned from a very limited number of outliers. In the reciprocalversus-normal measurements, the measurements with the highest misﬁt were related to lowest measured
voltage. The analysis of the normal-reciprocal misﬁt was used to estimate the relative error. We removed
the measurement with smallest voltage difference (<2 mV), representing about 2% variations in the data.
For the inversion of TDIP measurements, chargeability values were linearly converted to frequency domain
phase values (at the fundamental frequency of 0.125 Hz), by assuming a constant-phase response [Kemna
et al., 1997]. This approach has been demonstrated to provide consistent results in previous studies [Slater
and Binley, 2006; Mwakanyamale et al., 2012; Flores Orozco et al., 2012a, 2012b]. Flores Orozco et al. [2012a]
also showed that the two existing approaches—frequency domain measurements and converted time
domain data sets—did not create a signiﬁcant difference in the correlation (below 5%) between hydrocarbon concentrations and the magnitude and phase shift of the complex electrical resistivity.
The estimation of the data errors was performed on the analysis of the misﬁt between normal and reciprocal measurements, following the methodology developed by Flores Orozco et al. [2012b]. Prior to the inversion, we removed outliers in the data, which were deﬁned as those measurements associated with large
discrepancies between normal and reciprocal phase readings (i.e., the normal-reciprocal misﬁt of each conﬁguration exceeding 2 times the normal-reciprocal standard deviation of the entire data set). After the
inversion, we removed the low-sensitivity area from the 2-D image of the phase shift and resistivity. We
used a threshold value in the cumulated sensitivity, which is a measure of how much the entire data set
changes due to a changing model value in each cell [Kemna, 2000] and has been previously used to assess
the variable image resolution [Kemna, 2000; Nguyen et al., 2009]. As discussed in the study of Flores Orozco
et al. [2013], the uncertainty in IP imaging results increases with decreasing the cumulated sensitivity.

3. Exploratory Data Analysis of Inverted Geophysical Images
Resistivity images obtained from the inversion of both ERT and TDIP data sets were used to map the depths
of the ﬁll-Riﬂe and Riﬂe-Wasatch interfaces, since both the ﬁll layer and Wasatch Formation have lower resistivity (owing to higher clay and/or silt contents) than the Riﬂe Formation. While the dense ERT measurements were located only in the western part of the ﬂoodplain, the TDIP measurements covered most of the
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ﬂoodplain. We delineated the
interfaces by setting the threshold
resistivity values and correlated
them to the depths reported for
colocated wells. We determined
the threshold values to maximize
the correlations between the
borehole-determined
interface
and the geophysically determined one. For ERT, the threshold value was 70.0 Ohm m for
both the Wasatch and ﬁll interFigure 2. Two-dimensional Resistivity image from the surface ERT (one of 17 lines). The threshfaces. For TDIP, 66.1 Ohm m
old resistivity value (70.0 Ohm m) is marked by the black curves, representing the two interfawas used for the ﬁll interface.
ces (Fill-Riﬂe and Riﬂe-Wasatch). The vertical black lines are the colocated well locations. The
red portion represents the Riﬂe Formation, so that the black-red boundary represents the
Figure 2 shows the corresponinterface.
dence between the interfaces
based on the threshold resistivity values and the ones from the wellbore lithology data in one of the ERT
images.
Figures 3a and 3b show the signiﬁcant correlations between the ERT-derived depths and borehole-derived
depths for the ﬁll-Riﬂe and Riﬂe-Wasatch interfaces. The correlation coefﬁcients were 0.75 (p-value: 5.3 3 1022)
for the Riﬂe-Wasatch interface and 0.85 (p-value: 5.2 3 1025) for the ﬁll-Riﬂe interface, respectively. Since there is
a shift (or bias) from the one-to-one line, we performed a linear regression, and used the linearly ﬁtted line for
estimating the interface depths. The standard deviation of the linear-ﬁtting residuals was 0.48 m for the RiﬂeWasatch and 0.25 m for the ﬁll-Riﬂe, respectively. We consider that the scatters resulted from the variability in
the lithology and texture of each geologic layer over the ﬂoodplain. Similarly, Figure 3c shows a correlation
between the TDIP-derived depths and wellbore-derived depths for the ﬁll-Riﬂe interface (correlation coefﬁcient:
0.83, and p-value: 6.4 3 1026). The standard deviation of the linear-ﬁtting residuals was 0.24 m. Although the
TDIP has a much larger coverage over the ﬂoodplain, we did not use the TDIP data for estimating the RiﬂeWasatch interface, since the TDIP data were focused on the shallower depths within the Riﬂe Formation, and
had limited sensitivity to the Wasatch Formation.
Previous monitoring studies at the Riﬂe Site demonstrated an increase in the IP phase shift accompanying
the precipitation of metallic minerals (e.g., FeS) resulting from stimulated microbial activity [Williams et al.,
2009; Flores Orozco et al., 2011; Flores Orozco et al., 2013]. These studies were, however, based on monitoring
data sets collected over the same proﬁle, i.e., with no changes in lithology. A diversity of polarizationgenerating mechanisms can underlie an anomalous IP response, with variations in sediment texture,

Figure 3. Correlations between (a) ERT-derived and well-derived Wasatch depths, (b) ERT-derived and well-derived Fill depths, and (c) IP-derived and well-derived Fill depths. In Figures
3a–3c, the red dots are data values, the black lines are the one-to-one lines, and the blue lines are the regression-based best ﬁt lines. The correlation coefﬁcient (Corr. Coeff.) is included
in each plot.
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Figure 4. (a) Boxplot to show the phase shift distributions in Non-NRZs and NRZs, and (b) cross-correlation plot for resistivity and phase shift within the Riﬂe Formation. In Figure 4a, the
central red line is the median, the edges of the box are the 25th and 75th percentiles, and the whiskers extend to the 99th percentiles. The red crosses are outliers plotted individually.
In Figure 4b, geophysical NRZ and non-NRZ values at wellbore locations are plotted in red and green circles, respectively.

mineralogy, and ﬂuid composition all contributing the polarization/resistivity signature of subsurface materials. Since the current study deals with the change in the electrical responses at a much larger scale (200 3
500 m) than previous studies at the site (30 m), we need to consider the variation in the lithology and other
properties of the aquifer.
By comparing the TDIP images and colocated lithological data, we found that NRZs tend to have a higher
phase shift, although there are some exceptions (Figure 4a). Plotting the phase shift along with the resistivity at each pixel in Figure 4b shows that the resistivity and phase shift are correlated to each other (the correlation coefﬁcient is 0.72). It is consistent with several studies, in which the higher phase shift is associated
with the higher resistivity [Slater et al., 2005]. Based on the lithological logs, we identiﬁed two clusters in the
resistivity-phase shift domain: one for NRZ (the red dots in Figure 4b) and the other for non-NRZ (the green
dots in Figure 4b). The distribution of non-NRZ is much broader, possibly because the spatial extent of nonNRZ is much larger, and hence non-NRZs have a larger variability in the resistivity and phase shift associated
with lithological properties. Taking into account these two clusters, we used both resistivity and phase shift
data simultaneously to identify the NRZ locations and deﬁned the NRZ response in the resistivity-phase shift
space as bivariate distributions.
In addition, we observed that a small subset of the TDIP proﬁles revealed the highest phase-shift values
within the Wasatch rather than the Riﬂe Formation. For example, the inversion results at two lines (in Figure
5) show that a clear IP anomaly associated with an NRZ (conﬁrmed by the colocated wells; Figure 5a) and
one line associated with high polarization effects in the Wasatch Formation (Figure 5b). These deeper
anomalies were inferred to result from pyrite-bearing sandstone lenses reported in lithological data from
colocated drilling locations. Plots in Figure 5 reveal that if the increased phase-shift is associated with an
NRZ, the highest phase shift is located in the aquifer materials (Figure 5a). The high polarization due to
metallic minerals in the Wasatch (but not NRZ) leads to the creation of artifacts with high phase shift values
in the aquifer zone (Figure 5b). Their unintentionally shallow depth in the imaging results is thought to be
an artifact resulting from the smoothness constraint used in the inversion.
To remove such artifacts, we considered polarizable anomalies as NRZs only when the highest phase-shift
value was located within the Riﬂe Formation. Although different approaches have been suggested to solve
for sharp contrasts in the inversion and improve the resolution of the electrical images [e.g., Blaschek et al.,
2008; Caterina et al., 2014], such strategies require sufﬁcient information about the geometry and characteristics of the interfaces to avoid the creation of further artifacts. Considering that it is not possible to know a
priori the existence and geometry of NRZ locations, we believe that the smoothness inversion is an
adequate approach to validate the application of the IP imaging method to characterize NRZs.
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Figure 5. Two-dimensional cross section of the inverted phase shift (mrad) from the TDIP data at (a) the line that had a conﬁrmed NRZ
within the Riﬂe Formation, and at (b) the line that had a conﬁrmed pyrite lens in the Wasatch Formation. The small circle in each ﬁgure is
the highest phase shift in the domain, and the thin black line is the estimated Riﬂe-Wasatch interface. The thick black vertical lines indicate
colocated well locations. The red lines in Figure 5a are the conﬁrmed NRZs.

4. Statistical Method
Bayesian hierarchical models have been used in the past to integrate multitype and multiscale data sets in
a consistent manner, as well as to integrate complex processes [e.g., Wikle et al., 2001; Wainwright et al.,
2014; Hermans et al., 2015]. The goal of this estimation is to determine the posterior distribution of heterogeneous properties (or property ﬁelds) conditioned on all the given data sets and data model parameters
a, p(ﬁeld|data, a). In a Bayesian hierarchical model, the posterior distribution can be divided into three statistical submodels represented by conditional distributions: (1) a data model, p(data|ﬁeld, a), which represents
the data as a function of the property ﬁeld and parameters a; (2) a process model, p(ﬁeld|b), which describes
the property ﬁeld as function of process model parameters b; and (3) a prior model, p(a,b), which deﬁnes
the prior information of parameters [Wikle et al., 2001]. In the geological environment, one of commonly
used process models is often a geostatistical model, which describes a subsurface heterogeneous ﬁeld as a
function of spatial dependence parameters. The hierarchical approach breaks down a complex posterior
distribution into a series of simple models, and hence enables us to capture complex relationships easily.
4.1. Interface Estimation
We deﬁne each interface as a two-dimensional (2-D) ﬁeld (e.g., a surface in the 3-D domain). We denote the
interface at ith pixel by di, where i 5 1, . . ., n. The goal is to estimate the posterior distribution p({di}|zERT, zIP,
zL) of the interface ﬁeld {di} (i.e., the interface at all the pixels), conditioned on the ERT data (resistivity) zERT,
the IP data zIP, and well log data zL. By applying the Bayes’ rule under the assumption that zERT, zIP, and zL
are conditionally independent given the interface locations {di}, we can write the posterior distribution of
the interface ﬁeld as p({di}|zERT, zIP, zL) / p(zERT|{di|i 僆 CERT}) p(zIP|{di|i 僆 CIP}) p({di}|zL), where CERT and CIP are
indices of pixels that are colocated either with ERT or IP data, respectively.
The ﬁrst two conditional distributions p(zERT|{di|i 僆 CERT}) and p(zIP|{di|i 僆 CIP}) represent the data model,
speciﬁcally the dependence of the interface depth on data value at each pixel. At the geophysical data locations (i 僆 CERT and i 僆 CIP), we assume that the data values can be described by zERT,i 5 a1di 1 a2 1 eERT and
zIP,i 5 b1di 1b21 eIP, where eERT and eIP are the error terms associated with the uncertainty and/or variability
of the correlations between the interface depths and ERT/IP imaging results (Figures 3a–3c), and al and bl
(l 5 1, 2) are the linear-ﬁtting terms to ﬁx the bias from the one-to-one line in Figures 3a–3c. We also assume
that eERT and eIP follow the independent normal distribution with zero-mean and the variance rERT and rIP,
determined from the correlation plots (Figures 3a–3c).
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Furthermore, we assume that {di} is a multivariate Gaussian random ﬁeld described by geostatistical parameters, we can derive an analytical form of this posterior distribution as a multivariate normal distribution
21
21
T 21
T
with mean Q21g and variance Q21, where Q 5 Rc211ATERT D21
ERT AERT 1AIP DIP AIP and g 5 Rc lc 1 AERT DERT
T 21
zERT 1 AIP DIP zIP (Appendix A). In Q and g, lc and Rc are the conditional mean and covariance given the
point (i.e., well) data and geostatistical parameters. DERT and DIP are the data covariance matrices; each of
the diagonal components is rERT and rIP. AERT and AIP are mERT-by-n and mIP-by-n sparse matrices, where
AERT,ji 5 1 if ith pixel has jth data point; otherwise AERT,ji is 0. mERT and mIP are the number of data points of
ERT and IP, respectively.

4.2. Natural Reduced Zone Estimation
To map the NRZ locations, we deﬁne a indicator random ﬁeld {fi} in the 3-D domain (i 5 1, . . ., n3D) such
that
(
1; if ith pixel is in NRZs
fi 5
:
(1)
0; otherwise
We consider the resistivity and phase shift as the data vectors for resistivity (r) and phase shift (/). Each
data point has the data values ri and /i at a subset of pixels colocated with the IP data locations (i 僆 CIP,3D).
We also deﬁne the depth-discrete well log data vector zW,3D, each element of which is either 0 or 1, since
they are the direct measurements of indicators.
As a data model, we follow previous studies that deﬁned geophysical data values having distinct distributions, depending on the indicator type [Chen et al., 2004, 2006; Wainwright et al., 2014]. We assume that the
resistivity and phase shift in ith pixel (ri and /i) follow distinct bivariate distributions, depending on whether
ith pixel is in a NRZ (fi 5 1) or not (fi 5 0). Instead of univariate distributions used in previous studies [Chen
et al., 2006; Wainwright et al., 2014], we assume that the bivariate distributions can represent the correlation
coefﬁcients found in the data sets (Figure 4b). We have two sets of distributions:
pðri ; /i jfi 50; U0 Þ5BiNðl0 ; U0 Þ
pðri ; /i jfi 51; U1 Þ5BiNðl1; U1 Þ

(2)

where BiN represents the bivariate normal distribution with the mean vector ll and the two-by-two covariance matrix Ul (l 5 0,1). The mean vector l1, for example, includes the mean resistivity and mean phase shift
at the NRZ locations (fi 5 1). The covariance matrix is a function of the resistivity variance, phase shift variance, and their correlation coefﬁcient (shown in Figure 4b). We assume that the covariance is uncertain
and needs to be estimated, since the variances tend to be underestimated from a limited number of samples. We estimate the covariance matrices U0 and U1 together in the estimation. The data parameter matrix
is deﬁned as a 5 {U0, U1}.
The goal is to estimate the joint posterior distribution of the indicator ﬁeld {fi} conditioned on the IP data
(r and /) and well log data (zw,3D), which is the marginal distribution of p({fi}, a|r, /, zW,3D). By assuming resistivity and phase pairs are independent given indicator variable, {fi}, and using the Bayes rule, we can write
this posterior distribution as:




  

p ffi g; ajr; /; zW;3D / p r; /j fi ; i 2 CIP;3D ; a p ffi gjzW;3D pðaÞ;
Y


pðri ; /i jfi ; aÞp ffi gjzW;3D pðaÞ;
5
i2CIP;3D

5

Y

pðri ; /i jfi 50; U0 Þ

i2CIP;3D ;fi 50

Y

(3)
pðri ; /i jfi 51; U1 Þ

i2CIP;3D ;fi 51



p ffi gjzW;3D pðaÞ:

The ﬁrst conditional distribution p(r, /|{fi|i 僆 CIP,3D},a) is a data model that deﬁnes the distribution of the
data values given the occurrence of an NRZ or not, which is deﬁned in equation (2). The latter conditional
distribution p({fi}|zW,3D) represents the indicator ﬁeld given the depth-discrete well log data as conditional
points. The prior distribution must be deﬁned for the covariances as p(a).
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Figure 6. Riﬂe-Wasatch interface estimation results: (a) the previously estimated elevation in meters, (b) the mean estimate of the elevation in meters, (c) the depth in meters, and
(d) the estimation variance in squared meters. The white circles are the well locations used for the estimation, and the black circles are the well locations used for validation.

To deﬁne p({fi}|zW,3D), we follow the approach developed by Chen et al. [2006]. Here {fi} is an indicator ﬁeld
such that the facies at each element fi has a Bernoulli distribution given by:
 
pðfi 51jzW;3D; ffi; k6¼i gÞ5Bernoulli pi ;
(4)
where pi can be determined by simple indicator kriging:
X
pi 5l 1
k6¼i ck ðfk –lÞ;

(5)

where l is the overall mean. Note that pi is truncated within [0, 1]. The kriging coefﬁcients ck’s are a function
of the correlation length and sill, derived from the exponential variogram model, and the distance between
Pixel k and Pixel i. In this study, we assume that they are ﬁxed and determined by the variogram analysis.
We use MCMC methods to sample from the joint posterior distribution p({fi}| r, /, zW,3D), which is the marginal distribution of p({fi}, a| r, /, zW,3D). The MCMC sampling requires formulation of the probability distribution of each parameter conditioned on the other parameters and all data sets. We sample the indicator at
each pixel fi.
pðfi jr; /; zW;3D; ffk;k6¼i g; aÞ / pðri ; /i jfi ; aÞpðfi jzW;3D; ffk;k6¼i gÞ:

(6)

With a mathematical manipulation similar to that used in Chen et al. [2006], we can arrive at an analytical
form of the distribution. The indicator fi follows a Bernoulli distribution with the probability:




p fi 51jri ; /i ; fk;k6¼i ; a; zW;3D 5

p1 pi

:

p1 pi 1p0 12pi

(7)

where p0 5 p(ri, /i|fi 5 0, U0) and p1 5 p(ri, /i|fi 5 1, U1), both of which are deﬁned in equation (2) and represent likelihood information from the IP data.
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Figure 7. Fill-Riﬂe Interface estimation results: (a) the mean estimate of the depth in
meters and (b) the variance in squared meters. The white circles are the well locations
used for the estimation, and the black circles are the well locations used for validation.
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To sample the covariance matrices in a (U0 and U1), we follow a
similar approach to the univariate case developed by Chen
et al. [2006]. While Chen et al.
[2006] used the inverse gamma
distribution as a conjugate
prior, we use the Wishart distribution, which is multidimensional generalization of the
inverse gamma distribution
[Murphy, 2007]. We assume that
the prior distribution for each of
the covariance matrices (U0 and
U1) is an inverse Wishart distribution with the degree of freedom m0 and m1, and the
inverse-scale matrices W0 and
W1, respectively. We determined these parameters from
the colocated data sets shown
in Figure 4b [Chen et al., 2006].
Since the inverse Wishart distribution is a conjugate prior for
the covariance of a multivariate
normal distribution, the posterior of U0 and U1 are deﬁned by
the inverse Wishart distribution
(IW):
(8)

where X 5 {r – E[r], / – E[/]} (E[] is the mean), nl is the number of IP data locations where fi 5 l (l 5 0 or 1). In
the MCMC sequence, we sample each pixel of {fi} and a sequentially. Since their conditional distributions are

Figure 8. Estimated mean and conﬁdence interval compared with the interpretations from the well data not used in the estimation; (a) the Riﬂe-Wasatch interface depth and (b) Riﬂe-Fill interface
depth. The red dots represent the interfaces at wells, the blue lines are the conﬁdence intervals based on the standard deviation (STD) multiplied by two, and the black lines are the one-to-one line.
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known analytical distributions, we use
Gibbs sampling, which is quite efﬁcient
compared to the other MCMC sampling
methods.

5. Estimation Results
and Discussions
5.1. Interface Estimation
We estimated the interfaces at each
grid in the domain as needed for input
into a biogeochemical model over the
ﬂoodplain. The grid size is 3.8 m by
3.8 m, and the domain size is 400 m by
229 m. For the Riﬂe-Wasatch interface,
there is a previously estimated interface elevation available, which is based
on well data, outcrop, and geological
observations. We estimated the difference from these previous estimates, by
honoring the outcrop and geological
observations, as well as wellbore and
geophysical data. For the estimation,
we only computed the mean and variance ﬁelds on the interfaces, rather
than random ﬁelds, since most reactive
transport models require ﬁxed interfaces. However, it is possible to sample
the random ﬁelds of the interfaces for
stochastic simulations to include the
uncertainty in interface estimates.
Figure 6 shows the Riﬂe-Wasatch interface elevation, including the previously
estimated elevation (Figure 6a), mean
estimation of the elevation (Figure 6b),
Figure 9. Probability ﬁeld of NRZs based on well data only; 2-D horizontal slices
and the mean estimation of depths and
at elevations (a) 1611.6 m, (b) 1613.2 m, and (c) 1613.8 m. The red ﬁlled circles are
variance (Figure 6c). Compared to the
the wells that were conﬁrmed to have NRZs, and the white circles are the wells
previous estimation (Figure 6a), the new
that were conﬁrmed not to have NRZs. These are validation wells, not included in
the estimation. The red triangles were the NRZ sample locations in Campbell et al.
estimation (Figure 6b) captures more
[2012] and Qafoku et al. [2014]. The white region is either outside of the domain
detailed heterogeneity around the ERT
or outside of the Riﬂe Formation.
locations, even between wells. In addition, ERT identiﬁed the connectivity (or channel) between the depressions in the Riﬂe-Wasatch interface along
the northern part of this ﬂoodplain (x 5 250–350 m and y 5 150–200 m). We interpret this channel to represent
a former paleochannel of the Colorado River and a potential local control on groundwater ﬂow direction in this
area. The Wasatch Formation depth (Figure 6c) is highly variable (4–10 m) over the ﬂoodplain. The variance in
Figure 6d represents the uncertainty associated with this mean estimate. This variance is smaller around the
wells and ERT locations, since the estimate is better constrained by the data sets in their vicinity.
Figure 7 shows the mean estimate and variance of the Riﬂe-ﬁll interface depth. In Figure 7a, we ﬁnd that the ﬁll
layer is thicker in the northern portion of the ﬂoodplain, where soil contamination extended over a greater vertical proﬁle. The southern portion near the river has a thinner layer reﬂecting the minimal need for excavation
and removal of surﬁcial soils in this area. In Figure 7b, the estimation variance is smaller near the ERT and IP
data locations, meaning that there is lower uncertainty in the estimate for this region. Owing to its lower permeability, the ﬁll layer is known to control inﬁltration into groundwater as well as evapotranspiration near the
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surface. Since there is no record of the
ﬁll-layer thickness postreclamation, this
newly derived, site-wide thickness estimate will be important for hydrobiogeochemical modeling at the site.

Figure 10. Posterior probability ﬁeld of NRZs based on wells and TDIP data; 2-D
horizontal slices at elevations (a) 1611.6 m, (b) 1613.2 m, and (c) 1613.8 m. The
red ﬁlled circles are the wells that were conﬁrmed to have NRZs (based on wellbore lithology), and the white circles are the wells that were conﬁrmed not to
have NRZs. These are validation wells, not included in the estimation. The red triangles were the NRZ sample locations in Campbell et al. [2012] and Qafoku et al.
[2014]. The white region is either outside of the domain or outside of the Riﬂe
Formation.

To validate the estimation results, Figure
8 shows a comparison of the estimated
interface mean value and conﬁdence
interval, with the colocated (well-determined) interfaces not used in the estimation procedure. Among the 187
wells, 16 new wells (installed in 2014)
were selected as validation wells (not
used for estimation). We did not use this
subset of wells for our estimation in
order to simulate the situation that
researchers would encounter when they
plan well locations based on geophysical images and estimation results. The
Wasatch depths (Figure 8a) are closely
estimated at most of the locations (i.e.,
the conﬁdence intervals capture the
true depths), although the conﬁdence
intervals are larger for the wells that are
away from the existing wells or ERT locations. Figure 8b shows that the true ﬁll
depth at the validation points is close to
the mean estimates and mostly within
the conﬁdence intervals. Conﬁdence
intervals are wider for the validation
wells far away from the conditioning
wells or geophysical data. The comparison of the two ﬁgures suggests that the
resistivity method is useful—indeed
necessary—to estimate the spatially heterogeneous interfaces successfully.

5.2. NRZ Estimation Results
The presence or absence of NRZs was
estimated within a 3-D hydrobiogeochemical modeling domain being
developed in parallel to this study. Only
the cells within the Riﬂe Formation were considered, based on the interfaces estimated in Figures 6 and 7.
Geostatistical parameters (i.e., mean, variance, and correlation length) were determined based on the lithological logs. We used the MCMC approach to generate 20,000 samples of the NRZ indicator ﬁeld, the convergence of which was conﬁrmed by the Geweke’s convergence diagnostic [Geweke, 1992]. Wells installed prior
to 2013 were used as conditioning data in the estimation, with 16 new wells installed in 2014 used as validation data to evaluate the performance of the estimation.

We compared two cases in the results: (1) well data only (Figure 9) and (2) well and TDIP data (Figure 10). In Figure 9, we see that the well-only case does not capture any of the major NRZs due to the lack of data. Capturing
the full NRZ extent would require installation of innumerable wells at a cost that is prohibitive or logistically
impossible. In Figure 10, including TDIP data allows us to capture the extent of NRZs, particularly in the western
portion of the ﬂoodplain near the river (x 5 50–200 m and y 5 30–100 m). The additional high-probability
regions appeared in Figure 10 (compared to Figure 9) is attributed to the TDIP data set. The results indicate that
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NRZs are generally located in proximity
to the active river margin and in portions of the aquifer where the depth
to the Wasatch Formation is deeper
(Figure 6).
To evaluate the performance of our estimation, we compared the predicted
NRZ probabilities and observed NRZ
indicators at the validation well locations. In Figure 11, the probability of
ﬁnding an NRZ at each well is shown
and compared with the indicator representing whether an NRZ was found at
Figure 11. Probability of ﬁnding NRZs at each validation well. The lines are the
the well. The ﬁgure shows that when
probability computed based on well data only (blue) and bivariate data (phase
we used both wellbore and TDIP data,
shift and resistivity; red). The black dots represent the observations not used in
the estimation; the value is 1 if the well is located within a NRZ, and 0 otherwise.
the probability is one or close to one at
all the observed NRZ locations and zero
or close to zero at the observed non-NRZ locations. The well-only case does not capture any of the NRZ locations, since the probability is zero at those locations. These ﬁndings support the claim that it is impossible to
characterize the full spatial extent of NRZs with well data only and that IP measurements greatly improve the
mapping of NRZs.
Figure 12 shows the 3-D distribution of the high-probability region of NRZs (with threshold of 0.5) along
with the two estimated interfaces. Both the interfaces and NRZ locations can be directly implemented in
hydrobiogeochemical simulations serving to parameterize the modeling domain with regions inferred to
have an outsized inﬂuence on reactions of interest (e.g., hot spot locations). In Figures 10 and 12, we ﬁnd
that the NRZs are generally parallel to and located 20–50 m from the active margin of the Colorado River
(N.B. Closer access to the active river margin itself is impeded due to the presence of a railway corridor). Previous studies [Campbell et al., 2012; Qafoku et al., 2014; Janot et al., 2015] found close association between
NRZs and ﬁne and/or organic-rich sediments. In fact, ﬁne-grained and organic-rich sediments are often
found near the river, based on the lithological descriptions. Based on this study, we may assume that those
identiﬁed NRZ locations are the regions where ﬁne-grained sediments were deposited.

6. Conclusion
In this study, we developed a methodology to integrate geophysical and wellbore data for mapping naturally reduced zones (NRZs) in a minimally invasive manner and to help biogeochemical model parameterization in a three-dimensional domain
over a ﬂoodplain. Our study builds
upon previous studies at the site that
identiﬁed NRZs using detailed geochemical and microbial characterization [Campbell et al., 2012; Qafoku
et al., 2014], as well as studies that
used IP techniques to detect changes
in subsurface redox conditions
[Williams et al., 2009; Flores Orozco
et al., 2011, 2013; Chen et al., 2013].
Our approach took advantage of the
data-deﬁned correlations among colocated geochemical samples, lithologiFigure 12. A three-dimensional modeling domain with the Riﬂe-Fill interface
cal log data, and geophysical data. A
(green), Wasatch-Riﬂe interface (blue), and the high-probability region of naturally
Bayesian hierarchical method enabled
reduced zones (NRZs; red). To create the volume of the high-probability region,
we used the threshold probability of 0.5.
us to integrate these data for
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estimating the hydrostratigraphic interfaces, as well as the probability of NRZ presence or absence over the
dimensions of the ﬂoodplain. This is the ﬁrst study to demonstrate the ability of TDIP imaging surveys for
characterizing hot spots that have unique distributions of subsurface lithological and biogeochemical
properties.
Many recent studies use Bayesian or stochastic joint inversion approaches to estimate hydrological parameters or geological units directly from geophysical data sets by including geophysical forward models in the
estimation framework [e.g., Chen et al., 2004; Chen and Hoversten, 2012; Dafﬂon and Barrash, 2012; Wainwright et al., 2014; Hermans et al., 2015]. Such approaches, however, are computationally intensive and difﬁcult to deploy in a 3-D setting over a large spatial domain. The two-step approach presented here—
geophysical inversion ﬁrst and then estimation along with other data sets—is ﬂexible and computationally
frugal enough to integrate multiple types of data sets together in a 3-D domain over a ﬂoodplain. Statistical
analyses at colocated wells enabled us to identify correlations between inverted data and borehole data.
This study also showed that it is important to evaluate various polarization-generating mechanisms for
an improved interpretation of IP images particularly where the unambiguous delineation of NRZs is
concerned.
As with the previous studies [Sassen et al., 2012; Wainwright et al., 2014], this study showed that the zonation approach is very powerful in transferring the information and parameters from grain-scale laboratory
measurements to the ﬁeld scale. Detailed biogeochemical characterization is often prohibitively expensive
and time consuming, such that it is generally impossible to obtain sufﬁcient data to fully constrain many
natural environments owing to their large size and inherent heterogeneity. By exploiting spatially extensive
geophysical data sets and correlations among various data sets, we can capture the subsurface heterogeneity required for parameterizing hydrobiogeochemical models.
The approach developed in this study can be transferable to other ﬂoodplains or other near-surface terrestrial environments, advancing the characterization of biogeochemical hot spots in a minimally invasive
manner and distributing critical biogeochemical properties across scales. Future development should
include the use of geophysical monitoring to use a temporal signature for estimating dynamic properties
associated with NRZs and non-NRZs (such as changes in pore water chemistry) and also for further reﬁning
the estimation of hydraulic and geochemical properties (e.g., permeability, porosity, and texture). Another
important reﬁnement will be to couple geophysical methods and remote sensing techniques. While the
denitriﬁcation hot spots by Duncan et al. [2013] have been mapped in 2-D as an ‘‘area’’ over the catchment,
geophysical methods could provide more reﬁned estimates of their depth distribution, and hence could
provide the 3-D volume of biogeochemical hot spots. Although the IP measurements presented here are
labor intensive and are unlikely to be taken to the catchment scale, correlating the subsurface signatures
(from geophysical data) and surface structures (from remote sensing data) could help upscaling the subsurface properties to a much larger scale [e.g., Wainwright et al., 2015]. Probabilistic mapping—such as the one
presented here—will be essential for such a large-scale characterization due to increased uncertainty and
disparity of scales among data sets.

Appendix A: Analytical Form of p({di}|zERT, zIP, zL)
To estimate the posterior distribution of the interface {di}, we derive the analytical form of p({di}|zERT, zIP, zL)
deﬁned in section 2.1. Following the data model deﬁnition, we write the ERT and IP data vector by
zERT  MVNðAERT fdi g; DERT Þ;
zIP  MVNðAIP fdi g; DIP Þ;

(A1)

where MVN represents the multivariate normal distribution, and DERT and DIP are the data error matrices,
only having the diagonal components of rERT and rIP, respectively. AERT and AIP are sparse matrices to connect the interface depth value at each pixel and the data point such that
(
1 if ith pixel is jth ERT data point
AERT;ji 5
0 otherwise:
and
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1

if ith pixel is jth IP data point

0

otherwise

:

(A2)

We can write the posterior distribution of the interface as:
pðfdi gjzERT ; zIP ; zL Þ / pðzERT jfdi gÞpðzIP jfdi gÞpðfdi gjzL Þ;


T


1
/ exp 2 zERT 2AERT fdi g D21
z
2A
fd
g
ERT
i
ERT
ERT
2




T


1
1
T 21
exp 2 zIP 2AIP fdi g D21
IP zIP 2AIP fdi g exp 2 ðfdi g2lc Þ Rc ðfdi g2lc Þ :
2
2

(A3)

Since both ERT and IP data are linear functions of interface depths according to equations (A1) and (A2), the
resultant posterior distribution has a multivariate Gaussian distribution, which is given below:


T 

1
pðfdi gjzERT ; zIP ; zL Þ / exp 2 fdi g2Q21 g Q fdi g2Q21 g :
(A4)
2
where
21
T
T 21
Q5R21
c 1AERT DERT AERT 1AIP DIP AIP ;
21
21
g5R21
c lc 1AERT DERT zERT 1AIP DIP zIP ;

(A5)

{di} is the multivariate normal distribution with the mean Q21g and covariance Q21.
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A B S T R A C T

Geophysical methods are widely used for landslide investigation to delineate depth and geometry of the sliding plane. In particular, electrical resistivity tomography
(ERT) is often used because both porosity and water saturation control the electrical resistivity of the subsurface materials and are critical for slope stability.
Moreover, ERT can be employed to monitor changes in pore-ﬂuid pressure which is an important factor triggering landslides. However, the interpretation of ERT
results in clay-rich landslides can be challenging considering that high electrical conductivity values may not only be related to an increase in saturation but also to
the surface conduction mechanism, which becomes dominant in the presence of clays. Recently, environmental investigations have demonstrated an improved
subsurface characterization through induced polarization (IP) imaging, an extension of the ERT method, which permits to gain information about electrical conductive and capacitive (i.e., polarization eﬀect) properties of the subsurface. As the polarization eﬀect is mainly controlled by surface charge, which is large in clays,
IP images are expected to improve the lithological interpretation and overcome the limitations of the ERT method. Additionally, measurements collected over a broad
frequency bandwidth, the so-called spectral IP (SIP), have been successfully used in laboratory experiments to quantify textural and hydrogeological parameters.
However, the application of SIP ﬁeld measurements for the delineation of hydrogeological structures in landslides has not been addressed to date. To ﬁll this gap, in
this study we present SIP imaging results for data collected at the La Valette landslide (South East French Alps), where an existing geotechnical model of the landslide
is available for evaluation. Moreover, our study provides a detailed revision on the collection and processing of SIP datasets, as well as a description of the diverse
sources of error in IP surveys, to stress the importance of data-error quantiﬁcation for a quantitative application of the SIP method. Our results demonstrate that
adequate data processing allows obtaining consistent results at diﬀerent frequencies and independently of the measuring protocol. Furthermore, the frequency
dependence of the complex conductivity obtained in the ﬁeld-scale SIP survey is consistent with earlier laboratory experiments. In conclusion, our study shows the
potential of the SIP method to improve our understanding of subsurface properties, and an improved delineation of the contact between the mobilized material and
the bedrock as well as variations in the clay content within the landslide and the bedrock.

1. Introduction
Landslides pose a high geological hazard on human settlements,
infrastructure, and agricultural areas. One of the most important processes triggering landslides refers to the increase in pore-ﬂuid pressure,
for instances following intense rainfall events (Samyn et al., 2012;
Brückl et al., 2013). Hence, a characterization of the internal structure
and geometry of landslides with high spatial resolution is critical to
identify preferential groundwater ﬂow paths as well as clay-rich areas,
where water could accumulate. Such information is critical in the
management and control of landslides, taking into account that climate
change models predict an increase of rainfall during the winter and
rainy seasons in humid regions, such as Europe (Maraun et al., 2010),
and a possible increase of landsliding rates (Malet et al., 2007).
Subsurface landslide characterization is commonly performed
through geological and geotechnical methods, which require drilling or

⁎

trenching. Although such techniques provide direct information about
deformation, lithology, water content, and geotechnical properties,
their spatial resolution is often limited to the immediate vicinity of the
sampling point. Furthermore, direct investigations commonly require
interpolation of the data, which may lead to inaccuracies or a bias in
the interpretation of the resulting investigations. Due to the increase in
costs and time required for a repeated sampling and analysis, direct
methods may also not be suited for monitoring purposes. The application of geophysical methods can help to overcome some of these limitations, as they permit to gain quasi-continuous spatial and temporal
information about subsurface materials without disturbing the study
area.
In the case of landslide investigations, seismic refraction and reﬂection (SRR) techniques have been used for decades to characterize
the landslide internal structure, in particular the geometry of the sliding
planes (e.g., Gance et al., 2012; Brückl et al., 2013). Geophysical
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electrical methods, such as electrical resistivity tomography (ERT),
have also been applied to delineate the geometry of the sliding plane
and assess lithological changes (Friedel et al., 2006; Supper et al.,
2014), to estimate landslide hydrological properties (Travelletti et al.,
2012; Gance et al., 2016) or to complement seismic surveys (Hibert
et al., 2012; Travelletti et al., 2009). Making use of the dependency of
the electrical conductivity on the water content, ERT applications have
also been used to monitor water content and pore-ﬂuid pressure, which
allowed forecasting local failures leading to landslides or debris ﬂow
(Friedel et al., 2006; Travelletti et al., 2012; Supper et al., 2014).
However, the interpretation of ERT results in terms of water content
may be challenging. High electrical conductivity (σ) values are not always related to an increase in water saturation, through electrolytic
conduction (Archie, 1942), but can also be due to a high contribution of
surface conduction. Particularly in clay-rich materials, surface conduction along the microscopic solid-liquid interfaces, which are covered
by an electrical double layer (EDL), might be dominant and mask the
saturation dependence of the electrical conductivity (Waxman and
Smits, 1968; Revil and Glover, 1998; Slater, 2006). The reader is referred to Ward (1988) for a detailed revision.
Recent hydro-geophysical investigations (Kemna et al., 2012; Binley
et al., 2015; Flores Orozco et al., 2015) have demonstrated an improved
understanding of lithological structures by means of the Induced Polarization (IP) imaging method, an extension of the ERT, which provides information about the conductive and capacitive (i.e., polarization) properties of the subsurface. Because the polarization eﬀect is
mainly controlled by surface charges in the EDL, IP images can help
discriminating between saturated sediments and clay-rich materials
and, thus, improve the estimation of hydrogeological parameters (Slater
and Lesmes, 2002; Slater, 2006). From laboratory studies and theoretical modeling, it is also evident that the frequency dependence of the IP
eﬀect, which can be assessed by spectral IP (SIP) measurements, is
strongly correlated with the geometrical properties of the pore space
(Binley et al., 2005; Bücker and Hördt, 2013). Consequently, SIP imaging has the potential to contribute to the quantiﬁcation of textural and
hydrogeological parameters (Revil and Florsch, 2010) and, thus, improve the geophysical characterization of units with diﬀerent hydrogeological properties in landslides.
Despite this expected potential, to date only rare studies have addressed the application of IP methods for landslide characterization
(Marescot et al., 2008; Sastry and Mondal, 2012). In addition, these
studies did not discuss the frequency dependence of the polarization
eﬀect nor the number of systematic error aﬀecting IP measurements,
which can be neglected in ERT surveys. Hence, in this work, we investigate the possible contributions of single-frequency IP and SIP
imaging methods to the non-invasive geophysical investigation of
landslides. We present imaging results for data collected at the La
Valette landslide located in the French Alps, where numerous studies
have been conducted and detailed information on the subsurface conditions of the landslide is available.
In order to set the basis for future IP and SIP surveys on landslides,
we test diﬀerent parameters for data collection, especially the electrode
conﬁguration, and discuss the particular sources of systematic errors in
SIP measurements. With the same objective, we provide suﬃcient details on the data processing and the quantiﬁcation of data error.

integral chargeability, which measures the magnitude of the secondary
voltage observed after switching the current oﬀ. The measured resistance R largely depends on the geometric arrangement of the fourelectrode measurement (i.e. the distances between the four electrodes).
Knowing the geometric arrangement, each measured R can be converted to the so-called apparent resistivity (ρapp), which is the electrical
resistivity of an equivalent homogeneous half space.
In FDIP, current injections are performed with alternating current,
and the measurements are usually given in terms of the measured resistance (R) and an apparent phase shift (ϕapp) between current and
voltage. FDIP measurements repeated at diﬀerent frequencies of the
injected current (typically < 1 kHz) are commonly referred to as spectral induced polarization (SIP) and provide information about the frequency dependence of the electrical properties.
Inversion results of FDIP and SIP data are commonly given in terms
of the complex conductivity (σ*). Detailed reviews of IP methods can be
found in Sumner (1976), Ward (1988), and Kemna et al. (2012),
amongst others.
2.2. The complex conductivity (σ*)
The electrical properties of the subsurface materials in the lowfrequency range (below ~100 kHz) can be represented by the complex
conductivity, CC (σ*), or its inverse, the complex resistivity (ρ*). The CC
consists of a real (σ′) and an imaginary (σ″) component, which represent the conductive (loss) and capacitive (storage) electrical properties of subsurface materials, respectively. Alternatively, the σ* can be
expressed in terms of its magnitude (|σ|) and phase (ϕ):

1/ ρ∗ = σ ∗ = σ ′ + iσ ′ ′ = |σ| eiϕ

(1)

where i = −1 . In most practical applications, measured phase shifts
are suﬃciently small (< 100 mrad) to assume that σ′ ≈ |σ| and to approximate the phase ϕ with the ratio between real and imaginary
component, i.e. ϕ ≈ σ′′/σ′.
The low-frequency CC of subsurface materials is controlled by three
main mechanisms (Ward, 1988): (a) matrix conduction through the
solid phase, which is important only if a high metal content allows
electronic conduction; (b) ionic or electrolytic conduction through the
ﬂuid-ﬁlled pore space; and (c) surface conduction through the EDL
covering the ﬂuid-grain interface.
Due to its high surface area and cation exchange capacity, clay
minerals are related to a high contribution of surface conduction, which
usually dominates the electric response of clay-rich materials (Waxman
and Smits, 1968; Slater and Lesmes, 2002; Revil and Glover, 1998).
Hence, the interpretation of electrical images of clay-rich landslides
needs to take into account the contribution of surface conductivity, as
the electrical response is not only controlled by the conduction through
the pore water. Moreover, typical materials involved in landslide processes do not contain signiﬁcant concentrations of metallic minerals,
such that the contribution of matrix conduction may be neglected.
Thus, the measured CC can be understood in terms of two mechanisms:
electrolytic (σel) and surface conduction (σsurf). Taking into account the
frequency dependence of the surface conduction, the CC can be written
as:
∗
σ ∗ (ω) = σel + σsurf
(ω)

2. Material and methods

(2)

where ω is the angular frequency. As noted in Eq. (2), in the low-frequency range, in which the SIP measurements are conducted, σel shows
a negligible frequency dependence, which is not the case of σsurf∗. Rewriting σel using Archie's model (Archie, 1942) and σsurf∗ in terms of its
real and imaginary components, the CC can be expressed as (Lesmes
and Frye, 2001):

2.1. The time- and frequency-domain IP methods
The IP method is based on four-electrode measurements, where two
electrodes are used to inject a current (I) into the ground and the two
other electrodes measure the resulting voltages (V). IP measurements
can be performed in either time domain (TDIP) or frequency domain
(FDIP). TDIP data are commonly expressed in terms of the measured
resistance (R), which is the voltage-to-current ratio (V/I), and the

′ (ω)] + iσsurf
′ ′ (ω)
σ ∗ (ω) = [ΘmS nσw + σsurf

(3)

where Θ represents the porosity, S the saturation, m and n are empirical
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Fig. 1. The La Valette landslide, with its location depicted by the red marker (left) and a picture of the landslide (right) indicating the height (above sea level) of its
highest and lowest topographic features. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

coeﬃcients, and σw the conductivity of the pore ﬂuid. Eq. (3) shows that
the conductivity magnitude |σ|, as for instance obtained from ERT, is
aﬀected by all three components; whereas the imaginary conductivity
σ′′ assessed by IP measurements only depends on the imaginary part of
the surface conductivity. This explains the huge potential of the IP
method for an improved lithological characterization of clay-rich
landslides.

permitted to reconstruct the depth and geometry of the bedrock (Samyn
et al., 2012) as presented in Fig. 2.
Nevertheless, the relatively weak electrical contrast between the
clay-rich sediments of the sliding mass and the stable black marls limits
the applicability of ERT results for an improved hydrogeological understanding, i.e. the delineation of clay-rich zones or preferential
groundwater ﬂow paths. Moreover, the subsurface high electrical conductivity is controlled by high clay contents in both the ﬂysch and the
black marl units (Ghorbani et al., 2009), which limits the potential of
ERT for the monitoring of water saturation (Gance et al., 2016).

2.3. The La Valette landslide (South East French Alps)
The La Valette landslide is located in the South East French Alps
(Fig. 1), where the presence of a thrust fault separating highly susceptible clay-shale sediments (Jurassic black marls) at the bottom and
sandstone and limestone competent rocks at the top is responsible for
many landslides in the region (Samyn et al., 2012; Travelletti et al.,
2013). The landslide has been triggered in March 1982 at the contact
between these two main geological units. The deformation is attributed
to the steep slopes and the increase in pore-ﬂuid pressure resulting from
the diﬀerent hydraulic conductivities of the two geological units
(Samyn et al., 2012).
The landslide has been subject to numerous investigations using a
variety of direct and indirect methods, such as remote sensing (terrestrial and airborne LiDAR), geotechnical analysis of samples recovered
from boreholes, and geodetic measurements (e.g., extensometers, inclinometers, GPS), for the spatio-temporal assessment of surface deformation (Raucoules et al., 2013; Malet et al., 2013; Travelletti et al.,
2013). Moreover, the internal structure of the La Valette landslide has
been characterized through a series of ERT and seismic surveys
(Travelletti et al., 2009; Samyn et al., 2012; Hibert et al., 2012). Low
electrical resistivity (ρ) values and P-wave seismic velocities (vp) were
generally found to be associated with both the sliding mass consisting of
mobilized ﬂysch sediments and the underlying black marls. The lowest
values (ρ < 50 Ωm and vp < 1200 m·s−1) were observed in the ﬂysch
unit, which extends to a maximum depth of 30 m (see Fig. 2), whereas
only slightly higher values (ρ between 60 and 150 Ωm and
vp > 2000 m·s−1) are representative of the underlying black marls
(Travelletti et al., 2009, 2013; Samyn et al., 2012; Hibert et al., 2012).
Furthermore, the combination of direct and geophysical methods

2.4. IP measuring protocols and inversion algorithms
SIP measurements were conducted in the central part of the landslide, in the vicinity of the existing borehole B3, where lithological
information is available (see Fig. 2) for the validation of the imaging
results. SIP data were collected along three long proﬁles (96 electrodes
each) oriented parallel to the ﬂanks (along the main direction of the
landslide), and three shorter proﬁles (64 electrodes each) perpendicular
to them, as depicted in Fig. 2. The separation between electrodes in all
proﬁles was 5 m to warrant a depth of investigation of at least 50 m.
The measuring device was always placed at the center of the proﬁle
(i.e., between electrodes 48 and 49 or 32 and 33, respectively) to reduce the maximum cable length.
SIP data were acquired using an eight-channel impedance tomographer DAS-1 (Multi-Phase Technologies) at 12 frequencies: 0.5, 1,
1.5, 2.5, 5, 7.5, 12, 25, 37.5, 75, 112, and 225 Hz. We tested multiplegradient (MG) and dipole-dipole (DD) protocols to evaluate their performances in terms of acquisition time, spatial resolution, depth of investigation, and Signal-to-Noise ratio (S/N). These two conﬁgurations
were selected as they permit the collection of multi-channel sequences
(i.e., multiple voltage readings for a given current injection), which is
not the case with often-used Wenner or Schlumberger conﬁgurations.
Furthermore, DD protocols help avoiding potential readings with
electrodes previously used for current injection. This is an important
consideration because the persistent polarization of electrodes, which
have been used for current injections, can result in systematic errors in
subsequent voltage readings.
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Fig. 2. Location of the SIP proﬁles at the La Valette landslide (red lines). Left: Terrain relief from an airborne LIDAR-derived digital surface model represented by a
hillshade map and elevation contour lines (black lines). The position of the borehole B3 is indicated by the solid circle. Right: Depth to the contact between ﬂysch and
black marls (modiﬁed from Samyn et al., 2012), with the lithological column of borehole B3 indicated in the inset.

values of ρapp represent the mean resistivities of comparable volumes of
the subsurface, and geometric parameters, such as dipole lengths and
the separation between current and potential dipoles, only have a
second-order eﬀect. Furthermore, the S/N of the measurement of R
(from which ρapp is computed) is high, which prevents the distributions
from “smearing out” at the lower and upper limits. The latter eﬀect,
however, can be observed in the distribution of ϕapp in the third line of
Fig. 3. Especially the DD conﬁgurations reveal a large amount of
anomalously high and low ϕapp values, which clearly indicates a lower
S/N than the one of the MG conﬁguration.
The dependence of the signal strength itself on the measurement
conﬁguration can be seen from the distributions of R illustrated in the
second line of Fig. 3. The histograms of R reveal variations over three to
four orders of magnitude depending on the selected conﬁguration.
Moreover, the range of recorded R for the diﬀerent conﬁgurations also
changes signiﬁcantly, with the broadest range related to DD conﬁgurations (between 10−4 and 1 Ω), evidencing the large dynamic range
of recorded voltages (remember that R ∝ V). Consistently, Fig. 3 exhibits larger variability in ϕapp values for DD measurements, whereas
values populate a smaller range for MG measurements.
Although, some authors have proposed to directly analyze voltage
readings to assess signal strength, we use the transfer resistances R,
which are also sensitive to variations in the injected current I. Besides
the measured voltage, I is an important parameter controlling the S/N,
which can vary considerably throughout an imaging dataset (e.g.,
Flores Orozco et al., 2018) depending e.g. on the galvanic contact between electrodes and the ground.
As FDIP measurements are expected to record the response of a
chargeable subsurface, the measured resistivity phase shifts should be
negative or zero (ϕapp ≤ 0). Thus, positive ϕapp values indicate the
presence of random and systematic error in the data. In Fig. 3, particularly DD measurements seem to be aﬀected, whereas the higher S/N
reduces the eﬀect of noise on the ϕapp values in MG readings.
However, it is not always indicated to remove all positive ϕapp values: The so-called “negative IP eﬀect” (resulting in positive ϕapp values)
has been observed in layered media, where the deepest layer is more
conductive than the layer immediately above and the shallowest layer
is polarizable (Sumner, 1976). Moreover, negative IP eﬀects have also
been reported recently for TDIP (Dahlin and Loke, 2015) under certain
geometrical conditions. Although it might be justiﬁable in some cases,
the negative IP eﬀect needs to be treated with caution, as it is the result
of systematic errors in most other cases (Flores Orozco et al., 2018). The

DD data were collected using a constant dipole length, which we
deﬁne by the number of electrodes “skipped” within a current/potential
dipole. For instance, a DD skip-0 denotes measurements with adjacent
electrodes. In this study, DD protocols consider measurements to a
maximum separation possible between current and potential dipoles.
MG protocols were constructed after Dahlin and Zhou (2006), with
eight potential dipoles arranged within the current dipole, the length of
which increases with the length of the nested potential dipoles (here,
skip-0, skip-1, skip-2, and skip-3).
In total, four diﬀerent measuring protocols were tested: MG, DD
skip-0 (DD0), DD skip-3 (DD3) and a combination of skip0 to skip5
(DDmix). Several studies have addressed the comparison of diﬀerent
conﬁgurations for the collection of ERT data, while for IP surveys this
topic has only been discussed in rare studies (Dahlin and Zhou, 2006).
Moreover, previous studies have not addressed the evaluation of the
diﬀerent sources of random and systematic error aﬀecting SIP data.
Therefore, our tests consider conﬁgurations related to high signal
strength (favored by large dipole lengths, such as MG, DD3) and conﬁgurations with high spatial resolution (favored by smaller dipole
lengths, e.g., DD0).
Inversion algorithms solve for the distribution of electrical properties in the subsurface that explain the measured data. In this study, all
datasets were inverted with CRTomo, a smoothness-constraint algorithm by Kemna (2000), which permits the inversion of the data to the
conﬁdence level determined by an error model. From a given data set in
terms of transfer resistances (R) and apparent phase shifts (ϕapp), the
algorithm solves for the distribution of complex resistivity on a 2D grid
of lumped ﬁnite-element cells. Inversions with CRTomo were performed independently for each frequency. For further details on the
inversion procedure, the readers are referred to Kemna (2000).

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Pre-processing of IP datasets
In order to assess the eﬀect on the S/N of the four diﬀerent measurement conﬁgurations, i.e. DD0, DD3, DDmix, and MG, the histograms in Fig. 3 illustrate the distribution of apparent resistivity (ρapp),
measured resistance (R), and apparent phase shift (ϕapp) data collected
at 1 Hz along Proﬁle 4. In the distributions of ρapp, no signiﬁcant dependence on the measurement conﬁguration can be observed. This
behavior meets the expectations, because for all four conﬁgurations, the
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Fig. 3. Histograms of the apparent resistivity ρapp (ﬁrst line), measured resistance R (second line), and apparent phase shift ϕapp (third line) at 1 Hz along Proﬁle 4 at
the La Valette landslide using four diﬀerent measuring protocols (DD0, DD3, DDmix, and MG). To better assess the variability in the measured values, plots also
present the standard deviation (s) computed for each dataset.

mrad for Δϕapp). Before the analysis of NRM, ﬁrst outliers were deﬁned
as those potential readings collected with current injections below
0.001 A, and negative apparent resistivity values, as those readings are
clearly related to poor contact between the electrodes and the ground.
As observed in the comparison between ϕn and ϕr (Fig. 4d), following
the removal of outliers after the analysis of NRM, it is possible to deﬁne
maximum and minimum threshold values (here, between ~ 20 and 0
mrad), which can then be used for the identiﬁcation of outliers in MG
measuring schemes lacking reciprocal readings. Pseudo-sections for the
data collected along Proﬁle 4 after removal of outliers based on the
aforementioned approach are presented in Fig. 5. It is notable that most
of the outliers are mainly associated to deep levels with a low S/N.
After the removal of outliers, the remaining measurements are assumed to be aﬀected only by random errors, the magnitude of which
can be incorporated into the inversion, by means of error models as
proposed by Labrecque et al. (1996), and Slater et al. (2000). These
studies recognized a linear increase of the data error of the measured
resistance (ΔR) with R (Figure 4c), whereas a negative power-law
model (Figure 4f) has recently been adopted to describe Δϕapp as a
function of R (Flores Orozco et al., 2012a;). As we can see from Fig. 4,
these error models also describe the data uncertainty for the measurements collected at La Valette landslide. Hence, error parameters were
computed using the bin analysis described in Flores Orozco et al.
(2012a).
The advantage of deploying error models, instead of individual errors, is that the same error parameters can be used for the inversion of
datasets lacking reciprocal readings, such as MG conﬁgurations (e.g.,
Flores Orozco et al., 2018). Inversions were conducted independently
for each dataset collected with diﬀerent electrode conﬁgurations, using
the error models deﬁned as ΔR = 0.001Ω + 1.3R, and Δϕ = 1.19 mrad
(R/Ω)−0.23. The resulting imaging results are presented in Fig. 6, in
terms of the real (σ′) and imaginary (σ″) components of the complex
conductivity. Blanked regions in the electrical images are related to low
cumulative sensitivity values (< −3 in the logarithmic normalized
value), a parameter that can be used as a proxy for the depth of

latter might be caused by electromagnetic coupling eﬀects, cross talking
between wires, poor S/N, or anthropogenic noise (e.g., buried metallic
structures) (Dahlin and Leroux, 2012; Flores Orozco et al., 2011, 2012a,
2013; Schmutz et al., 2014; Dahlin and Loke, 2015).
To deﬁne the actual range of valid ϕapp readings for the subsequent
inversion, it is important to identify outliers in the data. The analysis of
the normal and reciprocal misﬁt (NRM) is a common practice for the
characterization of data error in electrical imaging, where reciprocal
refer to the re-collection of the normal quadrupole after interchanging
the current and potential dipoles. As noted in earlier studies (Labrecque
et al., 1996; Slater et al., 2000), the NRM has an important advantage
over other methods (e.g., stacking), as it is based on the comparison of
two independent measurements and not the repetition of the same
reading including the same systematic error. Hence, measurements
related to large NRM may indicate those aﬀected by systematic errors,
in particular related to poor galvanic contact or problems with the
cables (Labrecque et al., 1996). Fig. 4 shows the comparison between
normal and reciprocal readings for DD0 measurements along Proﬁle 4.
Such plots reveal practically a perfect agreement in transfer resistance
for normal (Rn) and reciprocal (Rr) readings. The good agreement of the
measurements suggests a negligible level of systematic errors and a
minimal distortion due to random errors even for readings with large
separations between current and potential dipoles (typically associated
with low R values). The apparent robustness of the R measurements
also explains the consistency in the ρapp values for measurements with
diﬀerent conﬁgurations observed in Fig. 3. Despite of this, Fig. 4 shows
large NRM for ϕapp clearly indicating distortions due to systematic and
random error.
The NRM of measured resistance (ΔR) and apparent phase shift
(Δϕapp) are analyzed to identify measurements associated with systematic errors or largely dominated by random errors, which need to be
removed as outliers prior to the inversion. Here, outliers are deﬁned as
those readings related to a NRM exceeding (i) 25% of the value of the
corresponding normal or reciprocal; and (ii) two times the standard
deviation computed for the entire NRM dataset (~2 mΩ for ΔR and ~5
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Fig. 4. (a) Comparison between normal and reciprocal readings for transfer resistances R and (d) the apparent phase shifts ϕapp. (b) Histograms of the data error for
resistance (ΔR) and (e) apparent phase shift (Δϕapp) measurements reveal a normal distribution. The values of two standard deviations, which we used as limiting
values for the identiﬁcation of outliers, are indicated by red lines. The dependencies of ΔR (c) and Δϕapp (f) on the signal strength R are consistent with previous
observations, permitting to deﬁne error models (solid black lines). The plots show all readings (blue symbols) and those accepted after removal of outliers (red
symbols). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

reveal high electrical conductivities in all subsurface materials, with σ′
varying over a narrow range (between 10 and 30 mS/m). These results
are consistent with previous investigations at the La Valette landslide
(Travelletti et al., 2009; Hibert et al., 2012) and the nearby Super-Sauze
landslide (Schmutz et al., 2000) developed in the same lithology. At the
same time, the σ″ images, i.e. the polarization eﬀect, reveal a much
larger variability with σ″ values ranging between 1 and 800 μS.m−1.
In the case of the real component of the electrical conductivity (σ′),
high values correspond to the landslide body, i.e., the mix of weathered
blocks of black marls and ﬂysch, indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 6;

investigation of IP inversion results (see Weigand et al., 2017, for further details).
3.2. SIP imaging results
Fig. 6 shows SIP imaging results obtained for data collected with
DDmix conﬁgurations at 0.5, 2.5 and 15 Hz along proﬁles parallel to
the main landslide direction (Proﬁles 1, 2, and 3). The σ′ model is only
visualized for the lowest frequency of 0.5 Hz, as the results revealed no
changes for data collected at higher frequencies. In general, all sections

Fig. 5. Raw data measurements presented in pseudo-sections in terms of the apparent resistivity (ρapp - top row) and apparent phase shift (ϕapp – bottom row) for data
collected along Proﬁle 4 using DD0, DD3, DDmix, and MG protocols.
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Fig. 6. SIP imaging results obtained from DDmix data collected along Proﬁle 1, 2 and 3 expressed in terms of the real (ﬁrst column - for data collected at 0.5 Hz) and
imaginary components (columns 2 to 4 for data collected at 0.5, 2.5, and 15 Hz) of the CC. Dashed lines parallel to the surface indicate the position of the sliding
plane as obtained from wellbore and seismic data (Samyn et al., 2012). The position of the intersection with the perpendicular Proﬁle 4 is indicated by the dashed
vertical line. The position of the pixel values extracted for the discussion of the spectral response is indicated by the white symbols (x) along Proﬁle 1.

Fig. 7. SIP response for selected pixels retrieved from imaging results obtained for data collected along Proﬁle 1 using the DDmix conﬁguration. The data plotted
represent the median of model parameters within a pixel of 4 m radius centered at 100 m (circles), 140 m (squares) and 270 m (triangles), and at depths of 5 m (in
blue) and 30 m (in red) associated to the sliding mix of weathered black marls and ﬂysch unit and the underlying black-marl bedrock, respectively. (For interpretation
of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

lower values (σ′ < 10 mS·m−1) are generally observed within the underlying stable unit, corresponding to the black marls. However, locally, high conductivities also appear well below this lithological contact between the loose materials and the black-marl bedrock
(particularly between 200 and 300 m along Proﬁles 1 and 2) reducing
the usefulness of the real component of the CC for the delineation of this
geometrical boundary. Similar ambiguities, which make the determination of the landslide body from ERT proﬁles alone diﬃcult, have been

reported before (Travelletti et al., 2009, 2012, 2013; Gance et al.,
2016).
As the visualization of the imaginary component of the electrical
conductivity (σ″) in Fig. 6 illustrates, this additional property can largely reduce the ambiguity of electrical imaging. Here, the landslide
body stands out clearly by a weak polarization response (σ″ < 100
μS.m−1), whereas the underlying black marls are generally more polarizable. Particularly, the conductive anomalies below the sliding
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plane (dashed lines), which make the σ′ (or equally ERT) images inconclusive, are associated with the highest polarization responses (σ″
up to 800 μS.m−1) and help to distinguish the conductive landslide
body from conductive anomalies within the bedrock unit.
While the amplitude of the polarization eﬀect (σ″) turns out to be
particularly helpful to reduce the uncertainty of electrical imaging on
the La Valette landslide and aid the delineation of the landslide body,
the large variability of σ″ values below the sliding plane raise new
questions regarding the electrical response of the underlying unit.
Based on information available near the SIP lines (lithological description in sediments recovered at B3), we must assume that the black
marls underlie the entire landslide body at an average depth of ~25 m
(Travelletti et al., 2009; Samyn et al., 2012). Consequently, we do not
expect any lithological changes in the bedrock along the SIP Proﬁles 1
to 3. Thus, the observed lateral changes in σ″ must be attributed to local
variations in the composition, fracturing, and/or weathering of the
black marls.
In the absence of suﬃciently dense borehole data, a more detailed
analysis of the frequency dependence of the CC can further aid the
interpretation of the electrical imaging results. Fig. 7 shows the spectral
variation (i.e., frequency dependence) of σ′ and σ″ at three diﬀerent
positions along Proﬁle 1 and two diﬀerent depths: (i) the ﬂysch unit at
5 m depth and (ii) the black marls at 30 m depth. The σ′ spectra in the
left panel reconﬁrm the aforementioned observation that the real part
of the conductivity is not indicative for the two principal lithological
units, as the conductivity of the black marl unit varies over a wide
range. In addition, they reveal practically no frequency dependence for
σ′. Meanwhile, the polarization eﬀect, presented in terms of σ″, reveals
diﬀerent magnitudes and spectral behaviors for the two units. The mix
of weathered blocks of black marls and ﬂysch materials exhibit low and
practically constant σ″ values at frequencies below 30 Hz, whereas
within the more polarizable black-marl unit, the σ″ values are approximately one order of magnitude higher and small peaks can be
observed around 1.5–2.5 Hz (at 100 m and 280 m) and at 5–15 Hz
(100 m and 140 m). In particular the spectra for pixel values recovered
at 140 m (along proﬁle direction) in the black marls reveal a linear
increase in σ″ with increasing the frequency, consistent to the observations from Ghorbani et al. (2009), for measurements in the laboratory in black marls samples recovered in the Super-Sauze landslide,
which is located in the same lithology as the La Valette landslide.
Imaging results presented in Figure 6 and 7 show the potential of
the SIP method for the investigation of landslide architecture. However,
the SIP measurements are related to lower S/N than ERT, as well as
additional sources of systematic errors. Hence, an adequate processing
of SIP data is critical for the inversion of quantitative meaningful
electrical models. Hence, in Fig. 8, we present a workﬂow illustrating

the iterative steps for an adequate processing of single-frequency and
spectral IP datasets: (1) identiﬁcation of clear outliers; (2) normal-reciprocal analysis; (3) detailed identiﬁcation of outliers; (4) quantiﬁcation of data error; (5) inversion of the dataset; (6) veriﬁcation of the
imaging results through complementary information; and (7) interpretation of subsurface electrical properties.
3.3. Electrical properties of geological units
The amplitude and frequency dependence of both components of
the CC (σ′ and σ″) in pixels retrieved from the black-marl bedrock are in
good agreement with existing laboratory SIP measurements on clayrock samples. In our ﬁeld measurements, σ′ roughly varies between 10
and 20 mS/m in the intact black marls and exhibits a constant value at
the diﬀerent frequencies here investigated (< 100 Hz). In their analysis
of seven clay-rock samples from three diﬀerent formations, including
black marls, Ghorbani et al. (2009) found a slightly larger variability in
the σ′ values (~5 to 80 mS·m−1) but the same negligible frequency
dependence. As written in Eq. (2), the surface conduction contributes to
both the real and imaginary components of the CC. Hence, the comparably high electrical conductivities are largely due to the contribution
of surface conduction (σsurf′ in Eq. (3)) associated to clay minerals.
Accordingly, in the study by Ghorbani et al. (2009) the σ′ values
roughly correlate with the clay content of the investigated samples. For
the present data set, this implies that observed changes in σ′ below the
sliding plane (for instance in spectra presented in Fig. 7) are indicative
of variations in the clay fraction in the stratiﬁed black marls.
The mobilized ﬂysch of the landslide body tends to be associated
with slightly higher electrical conductivity (σ′) values. Also in this clayrich unit, surface conduction is expected to contribute a signiﬁcant part
to the overall conduction. Thus, besides a higher contribution of electrolytic conduction through the porous sediments (compared to the
tight black marls), the higher σ′ values might be due to a higher clay
content of the loose material.
Furthermore, the imaginary part of the conductivity σ″ inferred
from our SIP ﬁeld measurements are in good agreement with the laboratory studies by Ghorbani et al. (2009). While our ﬁeld measurements resulted in σ″ values between 80 and 600 μS·m−1 in the black
marls, the laboratory study reports values between 1 and 600 μS/m
over a comparable frequency range. The frequency dependencies of
ﬁeld and laboratory data also show a similar behavior. Both the nearlinear increase (on a log-log scale) of σ″ observed in the less polarizable
zone at 140 m (see Fig. 7) as well as the near-constant behavior with
slight peaks observed in the more polarizable zones around 100 m and
280 m can also be found in the laboratory data set. In both data sets, σ″
peaks tend to be associated with higher polarization magnitudes.

Fig. 8. Workﬂow chart presenting the iterative processes for the processing of IP and SIP datasets.
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Fig. 9. Representative apparent phase-shift (ϕapp) spectra collected with current and potential dipoles in the same cable bundle (open circles) and using separate
cable bundles for current and potential electrodes (crosses). For the measurements in the same cables, current injections were performed between electrodes 1 and 2
and the potential readings where collected by adjacent electrode pairs between electrodes 3 to 11, representing the longest separations from the measuring device.
Whereas measurements with separate cables used current injections between electrodes 31 and 32 and potential readings performed with electrodes between 33 and
41 using adjacent electrode pairs, which represent the shorter cable lengths to the measuring device. Measurements refer to the eight potential diﬀerences collected
with adjacent electrodes (DD0 protocol) for a given current injection.

Changes in the shape of the σ″ spectra are, consistently to Ghorbani
et al. (2009), based on variations in the clay content and the chemical
composition of the clay minerals.
The spectral position of the polarization (σ″) maximum is generally
attributed to a characteristic grain size (e.g., Revil and Florsch, 2010) or
a characteristic pore size (e.g., Binley et al., 2005). The low-frequency
(i.e. 1.5–2.5 Hz) polarization maximum observed in the black marls
points to a slow polarization processes dominated by large grains (or
pores). As Ghorbani et al. (2009) argue, relatively large non-clayey (i.e.
quartz and calcite) grains surrounded by much smaller clay minerals
are the most probable reason for the slow polarization process.
The lack of a clear polarization maximum and the smaller polarization magnitude in the mix of weathered black marls and ﬂysch unit
indicates a homogeneous distribution of large non-clay grains, with the
increase in σ″ at high frequencies (> 10 Hz) likely indicating a fast
polarization resulting from disperse (i.e. not attached to the larger
grains) ﬁne grains in ﬂysch materials. Moreover, plots in Fig. 7 reveal
an erratic behavior at higher frequencies (> 30 Hz) in the black marls
and a steep increase of σ″ in the ﬂysch sediments. This high-frequency
response in SIP measurements is generally related to the occurrence of
electromagnetic coupling in the data.

systematic error, in particular at high frequencies. However, some
studies have shown that even at relatively low frequencies (around
4 Hz), EM distortions can aﬀect ϕapp readings (Flores Orozco et al.,
2011). EM coupling may occur due to (i) inductive eﬀects taking place
in conductive subsurface materials due to current ﬂowing during current injections (Schmutz et al., 2014); (ii) mutual impedances between
the wires connecting the potential and the current dipoles
(Zimmermann et al., 2008, and references therein); and (iii) capacitive
eﬀects due to parasitic EM ﬁelds resulting from diﬀerences in the
contact impedances between the electrodes and the subsurface or between the conductive shield of the cable and the surface (Zhao et al.,
2013).
EM (inductive) coupling is proportional to the conductivity of the
ground, the frequency and the squared cable length connecting the
electrodes (Hallof, 1974). Consequently, it can be expected to aﬀect
high-frequency IP measurements (> 1 Hz), in particular in clay-rich
materials related to high σ′, as observed at the La Valette landslide.
Over the last decades, several studies have proposed to use numerical
modeling of the high-frequency EM response of homogeneous and
layered conductive media to remove the eﬀect of EM coupling from
diﬀerent dipole conﬁgurations (Hallof, 1974; Routh and Oldenburg,
2001). However, rough topographies, such as the one of the La Valette
landslide, signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the geometry of the cables and put a
limit to such EM decoupling approaches. Moreover, such corrections do
not address capacitive coupling.
A diﬀerent approach ﬁts a Cole-Cole relaxation model to the highfrequency response and subtracts this response from the measured values (Pelton et al., 1978). Kemna (2000) demonstrated the applicability
of such approach in tomographic applications and extended the method
to account for positive and negative EM eﬀects, which reﬂect dominating inductive or capacitive coupling. Meanwhile, other authors
have investigated ﬁeld methodologies to avoid, or minimize, EM coupling, such as the deployment of separate cables for current injections
and potential measurements (Dahlin et al., 2002; Dahlin and Leroux,
2012).

3.4. Electromagnetic coupling in SIP imaging data
The critical frequency (fc) refers to the frequency at which the polarization response has a maximum (i.e., peak), and, as mentioned before, is attributed to a length scale (grain or pore size), which is also
controlling groundwater ﬂow (Binley et al., 2005; Slater, 2006). Hence,
petrophysical relationships linking hydrogeological and electrical
parameters are based on the relaxation time (Revil and Florsch, 2010),
which is inversely proportional to fc. However, SIP ﬁeld measurements
performed at relatively high frequencies (> 25 Hz) are often aﬀected by
distortions due to electromagnetic (EM) coupling, impeding a quantitative determination of relaxation times at high frequencies.
In SIP data, EM coupling is known to be an important source of
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To assess EM coupling in our SIP measurements and illustrate some
practical limitations of the aforementioned decoupling approaches,
Fig. 9 shows representative DD0 apparent phase spectra for eight potential dipoles. SIP measurements were collected using two diﬀerent
setups: (a) current injection between electrodes 1 and 2 and potential
readings between adjacent electrode pairs between electrodes 3 to 10,
to illustrate the eﬀect of EM coupling due to one long multi-core cable
(160 m length); and (b) current injection between electrodes 31 and 32
and potential readings between adjacent electrode pairs between electrodes 33 to 41 using two short (10 m) and separate cables, one for
current injection and the other for potential dipoles. Although the
geometries of the measurements vary signiﬁcantly, all apparent phase
spectra in Fig. 9 reveal similar trends at high frequencies: a linear increase (or decrease) of ϕapp with frequency, which sets on at about
25 Hz and is clearly indicative of EM coupling.
The spectra in Fig. 9 demonstrate that even separating current from
potential cables does not yield a signiﬁcant improvement of high-frequency measurements. Most likely, either capacitive coupling or induction in the conductive subsurface dominates over cable eﬀects.
Furthermore, EM coupling may result in sign reversals, which can be
attributed to dominating inductive (commonly negative ϕapp values) or
capacitive (commonly positive ϕapp values) eﬀects. Although not discussed here, the recollection of measurements after splitting dipoles for
current injection and potential readings in separate cables (Dahlin and
Leroux, 2012) may help to distinguish which IP readings are still within
the range of negligible EM coupling.
Application of the decoupling method proposed by Pelton et al.
(1978) resulted in corrected ϕapp values below 1 mrad (data not shown).
This clearly indicated that the readings were dominated by EM coupling
and no information about the subsurface polarization response could be
recovered from high-frequency (above 25 Hz) readings.
The deployment of instruments using ﬁber optic instead of ERT
multicore cables has also been proposed to improve the collection of IP
data at high frequencies (Schmutz et al., 2014). However, previous
studies deploying such instruments also revealed EM coupling in the
data starting at ~30 Hz (Flores Orozco et al., 2012b). Alternatively, the
use of coaxial cables demonstrated the possibility to collect SIP data
without apparent EM coupling over the frequency range between 0.06
and 100 Hz (Flores Orozco et al., 2013), maybe oﬀering a possibility for
further research in the investigation of clay-rich landslides.
The collection of data with potential electrodes placed within the
current dipole (MG, Wenner or Schlumberger arrays) is also related to
strong EM coupling in SIP datasets (Flores Orozco et al., 2013). Furthermore, such conﬁgurations bear the risk of contamination of the
apparent phase readings due to polarization of the electrodes placed
within the current pathways. Hence, DD conﬁgurations are commonly
recommended for the collection of both single frequency IP and SIP
measurements.

depths well below the sliding plane located between 5 and 30 m below
ground surface (see dashed line in Fig. 10). Regarding the main units
resolved in the σ′ images presented in Fig. 10, results are consistent
with those along Proﬁle 2 (see Fig. 6), where the ﬂysch unit stands out
with high electrical conductivity values and the stable black marls exhibit slightly lower σ′.
Images of the polarization eﬀect (σ″, second column in Fig. 10) also
show structures, which are consistent with those observed along Proﬁle
2 (see Fig. 6). Maximum σ″ values along Proﬁle 4 do not exceed
~200 μS/m, which are in agreement with maximum σ″ values in the
upper part of Proﬁle 2, where the two proﬁles intersect. Again, the
ﬂysch unit above the sliding plane is found to have a low polarization
response (σ″ < 100 μS·m−1), whereas higher polarization responses
(σ″ ~200 μS·m−1) can be found right below the contact between the
mix of weathered black marls and ﬂysch unit and the intact black-marl
bedrock.
Regarding the spatial resolution of the diﬀerent σ″ anomalies,
Fig. 10 reveals diﬀerences between the four measurement conﬁgurations. Sharp contacts of the polarizable anomalies, especially those located between ~100 and ~200 m, indicate a higher spatial resolution
of the three DD conﬁgurations as compared to the MG conﬁguration.
Furthermore, the four diﬀerent measurement conﬁgurations resolve
diﬀerent polarizable anomalies. The DD0 results reveal polarizable
anomalies only in the vicinity of the sliding plane; whereas DD3, DDmix
and MG conﬁgurations resolve deeper anomalies, which are located
below the sliding plane and extend beyond the limits of the sliding mass
deep into the black marls forming the left and right ﬂank (anomaly
between ~200 and ~300 m). These deep anomalies are most pronounced in the images obtained from the MG data, which might be
related to the high S/N of this conﬁguration (c.f., Fig. 3). Performing
the inversion with error parameters determined from the normal-reciprocal misﬁt of the DD conﬁgurations (associated to lower S/N) may
over-estimate data error in MG measurements, which are associated to
much larger transfer resistance values than those in DD measurements
as observed in Fig. 3; thus resulting in a slight over-ﬁtting in MG
images, leading to the creation of the high polarizable anomaly values
observed in Fig. 10.
Conclusively, the DDmix measuring protocol presents a good tradeoﬀ between spatial resolution and S/N. Furthermore, as mentioned
before, DD measuring protocols can be designed to avoid the collection
of voltage readings with electrodes previously used for current injection. An adequate processing of the raw data (see section Pre-processing
of IP data sets) permits the computation of consistent imaging results
independently of the selected measuring protocol. Furthermore, nested
potential dipoles within the current dipole may enhance electromagnetic coupling in the data.

3.5. IP imaging results for diﬀerent electrode conﬁgurations

We present the application of single-frequency IP and SIP imaging
results for the understanding of hydrogeological units at the La Valette
landslide. We demonstrate that a careful processing of the IP data regarding (1) the detection and removal of outliers and (2) the quantiﬁcation of random error permits to solve for consistent imaging results
obtained along diﬀerent proﬁles, and independently of the deployed
electrode conﬁguration. We also demonstrate the distortion in the SIP
measurements due to EM coupling, a topic rarely addressed in ﬁeld IP
application but that may largely aﬀect the interpretation of the electrical images. Our data reveal EM coupling even at the low frequencies,
starting at ~25 Hz, even for data collected using separate cables for
current injections and potential measurements.
Our results demonstrate the possibility to improve the interpretation of electrical conductivity images in clay-rich landslides by adding
the information gained by means of the images of the polarization effect. Results presented here revealed two main units: a conductive and
low polarizable unit corresponding to the sliding mix of black marls and

4. Conclusions

To evaluate possible eﬀects of the electrode conﬁguration on the SIP
imaging results, Fig. 10 shows CC images obtained from data at 1 Hz
collected along Proﬁle 4 using diﬀerent electrode conﬁgurations, DD0,
DD3, DDmix, and MG. All datasets were pre-processed following the
procedure presented in the section Pre-processing of IP data sets described above.
In general, the images of the real component of CC (σ′, ﬁrst column
in Fig. 10) show consistent results for measurements collected with
diﬀerent measuring protocols. Yet, it is noticeable that the DD0 protocol has the lowest depth of investigation (≤50 m, as indicated by the
blanked-out areas), whereas DD3, DDmix and MG conﬁgurations yield
similar depths of investigation of about 70 m and deeper. The low depth
of investigation of the DD0 conﬁguration is expected and can be explained by the reduced maximum separation between current and potential dipoles. Nevertheless, all conﬁgurations are sensitive down to
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Fig. 10. CC imaging results for data collected along Proﬁle 4 using diﬀerent electrode conﬁgurations, expressed in terms of the real (left row) and imaginary (right
row) component of the CC. Dashed horizontal lines indicate the position of the sliding plane as obtained from wellbore and seismic data (Samyn et al., 2012). Vertical
lines indicate the intersections with Proﬁles 1, 2, and 3 (from left to right).

ﬂysch materials on top of slightly less conductive black-marl bedrock,
which is correlated to an enhanced polarization response. Imaging results of the polarization eﬀect help to better delineate the contact between the two units, as well as lateral variations in the black marls,
which may be indicative of variable hydraulic properties. The contact
between materials with diﬀerent hydraulic properties is commonly
associated to zones vulnerable to landslides due to the undesired increase in pore-ﬂuid pressure following rainfall events. Hence, the lateral changes observed in the black marls through the SIP images are
likely indicative of changes in the clay fractions and the corresponding
variations in hydraulic conductivity. It is also worth noting here that
seismic surveys would also fail to identify the anomaly revealed in the
SIP images, considering that the mechanical properties of ﬂysch and
alluvial sediments are similar. Furthermore, the interpretation of solely
resistivity properties gained by means of ERT is limited, as observed in
σ′ plots in Fig. 6.
Our results suggest that SIP imaging is a suitable method to improve
the understanding of landslides, in particular, to improve the interpretation of electrical conductive materials such as clay-rich geological
media. Nevertheless, further investigations at La Valette landslide are
required to fully validate the interpretation of the SIP imaging results

presented here. We believe that SIP imaging results could be used to
help designing the collection of soil and water sampling campaigns to
fully understand the electrical, hydraulic and geotechnical properties of
the subsurface.
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Case History
Analysis of time-lapse data error in complex conductivity imaging
to alleviate anthropogenic noise for site characterization

Adrian Flores Orozco1, Andreas Kemna2, Andrew Binley3, and Giorgio Cassiani4

misfit between direct and reciprocal time-lapse differences.
Based on this analysis, we were able to discriminate spatial
and temporal sources of systematic errors, with the latter commonly affecting measurements collected near anthropogenic
structures. Following our approach, CC images reveal that temporal changes in the electrical properties correlate well with
seasonal fluctuations in the groundwater level for areas free
of contaminants, whereas contaminated areas exhibit a constant
response over time characterized by a relatively high electrical
conductivity and a negligible polarization effect. In accordance
with a recent mechanistic model, such a response can be
explained by the presence of immiscible fluids (oil and air)
forming a continuous film through the micro and macropores,
hindering the development of ion-selective membranes and
membrane polarization. Our results demonstrate the applicability of CCI for an improved characterization of hydrocarboncontaminated areas, even in areas affected by cultural noise.

ABSTRACT
Previous studies have demonstrated the potential benefits of
the complex conductivity (CC) imaging over electrical resistivity tomography for an improved delineation of hydrocarbonimpacted sites and accompanying biogeochemical processes.
However, time-lapse CC field applications are still rare, in
particular for measurements performed near anthropogenic
structures such as buried pipes or tanks, which are typically
present at contaminated sites. To fill this gap, we have developed CC imaging (CCI) results for monitoring data collected
in Trecate (northwest Italy), a site impacted by a crude oil spill.
Initial imaging results reveal only a poor correlation with seasonal variations of the groundwater table at the site (approximately 6 m). However, it is not clear to which extend such
results are affected by anthropogenic structures present at the
site. To address this, we performed a detailed analysis of the

as well as assess possible biogeochemical transformations of contaminants. To date, site characterization relies mainly on laboratory
analysis of gas, soil, and groundwater samples. Although
ex-situ analysis provides the direct measurement of the parameters
of interest (e.g., chemical concentrations), investigations using direct methods are strongly limited by the sampling procedure (i.e.,
location and volume), thus, reducing the resolution of the investigation — given the spatial and temporal variability of the observed
phenomena (e.g., Atekwana and Atekwana, 2010). In most cases,

INTRODUCTION
Management of hydrocarbon-impacted sites, inparticular the design of adequate remediation strategies, encourages the development of new methodologies for the spatial characterization of
contaminant plumes and associated biogeochemical processes
(e.g., Schädler et al., 2012). Ideally, the characterization techniques
should help to define the geometry of the hydrogeologic units
and the extent of the contaminant plumes with enhanced resolution,
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ex-situ investigations rely on the interpretation of too few and
largely spaced sampling points requiring the interpolation of the
data, which may then not reflect the actual geometry of, e.g., the
contaminant plumes, making the relevant interpretations weak
and potentially misleading. Furthermore, the collection of samples
and laboratory analyses are time-consuming, causing the site
characterization to last several months (or even years), potentially
resulting in the comparison of data collected under different hydrogeochemical conditions.
Several studies have investigated the applicability of geophysical
methods for site characterization taking into account the possibility to
gain quasicontinuous spatiotemporal information about the subsurface properties. In particular, given the significant contrasts in the
electrical properties between hydrocarbon contaminants (typically associated with low electrical conductivity) and groundwater (low to
intermediate electrical conductivity), several studies have suggested
the application of electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) (e.g.,
Sauck, 2000; Chambers et al., 2005; Heenan et al., 2014; Naudet
et al., 2014). Nevertheless, over the past two decades, extensive
laboratory and field studies have demonstrated that the electrical response of mature hydrocarbon plumes might reveal high electrical
conductivity values following biotic and abiotic transformations of
the contaminants (for details, we refer to the revision from Atekwana
and Atekwana, 2010). Hydrocarbons can act as an energy source promoting microbial growth and the release of metabolic products, such
as carbonic acids. Hence, the anomalous high electrical conductivity
values observed in mature hydrocarbon plumes have mainly been
attributed to an increase in the ionic concentration, and, thus, the fluid
electrical conductivity σ w accompanying the accumulation of carbonic acids (e.g., Cassidy et al., 2001; Werkema et al., 2003; Atekwana et al., 2004). Moreover, carbonic acids may contribute to the
weathering of grain surfaces and enhancement of secondary porosity,
further increasing the σ 0 observed in ERT surveys (e.g., Abdel Aal
et al., 2006; Atekwana and Atekwana, 2010).
In addition to this, field investigations have also demonstrated
the applicability of the complex electrical conductivity (CC), an extension of the ERT method, for improved site characterization
(e.g., Kemna et al., 2004; Schmutz et al., 2010; Revil et al., 2011;
Deceuster and Kaufmann, 2012; Johansson et al., 2015), and the
characterization of the source zone and plume of contaminants
(e.g., Flores Orozco et al., 2012a). The CC imaging (CCI) results
are expressed in terms of its real σ 0 and imaginary σ 0 0 components,
which refers to the electrical conductivity and capacitive properties
of the subsurface, respectively (e.g., Marshall and Madden, 1959;
Slater and Lesmes, 2002; Kemna et al., 2012). For geologic media
free of metallic minerals, the conductivity is mainly controlled by
the saturation σ w the connectivity of the pore space (e.g., Archie,
1942), and by surface-conduction processes taking place at the
grain-water interface (e.g., Slater and Lesmes, 2002; Slater et al.,
2007; Kemna et al., 2012). The imaginary component σ 0 0 is only
caused by the polarization of charges in the electrical double layer
(EDL) built at the interface between grain and pore water (e.g., Marshall and Madden, 1959; Kemna et al., 2012).
Initial studies (e.g., Olhoeft, 1985; Vanhala, 1997, Kemna et al.,
2004) revealed a significant increase in the polarization effect
with increasing concentrations of aromatic hydrocarbons (e.g., toluene, kerosene). These are “nonpolar” compounds, which are unable
to interact with water molecules, due to their lack of ionic or polar
groups. Hence, in the subsurface, they form immiscible droplets

caged within the water filling pores, without direct contact
with the grain surface, and thus, are referred to as nonwetting oil.
Accordingly, Schmutz et al. (2010) propose a modification of the
model describing the polarization of the EDL, formed at the grainfluid interface, to include the effect of the nonwetting hydrocarbons.
Such a model predicts an increase in the polarization response with
increasing the volumetric content of nonwetting hydrocarbons.
Contrary to previous studies, Ustra et al. (2012) report a negligible polarization response in laboratory measurement with sandclay mixtures for different toluene concentrations. At the field scale,
Flores Orozco et al. (2012a) observed an initial increase in the
polarization response with increasing the concentrations of benzene
and toluene, consistent with the response observed in the laboratory
by Schmutz et al. (2010). However, the polarization response fades
for contaminant concentrations above the saturation concentration
(i.e., the occurrence of hydrocarbons as the free-phase), in agreement with the response observed by Ustra et al. (2012). Johansson
et al. (2015) also observed similar results in field measurements in a
site impacted by perchloroethylene, an “oil-wetting” hydrocarbon.
Moreover, Cassiani et al. (2009) observe an inconclusive response
for laboratory measurements performed in sand samples mixed with
different concentrations of crude oil.
An extension to previous experiments, Revil et al. (2011) reported the decrease in the polarization response with increasing
the volumetric content of polar compounds, or oil-wetting hydrocarbons, i.e., the scenario when the oil is in direct contact with the
grain surface. However, such observations does not explain the observed increase in the polarization response at low hydrocarbon
concentrations observed in field studies (e.g., Flores Orozco et
al., 2015). An increase in the polarization response for aged hydrocarbon plumes, in laboratory studies, has been related to the accumulation of negatively charged microbial cells (e.g., Abdel Aal
et al., 2006; Atekwana and Slater, 2009; Revil et al., 2012). However, biostimulation experiments at the field scale reported negligible changes in the polarization effects following biofilm
formation, but a much larger response due to the precipitation of
minerals accompanying microbial activity (e.g., Flores Orozco et al.,
2011, 2013). Therefore, recently it has been suggested that the increase in the polarization effect observed in aged hydrocarbon contaminant plumes might be related to the precipitation of metallic
minerals accompanying microbial activity (Mewafy et al., 2013;
Abdel Aal et al., 2014). Moreover, changes in the chemical composition of groundwater, as well as the accumulation of metabolic
by-products (e.g., organic acids), can also modify the surface properties in the hydrocarbons (e.g., Cassidy et al., 2001), for instance,
promote the changes from nonwetting oil to oil-wetting, thus resulting in modifications of the geophysical response.
The noteworthy differences observed in laboratory and field investigations clearly demonstrate the necessity for further investigations to better evaluate the applicability of the CCI method and
improve the interpretation of the imaging results. Monitoring studies at the field scale are necessary to understand the dynamics in the
geophysical response, considering the impossibility to reproduce in
the laboratory the variety of processes taking place (simultaneously)
in hydrocarbon-impacted sites. Moreover, existing field studies
have been conducted in areas without anthropogenic structures.
However, hydrocarbon contaminants are typically located at (often
derelict) industrial areas and they are commonly associated with
their proximity to anthropogenic structures, such as power lines,
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or buried pipes and tanks. The electrical response of such anthropogenic structures may mask the one of the subsurface, thus hindering
an adequate interpretation of the CCI results and its application for
site characterization. Therefore, field investigations need to address
the capabilities of the CCI method to discriminate between signatures due to anthropogenic structures, lithology, and contaminants,
as required for an improved site characterization.
In this study, we present the results of one-year CC monitoring
measurements collected at a site impacted by a crude oil spill. Petroleum crude oil is a light nonaqueous phase liquid (LNAPL) mainly
composed of nonpolar compounds; thus, it is expected to result in
an increase in the polarization response with increasing the concentration (at least at early stages), after the model by Schmutz et al.
(2010). Strong variations in the depth to the groundwater table at the
site permitted the investigation of changes in the electrical response
due to the vertical transport of the contaminant and biogeochemical
processes. Extensive geochemical data have been collected since
the time of an oil spill accident in 1994. Such data are necessary
to constrain the interpretation of CCI results. At the site, relatively
few anthropogenic structures are present; yet, their response can
distort or mask the electrical signatures associated with the lithology
and contaminant. Considering that such distortions might also control temporal fluctuations in the measured data, anthropogenic
structures can then be defined as sources of temporal error. To better investigate this, we performed a detailed analysis of the time-lapse
data-error, aiming at the identification and removal of spatial and temporal outliers (i.e., systematic errors) and the quantification of
uncertainties in CC monitoring measurements.
The analysis of the data presented here aims at
evaluating the possibility of minimizing the distortion due to cultural noise in CC monitoring
images in areas impacted by high hydrocarbon
concentrations, a step forward for soil contamination assessment and site characterization.

B183

total petroleum hydrocarbon (TPH) volumetric content in the soil as
reported from chemical analysis of samples collected at more than
115 points, distributed at depths of 2, 6, and 10 m bgs and sampled
using direct-push techniques. The groundwater samples collected in
the contaminated area show a brown oil phase emulsion in the aqueous phase, and high dissolved hydrocarbon concentrations limited
essentially to the same area of elevated contamination in the soil
at 10 m in depth, shown in Figure 1. Further spread of the contaminant plume in groundwater downstream (approximately southeast)
of the site is strongly limited by strong biodegradation of the hydrocarbons, as shown, e.g., by the study of Burbery et al. (2004). The
contamination in the soil is likely to have been controlled over the
years by the strong seasonal water table oscillations between 6 and
12 m bgs, which produces a clear smear zone, also spreading the
contaminant laterally at greater depths (see Figure 1).
Geologically, the site is characterized by a thick sequence of
poorly sorted silty sands and gravels in extensive lenses, typical
of braided river sediments (Cassiani et al., 2004). Braided rivers
are related to high energy but are also typical of environments that
dramatically decrease the channel depth and velocity, and, thus
could lead to the intercalation of fine sediments, such as clay (Williams and Rust, 1969). Such intercalations lead to the formation of
paleochannels at the site, which can be found now filled by fine

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Study area
The study area is located close to Trecate
(Novara, Italy), where a blowout from a deep
oil well in February 1994 resulted in the spill
of approximately 15,000 m3 of crude oil (Cassiani
et al., 2014). The subsequent site remediation has
been reported, for example, in the study of Brandt
et al. (2002). The area is mainly agricultural with a
prevalence of man-made rice paddies, partly converted to other crops, such as soy and maize. The
main zone of hydrocarbon contamination covers
approximately 96 ha, affecting the soil, vadose
zone, and groundwater. The saturated and unsaturated zones have been monitored for natural
attenuation and evolution of contamination conditions since the time of the accident. Measurable
levels of hydrocarbon contamination have been
observed in soil samples collected at different
depths between 2 and 10 m below ground surface
(bgs) between 1995 and 2007. Figure 1 shows the

Figure 1. (a) The location of the study area, (b) satellite image revealing the extension of
the contaminant plume at the surface following the crude oil well blowout in 1994, and
(c) contaminant distribution in the subsurface at different depths as obtained from the
chemical analysis of soil samples (black dots). The contaminant concentrations are expressed in terms of the TPH per unit soil mass. CC monitoring data sets were collected in
lines A-A′ (west–east) and B-B′ (south–north) indicated by the solid white lines. Note
that line B-B′ lies in the uncontaminated area; thus, it can be considered as a “blank”
line, whereas line A-A′ crosses a heavily contaminated zone.
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sediments (clay and silt), as discussed by Cassiani et al. (2004).
Additionally, an artificial layer of clayey-silty material, approximately 1–2 m thick, placed as a liner for rice paddies about a
century ago, overlies most of the site (Cassiani et al., 2014). The
seasonal fluctuation in the water table is primarily a result of recharge from regional irrigation and flooding of the rice paddies.
During the experiments presented here, the depth to the water table
was observed at its maximum by the end of February (10.5 m bgs)
and at its minimum at the end of September (5 m bgs). Further details on the site can be found in the study by Cassiani et al. (2014).

Complex conductivity monitoring measurements
The CC method — also known as the induced polarization (IP)
method — is based on measurements using a four-electrode array,
where two electrodes are used to inject electric current and the other
two are used to measure the resulting electrical voltages. In the
present study, measurements were collected in the time domain with
a Syscal Pro (IRIS Instruments, France) using a square wave with a
50% duty cycle and a pulse length of 2 s. Integral chargeability
readings were performed between 240 and 1840 ms after shutting
current injection off using a linear distribution of 20 windows. Measurements were conducted using stainless steel electrodes with a
separation of 2.5 m and a dipole-dipole “skip-3” configuration
for a dipole length of 10 m (i.e., the dipole length defined by
the number of skipped electrodes along the electrode array) to reach
an estimated depth of investigation of approximately 12 m.
Monitoring measurements were collected along the two lines
shown in Figure 1: (1) Line A-A′, using a total of 81 electrodes
in a roll-along scheme (an extension of 33 electrodes) for a total
length of 200 m, with a rough west–east orientation, the latter
designed to cover areas from negligible to high contaminant concentrations; and (2) line B-B′, a control line deploying a total of 48
electrodes for a length of 117.5 m, approximately oriented south–
north and located in the uncontaminated area of the site (Figure 1).
Measurements were collected every two months, starting in May
2009 and with the last data set collected in February 2010. All data
sets were collected as direct-reciprocal pairs for data error (ε) analysis, with reciprocal readings referred to the recollection of the data
after interchanging current and potential dipoles. Error analysis of
independent data sets (i.e., collected at each time) was performed
following the methodology described by Flores Orozco et al.
(2012b). Additionally, we present here a methodology aiming at
characterizing the data error in time-lapse differences.
Inversion of the data was performed using CRTomo, a smoothness-constrained inversion algorithm by Kemna (2000). The code
solves for the distribution of the complex electrical resistivity ρ, the
inverse of the CC (σ  ¼ 1∕ρ ) from a tomographic electrical impedance data sets Z . Hence, integral chargeability measurements were
linearly converted to electrical impedance phase-shift values using
the approach of Kemna et al. (1997) assuming a constant phase response (at the fundamental frequency of 0.125 Hz). The assumption
of a constant-phase response is valid considering the relatively narrow frequency-range for the measurements of the integral chargeability, equivalent to approximately 0.5–4 Hz. To account for the
known geologic layering at the site (Cassiani et al., 2004, 2014),
all inversions presented here were performed using a preferential
horizontal smoothing with a ratio of 40:1 of the horizontal versus
the vertical smoothing parameters (for details in the implementation, see, e.g., Kemna et al., 2002).

To avoid the interpretation of model parameters with a poor sensitivity, we blanked in the imaging results those pixels associated
with cumulated sensitivity values two orders of magnitude smaller
than the highest cumulated sensitivity (i.e., the sum of absolute,
data-error weighted, sensitivities of all considered measurements;
see, e.g., Kemna et al., 2002; Weigand et al., 2017).

Complementary geophysical data
To assess lateral variations of the electrical properties at the site,
mapping measurements were conducted with low-inductionnumber electromagnetic (EMI) methods using a CMD-4 (GF
Instruments, Czech Republic), which has an effective depth of investigation of 6 m.
To support the interpretation of the CCI results, ground-penetrating
radar (GPR) data sets were collected along the same CC monitoring
profiles using a PulseEkko Pro system (Sensors & Software, Canada)
with 100 MHz antennas. The GPR surface profiles presented here
were based on a common-offset acquisition. Borehole GPR data, also
using 100 MHz antennas, were collected with two schemes: (1) a
multiple offset gather with 0.5 m vertical spacing between antenna
stations and (2) a zero-offset profile (ZOP) with 0.25 m spacing
between antenna stations. The complete description of the
GPR processing and results is presented in the study of Cassiani et al.
(2014).
To better differentiate in this study between the different geophysical data and modeled quantities, CCI results are presented
in terms of its real σ 0 and imaginary σ 0 0 components, whereas
the measurements are represented by the apparent resistivity ρa
and phase-shift φa . The EMI mapping data are presented in terms
of the measured apparent conductivity σ a because we are only interested in the lateral changes.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Baseline characterization
Figure 2 presents the imaging results in terms of the electrical
conductivity (expressed in terms of the real component of the
CC, σ 0 ) and polarization (expressed in terms of the imaginary component of the CC, σ 0 0 ), as solved for baseline measurements collected in May 2009, related to a groundwater level located at
6 m bgs. The electrical images for the control line (B-B′) exhibit
the lowest values in the electrical conductivity (σ 0 : approximately
1 mS∕m), and a modest polarization effect (σ 0 0 : approximately
10 − 20 μS∕m). A similar response is also observed in the first
60 m along the A-A′ profile, which corresponds to the clean area.
Variations in the CC at depth in line B-B′ appear to be controlled by
lithologic changes, for instance, the areas associated with the lowest
polarization effect (σ 0 0 : approximately 20 μS∕m) and conductivity
values (σ 0 0 ∶ < 1 mS∕m) reveal poor agreement with the location of
the groundwater level, yet they are consistent with intercalations of
unsaturated silty sands and saturated gravels (e.g., between 5 and
10 m in depth). To aid in the interpretation of the electrical signatures, we present in Figure 2 the lithologic description from a core
recovered during the drilling of a well in the vicinity of line B-B′
(borehole BB reported in Cassiani et al., 2004). Moreover, CC images for line B-B′ illustrate lateral variations in the thickness of
the geologic units, associated with the existence of paleochannels
at the site typical of braided river environments. Lateral variations in
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the electrical properties resolved for profile B-B′
are consistent with previous observations at the
site (Cassiani et al., 2004).
Electrical values associated with the contaminated area of profile A-A′ (between 60 and
200 m along the profile direction) reveal different
anomalies in σ 0 and σ 0 0 . The most prominent
structures are marked in Figure 2 and can be
summarized as (1) two shallow anomalies characterized by modest conductive and high polarization values, located approximately 60 and
100 m along the profile direction; (2) an anomaly
between 1 and 5 m depth and between approximately 60 and 100 m along the profile direction
revealing the lowest conductivity values and
lateral changes from high to low polarization values; and (3) a shallow anomaly in the unsaturated
zone exhibiting the highest σ 0 and σ 0 0 values between 120 and 180 m along the profile direction.
The last anomaly also reveals a vertical transition
to a deeper structure characterized by low polarization effect (σ 0 0 ∶ < 5 μS∕m) in the saturated
zone.
To help with the interpretation of the anomalies observed in the CC images, we present in
Figure 3 the map of the apparent electrical
conductivity σ a as obtained from the EMI measurements, as well as the common-offset GPR

B185

Figure 3. Complementary geophysical data sets: (a) Interpolated map of the apparent
electrical conductivity σ a measured with EMI at a nominal depth of investigation of 6 m
with the position of the EMI readings indicated by the white dots, the location of the
profile A-A′ and B-B′ by the solid black lines, and unpaved roads by the dashed lines;
common offset GPR profile along line (b) B-B′ and (c) A-A′. The anomalies depicted by
the solid lines in the GPR profile for line A-A′ indicates the position of the anomalies
observed in the CCI results.

Figure 2. The CCI results for baseline measurements (May 2009) collected along lines A-A′ and B-B′, expressed in terms of the real σ 0 and
imaginary σ 0 0 components of the CC. The water table at the time of acquisition is shown by the dashed black line, and the position of the
electrodes is marked with the solid dots at the surface. Anomalies marked by the solid lines along profile A-A′ refer to possible anthropogenic
structures, whereas available lithologic information from previous drillings is imposed at the corresponding position in profile B-B′.
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profiles for measurements along lines A-A′ and B-B′. The position
of the CC anomalies is also marked in the radargram presented in
Figure 3. The apparent conductivity σ a map presented in Figure 3a
clearly reveals high σ a anomalies in the vicinity of profile A-A′. In
particular, the elongated feature roughly oriented north−south between 150 and 300 m in the x-direction of the EMI map. Such an
anomaly is coincident with the position of an unpaved road. Due to
the compacted materials at the surface, such roads are expected to
result in low electrical conductivity values. The high σ a anomaly
observed in Figure 3a might indicate the location of at least one
buried pipe. The unpaved road crosses line A-A′ at approximately
60 m, where the GPR image (Figure 3c) reveals shallow reflections,
as expected for measurements near metallic structures, confirming
the position of a possible pipe. Moreover, similar reflections are
observed in the near surface at approximately 95 m, pointing out
the presence of a second anthropogenic structure. This is the location of the shallow anomaly (a) observed in the CC images (see
Figure 2), characterized by modest σ 0 , and high σ 0 0 values. City
documents indicate the location of a cast iron water pipe. Yet,
no information is available about its exact size, nor about the possible coating, which is a common method used to prevent oxidation.
In addition to the interpreted pipe, the CC images reveal an
anomaly characterized by a high polarization response between
60 and 80 m (along line A-A′) also consistent with reflection hyperbolas observed in the GPR profile (between approximately 2 and
5 m bgs), as well as with high σ a values in EMI measurements.
Although such an anomaly may be interpreted as possible further
anthropogenic structures, the deep extension of the anomaly might
also be indicative of a lithologic contact. At present, no information
is available to aid in the interpretation.
Furthermore, the lack of reflections in the radargram of line A-A′,
between 120 and 180 m, spatially corresponds to the high σ a , σ 0 ,
and σ 0 0 values in the EMI and CC images and thus can be explained
by the attenuation of EMI waves in conductive media (von Hippel,
1954). Such an observation suggests the presence of a clay-rich
layer that is likely to be the filling of a paleochannel of a braided
river. Traces of these channels can be also seen in Figure 3a as relatively more conductive features elongated roughly in the northnorthwest–south-southeast direction, with the bottom of one such
channel clearly visible in the GPR line along B-B′ (for a more detailed discussion, see Cassiani et al., 2004). Alternatively, this
anomaly may be interpreted as the result of an increase in fluid conductivity accompanying the accumulation of carbonic acids accompanying the well-documented degradation of hydrocarbons at the
site (e.g., Burbery et al., 2004). Accordingly, the increase in σ 0 0
could be explained by the expected increase in the polarization response with increasing contaminant concentration predicted by the
model from Schmutz et al. (2010).
In contrast to line A-A′, the control line B-B′ does not reveal
indications of possible anthropogenic structures and exhibits only
vertical interfaces between 4 and 8 m bgs reflecting the sand and
gravel intercalations, which are consistent in both GPR and CC images, as well as with the lateral variations observed in the EMI between low and moderate σ a values.

Cultural noise in CC monitoring results
An initial analysis of the inversion results, based on the independent analysis of monitoring data sets collected along line A-A′
revealed inconclusive spatial and temporal patterns, hindering their

interpretation (Appendix A). Whereas the σ 0 monitoring images
show relatively minimal variations for data collected at different
periods, the polarization images show significant temporal variations, especially in the uncontaminated area. This region shows,
in general, high σ 0 0 values in the saturated zone, with vertical variations along the monitoring period well-correlated with changes in
the groundwater table. Although promising, imaging results in the
uncontaminated area resolved for November do not reflect the shallow position of the groundwater. Moreover, in the contaminated
area of profile A-A′ (between 60 and 200 m), the response is practically constant along the entire monitoring experiments. The apparent lack of variations in the electrical monitoring images for the
contaminated areas may be indicative of (1) a constant response
over time due to the contaminant plume, (2) electrical signatures
being controlled by static (i.e., time-invariable) subsurface properties such as the lithology, or (3) the presence of anthropogenic structures (such as the water pipe) masking the electrical response of
subsurface materials and contaminants.
Accounting for the time-lapse differences between the monitoring and the baseline images should permit to mute the effect due to
lithology and anthropogenic structures, assuming that those do not
change over the monitoring time (e.g., Kemna et al., 2002). A further alternative may be given by the direct inversion of the timelapse differences, or the inversion of the data using temporal
regularization (e.g., Lesparre et al., 2017). However, the presence
of systematic errors in the data, as well as cultural noise, might mislead the application of such approaches. Hence, the quantification
of random errors is critical for an adequate performance of timelapse differences and time-regularization inversion schemes (Lesparre et al., 2017). In the case of the Trecate monitoring data sets,
anthropogenic structures such as the unpaved road and the water
pipe represent important sources of error. Moreover, monitoring
measurements can also be affected by further sources of systematic
errors related to the comparison of data collected with varying contact resistance of the electrodes, which can arise due to variations in
temperature, surface moisture, or the presence of snow and ice in the
surface during the winter measurements.
To overcome these deficiencies and improve the resolution of the
electrical images, it is critical to (1) identify and remove outliers
(i.e., systematic errors) and (2) quantify random error in the measurements, which can be taken into account within the inversion
(e.g., Kemna, 2000; Flores Orozco et al., 2012b; Binley et al.,
2016). In particular, for this study, we consider outliers to be not
only related to spatially inconsistent in the independent measurements, but also, and most importantly, to data errors in the timelapse differences for the CC measurements collected over the monitoring period, which hereafter are referred to as temporal outliers.
Such temporal outliers are related to misplaced electrodes, variations in surface properties, and the contact resistance as well as
to possible changes in the signatures of anthropogenic structures.

Raw-data analysis and identification of spatial and
temporal outliers
Analysis of each independent data set (i.e., tomographic data
collected at each time during the monitoring period) shows a good
reciprocity for measurements along profile A-A′, as presented in
Figure 4 in terms of the apparent resistivity ρa and the apparent
phase-shift ϕa . The plots in Figure 4 show the highest
(jϕa j > 20 mrads) values between electrodes 32 and 48, which
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include variations from large negative to large positive values. The
collection of anomalous positive phase-shift values in electrical
impedance measurements is associated with the so-called negative
IP effect (for further details, see Sumner, 1976, pp. 195–196) and is
not strictly erroneous measurements. Such negative IP effects
(Sumner, 1976) can be observed in two main situations: (1) adjacent
to a conductor (i.e., metal) close to the electrodes, where an electrical field is enhanced within the conductor with a reversed direction to the injected current; thus, resulting in a change in the sign for
measurements collected with dipoles located on different sides of
the conductor and (2) layered media in which the lowest unit is
more conductive than the layer immediately above and the material
closest to the electrodes is polarizable.
It is also possible to observe in Figure 4 that the negative IP effects reveal good consistency between direct and reciprocal readings, supporting the argument that the negative IP effects are not
erroneous measurements. In this regard, a recent study by Dahlin
and Loke (2015) investigates the inversion of negative chargeability
in time-domain IP, further demonstrating that those are not necessarily erroneous measurements. Hence, the negative IP effect
observed in Figure 4 might be controlled by two different, and
likely concurrent, conditions: (1) the water pipe located near the
surface, close to electrode 40 (approximately 100 m along the profile direction) and (2) the contact between subsurface materials
characterized by contrasting electrical properties at the other two
anomalies (i.e., between 60 and 90 m, as well as between 120
and 180 m along the profile direction).
Additional to the detection of negative IP polarization effects,
Figure 4 shows that phase-shift measurements away of the anthropogenic structures (measurements with electrodes 1–30 and electrodes
45−80) are related to lower polarization effects (−ϕa < 10 mrad),
with the lowest values associated with those measurements within
the contaminated area (−ϕa < 5 mrad). Additionally, measurements
associated with larger separations between current and potential dipoles (more than 25 electrodes) reveal spatially incoherent patterns,
as expected due to a decrease in the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) for
“deeper” measurements. These erratic measurements are due to
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random error and low S/N leading to large discrepancies between
direct and reciprocal measurements; the corresponding data points
need to be removed before the inversion.
As observed in the plots presented in Figure 4, the ϕa values recorded close to the anthropogenic structures (the unpaved road and
the water pipe) dominate over the weaker response associated to
subsurface materials. Visual comparison of the plots in Figure 4 also
reveals that the ϕa values for measurements collected between electrodes 32 and 48 vary dramatically at different times. These temporal variations in the data collected between electrodes 32 and
48 can only be explained by (1) changes in the contact resistance
of the electrodes placed on the paved road and associated changes in
the signal strength and (2) changes in the moisture at the contact
between the soil and the water pipe due to seasonal fluctuations
in the groundwater level.
The high ϕa values of measurements over anthropogenic structures (between electrodes 32 and 48) are not increasing the misfits
between direct and reciprocal readings because those are not outliers in the independent data sets. Thus, the data error ε estimated for
independent data sets cannot be used to quantify temporal distortions in the data due to cultural noise. Other methods proposed for
the identification of outliers, and quantification of data quality, such
as stacking (i.e., repeatability), or the analysis of the voltage-decay
curve for time-domain IP readings (e.g., Gazoty et al., 2013; Flores
Orozco et al., 2018), will also face the same problem, considering
that the measurements over anthropogenic structures are spatially
well-resolved and associated to a high S/N.
Hence, as a second step, we investigated the reciprocity of timelapse differences to identify possible systematic errors affecting
temporal variations in the measurements. Here, we refer to the difference between the measurements collected at time jðj > 0Þ and
baseline measurements (j ¼ 0, corresponding to data collected in
May) for apparent resistivity Δρa and phase shift Δϕa as

Δρa ¼ log ρaj − log ρa0 ;

(1)

Δϕa ¼ ϕaj − ϕa0 :

(2)

Figure 4. Plots of the raw data expressed in terms of the apparent resistivity, ρa (top) and impedance phase-shift ϕa (bottom) for each quadrupole along line A-A′. Each measurement is represented as a pixel value with the x- and y-coordinates given by the electrode number of the
positive current (A) and potential (M) electrode.
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We quantify the data error, at the time-lapse j, as the misfit between
direct and reciprocal values of the computed time-lapse differences,
which can be written for the apparent resistivity εðΔρa Þ as

εðΔρaj Þ ¼ Δρaj;D − Δρaj;R ;

where Δρaj;D and Δρaj;R refer to the time-lapse difference in direct
and reciprocal readings, respectively. In analogous way, the data error
for time-lapse differences in phase-shift readings can be written as

(3)

Figure 5. Plots of the time-lapse difference between baseline (j ¼ 0) and time lapse
(j ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4) expressed in terms of the apparent resistivity, Δρa (top) and impedance
phase shift Δϕa (bottom) measurements in line A-A′. Each measurement is represented
as a pixel value with the x- and y-coordinates given by the electrode number of the
positive current (A) and potential (M) electrode.

εðΔϕaj Þ ¼ Δϕaj;D − Δϕaj;R :

(4)

Figure 5 shows the computed time-lapse differences for data collected along line A-A′. The plots
in Figure 5 reveal consistent values for the direct
and reciprocal differences with the larger uncertainties observed for Δϕa, in measurements between electrodes 32 and 55, in the vicinity of
the unpaved road, water pipe, and possible lithologic contacts. In particular, Figure 5 shows a poor
reciprocity in time-lapse differences computed for
readings between electrodes 50 and 55, which correspond to those electrodes installed directly on the
unpaved road. Thus, such measurements could be
removed before the inversion as temporal outliers.
To summarize, the outliers were identified
(and removed) based on the analysis of directreciprocal misfit in two steps: (1) for independent
data sets and (2) after the computation of the
time-lapse differences (Δρaj and Δϕaj ). In both
cases, measurements were removed when the direct-reciprocal misfit exceeded the value of the
corresponding average value between readings
(i.e., ½ϕa;N − ϕa;N  > 12 ½ϕa;N þ ϕa;R ). This filter
assumes that measurements affected only by random error should provide a consistent value for
direct and reciprocal readings for independent
and time-lapse differences. From the initial
608 measurements, only 233 measuring points
were used for the inversion of each independent
data set, with the rest of the readings being deleted as outliers. Figures 4 and 5 demonstrate the
validity of such an assumption. Histograms of
the data error (i.e.,εðΔρaj Þ and εðΔϕaj Þ) presented in Figure 6 demonstrate a normal distribution, as expected for random (time-lapse) data
error. In addition to this, such plots reveal a
few measurements related to larger εðΔϕaj Þ as
isolated clusters separated from the main distribution of valid measurements. Hence, the occurrence of gaps in the histograms can be used to
identify maximum and minimum threshold values for Δϕaj (the dashed lines in Figure 6).

Monitoring results after removal of
spatiotemporal outliers

Figure 6. Plots of the data error for time-lapse differences as computed for the measured
transfer resistance (εðΔRÞ, left) and phase-shift (εðΔϕa Þ, right). Histograms in red represent the complete time-lapse difference data set, and the imposed histogram in blue
represents the resulting values after filtering the temporal outliers. The dashed lines indicate the maximum data error accepted for each time-lapse based after the analysis of
misfit between direct-reciprocal time-lapse differences.

Here, we discuss monitoring imaging results obtained from the inversion of independent data sets
after the removal of temporal outliers based on the
analysis of the direct-reciprocal misfit for independent measurements and time-lapse differences as
described above. Furthermore, before the inversion, we removed those quadrupoles not present
in all five monitoring data sets to ensure we are
comparing imaging results with similar resolution
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(i.e., based on the same number and distribution of quadrupoles). Accordingly, for the quantification of the data error, we performed a bin
analysis as described in Flores Orozco et al. (2012b) based on the
joined direct-reciprocal time-lapse misfits from all five data sets.
Hence, the error parameters were the same for the inversion of the
entire monitoring data sets, following the recommendation by Lesparre et al. (2017). The underlying assumption is that by using the
same error parameters, we fit all measurements to the same error
level for a fair comparison of the inversion results. Such approach
seems to be adequate considering that all our measurements revealed a consistent distribution of the data error (Figure 5) and
of the measured ϕa and ρa values (Figures 4 and 6).
The inversion results computed for the monitoring data sets collected in line A-A′ after the removal of temporal outliers following
the methodology described above are presented in Figure 7. The
electrical images reveal clear changes in the electrical properties
for the contaminated and the clean sediments in line A-A′, but most
importantly, they do not reflect spatial variations between 60 and
120 m, where the anthropogenic structures (the unpaved road
and the water pipe) are located. Yet, the removal of measurements
close to these structures leads to a decrease of sensitivity in the
computed images, as observed in the blanked pixels between
60 and 120 m. The first 60 m of profile A-A′ reveal a
shallow anomaly characterized by low conductivity values
(σ 0 < 1 mS∕m), the depth of which changes over time in agreement
with fluctuations in the depth of the groundwater level. The high σ 0
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values (approximately 5 mS∕m) observed in the uncontaminated
area of line A-A′ clearly delineate the saturated zone because they
are consistently found below the groundwater table. As expected, a
similar pattern is observed in the polarization (imaginary conductivity σ 0 0 ) images, with low σ 0 0 values associated with the unsaturated materials and higher values with the areas below the
groundwater level. The low polarization values in the unsaturated
zone show less spatial consistency, likely related to variations in the
content of clay, which is polarizable even at low saturations (e.g.,
Titov et al., 2004). The higher σ 0 0 values observed between May
and September in the uncontaminated area at larger depths (approximately 12 m bgs) are likely to reflect the vertical contact between
sand and gravel (Cassiani et al., 2004, 2014). Such contact is not
visible in data sets collected for deeper positions of the groundwater
table (November, February), which is explained by a decrease in the
depth of investigation due to the long pathways of current injections
through the unsaturated zone (Flores Orozco et al., 2013).
Regarding the contaminated area in profile A-A′, here only minimal changes are observed for measurements collected at different
periods. The shallow conductive unit (down to 4 m bgs) is related to
the paleochannel discussed above. The interpreted high clay content
in that area explains the high CC values (σ 0 and σ 0 0 ). The response
of such a layer is constant over time, thus it is not affected by the
analysis of time-lapse reciprocity. Below this unit only low values
for the polarization effect (σ 0 0 ≪ 1 μS∕m) are observed in all
monitoring images for line A-A′, corresponding with the area where

Figure 7. Monitoring imaging results after the removal of spatiotemporal outliers for data collected in line A-A′ in terms of the real (left) and
imaginary (right) component of the CC. The water table at each time is indicated by the solid line.
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higher concentrations of hydrocarbon have been reported (and confirmed by the detailed data shown, e.g., in Cassiani et al., 2014).
The geometry of the low polarization unit shows no correlation with
fluctuations in the water table.
The negligible polarization effect associated with high hydrocarbon concentrations observed in Figure 7 is consistent with observations reported in the previous laboratory (Ustra et al., 2012;
Personna et al., 2013) and field studies (Flores Orozco et al.,
2012a; Johansson et al., 2015). However, the model proposed by
Schmutz et al. (2010) does not explain the observed decrease in
the polarization response, even if crude oil is mainly composed
of nonpolar compounds. In this regard, some authors have argued
that carbonic acids and other metabolic products might change the
surface properties of hydrocarbons, promoting oil-wetting conditions (Cassidy et al., 2001; Zhao and Ioannidis, 2007). Hence,
the negligible polarization response is consistent with the predicted
response by the model of Revil et al. (2011).
A recent mechanistic model describing the membrane polarization
for immiscible fluids trapped within the pore-space predicts a decrease in the polarization response for high concentrations of nonwetting hydrocarbons (Bücker et al., 2017). Based on the formulation of
the membrane polarization, this model demonstrates that σ 0 0 values
are only dependent on the variations in the pore-space geometry imposed by the hydrocarbon droplets. Hence, the negligible polarization
response observed in the contaminated area can be explained by the
presence of immobile oil trapped within the micropores forming a
continuous oil film with the mobile fraction occupying the macropores. As demonstrated by Bücker et al. (2017), such a continuous
film hinders the formation of ion-selective membrane required for the

development of membrane polarization, and it could result in the negligible σ 0 0 response observed in profile A-A′ for the periods with a
shallow water table. Accordingly, the polarization effect is still negligible for measurements between November and May, for deeper
positions of the groundwater table because the oil trapped within
the micropores forms a continuous film with air, another electrical
insulator. Such an explanation is supported by the high TPH concentrations reported at the position of profile A-A′ (Figure 1). The hindered polarization response over the entire depth, and not only on top
of the saturated zone, as expected for a LNAPL such as oil, could be
explained by the seasonal fluctuations in the water table depth, which
transported the hydrocarbons into deeper sediments as observed in
the TPH concentrations presented in Figure 1. Monitoring images
in Figure 7 suggest that the sediments are not washed off following
the recovery of the groundwater, which is also consistent with the
persistence of the contaminant concentrations observed at the site
(Cassiani et al., 2014). To support our interpretation, we present
in Figure 8 the electrical properties (in terms of the σ 0 and σ 0 0 values)
as extracted from the electrical images from A-A′ for pixel values
located in the clean (30–40 m along the profile direction) and contaminated (160–170 m along the profile direction) regions at different
periods, as well as the water content profile as obtained from GPR
ZOP measurements performed between two boreholes located in the
contaminated region practically along line A-A′ (close to 150 m
along profile direction) (Cassiani et al., 2014). ZOP measurements
were performed at different periods associated with different depths
of the groundwater level. The results indicate only relatively small
changes in the water content, in agreement with the interpretation
of the CC monitoring results. This is in contrast with the large moisture-content variations observed by the ZOP data
at another pair of boreholes in the uncontaminated
zone close to the control line B-B′ (Cassiani et al.,
2014). Figure 8 also reveals vertical changes
between 4 and 12 m depths in the ZOP data,
consistent with the limits of the clay-rich layer
(4 m bgs) and with the depth interface (12 m bgs)
observed in the σ 0 0 images.
The hydrocarbons act as electrical insulators;
thus, the relatively high σ 0 observed in the contaminated sediments of profile A-A′ confirms the
changes in the electrical properties in mature hydrocarbon plumes due to microbial activity, e.g.,
the release of carbonic acids (Sauck, 2000; Werkema et al., 2003; Atekwana and Atekwana,
2010; Caterina et al., 2017). Microbial activity
has been reported at the site (Burbery et al.,
2004), and high concentrations of total organic
carbon observed at the site (Cassiani et al.,
2014) support the interpretation of the high
σ 0 values in hydrocarbon-impacted sediments.
Recent laboratory studies report an increase in
the polarization effect due to the accumulation of metallic minerals accompanying the
Figure 8. Temporal variations in electrical properties expressed in terms of the (a, b) real
stimulation of microbial activity in soil samples
and (c, d) imaginary components of the CC for pixel values extracted from the electrical
images computed for line A-A′ in (a, c) clean (between 30 and 40 m along the profile
obtained from hydrocarbon-contaminated sites
direction) and (b, d) contaminated (between 160 and 170 m along the profile direction)
(e.g., Mewafy et al., 2013; Atekwana and Abdel
regions. The dashed lines represent the yearly water table variations during the collection
Aal, 2015). However, our results do not reveal
of the data (2009–2010). For comparison, (e) shows the estimated soil moisture content
any increase in the σ 0 0 ; neither has the formation
derived from crosshole GPR ZOP for data collected at different time instants in the
heavily contaminated zone, after Cassiani et al. (2014).
of iron sulfides been reported at the site.
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CONCLUSION
We have presented a detailed analysis of the data error in timelapse differences of apparent resistivity εðΔρa Þ and phase-shift
εðΔϕa Þ for monitoring CCI data sets. The data error was computed
by means of the widely accepted analysis of direct and reciprocal
misfit, taking it one step further to investigate the reciprocity for
time-lapse differences. The CC data sets were collected in the vicinity
of different anthropogenic structures, such as a water pipe, unpaved
roads, and in prevalence of negative IP effects. Analysis of the independent data sets reveals that such measurements are associated with
a high S/N, which also show a high correlation between direct and
reciprocal measurements (variations <10% of the mean value), demonstrating that readings exhibiting a negative IP effect are not necessarily erratic measurements.
CCI results obtained after the removal of outliers in time-lapse
differences revealed significant differences between the electrical
signatures from clean subsurface materials and those impacted
by the oil spill. For an uncontaminated region, CC images exhibited
changes in agreement with seasonal variations in the position of the
groundwater level; whereas contaminated sediments exhibited a
constant response over the entire monitoring period associated with
a negligible polarization effect and relatively high electrical conductivities. The increase in the electrical conductivity in contaminated
sediments is explained by degradation processes of the contaminant
plume, such as the release of carbonic acids accompanying microbial activity in mature hydrocarbon plumes. The reduction of the
polarization response can be explained by the presence of hydrocarbon droplets trapped within the macro and micropores, which
results in the formation of a water film surrounding grain minerals
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with a constant thickness, hindering the development of ion-selective membranes and the membrane polarization.
The CCI results are consistent with independent results obtained with
other geophysical methods, namely, GPR and low-induction-number
EMI methods. The electrical images computed after the removal of
the temporal outliers reveal no anomalies associated with anthropogenic
structures validating the suitability of the proposed approach.
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APPENDIX A
COMPLEX CONDUCTIVITY MONITORING PRIOR
THE REMOVAL OF TEMPORAL OUTLIERS
In Figure A-1, we present the CC imaging results obtained for
monitoring data collected along profile A-A' before the temporal

Figure A-1. The CCI results obtained for monitoring data collected at the Trecate site. Each data set was processed independently following
the analysis of the misfit between direct and reciprocal readings described in Flores Orozco et al. (2012a). Accordingly, outliers and error
parameters were defined independently for each data set. Imaging results are presented in terms of the real and imaginary component of the CC.
The dashed line represents the position of the groundwater level at each monitoring period. The position of the electrodes is indicated at the
surface by the black points.
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analysis of reciprocity in time-lapse differences and the removal of
temporal outliers. Images presented in Figure A-1 show a poor consistency with temporal variations of the groundwater level, for both
contaminated and uncontaminated areas. Plots in Figure A-1 clearly
reveal the limitations of reciprocal analysis in monitoring data sets,
in particular for measurements collected in areas affected by cultural noise.
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ABSTRACT: The injection of microscale zerovalent iron (mZVI) particles for
groundwater remediation has received much interest in recent years. However, to date,
monitoring of mZVI particle injection is based on chemical analysis of groundwater and soil
samples and thus might be limited in its spatiotemporal resolution. To overcome this
deﬁciency, in this study, we investigate the application of complex electrical conductivity
imaging, a geophysical method, to monitor the high-pressure injection of mZVI in a ﬁeldscale application. The resulting electrical images revealed an increase in the induced
electrical polarization (∼20%), upon delivery of ZVI into the targeted area, due to the
accumulation of metallic surfaces at which the polarization takes place. Furthermore, larger
changes (>50%) occurred in shallow sediments, a few meters away from the injection,
suggesting the migration of particles through preferential ﬂowpaths. Correlation of the
electrical response and geochemical data, in particular the analysis of recovered cores from
drilling after the injection, conﬁrmed the migration of particles (and stabilizing solution) to
shallow areas through fractures formed during the injection. Hence, our results demonstrate
the suitability of the complex conductivity imaging method to monitor the transport of mZVI during subsurface amendment in
quasi real-time.

■

INTRODUCTION
Recent research addresses the injection of reactive nano- and
microscale particles into the subsurface for the stimulated in
situ degradation of pollutants present in aquifers.1 Particles may
be injected directly into the targeted contaminated zone, or
close to the source of contamination for deep plumes, not only
decreasing the remediation time, but also permitting the
remediation of areas not accessible with other techniques such
as underneath buildings, deep contaminant plumes, or areas
characterized by low hydraulic conductivity.2−4 Furthermore, in
situ site remediation is signiﬁcantly faster compared to other
conventional approaches.5 In particular, microscale zerovalent
iron (mZVI) particles have received much attention for ﬁeld
applications due to their lower costs and extended longevity in
comparison with nanosized ZVI (nZVI) particles.6,7 Although
promising, the main diﬃculty of this remediation technique is
related to the successful delivery of the ZVI into the subsurface.
Injected ZVI particles are prone to rapid aggregation due to
© 2015 American Chemical Society

strong non-DLVO (Derjaguin−Landau−Verwey−Overbeek)
magnetic attraction forces (particularly nZVI),8,9 sedimentation
(particularly for mZVI),10,11 and oxidation;12 these can also
cause a loss in reactivity and decreased mobility, thus limiting
the eﬃcacy of the remediation.4,5 To overcome this deﬁciency,
diﬀerent studies have explored the coating of ZVI particles with
diﬀerent surface modiﬁers.1,13 An alternative approach consists
in the dispersion of mZVI particles in viscous non-Newtonian
ﬂuids11,14 to increase stability. Laboratory studies have
demonstrated that solutions of biopolymers (e.g., guar gum)
are eﬀective in this sense, reducing sedimentation and
aggregation.3,11,14 Recent experiments at the ﬁeld scale have
demonstrated the enhanced stability of guar gum (GG) coated
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the experimental setup, with the position of the mZVI-injection point indicated by the red cross. The
extension of the contaminant plumes for concentrations above 1 mg/L are indicated by the contour lines. The arrow indicates the groundwater ﬂow
direction. The positions of the electrodes (e1, e2, etc.), the multilevel samplers (MLS) (m1−m5), and the core samplers (CS) (c1−c7) are indicated
by the respective initial letters.

geochemical data (from water and soil analyses) are still
required to calibrate models linking the geophysical properties
with parameters of interest (e.g., ZVI volumetric-content,
contaminant concentrations).
Given the strong induced electrical polarization response
observed in the presence of electronic conductors (e.g., metallic
minerals), the complex electrical conductivity method, or
simply complex conductivity (CC), has been established as a
standard tool for the exploration of metallic ores.18 Taking this
into account, CC images resulting from tomographic surveys
have been utilized to evaluate changes in the reactivity of ZVI
permeable reactive barriers19 (PRB) and to assess changes in
pore-space geometry due to the accumulation of metallic
minerals following biostimulation.20,21 Furthermore, because of
the sensitivity of the CC to geochemical processes taking place
at the mineral grain−water interface, CC imaging has been
successfully applied at the ﬁeld scale to delineate changes in the
dominating redox-status of sediments in the course of
bioremediation21,22 and to discriminate between the source
zone and the plume for hydrocarbon contaminants.23
A study by Joyce et al.24 investigated the CC response in
laboratory experiment of diﬀerent metallic nanoparticles in a
sand matrix. Their study reported an increase in the
polarization eﬀect for silver (Ag) and ZVI particles with
increasing particle concentration, whereas a negligible polarization response was observed for metallic oxides. However,
their study was performed on bare nanoscale particles without
any coating or solution to increase the stability of the particles.
To our knowledge, to date, there is no study investigating the
applicability of the CC imaging method to monitor the
injection of stabilized mZVI at the ﬁeld scale. In particular,
experiments at the ﬁeld scale are required to investigate the

mZVI particles (hereafter GG-mZVI), with particles migrating
over several meters from the injection point.3
To date, the monitoring of ZVI particle injection is
performed through geochemical analysis of soil and water
samples.3,5 Although geochemical analyses provide direct and
precise measurements of the properties of interest, they are
strongly limited by the characteristics of the samples (e.g.,
location of the boreholes, sampling volumes and rates) and thus
the spatial resolution of the monitoring results. Moreover,
sample collection and chemical analyses are time-consuming
and not suitable for real-time monitoring of ﬁeld activities like
reagent delivery. Furthermore, one of the main advantages of
the remediation through ZVI amendment is its applicability in
aquifers characterized by low hydraulic conductivity. Here, the
injection is performed at high pressure to create preferential
ﬂow paths (fractures).3,15 Particle injection via fracturing is also
required in aquifers characterized by sediments with pore size
comparable to particle size.16 In this case, the geochemical
monitoring may be limited by the distribution of sampling
wells, as well as by the geometry and location of the fractures
controlling the ﬂow, relevant to water sampling. Therefore, the
application of mZVI for subsurface remediation urges the
development of a monitoring technique, able to track the
migration path of the particles, to delineate the extension and
distribution of the iron slurry as well as to characterize
processes accompanying particle injection, such as aggregation,
oxidation, and clogging.5 Geophysical methods seem to be a
suitable alternative to conventional approaches, as they permit
to obtain continuous information on the subsurface properties
based on noninvasive measurements performed on the surface
or in existing boreholes.17 Although geophysical methods may
provide information with enhanced spatiotemporal resolution,
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signal strength and the electrical response for measurements
performed during the injection of stabilized mZVI.
The present study reports the application of the CC imaging
method to characterize the delivery of GG-stabilized mZVI
(GG-mZVI) during a ﬁeld-scale injection by hydraulic
fracturing. Our objective is to evaluate the application of CC
monitoring images to delineate the migration pathway of the
injected mZVI. Particles injection was conducted in the
framework of the EU FP7-AQUAREHAB project along with
geochemical monitoring, which was recently reported in detail.3
We hypothesize that the comparison of the electrical images
obtained at diﬀerent steps during and after the injection of GGmZVI provides information on the migration pathway followed
by the particles associated with an increase in the polarization
response due to the accumulation of metallic surfaces, for
example, ZVI. Because of the lack of a generally accepted
petrophysical model linking geochemical parameters (e.g.,
contaminant concentration) and the electrical response, this
study is not designed to explore the long-term eﬀect in the
contaminant plume. Instead, we focus on the imaging results
obtained during the delivery of GG-mZVI and 12 h after the
injection was concluded.

between successive injections to move the pump to the next
injection depth. The employed reactive mZVI particles are
reported to have a particle size distribution of d10 = 24 μm, d50
= 56 μm, d90 = 69 μm, and speciﬁc surface areas according to
Burnauer−Emmett−Teller (BET) of 57 m2/kg. Enzymes
(LEB-H, Rantec) were added to the pump tank at the end of
each injection period to induce fast degradation of the GG for
the recovery of mZVI reactivity.3,7,25
Laboratory Tests. Relevant properties of the GG-mZVI
slurry were measured in the laboratory on slurry similar to that
injected in the ﬁeld and were prepared using tap water.
Electrical conductivity of GG solution with and without mZVI
particles, prior and after enzyme addition, was measured using a
multiparameter probe. Zeta-potential of mZVI particles
dispersed in GG prior and after enzyme addition was measured
using an acoustic spectrometer (DT. 1200, Dispersion
Technology Inc.).
Geochemical Monitoring. Groundwater samples before
and after GG-mZVI injection were collected at depths of 4.5,
8.0, 8.5, 9.0, 9.5, 10.0, and 10.5 m bgs by means of multilevel
samplers (MLS) located at the positions shown in Figure 1. To
better assess the distribution of the injected mZVI, a total of
seven core samples (CS) were collected after stopping the
mZVI amendment, located at the positions shown in Figure 1.
ZVI-concentrations in the recovered core-samples were
quantiﬁed trough hydrogen measurements after acid digestion
of subsamples.3
Complex Conductivity Imaging. The CC method, also
known as induced polarization (IP) method, is based on fourelectrode impedance measurements, where two electrodes are
used to inject electric current, and the other two to measure the
resulting voltage. In the present study, measurements were
collected in the time-domain, where the injected current signal
is a square wave with on and oﬀ times. Here, CC measurements
are given by the ratio of the recorded voltage to the injected
current amplitude (resistance), and the measurement of the
voltage decay, once the current is switched oﬀ (chargeability).
Inversion of tomographic data sets collected with tens of
electrodes provides the distribution of the CC (σ*) in the
subsurface.17 The resulting images can be expressed in terms of
the real (σ′) and imaginary (σ″) components of the CC or,
alternatively, by its magnitude (|σ|) and phase (ϕ). The CC can
also be described in terms of its inverse, the complex resistivity,
ρ* (ρ* = 1/σ*).
The real component (σ′), or magnitude (|σ|), of the CC is
mainly controlled by the electrical conductivity of the ﬂuid (σf),
porosity, and the connectivity of the pore space,26 and to a
lesser extent by surface conductivity (σs) in the presence of
metallic minerals (i.e., particles). The imaginary component of
the CC (σ″) is solely related to surface conductivity (i.e.,
interface polarization eﬀects), which arises due to electrochemical processes taking place at the interface between
mineral grains and pore ﬂuid.
Strong polarization eﬀects are related to the presence of
metallic minerals (or particles) in contact with an electrolyte.
Here, the application of an external electrical ﬁeld induces
oxidation−reduction reactions at the metal−electrolyte interface, which involve charge transfer mechanisms from ionic to
electronic: in the forward half reaction, a metal ion in solution
accepts an electron from the metal and is reduced to the atomic
state, while at another location of the metal, the reverse process
takes place.18 Laboratory measurements24 have revealed a
measurable induced polarization response for ZVI nanoparticles

■

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Area. The site is located in an industry area in
Belgium where the production of solvent-based painting and
coating led to a severe contamination of the aquifer, mainly by
chlorinated aliphatic hydrocarbons (CAHs), in particular
trichloroethene (TCE) and 1,1,1-trichloroethane (1,1,1-TCA).
Initial hydrogeological characterization of the site revealed
three main units: a shallow sandy unit (0−4.5 m depth),
followed by a clayey-sandy aquitard (4.5−8 m depth), and a
deeper aquifer consisting of ﬁne sands (8−20 m depth).
According to an analysis of the aquifer sediments recovered
during the installation of monitoring wells, individual grains of
glauconite are present in materials below 5 m depth.
Groundwater was located at 2.5 m below ground surface
(bgs) with a ﬂow direction toward south−southwest and an
estimated ﬂow velocity of ∼10 m/year. Pumping and slug tests
performed at the site3 estimated an average hydraulic
conductivity of 8.2 × 10−5 m/s for the aquifer (depth >8 m
bgs) and 2.4 × 10−6 m/s for the clayey-sandy aquitard. Analysis
of recovered sediments from the deep aquifer reported a grain
size distribution of d10 = 52 μm and d90 = 374 μm, and an
eﬀective porosity of 18%. A complete description of the
chemical composition of groundwater is presented in the
Supporting Information.
Geochemical analysis of water samples collected previously at
the site reported that the 1,1,1-TCA plume reaches a depth of
13.5 m bgs, while the TCE plume reaches 15.5 m bgs. The
distribution of the TCE, 1,1,1-TCA, and 1,1-dichloroethane
(1,1-DCA) plumes for concentrations above 1 mg/L are
presented in Figure 1, as obtained from the interpolation of
existing data. Further details of the site can be found in a
previous study.3
GG-mZVI Injection. Subsurface amendment in this study
targeted the materials underlying the known source zone
(Figure 1). A total volume of 1.5 m3 GG-mZVI was injected
into the subsurface, consisting of 70 g/L mZVI and 7 g/L GG
(HV7000, Rantec). Injections were performed at high pressure
from bottom to top at 10.5, 10.0, 9.5, 9.0, and 8.5 m bgs, with
an average of ∼21 kg injected mZVI at each depth. Each
injection lasted approximately 15 min, with 15 min periods
5595
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Figure 2. Electrical imaging results for data collected before the injection of GG-mZVI (top) as well as ﬂuid conductivity (σf), TCE, and 1,1,1-TCA
concentrations measured in MLS (bottom). The vertical black dashed line indicates the position of the injection well. In the electrical images, the
electrodes at the surface are indicated with the black points, while the white dashed line indicates the groundwater level and the black solid lines the
lithological contacts.

and reciprocal pairs for quantiﬁcation of the data error, where a
reciprocal reading consists in the repetition of the measurements after interchanging current and potential dipoles.
Monitoring measurements collected during particle injection
were performed only as normal readings to reduce acquisition
time. A square-wave current (50% duty cycle) was injected with
a pulse length of 2 s. Integral chargeability measurements were
obtained through 20 voltage readings recorded between 240
and 1840 ms after current shut-oﬀ. We note here that it was
impossible to increase the length of the proﬁle to avoid the
vicinity of walls and other sources of anthropogenic noise.
Shorter separation of electrodes would have increased the
resolution in shallow areas but undesirably increased the
acquisition time. For the purpose of this study, we opted for a
single 2D proﬁle given the signiﬁcantly increased acquisition
time associated with 3D surveys.
The electrical images were computed with CRTomo, a
smoothness-constraint inversion algorithm by Kemna.27 To
enhance the quality of the inverted images, data-error
parameters were deﬁned in the inversion as stopping criterion.
Data error was quantiﬁed based on the analysis of normalreciprocal discrepancies, as described in a previous study.28 For
the inversion of time-domain measurements, chargeability
values were linearly converted to frequency-domain phase
values (at the fundamental frequency of 0.125 Hz), which
assumes a constant-phase response.27 This approach has been
demonstrated to provide accurate results in previous studies.23
Although not discussed here, we also tested inversions with
other regularization schemes.29 However, these results revealed
no improvement over the images computed with the standard
smoothness-constraint regularization and adequate data-error
quantiﬁcation, as presented here.

in a sand matrix with increasing phase values (ϕ) for increasing
particle concentrations. However, we note here that in the
study of Joyce et al.,24 the nanoparticles were mixed to the sand
during the preparation, that is, they did neither consider the
injection of particles nor the eﬀect of the stabilizing solution.
In the present study, tomographic CC surveys were
conducted with a Syscal Pro (Iris Instruments) using 24
stainless steel electrodes with a separation of 1 m along a
surface proﬁle (see Figure 1). Data were collected using a
dipole−dipole conﬁguration, which combines “skip-3”, “skip-4”,
and “skip-5” measurements with dipole lengths of 4, 5, and 6 m,
respectively (i.e., dipole length deﬁned by the number of
skipped electrodes along the electrode array). The selection of
the measurement conﬁgurations plays a key role regarding the
resolution and depth of investigation of the imaging results.
Usually the aim is to ﬁnd the best compromise between signalto-noise ratio (favored by large dipole lengths), image
resolution (favored by small dipole lengths), and depth of
investigation (favored by larger separation between the current
and potential dipoles). Hence, the use of a reduced number of
measurements will not only reduce the time required for data
collection, but also the resolution of the resulting images.
Further details on the characteristics of diﬀerent measurement
conﬁgurations can be found in other studies.17,21,27,28
The measurement protocol was carefully designed to
minimize electromagnetic coupling, avoid voltage measurements using electrodes previously used for current injection,21
and increase the signal-to-noise ratio for deep measurements.
For the particular purpose of this study, it was important to
collect an entire data set in less than 15 min, which was the
time required, after each injection, to relocate the injection
pump to the next depth. The intended exploration depth was
11 m, considering the maximal depth of the particle injection of
10.5 m. Initial and ﬁnal measurements were collected as normal
5596
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Figure 3. Relative change between the baseline (t0) images and those obtained for data collected during (t1−t5) and after (t6) the GG-mZVI
injection. The vertical line and black crosses indicate the respective positions of the injection point; black dots represent the electrodes placed at the
surface; the solid horizontal line indicates the position of groundwater level; and the dashed horizontal lines indicate the upper and lower limit of the
aquitard (clayey sandy materials).

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
CC Imaging for CAH Plume Characterization: In Situ
CAHs Targeting. Figure 2 shows the CC imaging results and
geochemical parameters (i.e., σf, TCE, and 1,1,1-TCA
concentrations) for the data collected 1 day before the GGmZVI injection in MLS. The CC is presented in terms of real
(σ′) and imaginary (σ″) components as well as phase (ϕ). To
guide the interpretation of the electrical images, we marked the
interfaces between the lithological units.
The electrical images in Figure 2 reveal four main units in
agreement with the lithology: low electrical conductivity values
at the top, characteristic of unsaturated sands, followed by a
unit revealing a slight increase in σ′ and σ″, corresponding to
saturated sands. The highest σ′ and σ″ values are observed for
clayey materials in the aquitard (between 5 and 8 m bgs), and
slightly lower values are associated with the deeper sandy
aquifer. Furthermore, Figure 2 reveals two local anomalies in
the polarization images: a shallow anomaly (between ∼5 and 10
m along proﬁle direction) characterized by high ϕ values, and a
deeper anomaly (between ∼10 and 20 m along proﬁle
direction) characterized by high σ″ values.
The position of the high-polarization anomalies corresponds
to the region at which the highest CAHs concentrations (e.g.,
TCE and 1,1,1-TCA) were reported in MLS samples (Figure 2,
bottom). From MLS data, the highest concentration of CAHs
was measured at 4.5 m bgs (>15 mg CAHs/L), it slightly
decreases for measurements at 8 m bgs (3−14 mg CAHs/L),
and it further decreases for measurements at 10.5 m bgs (0.1−4
mg CAHs/L). Hence, it seems that the anomalies observed in
the polarization images (ϕ and σ″) are correlated with the
occurrence of high concentrations of CAHs. In detail, for the
unsaturated zone, the high CAHs concentrations and the low
water saturation correspond to an increase of the polarization

eﬀect and a decrease of the electrical conductivity, respectively,
resulting in the high ϕ values observed in Figure 2. Likewise,
the occurrence of high CAHs concentrations should also
explain the high polarization (σ″) values observed between ∼4
and 8 m bgs in the image of the imaginary component. The
increase in both the real and imaginary components in the
clayey sand materials (>5 m bgs) leads to the observed decrease
in the ϕ values in the aquitard materials, masking the response
due to the high CAHs concentrations observed in the σ″
images. A recent study reported an increase in the electrical
conductivity for increasing TCE concentrations in laboratory
measurements.30 However, our data reveal no correlation
between σ′ and TCE concentration or between σf and TCE.
Nevertheless, the anomalies observed in the polarization images
(σ″ and ϕ) reveal correspondence with high CAHs
concentrations. A previous study at the ﬁeld scale also revealed
a correlation between the increase in the polarization response
and increasing concentrations of dissolved hydrocarbons.23,31
Hence, images presented in Figure 2 suggest that the geometry
of the anomaly characterized by high ϕ and σ″ values is mostly
controlled by the occurrence of high CAHs concentrations and
not by the lithology. However, the lack of high-resolution
geochemical data in the area of the aquitard (5−8 m bgs) and
for areas away from the injection point impedes the
conﬁrmation of this hypothesis.
Our results show the potential of CC imaging to delimit the
subsurface distribution of CAH compounds in areas where the
collection of groundwater samples is not feasible. Although the
objective of this study is not the delineation of the contaminant
plume, a good characterization is critical for the design of the
particle injection, such as deﬁning the location for injection and
sampling wells.
The uncertainty in our measurements was estimated by
means of statistical analysis of the misﬁt between normal5597
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Figure 4. Comparison of geophysical and geochemical parameters. Temporal variations of conductivity (a) and polarization (e) at each depth can be
compared with Fe-concentrations measured in the core samples, CS (b,f), as well as with ﬂuid conductivity (c), oxidation−reduction potential (g), as
well as TCE (d) and 1,1,1-TCA (h) concentrations.

reciprocal readings, as described in previous studies.28 To assess
the uncertainty in the inverted images, procedures were
followed as those described in the study of Flores Orozco et
al.21 On the basis of such analysis, we blanked and neglected in
the interpretation the areas associated with a high uncertainty
(>10%) in the inverted image, as shown in the bottom left and
right regions of the electrical images in Figure 2. A similar
analysis was performed for all the imaging results presented
here.
CC Monitoring for Delineation of GG-mZVI Transport
and Delivery. The imaging results for the data collected
during GG-mZVI injection are presented in Figure 3 in terms
of the percentage change between the data collected after each
injection (including 12 h after stopping the last injection) and
the baseline images (Figure 2). These monitoring images show
three main aspects: (1) although a constant increase in the ϕ
values is observed in the targeted area (between 8 and 10.5 m
bgs), as expected due to the delivery of mZVI particles, the
changes are modest (25%), even for data collected 12 h after
the last injection; (2) only a minimal increase (<10%) is
observed in the electrical conductivity for aquifer sediments
during the injections, which is likely related to an increase in
the surface conduction due to the delivered metallic particles.
However, the conductivity images (|σ|) reveal modest changes
(∼10%) immediately after the last injection and 12 h later,
probably due to geochemical changes at the particle surfaces
hindering electronic conduction; (3) an unexpected decrease is
observed between 2 and 5 m bgs for both the conductivity and
polarization properties, in particular a modest decrease in the
conductivity (∼10%) and a more pronounced one in the
polarization (∼50%) for data collected during GG-mZVI
injection and 12 h after the last injection. The images in
Figure 3 reveal that the fractures generated during the highpressure injection were acting as preferential ﬂow paths and
allowed the GG-mZVI to migrate to shallow areas, which are
mostly associated with higher porosity and lower pressure. This

hypothesis is coherent with pressure logs shown by Velimirovic
et al.,3 which revealed an initial peak due to opening of
fractures, followed by two abrupt decreases corresponding to
fracture propagation and to reaching of high permeable and
lower pressure (shallow) layer.
Large ϕ variations observed in Figure 3 in the ﬁrst 1 m bgs
are probably artifacts resulting from computing relative changes
to the values close to zero observed in the baseline image (cf.
Figure 2) and will not be further discussed.
Figure 4 presents pixel values extracted from the CC images
at the location of the injection, as well as relevant geochemical
parameters, to evaluate their correlation. The |σ| and ϕ curves
(ﬁrst column in Figure 4) represent the median of pixel values
extracted from the CC images at each depth in a radius of 2 m
around the injection point. These curves highlight the larger
changes observed in shallow areas (between 2 and 4 m bgs) in
comparison with the modest variations in the aquifer sediments
(between 8 and 10 m bgs). Figure 4 also presents the iron (Fe)
concentrations measured in the CS collected after the injection
(second column). From the six cores recovered, only CS3
revealed measurable Fe concentrations in the targeted area (∼3
mg/kg). Nonetheless, measurements in CS4 and CS1 reported
high Fe concentrations (>3 g/kg) between 2 and 5 m bgs, with
measurements CS5 and CS6 also revealing measurable Fe
concentrations in that region. Furthermore, geochemical data
revealed no changes for water samples collected in the aquifer,
as previously reported.3 Changes in the geochemical parameters
were observed only in water samples collected at 4.5 m depth
from MLS4 (Figure 4c,d,g,h).
The σf measured by means of MLS revealed minimal changes
in samples collected before and after the injection. To conﬁrm
this observation, we realized measurements in the laboratory
using tap water, which demonstrated a consistent pattern with
our ﬁeld data: the electrical conductivity for tap water (∼54.34
mS/m) revealed only a minimal increase after the mixture with
GG solutions (to ∼54.54 mS/m), and only a slight increase in
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the electrical conductivity (values of ∼56.7 mS/m) for samples
containing GG and mZVI, in mixtures with similar ratios as
those injected in the ﬁeld experiment. Thus, σf seems to be
unsuitable to monitor the injection of GG-mZVI. In addition to
this, we concluded that changes observed in the CC are not
related to variations in the σf of the electrolyte. Nevertheless,
similar to variations observed in the monitoring CC images,
TCE and 1,1,1-TCA concentrations revealed modest changes
for samples collected within the aquifer (below 8 m depth),
whereas they decreased signiﬁcantly at one location (MLS4) at
4.5 m depth. Furthermore, as demonstrated in previous
studies,32 variations in the oxidation−reduction potential
(ORP) can be used to infer the accumulation of ZVI. In this
regard, our independent measurements also agree with the
results observed in CC images, considering that measurements
performed at the MLS4 at 4.5 m depth revealed a decrease in
the ORP values, as presented in Figure 4.
Both geochemical and geophysical data give evidence that
the GG-mZVI was not eﬀectively delivered into the deeper
aquifer (8.5−10.5 m bgs) but mostly migrated into the sandy
materials on the top of the aquitard. As a result, the CC images
would be expected to exhibit an increase of the conduction and
polarization response in the shallow zone due to the
accumulation of metallic particles, as observed in the aquifer.
The slight decrease (∼10%) in the conductivity (σ′ or |σ|)
observed for shallow sediments, as well as for deeper locations,
can be explained by a reduction of the porosity due to the
viscous GG clogging the pore space. The reduction in the
polarization eﬀect (ϕ) is a consequence of the GG adsorbed
onto the surface of the mZVI forming the so-called “brushlayer”33,34 hindering electronic conduction and electrode
polarization processes. Once the external electrical ﬁeld is
applied (i.e., current injection), the migration of ions is only
taking place through the electrolyte and the brush-layer (ionic
conduction), with none to minimal interactions between the
ions and the metallic surface of the mZVI, that is, no charge
transfer at the electrolyte−metallic interface.
Previous studies have demonstrated a signiﬁcant decrease in
the zeta-potential of bare ZVI nanoparticles after they are
coated by the GG brush layer.33,34 In addition to this, we
performed measurements in the laboratory on GG-mZVI
samples with similar concentrations as those used in the ﬁeld
injection. These laboratory measurements revealed, as
expected, low zeta-potential values (0.37 ± 0.07 mV), which
further decreased (to −0.4 ± 0.04 mV) after the addition of
LEB-H enzymes, as those used in the ﬁeld injection. Thus, the
covering of the metallic surface due to the brush-layer,
impeding the charge transfer mechanisms at the particles
surface, explains the strong decrease observed in the polarization images (ϕ).
Samples retrieved for CS3 represent larger distances to the
injection point, which suggests the development of preferential
ﬂow paths not only toward the shallow sandy materials.
However, the monitoring by means of MLS was not able to
track geochemical changes in that area. Nevertheless, a
noticeable increase in the polarization response is observed
for the aquifer materials. This response suggests the delivery of
mZVI, dispersed in lower GG concentrations, as reported by
Velimirovic et al.3

contaminant distribution, but also valuable information to
identify the migration pathway of the injected GG-mZVI. The
relatively short acquisition time permitted to obtain monitoring
data with enhanced temporal resolution, that is, after each
injection (every ∼15 min), while it still covered an extended
area of investigation in comparison with conventional geochemical monitoring by means of soil and water samples.
Hence, CC imaging is a suitable method for the monitoring of
GG-mZVI injection at the ﬁeld scale. Nevertheless, geochemical data are required to fully understand the electrical
signatures.
We decided to focus our investigation on the injection-period
time frame, as it is critical for the eﬀective remediation of
contaminants. In this regard, CC imaging might also be used to
guide the collection of soil and water samples, following the
injection, to improve the characterization of transport and fate
of injected GG-mZVI.
Although not addressed here, further studies should consider
the performance of 3D surveys to address the spatial variability
of the CC response due to ZVI injections. The deployment of
electrodes placed in boreholes might also be considered to
increase the vertical resolution of the resulting electrical images,
or to reach deeper areas of interest, not accessible by means of
surface measurements. Future studies may also consider
investigating the geophysical response due to the electrical
double layer surrounding the GG-mZVI particles.35,36 Furthermore, CC monitoring measurements may also be
performed to assess long-term changes of the geochemical
properties resulting from the ZVI-driven degradation of the
contaminants.
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SUMMARY
Laboratory and field studies have demonstrated the applicability of nanoparticles (NP) for
accelerated contaminant degradation. Beside other limitations (e.g. costs, delivery, longevity,
non-target specific reactions), concerns of regulators arose regarding toxicity of injected NP
and particles delivered off-target (i.e. renegade particles). Renegade particles also significantly
reduce the efficiency of the remediation. The delivery of particles off-target is caused, mainly,
by unintended fracking, where the fractures act then as preferential flow paths changing the
trajectory of the particles. Hence, the real-time monitoring of particle injection is of major
importance to verify correct particle delivery and thus help to optimize the remediation
strategy. However, to date NP monitoring techniques rely on the analysis of soil and water
samples, which cannot provide information about clogging or the formation of fractures
away of the sampling points. To overcome these limitations, in this study we investigate
the applicability of complex-conductivity imaging (CCI), a geophysical electrical method, to
characterize possible pore clogging and fracking during NP injections. We hypothesize that
both processes are related to different electrical footprints, considering the loss of porosity
during clogging and the accumulation of NP in areas away of the target after fracking. Here,
we present CCI results for data collected before and during the injection of Nano-Goethite
particles (NGP) applied to enhance biodegradation of a BTEX (benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene
and xylene) contaminant plume. Imaging results for background data revealed consistency with
the known lithology, while overall high electrical conductivity values and a negligible inducedpolarization magnitude correspond with the expected response of a mature hydrocarbon plume.
Monitoring images revealed a general increase (∼15 per cent) in the electrical conductivity
due to the injected NGP suspension in agreement with geochemical data. Furthermore, abrupt
changes in this trend, shortly before daylighting events, show the sensitivity of the method to
pore clogging. Such interpretation is in line with the larger variations in CCI resolved in the
unsaturated zone, clearly indicating the accumulation of renegade NGP close to the surface
due to fracking. Our results demonstrate the applicability of the CCI method for the assessment
of pore clogging accompanying particles injection.
Key words: Hydrogeophysics; Electrical resistivity tomogrpahy (ERT); Permeability and
porosity; High-pressure behaviour.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N
An extensive number of laboratory studies have demonstrated that
nanoparticles (NP) could speed up the degradation of groundwater contaminants, taking into account their large specific surface
area and high surface reactivity (for a review see Grieger et al.
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2010; Trujillo-Reyes et al. 2014; Adeleye et al. 2016 and references
therein). Moreover, NP injection offers a promising cost-effective
approach for the in-situ remediation of contaminated areas inaccessible for other techniques such as deep contaminant plumes, areas
beneath infrastructure, as well as for multisource contaminated areas in low hydraulic permeable media (e.g. Karn et al. 2009; Tosco
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themselves (e.g. Revil et al. 2012) or by induced chemical transformations (e.g. Atekwana and Slater 2009; Abdel Aal et al. 2014 and
references therein). Built on such observations, the method has also
been applied at the field-scale for the monitoring of bio-geochemical
processes accompanying a variety of remediation techniques (e.g.
Slater & Binley 2006; Williams et al. 2009; Flores Orozco et al.
2011; Chen et al. 2012; Saneiyan et al. 2019).
Regarding NP investigations, columns studies have demonstrated
variations in the electrical response due to different nanoparticles (e.g. Joyce et al. 2012; Abdel Aal et al. 2017; Mellage
et al. 2018). However, only the study of Flores Orozco et al.
(2015) has reported the application of the CCI method at the field
scale. The authors revealed changes in the electrical images associated with accumulation of bare and coated microscale ZVI
particles.
In this study, we extend previous investigations to evaluate
the capabilities of the CCI method to monitor the fate and
transport of a suspension of nano-goethite particles (NGP) injected in a BTEX-contaminated site. CCI measurements were
conducted at the field scale with high temporal resolution aiming at identifying potential pore clogging due to particle sedimentation. The possible pore clogging indicated by the electrical images is supported by extensive geochemical data. Information on pore clogging and the reduction of hydraulic conductivity is critical towards the development of strategies for the effective delivery of NP and the improved remediation of contaminant
plumes. To our best knowledge, this is the first field-scale
study presenting the CCI monitoring results along nanoparticles
injections.

2 M AT E R I A L A N D M E T H O D S
2.1 Pilot site: Spolchemie II in the Czech Republic
Our study presents imaging results for data collected during the
injection of NGP at the Spolchemie II site within the scope of the
NanoRem project. The Spolchemie II site is located in an industrial area near Ústı́ nad Labem (Czech Republic) characterized by
an unconfined aquifer underlain by a clay layer of low hydraulic
permeability at a depth of ∼10 m; while an anthropogenic layer
(with a thickness of ∼1 m) covers the surface. The aquifer, located below this anthropogenic layer, is composed of quaternary
sediments, mainly sand and gravel, with a hydraulic conductivity of ∼5.9 × 10−5 m s−1 , and the main groundwater flow goes
in south-eastern direction (NanoRem Bulletin 8). The groundwater table was found at 5 m below ground level (bgl) during our
experiments.
The production of synthetic resin as well as the storage of various
raw materials at the site has led to extensive groundwater contamination by BTEX compounds, with toluene representing the main
contaminant, followed by xylene and ethylbenzene, and a negligible amount of benzene. The experimental area for the NP injection
covers an area of approximately 10 × 10 m2 , where seven existing
wells permit the collection of groundwater samples for geochemical
analysis (Fig. 1). At the time of our experiments, BTEX concentration at the water table exceeded 50 mg l−1 (as presented in Fig. 1),
with lower concentrations for samples collected at larger depths, as
expected considering that BTEX compounds are light non-aqueous
phase liquids (LNAPL).
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et al. 2014 and references therein). Given their relatively low costs,
zero-valent iron (ZVI) and iron-oxide NP have become popular due
to their ability to promote the degradation of a variety of pollutants
(e.g. Grieger et al. 2010; Tosco et al. 2014; Velimirovic et al. 2014;
Chen et al. 2015; Schmid et al. 2015; Bhattacharjee & Ghoshal
2018). Iron-oxide particles are of special interest due to their nontoxicity, adsorption capacity and ability to stimulate bioremediation
(Hua et al. 2012; Xu et al. 2012; Braunschweig et al. 2013; Lei et al.
2018). Especially, goethite (α-FeOOH) has demonstrated a high
sorption capacity for metal cations (e.g. Hua et al. 2012), as well as
the potential to enhance contaminant degradation by iron-reducing
bacteria (Bosch et al. 2010). Specifically, ferric iron can act as an
electron acceptor for microbial respiration (Fe3+ -reduction coupled
with the oxidation of contaminants) and can overcome limitations
in electron-acceptor availability.
Results observed in laboratory have encouraged field-scale NP
injections, with pilot and full-scale experiments reported to date
in 92 sites worldwide (e.g. Mueller et al. 2012; Patil et al. 2016;
Bardos et al. 2018 and including interactive map). Yet, there are
still concerns regarding the effective delivery to the targeted areas and potential toxicity of the particles (e.g. Grieger et al. 2010;
Bianco et al. 2017). Subsurface heterogeneities play an important
role in the actual trajectory of the injected particles, for instance
unintended injections into preferential flow paths might lead to particles traveling off target. Nathanail et al. (2016) adopted the term
‘renegade particles’ to describe those NP that deviate from the intended trajectory, either not reaching the targeted pollutant or passing through it. A particular case refers to the so-called daylighting,
the incident in which renegade particles emerge to the surface along
preferential flow paths, for instance through fractures developed by
non-intended fracking. Fracking results from pressure building up
during the NP injections due to continuous injections performed
at high pressure (Hosseini & Tosco 2015; Luna et al. 2015), as
well as from clogging of the pore space following aggregation and
sedimentation of the injected particles (e.g. Tosco & Sethi 2010)
enhanced by slow injections (e.g. Luna et al. 2015).
Hence, the real-time assessment of pore clogging during NP
injection offers the opportunity to relocate the injection and may
be the best approach to minimize unintended fracking and, thus,
improve the efficiency of NP delivery into the target zone. However,
to-date, the monitoring of NP injections still relies on direct methods
based on the analysis of soil and groundwater samples (Tosco et al.
2014). Although such methods provide information about chemical
parameters of interest, they are not suited for real-time monitoring
and cannot identify pore clogging.
Geophysical methods can provide essential information about
subsurface properties in quasi real-time and with high spatial resolution, offering a unique possibility to identify pore clogging during NP injections. In particular, the complex-conductivity imaging (CCI) method appears to be a suitable technique, considering
that laboratory investigations have demonstrated the ability of the
method to gain information about pore-space properties (e.g. grain
size, pore length) controlling water flow (e.g. Slater 2007; Revil &
Florsch 2010; Kemna et al. 2012; Okay et al. 2013; Binley et al.
2016; Gallistl et al. 2018; Maineult et al. 2018). Based on the electrical properties of contaminants, the CCI has also shown to be a
well-suited method for characterization of contaminated sites (e.g.
Deceuster & Kaufman 2012; Flores Orozco et al. 2012a; Johansson
et al. 2015; Deng et al. 2018; Ntarlagiannis et al. 2018). Moreover,
it has been observed that microbial activity also modifies the CCI
response, either by the electrical properties of the microbial cells
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2.2 Nano-Goethtite particles, particle injections and
geochemical monitoring
NGP coated with humic acids to reduce particle aggregation and
enhance their mobility (Tiraferri et al. 2017), were provided in
a stock suspension by the University of Duisburg-Essen and are
described elsewhere (Meckenstock & Bosch 2014). The injection
suspension was prepared on site by diluting the stock suspension
with the filtrated water from the nearby Elbe River and adding a
potassium-bromide (KBr) tracer and stored in two tanks.
The injection suspension was intended to contain a particle concentration of 5 g l−1 , aiming at delivering a total of 300 kg of NGP.
Injections were planned between 5 and 8 m bgl (from top to bottom)
in half-metre intervals at low pressure (between 1 and 12 bars) using a direct-push probe. Although injections were planned at five
locations, in this study we are only presenting results observed for
injections performed at two locations (Inj1 and Inj2 as depicted in
Fig. 1) while groundwater sampling was possible. Clogging of the
observations wells (as described in the following sections) hindered
sampling required for geochemical analysis and therefore will not
be presented here.

Prior to the NP injection, geochemical measurements were performed in all observation wells using the membrane-interface
well logging probe (MIP) Ecoprobe-5 (from RS Dynamics). The
Ecoprobe-5 is equipped with a photo-ionization detector (PID) and
an InfraRed (IR) sensor permitting the in-situ screening for total
petroleum hydrocarbons (TPH) and volatile organic compounds
(VOC). For the monitoring of geochemical parameters upon the
NGP injections, seven observation wells were available. Five of
those were equipped with micro pumps at 5, 7 and 8 m bgl (multilevel monitoring wells). Two additional observation wells, screened
between 4 m and 8 m bgl, were situated up- and down-gradient from
the injection points aiming at the detection of renegade NP. Along
the NGP injection, in-situ groundwater parameters, such as temperature, electrical conductivity (i.e. fluid conductivity, σ f ), pH and
redox potential, were determined with calibrated probes. It was not
possible to employ an on-site turbidity probe, as the diameter of the
turbidity probe exceeded that of the groundwater monitoring well.
Therefore, turbidity was determined in non-filtered groundwater
samples upon return to the laboratory using a turbidimeter 2100 N
IS (Hach Lange, Germany) calibrated with formazine standards.
Total iron (Fetot ) content in groundwater samples, determined by
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Figure 1. Schematic plan view of the Spolchemie II, CZ site, indicating the position of the monitoring wells and the injection points, BTEX concentrations (in
mg l−1 ) in the monitoring wells, as well as the layout of the electrical profiles M1 and M2 (red lines). The shaded areas indicate the position of infrastructure
such as buildings, roads, etc.
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ICP-OES Optima 5300DV (PerkinElmer, USA) after acid digestion
(with 30 per cent HCl and 5 M HNO3 ), was used as a proxy of NGP
concentration.

(e.g. Wong 1979; Bücker et al. 2018) and more recently for semiconducting inclusions, such as most natural metal ores (e.g. Revil
et al. 2015; Misra et al. 2016).

2.3 Indirect monitoring method: complex-conductivity
imaging

2.4 Complex-conductivity imaging monitoring set-up

1
= σ ∗ = σ  + i σ  = |σ | eiφ ,
(1)
ρ∗
√
where i = −1 represents the imaginary unit. In most subsurface
investigations, the values of φ are sufficiently small (<100 mrad),
such that σ  ≈ |σ |, which is typically referred to as the electrical
conductivity (σ ) or its inverse the electrical resistivity (ρ = 1/σ ).
Equally, for sufficiently small values, the phase of the complex
conductivity can be approximated by the ratio of the imaginary to

the real component (φ ≈ σσ  ), which has been also suggested as a
valid proxy to quantify the IP effect.
In most subsurface materials, electrical conduction is carried by
the electrolyte (i.e. ionic conduction) and through the electrical double layer (EDL) covering the pore surface (e.g. Waxman and Smits
1968; Leroy et al. 2008, and references therein). Ionic conduction
is controlled by porosity, saturation and fluid conductivity (σ f ) (e.g.
Slater 2007 and references therein); surface conduction along the
EDL mainly depends on surface charge and surface area (Schwarz
1962; Schurr 1964; Leroy et al. 2008). For clay and other materials characterized by high surface charge and surface area, surface
conduction is the dominating conduction mechanism under most
conditions (i.e. for low and intermediate ionic strengths of the pore
water) and commonly related to high σ values (e.g. Marshall &
Madden 1959; Revil & Florsch 2010).
The IP effect in such (metal-free) media results from the migration and accumulation of charge carriers within the different
parts of the EDL and has been described by means of two principle
mechanisms (e.g. Kemna et al. 2012 and references therein): (i)
the polarization of the Stern layer (e.g. Leroy et al. 2008; Revil &
Florsch 2010; Revil et al. 2017) or the diffuse layer (e.g. Fixman
1980; Shilov et al. 2001) around isolated mineral grains; and (ii)
the polarization of overlapping diffuse layers in pore throats better known as membrane polarization (Marshall & Madden 1959;
Ward 1990; Bücker & Hördt 2013; Hördt et al. 2017). If highly
conductive inclusions are present as a discontinuous phase (e.g.
metallic nanoparticles or disseminated minerals), the conductor–
electrolyte interfaces polarize giving rise to a strong polarization
response. This so-called electrode polarization has been described
for perfectly conducting inclusions, such as metallic conductors

CCI monitoring data sets were collected in the frequency domain
(at 1 Hz) using the eight-channel DAS-1 (from Multi-Phase technologies) along two profiles (M1 and M2, as depicted in Fig. 1).
Each profile comprised 32 electrodes with a separation of 0.75 m
between electrodes, aiming at a depth of investigation of 8 m. The
presence of concrete walls and roads impeded to extend the length
of the profiles for a larger investigation depth. A multiple-gradient
configuration (Dahlin & Zhou 2006) was used for both profiles
with eight potential dipoles (with lengths of a = 0.75, 1.5, 2.25 and
3 m) nested within the current dipole yielding 380 quadrupoles per
profile. We opted for this electrode configuration considering that
it provides measurements with a larger signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)
than other configurations (Dahlin & Zhou 2006; Flores Orozco et al.
2018a). Moreover, initial measurements proved sensitive within the
required depth of investigation (between 5 and 8 m bgs) and showed
negligible distortions due to anthropogenic noise. Monitoring data
sets were collected independently along each transect, i.e., no 3-D
acquisition schemes to reduce the acquisition time. We aimed at
collecting an entire data set in less than 7 min to enhance the temporal resolution of the CCI monitoring. The only gaps in the CCI
monitoring corresponds to the overnight brea, where the instrument
needed to me retrieved from the field.
For the inversion of the observed CCI data, we used CRTomo, a
finite-element smoothness-constraint algorithm (by Kemna 2000),
which solves for the subsurface distribution of σ ∗ . This algorithm
was selected, as it permits to fit the data within the inversion to a
confidence interval, which is defined by an error model (e.g. Kemna
2000; Flores Orozco et al. 2012b). Such approach minimizes the
risk of overfitting the data during the inversion and the associated
creation of artefacts (e.g. Kemna 2000; Slater & Binley 2006; Flores
Orozco et al. 2012b; Lesparre et al. 2017). Blanked areas in the
imaging results correspond to regions associated with cumulated
sensitivity values two orders of magnitude smaller than the highest
cumulated sensitivity (i.e. the sum of absolute, data-error weighted,
sensitivities of all considered measurements; see e.g. Weigand et al.
2017).
The error model aims at describing the magnitude of random
error present in the data; yet it cannot be used to describe a systematic error. Hence, as a first step in the data processing, we removed
physically implausible measurements, namely those associated with
a negative current amplitude, geometrical factor or apparent resistivity. Then we performed a histogram analysis as proposed by Flores
Orozco et al. (2018b) to assess the spatial consistency within the data
set. Such approach suggests that the occurrence of empty bins in the
histogram can be used to define maximum and minimum threshold
values in the measured resistances and apparent phase-shift. Yet,
no measurement was removed after those analyses demonstrating
the good quality of the data. To better illustrate this, we present
in the complementary material exemplary pseudo-sections for data
collected at different time-lapses.
The analysis of normal and reciprocal readings has been widely
accepted for the quantification of random error (e.g. Slater et al.
2000; Flores Orozco et al. 2012b). However, the fast process under
investigation in this study and the collection of gradient configurations limited the possibility to collect reciprocal readings. Hence,
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Complex-conductivity measurements, also referred to as induced
polarization (IP), are based on four-electrode arrays and can be
performed in the time- or frequency-domain (Ward 1990). When
performed in the frequency-domain (as in this study), two electrodes are used to inject a sinusoidal current to the ground, and the
second pair of electrodes is used to record the associated phaseshifted voltage. The deployment of tens of electrodes, for the collection of hundreds of measurements, permits to solve for spatially
quasi-continuous models (i.e. images) of the subsurface complex
conductivity (Binley & Kemna 2005; Kemna et al. 2012). The real
(σ  ) and imaginary (σ  ) components of the complex conductivity
(σ ∗ ) represent the low-frequency (<1 kHz) electrical conductivity
(i.e. energy loss) and capacitive (i.e. energy storage) properties of
the subsurface, which can also be expressed in terms of magnitude
(|σ |) and phase (φ):
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error parameters were estimated based on the analysis of the data
quality computed by the instrument (standard deviation from three
repetitions) and for the linear error model (e.g. Slater et al. 2000)
ε (R) = a + b R,

(2)

3 R E S U LT S A N D D I S C U S S I O N S
3.1 Background electrical imaging results delineate
lithology and contamination levels
Background measurements were collected approximately 24 hr before the first NGP injection. Fig. 2 presents imaging results for
background data expressed in terms of the electrical conductivity
(|σ |) and the IP effect (φ) along M1, where lithological information
is available (core drilling of the observation well AW6-42). Imaging results for background data collected along M2 are consistent
to those presented in Fig. 2 (data not shown). The top panel of
Fig. 2 shows that spatial variations in the electrical conductivity
(|σ |) are in agreement with lithological changes. The lowest |σ |
values (<50 mS m−1 ) correspond with unsaturated loess and sandy
gravels, with a slight increase in |σ | associated to the occurrence
of finer grains (sandy gravel) at depths between 4 and 5.5 m bgl in
the unsaturated zone. The highest |σ | values (>80 mS m−1 ) below
5.5 m bgl correspond with the saturated sandy clay. The φ image
presented in the bottom panel of Fig. 2 shows no clear correlation
with the lithological units. While the lower part of the image (<2–
4 m bgl) is dominated by low values (<5 mrad), the shallow part
of the image reveals locally high IP responses, yet these anomalies
are most likely due to anthropogenic structures (e.g. pipes, backfill
material).
The presence of two shallow cast-iron pipes (located at a depth
between 1 and 2 m) is reported at the site, approximately at 7 and
15 m (along direction of profile M1). The pipes have a diameter
of 12 cm (smaller than a fifth of the electrode separation), and are
coated and wrapped with rubberized products to prevent contact
with soil and groundwater and hinder corrosion. Such coating explains the lack of an IP response, as expected due to electrode
polarization typical of blank metallic structures. Nonetheless, small
phase anomalies (φ ∼3 mrad) can be distinguished in the shallow
areas (between the surface and 2 m depth), which may be related to
the heterogeneities in the anthropogenic (gravel) layer around the
pipes and likely also distort the magnitude image in the shallow areas (1–2 m depth). Hence, monitoring imaging results presented in
this study are only related to model parameters below 2 m depth, at
which the distortion caused by the anthropogenic structures might
be negligible (e.g. Flores Orozco et al. 2012a; Flores Orozco et al.
2019).
BTEX compounds are non-polar and, thus, tend to form droplets
caged between the water molecules; these are also referred to as
non-wetting hydrocarbons considering that they are not in direct
contact with the grain surfaces (e.g. Schmutz et al. 2010). Early

3.2 Mature hydrocarbon plumes show an increased
electrical conductivity
Chemical transformations of hydrocarbon contaminant plumes may
change the electrical footprint sensed in the subsurface, as observed
in laboratory investigations (e.g. Heenan et al. 2014; Ntarlagiannis et al. 2018 and references therein). Besides this, hydrocarbon
plumes represent a source of organic carbon, which may stimulate microbial activity (Huling et al. 2002). Microbial activity enhances the transformation of contaminants (e.g. Schirmer et al.
2006), as well as the release of metabolic products, such as carbonic acids, commonly resulting in an increase of fluid conductivity
and, thus, of the bulk electrical conductivity |σ | (e.g. Atekwana &
Atekwana 2010; Cassiani et al. 2014; Heenan et al. 2014; Caterina et al. 2017 and references therein). Moreover, carbonic acids
have also been related to grain weathering and the development
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where, a and b refer to an absolute (a = 1 m in our study) and
relative (b = 5 per cent in our study) error parameters (Slater et al.
2000). In case of phase measurements, we used a constant error
equal to 1 mrad (e.g. Slater & Binley 2006). All inversion results
presented here converged to a root-mean-square (RMS) equal to 1,
where the RMS refers to the error-weighted misfit between the data
and the modelled forward response (for a comprehensive description
of the inverse modelling, we refer to Kemna 2000). CCI monitoring
data sets were processed and independently.

laboratory investigations on non-wetting hydrocarbons reported an
increase in the IP effect for increasing hydrocarbon concentration
(e.g. Olhoeft 1985). Based on laboratory observations, an empirical
model was proposed by Schmutz et al. (2010), which predicts a
monotonous increase in the polarization response with increasing
saturation of non-polar hydrocarbons (e.g. toluene). Such model
is based on the polarization of the Stern layer and incorporates
variations of the polarization response due to the presence of an
electrically insulating and non-polarizable contaminant. A recent
study demonstrated its applicability for laboratory measurements
conducted on clayey soils (Deng et al. 2018).
At the same time, recent studies have revealed the opposite response, that is, a decrease of the polarization response with increasing saturation of hydrocarbon contaminants, at frequencies below
100 Hz (e.g. Schwartz et al. 2012; Ustra et al. 2012; Shefer et al.
2013). This behaviour may be explained by an increase of the wettability of the non-polar hydrocarbons, as proposed by Revil et al.
(2011). These authors suggest that absorption of polar compounds
to the grain surface will result in an increase of the bulk conductivity and a decrease of the polarization response. Microbial activity is
also known to increase the wettability of hydrocarbons, due to the
release of metabolic products that change the electrical properties
of the hydrocarbons (e.g. Cassidy et al. 2001).
Investigations at the field scale (Flores Orozco et al. 2012a) have
permitted to differentiate two behaviours: (i) a linear increase of
the IP response φ for BTEX concentrations below the saturation
concentration of the hydrocarbon; and (ii) a negligible IP response
(φ < 5 mrad) for hydrocarbon concentrations above the saturation
concentration—at which the contaminant is present in free-phase.
The change in the IP response around the saturation concentration
has also been studied by Bücker et al. (2017) based on an analytical
membrane-polarization model. These authors argue that low BTEX
concentrations are related to the presence of small isolated hydrocarbon droplets within the large macro pores and a large membranepolarization effect (i.e. an increase in φ) is caused by the small
ion-selective pore throats, which are essentially contaminant free, if
the hydrocarbon is non-wetting. However, if hydrocarbon concentration increases, the contaminant phase becomes continuous and
fills both macro pores and pore throats, hindering the formation of
ion-selective throats and, thus, reducing the IP effect (Bücker et al.
2017). Based on this model, the negligible IP response observed in
Fig. 2 seems to be a consequence of toluene concentrations, which
in fact exceed saturation concentration at the study site (saturation
concentration of toluene is around 520 mg l−1 ).
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of secondary porosity and biofilms, further increasing the electrical conductivity of mature hydrocarbon plumes (Abdel Aal et
al. 2004; 2006). Hence, chemical transformations related to a mature contaminant plume explain the high |σ | values observed in
Fig. 2, which might seem to be in contradiction to the low conductivity of fresh hydrocarbon spills (Cassiani et al. 2009). Furthermore, an increase in σ f also has an effect on the IP response, as
it reduces the contribution of the EDL to the overall conduction
and, thus, further decreases the φ due to membrane polarization
(Hördt et al. 2016).
TPH and VOC well-logs revealed high values around the water table (∼5 m bgl), which was in agreement with the analysis of
groundwater samples (Fig. 1) and the highest |σ | values observed in
Fig. 2. Moreover, MIP measurements of methane (CH4 ) and carbon
dioxide (CO2 ) also revealed high concentrations in both the vadose
and the saturated zone (Fig. 3), likely due to the stimulated microbial activity at the site, supporting the interpretation of the electrical
images presented above.

3.3 Daylighting and other problems observed during the
injection of the nano-goethite particles
NGP injection began at well Inj1 using the suspension from the first
storage container, which at the site revealed a larger than intended
particle concentration (ca. 20 g l−1 measured in the storage tank).
The particle injection at the first, second and third injection depth
(5, 5.5 and 6 m bgl in Inj1) were performed at a low pressure (5–
6 bar, for a duration of ∼75 min at each depth) aiming at preventing
fracking. Nevertheless, even if the injections were performed at low
pressures, during the third injection (at 6 m bgl) in Inj1, solution
escaped to the surface (daylighting) through wells AW6-30, AW6-31
and AW6-32 (a picture from the field conditions during daylighting
is presented in Fig. 4). Furthermore, daylighting was also occurring
at observation well AW6-30, which is located up-gradient from
Inj1, clearly indicating the transport of particles away from the
target areas and opposed to the main direction of groundwater flow,
sustaining the interpretation of ongoing pore clogging close to the
injection point.
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Figure 2. Electrical imaging results for data collected one day prior to the NGP injection expressed in terms of the magnitude (|σ |) and phase (φ) of the
complex electrical conductivity. The positions of the monitoring wells (AW6-31, AW6-34 and AW6-42) and the injection points are indicated (solid vertical
lines), as well as the depth to the groundwater table during the experiments (solid horizontal line). The overimposed lithological log of well AW6-42 aids the
interpretation of the electrical units.
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3.4 Electrical monitoring images evidence fracking
following particles injection

NGP injections became less regular after the first daylighting;
namely, injection in Inj1 at 6 m depth was suspended after a few
minutes due to solution flowing to the surface. Injections at the
next depth (6.5 m) were performed at higher pressure (>10 bar)
to force the delivery of NGP in the subsurface, but after a few
minutes, suspension was again flowing to the surface hindering
further injection at that depth. At this point, the solution flowing
out near the observations wells AW6- 30, 31 and 32 was visibly
containing iron (see picture in Fig. 4). To allow the delivery of the
slurry, injections at 7 and 7.5 m depth were performed at even higher
pressure (>12 bar), reducing the injection time to ∼40 min for each
step.
Injections at the second injection point (Inj2) started ∼50 min after the last amendment in Inj1, at depths of 5, 5.5 and 6 m (at 12 bar
and a delivery time of ∼40 min). Yet, suspension flowing to the surface still occurred in several observation wells during the injection
periods. Furthermore, geochemical sampling was hindered due to
clogging of the tubing in observation wells affected by daylighting.
After an overnight break, which impeded the collection of CCI
and geochemical data, NGP injections were restarted using suspension from the second container (initial particle concentration of ca.
10 g l−1 ). During the second day, NGP injections were performed
at 6.5, 7 and 7.5 m in Inj2 (also at 12 bar). Yet, daylighting was
observed also for these injections and geochemical sampling was
compromised again. Hence, in the following sections, we do not
consider further injections points and only present results for data
collected during the delivery of the NGP suspension from the first
container in Inj1 (all injection depths) and Inj2 (only down to 6.5 m
bgl).
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Figure 3. Geochemical data in selected monitoring wells measured in situ
prior to the injection of the NGP. TPH: total petroleum hydrocarbons, VOC:
volatile organic compounds. Data provided by AQUATEST a.s. (CZ).

CCI measurements were collected every 7 min along the monitoring
transect (i.e. profiles M1 and M2), with a long break overnight due
to safety regulations within the facilities. CCI monitoring data sets
were processed and inverted independently before the calculation
of percentage changes between the baseline and the monitoring
imaging results, as presented in Fig. 4.
As discussed above, anthropogenic structures close to the surface resulted in the creation of artefacts in the electrical images
within the first 1 m depth. Under similar conditions, earlier studies
have demonstrated the capability of the CCI method to characterize
subsurface processes accurately at depths below the anthropogenic
structures (e.g. Flores Orozco et al. 2012a, 2015; Caterina et al.
2017; Lesparre et al. 2017). Accordingly, here, we present only the
temporal changes below the cover layer (between 1 and 8 m bgl),
which reveal consistent results during the entire experiment, as observed in exemplary images presented in Fig. 4. Monitoring data
sets in profile M2 were mainly collected along the injection of the
solution of the second NGP storage tank and, as mentioned above,
are not further discussed.
The imaging results in Fig. 4 show a modest increase (∼10 per
cent) in |σ | in the saturated zone after concluding the first NGP injection (at 5 m depth). Images for data collected at later times (and
injections) reveal a further increase in |σ |, with the last images,
showing an increase of up to ∼20 per cent in the electrical conductivity of the saturated zone, when compared to the baseline image.
These recorded changes in the electrical conductivity correspond
to subsurface amendment of NGP suspension, characterized by a
fluid conductivity (σ f ) ∼27 per cent higher than the groundwater
(Table 1).
The increase in |σ | (between 10 and 20 per cent over baseline
measurements) in Fig. 4 close to the injection wells is clearly related to the addition of the NGP suspension. Nevertheless, changes
in the electrical properties are not only confined to the depth of the
NGP injection (between 5 and 8 m bgl), but are also observed in the
unsaturated zone, in particular, between 2 and 4 m bgl. A straightforward explanation for such variations is that fractures developed
during the NGP delivery extended from the injection point to the
unsaturated zone, which led to the accumulation of the injected
solution containing free humic acids, and likely NGP, close to the
surface. The accumulation of particles away from its initial target
has been previously reported for field-scale particles injection (e.g.
Flores Orozco et al. 2015; Luna et al. 2015).
The impossibility to collect water samples in the unsaturated zone
hinders the quantitative interpretation of the CCI anomalies. Nevertheless, our interpretation of the shallow electrically conductive
anomaly is supported by the occurrence of daylighting in monitoring
wells AW6-31 and AW6-32 during the third injection step (at 6 m
bgl). Following this argumentation, the shallow conductive anomaly
observed in Fig. 4 (after a few minutes after starting the very first
injection) indicates that the fracking started much earlier than the
daylighting (∼160 min after starting the first injection), likely already during the first injection in Inj1 (at 5 m bgl). The position
of the main conductive anomaly observed in the CCI monitoring
results in Fig. 4 corresponds with loess material, which offers a perfect environment for the capture of renegade NGP due to its high
porosity.
The monitoring results for images of the IP effect are not presented, as the monitoring images revealed negligible φ values along
the entire experiments, similar to those resolved for the background
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Table 1. Fluid conductivity (σ f ) of NGP stock and injection suspension as well as the reference value of the groundwater
and the Elbe River water. n.a.: not available.
Sample
NGP stock suspension

Br− concentration

σ f (μS cm−1 )

pH

Stock suspension + ca.
1 g L−1 Br−
Sample 1 + ca. 50 mg L−1
Br−

4640

n.a.

1621

7.6

504
1279

7.53
6.78

NGP injection suspension
(particle concentration ca.
20 g l−1 )
Elbe River water
On-site groundwater (containing BTEX)

data (e.g. Fig. 2). The lack of an IP response following the injection
can be explained by an increase in the fluid conductivity due to
the injection of NGP suspension, characterized by a higher fluid
conductivity than the one of the groundwater at the site (Table 1). A
previous study in the laboratory revealed an initial increase in the
polarization response with increasing fluid conductivity associated
with sorption of ions into the Stern layer (Revil & Skold 2011).
These authors also report a decrease in the polarization response
at high salinity values for some samples, which they suggests may
be due to membrane polarization. Based on the analysis of different samples, Weller et al. (2015) propose that the decrease in ion

mobility at high salinity values causes the decrease in the IP response. Based on the modelling of membrane polarization, Hördt
et al. (2016), argue that a decrease in the zeta-potential needs also
to be taken into account to explain the decrease in the IP response
at high salinity values.
To better investigate the spatiotemporal changes in the electrical signature and their correlation with subsurface processes along
the entire monitoring period, we present in Fig. 5 the values of
representative geochemical parameters measured in water samples
collected in different observation wells (AW6- 30, 31, 32, 34), as
well as pixel values retrieved from the electrical images. Such pixel
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Figure 4. CCI monitoring results: (a) Daylighting observed in the vicinity of observation wells AW6-31 and AW6-32 after starting NGP delivery at 6.5 and
7 m bgl in Inj1. (b) CCI time-lapse imaging results for profile M1 in terms of the percentage change in |σ | at different steps of the monitoring period. In
Fig. 4(b), the dashed line indicates the depth to groundwater during the experiments, whereas the solid vertical lines show the position of the injection wells,
with the rectangles indicating the injection areas.
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values represent the median |σ | values between 5 and 8 m depth
at the position of the observation wells and the first injection point
(Inj1). The injection periods at Inj1 and Inj2 are indicated by the
grey shaded areas. The blank area in Fig. 5 (between ∼500 min and
24 hr) is due to overnight breaks, during which it was not possible
to collect geophysical or geochemical data.
Fig. 5 reveals a slight increase in |σ | during the injection period
for most of the retrieved pixels, with the exception of observation
well AW6-42. After finishing the injection in Inj1, Fig. 5 reveals a
drop in the |σ | values, which bounce back once the injection starts
in Inj2. However, a more significant decrease in |σ | is observed
during the overnight break, which evidences a change from 75 mS
m-1 to 55 mS m-1 for pixels extracted at the position of Inj1. Similar
variations in |σ | are also observed for the rest of the extracted pixels,
with the exception of observation well AW6-42. This well is located
15 m down gradient from the injection point, where only a slight
change in |σ | is observed, suggesting that only minimal amounts of
NGP suspension were transported to such distance during the first

injection day. In agreement with those observations, NGP injections
at the second point (Inj2) are also related to a slight increase in |σ |.
Opposite to the trend observed in |σ | values, in-situ measurements of σ f revealed a significant decrease (∼45 per cent) directly
after starting the injection for water samples collected in observation
wells close to the injection point (AW6- 31 and 32). Such observation is not easy to explain, considering that the fluid conductivity of
the injected NGP suspension is higher than the one of the groundwater (Table 1). Instead, we hypothesize that the mixing of shallow
and deeper groundwater due to the NGP injection concurrent with
the pumping in the observation wells causes the observed decrease
in σ f . This hypothesis is consistent with the lack of changes in observation wells located down gradient (e.g. AW6-42) the injection
points.
Due to the high reactivity of the particles, Oxidation-Reduction
Potential (ORP) measurements can be used as a proxy to monitor
particle delivery (see Shi et al. 2011 and references therein). Consistently, during our experiments subsurface enrichment with NGP
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Figure 5. Geophysical and geochemical results for the monitoring period of the NGP injection. The electrical conductivity (|σ |) represents pixel values
extracted from the electrical images between 5 and 7 m depth at the position of the injection points (Inj1 and Inj2) and observation wells (5a) along with the
fluid electrical conductivity (5b), oxidation–reduction potential (5c), total iron content (5e) and turbidity (5e) measured in water samples. The grey-shaded
zones represent the injection periods at each injection well. The vertical dashed line indicates the time of the first two daylighting events reported. The symbols
(∗) represent the beginning of injections at depths of 5, 5.5, 6 and 7.5 m at Inj1, as well as at depths of 5, 5.5 and 6 m depth at Inj2.
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3.5 The lack of sensitivity of induced polarization images
following the injection of nano-goethite particles
As an induced-polarization method, CCI is known to be highly
sensitive to metallic particles in the subsurface (e.g. Pelton et al.
1978; Ward 1990). The large polarization magnitude of the underlying electrode-polarization process is mainly caused by the high
electrical conductivity of the particles compared to the one of the
surrounding electrolyte solution (e.g. Wong 1979). Although it is an
iron-bearing mineral, goethite is a semiconductor and its relatively
large band gap (2.1 eV) results in a very low electrical conductivity
(approx. 10–3 μS cm−1 ) at room temperature (Cornell & Schwertmann 2003). Thus, the polarization response of goethite cannot be
attributed to electrode polarization. More likely, it is caused by the
polarization of the electrical double layer covering the charged surface of non-conducting particles as discussed by Abdel Aal et al.
(2014). A non-zero charge at the surface of goethite particles is

well documented (e.g. Cornell & Schwertmann 2003; and references therein), such that it is straightforward to assume the action
of a Stern-layer (e.g. Leroy et al. 2008) or diffuse-layer (e.g. Fixman
1980; Shilov et al. 2001) polarization process around the goethite
particles. Laboratory IP measurements on goethite indicate a low
(Huisman et al. 2014) or negligible low-frequency polarization (Olhoeft 1982; Abdel Aal et al. 2014) of goethite surfaces compared
to those on conductive minerals (e.g. pyrite, magnetite, graphite).
Thus, the absence of a characteristic CC signature of the NGP at
frequencies around 1 Hz in our experiments is in perfect agreement with both theoretical considerations and earlier experimental
findings.
A possible technical means to increase the phase response of
the particles or particle aggregates would be to use (much) higher
frequencies: Laboratory measurements with goethite nanoparticles
conducted by Huisman et al. (2014) found a measureable increase of
the imaginary part of the conductivity around 1 kHz and for comparable particle concentrations. However, in field applications, inductive and capacitive coupling effects generally mask the IP response
and render the interpretation of high-frequency CCI data challenging (e.g. Pelton et al. 1978; Flores Orozco et al. 2013, 2018a and
references therein). In particular, inductive coupling effects arise
due to the conduction of current along the cables connecting the
measuring instrument and the electrodes, which are proportional to
the bulk conductivity of the subsurface, the acquisition frequency
and the square of the cable length (Hallof et al. 1974). Hence, collection of high-frequency IP data in areas characterized by high
electrical conductivity (e.g. mature hydrocarbon plumes) or by the
injection of NP dispersions with high fluid conductivity may be
challenging due to contamination of the IP data by inductive coupling. Clearly, the problem will increase with increasing the depth
of investigation, which requires the collection of data with longer
cables. A recommendation for future campaigns would be to find a
trade-off between signal strength and adverse high-frequency effects
in order to maximize the information on NPG in the phase response.
Accordingly, the development of dispersion solutions characterized
by low fluid conductivity could also be beneficial to improve the
sensitivity of the CCI method for the characterization of nanoparticles injections. The collection of IP data over a long time-span
might also be important for further studies to assess long-term variations in the signatures associated with the agglomeration of the
particles, which may result in larger particle sizes and measurable
IP signatures at the low frequencies. Moreover, further changes in
the IP signatures might also be related to chemical transformations
of the contaminant (e.g. Revil et al. 2011) or the accumulation of
iron-minerals (Flores Orozco et al. 2011, 2013; Abdel Aal et al.
2014) due to the expected stimulation of microbial activity (e.g.
Braunschweig et al. 2013).

3.6 The potential of geophysical monitoring to reveal
pore-space clogging and to guide geochemical sampling
To facilitate the quantitative interpretation of changes in the electrical conductivity along the monitoring period, we present in Fig. 6
the response of the same extracted pixels presented in Fig. 5, but
plotted as the change in the |σ | from baseline.
Fig. 6 clearly reveals a significant decrease in the bulk electrical conductivity concurrent with the daylighting reported in
wells AW6-31 and 32 (indicated by the dashed lines). A straightforward explanation of such sudden drop can be given by the
pore-space clogging due to the accumulation and sedimentation
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can be evidenced by the continuous increase in ORP values in observation wells AW6-30 and AW6-31 along the entire monitoring
period (Fig. 5c). Yet, such trend is followed by a decrease to preinjection values after ∼30 min, which is the time at which fracking
can be inferred from the CCI results.Hence, ORP variations are also
consistent to the interpretation of the electrical images.
Distinctive to such trend, ORP measurements reported 15 m
down gradient from the injection point (AW6-42) reveal negligible
changes over the first 450 min of the NGP amendment. Nevertheless, samples collected after concluding injections at 5.5 m depth
at Inj2 show an increase in the ORP values, suggesting that some
NGP suspension might have been transported 15 m after 8 hr. Such
observation is also consistent with the slight increase in |σ | resolved
trhough the electricalmonitoring . However, the negligible changes
in Fetot indicate that no NGP were transported to such distances and
the observed changes may be related only to the accumulation of
the stabilizing solution of humic acids.
Measurements of the Fetot (Fig. 5d) can be used in the interpretation of CCI results and to evaluate the delivery of NGP. As
expected, following the first injection, iron concentration increases
in the observation wells near the injection (AW6-31 and AW6-32).
Accordingly, Fetot also increases in the observation well located up
gradient the injection point (AW6-30) after the reported daylighting (∼160 min after starting the first injection). However, the Fetot
concentration in AW6-30 dropped significantly before finishing the
first injection period. Such observation in well AW6-30 is consistent with the turbidity measurements (another proxy to assess the
presence of NP in water samples, see Shi et al. 2015), which also reveal an increase concurrent with the reported daylighting (Fig. 5e).
However, turbidity bouncing back to initial values after starting the
second NGP amendment (in Inj2) can be related to problems with
the sampling or deviations in the particles due to fractures created
during the first injection (e.g. daylighting). Aditionally, turbidity
measurements reveal an initial increase in AW6-30 and AW6-32 after starting the injections; yet, this is followed by fluctuations poorly
correlated with the NGP injections. Furthermore, turbidity values
show negligible changes in samples collected in observation wells
AW6-31 (directly next to the injection well) and AW6-34 (15 m
downgradient), suggesting that particles were mainly delivered to
fractures connecting the injection point to the surface. Both, temperature and pH revealed only negligible changes along the monitoring
period, with values around a mean value of 13 ◦ C and a quasi-neutral
pH of 7.2 (data not shown).
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of NGP near the injection point. The interaction between NP and
the corresponding agglomeration and loss of mobility over time
have been largely documented, including coated iron oxides (e.g.
Vecchia et al. 2009; Tiraferri et al. 2017); furthermore, as discussed by Luna et al. (2015), long injections commonly result in
the sedimentation of the particles. Hence, a two-step process can
explain the |σ | patterns observed in Fig. 6: (1) first a decrease
in porosity (and |σ |) due to the clogging of the pore space; followed by (2) an increase in the porosity (and |σ |) due to fracking
and the filling of the associated fractures with NGP solution and
groundwater.
To better illustrate this, we can look in detail at the changes in
|σ | accompanying the first injection (i.e. at Inj1 and 5 m depth).
Here, the NGP delivery was performed at low pressure (5–6 bar)
and over a long injection time (>60 min), which are conditions
promoting particle sedimentation (e.g. Luna et al. 2015). Accordingly, the observed decrease in |σ | values (at ∼28 min), is most
likely an indication of pore clogging. Hence, the further delivery
of NGP suspension resulted in an increase in pore-pressure and the
development of fracking, which can be evidenced in the geophysical imaging by the rapid increase in |σ |, for instance at ∼35 min.
Hence, the slight decrease in the electrical conductivity observed
during the injections at 5.5 m depth can be related to clogging of
both the pores and the previously created fractures. Consequently,
further injections at 6 m depth, and related plugging of the pore
space, resulted in the strong decrease in |σ | observed at ∼160 min,
which also led to the further development of the fractures and the
daylighting events.
While geochemical analysis cannot help to validate the interpretation of the electrical images, the presence of iron in the
solution flowing to the surface, clearly indicates that the injected solution was delivered through fractures to observations
wells and the surface. Moreover, the increase in the |σ | values
in the unsaturated zone close to the injections wells observed in
Fig. 4 also supports our interpretation. Here, such anomalies suggest that NGP and/or the dispersion solution found preferential
flow paths leading to their accumulation in the unsaturated loss
materials.

Following the overnight break, CCI results reveal a significant
decrease in |σ |, even below baseline values. In particular, pixel values close to Inj1 (e.g. AW6-31) show a decrease of 16 per cent in
comparison to baseline values and about 26 per cent when compared
to the measurement before the overnight break. A first explanation
for this conductivity drop can be the degradation of the humic acids
coating the NGP particles, and, thus, pore clogging due to particle
aggregation. Yet, no hydro-geochemical data are available to sustain this possible interpretation. Nonetheless, our results suggest
that CCI may be a suitable method to evaluate changes in porosity following the subsurface enrichment with NP, either associated
to fracking developed during the injection or pore clogging after
finishing the delivery of the slurry.
While geochemical data are available only in ca. 12 samples for
each observation well, CCI data sets were collected every 7 min
allowing tracking the fate of NP in 54 time steps. In addition to that,
not all observation wells were sampled along the 12 geochemical
time lapses, for instance, observations wells up and down gradient (AW6-30 and -34, respectively) were sampled only 30 min after
starting the injection, and then only every 60 min. Moreover, clogging in the tubing of the monitoring wells affected by the daylighting
(AW6-32) impeded the collection of water samples, further limiting
the resolution of the geochemical monitoring. CCI may overcome
some of these limitations in monitoring applications, especially regarding the spatial and temporal resolution.
Although our results show that CCI is a promising method for
the monitoring of NP injections, geochemical monitoring is still
critical to permit an adequate interpretation of the electrical signatures. We suggest that following experiments consider adjusting the
geochemical sampling in order to take into account the geophysical
response. Hence, a coupled geochemical–geophysical monitoring
could improve the quantitative interpretation of CCI images and
permit to improve the efficiency of the remediation method by providing real-time information.
Further information is needed to evaluate the uncertainty in
geochemical data. The geochemical variations observed in well
AW6-34 illustrate the problem: geochemical monitoring revealed
no changes in σ f , Fetot and turbidity, suggesting that NGP were not
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Figure 6. Percentage changes in the electrical conductivity (|σ |) for the inversion results between the baseline and monitoring measurements. Electrical
parameters represent the median for pixel values extracted from the electrical images between 5.5 and 7 m depth at the position of the injection and observation
wells. The vertical dashed line represents the time at which the first daylighting was observed in well AW6-30. The grey polygons represent the delivery periods
in Inj1 and Inj2.
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5. Conclusions
This work has proven the possibility to delineate in-situ and non-invasively biogeochemical
active zones in natural geological media and contaminated sites by means of the Spectral
Induced Polarization (SIP) imaging method. This work has focused on the evaluation of field
signatures, with a particular interest on the investigation of extensive areas towards establishing
the method as a standard technique for environmental studies as well as for applications beyond
the academia. To achieve such purpose, this work conducted SIP investigations in different
geological environments, ranging from clay-rich landslides, alluvial sediments, to landfills and
hydrocarbon impacted-soils in industrial areas.
As stressed within the studies presented here, an adequate quantification of data-uncertainty
and the inversion of the data to its respective error level permit to solve for imaging results with
enhanced resolution and to minimize the risk of creating artifacts due to over-fitting within the
inversion (e.g., Flores Orozco et al., 2018a; 2019a). Therefore, this works proposes two
methodologies for the processing of SIP imaging datasets: (a) quasi real-time analysis of data
uncertainty based on the spatial consistency of the readings within the imaging dataset for static
measurements (the decay-curve analysis proposed in Flores Orozco et al. 2018a); and (b) the
analysis of reciprocity in time-lapse differences for error-quantification in monitoring
measurements (Flores Orozco et al., 2019a). Following these methodologies it was possible to
solve for images of the complex conductivity revealing structures consistent with the expected
lithological units, as well as the identification of structures in the subsurface not resolved
through borehole data. In particular, imaging results permitted the identification of paleochannels at the Trecate, Rifle and Shiprock Rifle sites (Flores Orozco et al., 2019a; 2018a;
Wainwright and Flores Orozco et al., 2016), and to improve the geometrical delineation of the
sliding plane at La Valette landslide (Flores Orozco et al., 2018b).
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In case of IP investigations at the flood-plain scale presented in Chapter 2, IP measurements
permitted to delineate anomalies correlated with the presence of naturally reduced minerals in
biogeochemical hot-spots. In such hot-spots, organic-rich subsurface sediments stimulate the
enzymatic reduction of ferric minerals by iron-reducing bacteria, resulting in the accumulation
of aqueous iron (FeII), which in presence of aqueous sulfide results in the precipitation of iron
sulfides (FeS). Iron sulfides are related to a measurable increase in the polarization response
(e.g., Flores Orozco et al., 2018a; Wanwright and Flores Orozco et al., 2016), which is stressed
in the images of the phase (𝜙). The interpretation of 𝜙 anomalies as biogeochemical hot-spots
was validated through extensive borehole data available at the Rifle site, which confirmed the
presence of reduced sediments (i.e., iron sulfides).
Taking into account that different soil parameters such as saturation, porosity, pH, salinity, and
temperature affect both the conductivity (𝜎 ) and the capacitive (𝜎 ′) electrical properties,
imaging results of the 𝜙 permits a better visualization of the polarizable anomalies, considering
that it represents the ratio of the polarization-to-conductivity (i.e., 𝜙 ≈ 𝜎 / 𝜎′), as mentioned
in Chapter 1. Hence, 𝜙 offers the best parameter to identify areas where polarization dominates
over conductivity, for instance resulting from the accumulation of iron sulfides in
biogeochemical hot-spots (Flores Orozco et al., 2018a; Wainwright and Flores Orozco et al.,
2016). The superior ability of the 𝜙 over 𝜎

images to highlight dominating polarizable

anomalies for the discrimination of biogeochemical active zones was also proven in
measurements conducted in municipal solid waste landfills presented in Chapter 6.2 (Flores
Orozco et al., submitted to Journal of Waste Management).
For an adequate interpretation of the IP imaging results, it is critical to properly understand the
interplay between the different subsurface conduction mechanisms, as discussed in Chapter 3,
high 𝜎 and a 𝜎 values can be observed for measurements conducted at completely different
geological conditions, such as clay-rich landslides and hydrocarbon-impacted sites, even if both
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conditions should favor the polarization response due to the high surface charge of clay (in the
former one), or the biogeochemical degradation of contaminants (for the latter one). Such
intriguing responses highlight the interplay between electrolytic (𝜎 ) and surface conduction
(𝜎 ∗ ), as well as the contribution of the latter to both conduction (𝜎 ) and polarization (𝜎 ). In
case of clay-rich materials, such as for measurements at La Valette landslide, 𝜎 plays a
dominating role, resulting in highly conductive anomalies, even if the sediments are poorly
saturated (Flores Orozco et al., 2018b). However, the contribution of 𝜎 is commonly ignored
in landslide investigations, with changes in the electrical conductivity commonly explained
only due to variations in saturation. Electrical imaging of mature hydrocarbon-contaminated
sites represent the opposite case, where the electrolytic conduction (𝜎 ) dominates over 𝜎 and
𝜎 . Here, the activity of hydrocarbon-degrading bacteria is stimulated resulting in the release
of metabolic products such as carbonic acids, increasing the salinity in pore-water and the fluid
conductivity. By increasing the electrical conductivity of pore water, electrolytic conduction
(𝜎 ) dominates over surface conduction and contributes to the reduction in polarization
response (i.e., 𝜎 ), as observed in Flores Orozco et al. (2015; 2019a; 2019b).
Moreover, field investigations presented here reveal variations in the polarization response
associated to the characteristics of the oil, in agreement with laboratory investigations. In case
of the measurements conducted at the Trecate and Spolchemie II sites, where non-polar
compounds are present, we observed a decrease in the polarization response with increasing the
hydrocarbon concentration, which is explained by the formation of a continuous water film
surrounding mineral grains once that the hydrocarbon fills both the micro- and macro-pores
(Flores Orozco et al., 2019a; 2019b). Whereas in case of polar compounds (e.g., TCE), for
instance for measurements at the Aarschot site (Flores Orozco et al., 2015), the high
polarization response is explained by modifications of the electrical double layer (EDL) due to
the adsorption of the hydrocarbon into the grain surface. This interpretation is validated by the
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extension of the analytical model for membrane polarization mechanism that predicts the IP
response for both polar or non-polar hydrocarbons presented in Chapter 6.3 (Bücker and Flores
Orozco et al., 2017).
Chapter 4 presented the first real-time monitoring of nano- and micro-sized particles at the
field-scale in an imaging framework. Here IP imaging was performed to monitor fast processes
accompanying the injection of particles along two different experiments conducted at full fieldscale: (a) injection of micro-scale guar-guar coated zero-valent iron (GG-mZVI) for the
remediation of TCE; and (b) the injection of Nano-Goethite Particles (NGP) for the remediation
of toluene. While zero-valent iron is an electric semi-conductor, commonly related to high
polarization response, goethite is an iron oxide, commonly related to low electrical conductive
values and negligible polarization. For both experiments, the variations in the electrical images
for data collected before, during and after subsurface amendment permitted to obtain
monitoring data with enhanced higher temporal resolution than conventional geochemical
monitoring, and yet covering an extended area of investigation. In particular, IP monitoring
permitted to identify deviations in the trajectory of the injected particles away from the target
area due to fracking. Here, the accumulation of particles at the injection point resulted in
clogging of the pore-space (Flores Orozco et al., 2019b), followed by fracking and the transport
of the particles back to the surface through the developed fractures (Flores Orozco et al., 2015;
2019b). Analysis of shallow samples and daylighting observed during the injection confirmed
the interpretation of the IP images.
Furthermore, for the injection of GG-mZVI particles presented in Chapter 4, IP monitoring
results revealed two different electrical responses, permitting to demonstrate the ability of the
method to distinguish between coated and bare particles, as illustrated in Figure 5.1. In the
former case, the coating adsorbed to the particle surface hinders electrode polarization; thus the
observed decrease in 𝜎 and 𝜙 following the injection is related to contribution to the 𝜎 from
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the injected particles, which also explains the results observed in case of NGP injections. Once
the coating is degraded, bare particles results in an increase in the polarization response
(observed in both 𝜎 ′ and 𝜙) due to electrode polarization mechanisms, as illustrated in Figure
5.1. To validate the interpretation of the polarization effect observed along the monitoring of
particles injections, Chapter 6.4, and 6.5 present the full analytical solution for the electrode
polarization mechanism for both uncharged and charged particles. Whereas Chapter 6.6
discusses the polarization of the Stern- and Diffuse-layer in porous media, which validates the
interpretation of the non-metallic particles (i.e., NGP).

Figure 5.1: IP response before (top left) and after (bottom left) the injection of guar-gum coated micro
zero-valent iron (GG-mZVI) particles for the remediation of a (CAH) contaminant plume. Spatial
variations in the IP response are related to the accumulation of: bare particles at the injection points
(between 8 and 10 m depth - indicated by “x” symbols), and coated GG-mZVI off-target in the
unsaturated zone, delivered through fractures during the injection (indicated by the red arrows). The
position of the electrodes and the injection well are indicated by the black dots and the vertical dashed
line, respectively, whereas the dashed horizontal lines represent lithological contacts (black) and the
groundwater table (white). Figure modified from Flores Orozco et al. (2015)
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20

ABSTRACT

21

The Spectral Induced Polarization (SIP) has proven itself as an optimal laboratory method to

22

characterize hydrogeological and biogeochemical parameters in samples. However, over the

23

last years there has been limited advances in field procedures to improve the collection of

24

deeper, or extensive, SIP data sets. Field surveys are facilitated by the use of multicore cables;

25

however, these enhance the induction of parasitic electromagnetic field, reducing the SIP data

26

quality at high frequencies. To minimize cable effects, field procedures to date rely on the use

27

of two different cables separating the current and potential dipoles. This may reduce the depth

28

of investigation and increase the efforts at the field. To overcome these limitations, we

29

investigate here the use of a single coaxial cable, as an alternative to improve data quality and

30

simplify field procedures. We present a meticulous evaluation of SIP imaging data collected

31

with the same measuring device using a coaxial cable and a combination of multicore cables

32

of different length and manufacturers). Data sets collected with a single coaxial cable reveal a

33

significantly lower amount of outliers removed and high consistency between the phase-lag

34

readings, yielding smooth pseudosections, even for measurements collected with a coaxial

35

cable five times longer than the length of the profile. Furthermore, the data collected with

36

coaxial cables reveal an improved quality for deeper measurements (associated to lower

37

signal-to-noise rations) in comparison to data sets collected with separated cables. For the

38

sake of completeness, we also present the comparison of data collected in time-domain

39

(TDIP). Our results demonstrate that the use of coaxial cables might represent a first step in

40

establishing the SIP imaging method as a standard technique in applications beyond research

41

and academia.

42
43
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44

INTRODUCTION

45

The Induced Polarization (IP) is an extension of the DC-resistivity method, which provides

46

information about the conductive and capacitive properties of the subsurface. The

47

measurements can be re-collected at different frequencies, in the so-called spectral IP (SIP), to

48

gain information about the frequency dependence of the electrical properties, commonly in

49

the frequency range between 0.06 and 1000 Hz (e.g., Kemna et al., 2012; Flores Orozco et al.,

50

2018a). Traditionally, spectral induced polarization (SIP) measurements are performed in the

51

frequency-domain (FD), with imaging measurements deploying tens to hundreds of electrodes

52

to perform thousands of readings based on 4-electrode arrays (for further details on the

53

method we recommend Binley and Kemna, 2005; Kemna et al., 2012; Flores Orozco et al.,

54

2018a). Taking into account the strong induced polarization effect (hereafter refereed only to

55

as polarization) of metallic minerals under the appliance of an external electrical field, the SIP

56

is a method commonly used for the prospection of mineral ores, among other mining

57

applications (Pelton et al., 1978, Seigel et al., 2007). Moreover, developments in the

58

instrumentation (e.g., Zimmernmann et al., 2008) have permitted to extend the application of

59

the SIP method to investigate processes and materials associated to weaker polarization

60

response for a variety of engineering, hydrogeological and environmental applications (we

61

refer to Kemna et al., 2012; Revil et al., 2012a; Binley et al., 2015; Flores Orozco et al.,

62

2018a). In particular, within the last two decades, extensive laboratory studies have

63

demonstrated a strong link between the SIP parameters and soil properties controlling water

64

flow permitting an improved quantification of hydraulic conductivity (e.g., Börner et al.,

65

1996; Revil and Florsch, 2010; Weller, 2013; Binley et al., 2016). Additionally, laboratory

66

experiments have demonstrated the sensitivity of the SIP measurements to parameters of

67

relevance accompanying different biological and geochemical processes in the emerging

68

discipline of Biogeophsyics (Atekwana and Slater, 2009). Among these processes are the
3
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69

stimulation of microbial activity (e.g., Ntarlagiannis et al., 2005; Williams et al., 2005; Slater

70

et al., 2007), the accumulation of biofilms (Abdel Aal et al., 2006; Revil et al., 2012), and

71

more recently, the geometry and growth of root systems (e.g., Corona-Lopez et al., 2019;

72

Weigand and Kemna, 2019). However, to date SIP field applications are still rare.

73

The necessity to recollect data at different frequencies leads to significantly longer acquisition

74

time for SIP imaging surveys than for standard electrical resistivity tomography (ERT),

75

especially for data collected at the low frequencies (< 1 Hz). Such long acquisition time may

76

hinder the collection of broadband SIP data in surveys performed under time constraints.

77

Hence, some studies have reported SIP data collected only at a single frequency - or a few

78

frequencies-, for instance for the monitoring of groundwater remediation by means of

79

nanoparticles injections (Flores Orozco et al., 2015; 2019a) or bioremediation techniques

80

(e.g., Williams et al., 2009; Flores Orozco et al., 2011). To date, broadband SIP imaging has

81

been reported for the estimation of hydraulic conductivity (Hördt et al., 2007), the monitoring

82

of microbial activity during the immobilization of radionuclides (Flores Orozco et al., 2013),

83

the delineation of hydrocarbon-impacted sites (Flores Orozco et al., 2012a), the investigation

84

of landslides (Gallistl et al., 2018; Flores Orozco et al., 2018a), and - in a smaller spatial scale

85

- to detect fungi infection in trees (Martin and Günther, 2013).

86

Besides long acquisition times, the main limitation of field SIP imaging is related to the

87

contamination of the data (especially at frequencies above 10 Hz) due to parasitic

88

electromagnetic (EM) fields. Commonly referred to as EM coupling, it represents a source of

89

error, which increases proportionally with the acquisition frequencies. Hence, SIP data

90

collected at high frequencies commonly show a systematic increase in the polarization

91

response as a consequence of coupling dominating over the response from subsurface

92

materials, as reported initially by Pelton et al. (1978). Some studies have already observed
4
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93

EM coupling dominating the SIP response at frequencies around 5 Hz (e.g., Kemna et al.,

94

2000; Gasperikova and Morrison, 2001; Williams et al., 2009; Flores Orozco et al., 2011).

95

EM coupling is caused by either inductive or capacitive sources (e.g., Zimmermann et al.,

96

2008; 2019; Flores Orozco et al., 2018a). Capacitive coupling results from differences in the

97

contact impedances between the electrodes and the subsurface, or between the conductive

98

shield of the cable and the surface, resulting in leakage currents and capacitive (i.e., involving

99

displacement currents) cross talking between transmitter and receiver, for instance between

100

cables used for current injection and voltage measurements (e.g., Zimmermann et al., 2008;

101

2019; Zhao et al., 2013; 2015). Inductive coupling is related to temporal variations in the

102

current flow along the wires connecting the electrodes and the measuring device, which result

103

in the induction of parasitic EM fields in conductive materials (metallic wires in multicore

104

cables or conductive soils). The inductive coupling is known to be proportional to the

105

conductivity of the subsurface, the acquisition frequency and the square of the cable length

106

(Hallof, 1974; Pelton et al., 1978). Thus, inductive coupling represents an inherent problem to

107

modern SIP imaging applications, which require tens to hundreds of cable cores (i.e., one for

108

each electrode), with their length increasing for deeper investigations.

109

To facilitate data collection at the field scale, the use of multicore cables is a common

110

practice, as these are easier to handle than separated wires and are low maintenance,

111

permitting the collection of data in practically all terrains from landslides to frozen rocks (e.g.,

112

Doetsch et al., 2015; Gallistl et al., 2018). However, the isolation between the independent

113

wires does not provide enough separation between wires to avoid cross talking within the

114

multi-core cable, which in turn can result in poor data quality in measurements close to 1 Hz

115

(e.g., Gasperikova and Morrison, 2001). Some alternatives have been proposed, for instance,

116

to digitize the response directly at the electrode using so-called remote units (RUs)
5
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117

minimizing cross talking between the transmitter and receiver, or between the cables (Radic,

118

2016). However, such instruments lack the robustness and flexibility of multicore cables,

119

complicating field procedures, or limiting the application of the method in rough terrains and

120

for the mapping of extensive areas. Deploying different cables for current injection and

121

potential readings, through separated cables (Dahlin et al., 2002), permits the use of multicore

122

cables and reduces the contamination of the data due to cross talking. However, without the

123

use of additional multiplexers, such practice reduces the total length of the profile by a half

124

and, thus, limits the depth of investigation. Moreover, the separation between the separated

125

cables needs to be large enough to hinder the cross talking (Telford, 1990). Alternatively, the

126

use of shielded cables has been suggested to minimize capacitive cross talking and inductive

127

coupling between wires (Telford et al., 1990; Flores Orozco et al., 2013); however, such

128

practice has not been widely implemented in field investigations. Recent investigations (e.g.,

129

Zhao et al., 2013; 2014; Huisman et al., 2016; Zimmermann et al., 2019) have proposed

130

different techniques to model the EM response and correct SIP data at high frequencies;

131

however, such methods require detailed knowledge on the geometry of the wires, which may

132

hinder its application for large scale surveys. Moreover, correction of the data does not

133

substitute adequate field procedures.

134

Although the quality of the SIP readings at a broad frequency range is critical to extend the

135

observations from the laboratory to the field scale, to date, rare studies have addressed in

136

detail the field procedures to enhance data quality in field SIP readings. In this regard, there is

137

a considerable gap between laboratory- and field-scale studies addressing methodologies for

138

the collection of SIP data with improved quality. In particular, the quality of the SIP readings

139

by deploying different cable set-ups has not been addressed since the early studies by Dahlin

140

et al., (2002). Hence, in this study we thoughtfully investigate the quality of SIP

141

measurements performed with shielded coaxial cables, and standard multicore cables. To
6
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142

better investigate cable effects, in this study we present measurements collected with a variety

143

of multicore cables (covering different lengths and manufacturers) using both a single lay-out

144

and separated cables for current and potential dipoles. For completeness, we also investigate

145

possible cable effects by deploying coaxial, and different multicore cables (and set-ups), for

146

the collection of time-domain (TDIP) measurements. Such extensive analysis aims at

147

stressing the importance of using adequate cable set-ups for the collection of reliable SIP

148

imaging data sets at the field scale.

149
150

MATERIAL AND METHODS

151

We present data collected at the Hydrological Open Air Laboratory (HOAL) located in Lower

152

Austria (Austria). The HOAL site is a small catchment (66 ha) where different investigations

153

are being conducted to understand run-off generation (Blöschl et al., 2016). The SIP data sets

154

presented in this study were acquired in a forest-covered area characterized by heavy soils

155

(clay and silt content above 70%), within a selected area where previous measurements have

156

revealed a relatively high phase-lag measurements. Such polarization response is associated to

157

electrode polarization mechanisms (e.g., Bücker et al., 2018; 2019) associated to disseminated

158

iron sulfides accompanying naturally stimulated microbial activity, in so-called bio-

159

geochemical hot-spots, similar to the response reported in Wainwright et al. (2016). However,

160

the interpretation of the electrical response is beyond the scope of this study.

161

The clay-rich sediments from the HOAL are related to elevated values in the bulk electrical

162

conductivity (σ > 50 mS/m) due to high electrical surface conduction mechanisms in fine

163

grains (e.g., Leroy et al., 2008; Revil and Florsch, 2010). Hence, the study area offers an

164

excellent opportunity to investigate cable effects in IP associated to inductive coupling in

7
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165

conductive soils, yet exhibiting relatively high signal-to-noise ratios in IP measurements due

166

to the presence of a highly polarizable target (i.e., disseminated iron sulfides).

167

Regarding the cables deployed in this study, we opted to compare three different multicore

168

cables purchased from three different companies: two of them from well-known

169

manufacturers of measuring devices and geophysical components, and the third one from a

170

company specialized in the construction of cables. The coaxial cable was constructed at the

171

TU-Wien and permits to connect the shields of all coaxial wires to the mass of the grounded

172

instrument. In our experiments, we refer to short and long cables, with the short cables

173

corresponding to a length of 31 m and a separation of 1 m between the take-outs, and the long

174

cables corresponding to a length of 155 m and a separation of 5 m; both short and long cables

175

have 32 take-outs and 2m lead to the device. The coaxial cable used in this study was built

176

with 32 independent wires with lengths between 5 and 155 m, yielding a total of 32 take-outs

177

with a separation of 5 m between them. The purpose of this study is to evaluate the quality in

178

the data for different cables and set-ups, but not to recommend a particular manufacturer;

179

thus, our results are anonymized and only referred to as multicore (MC) X, Y, Z. In the

180

following, we refer to the different multicore cables as MCX5, MCY5, MCZ5, and MCX1,

181

MCY1, with the name referring to the three different manufacturers and the separation

182

between take-outs. Table 1 presents a summary of the different cables deployed and the

183

corresponding names.

184

For the collection of IP readings we deployed a DAS-1 instrument (from Multi-Phase

185

Technologies), which permits to conduct both TDIP and FDIP measurements. In this regard,

186

we can investigate the influence of the cables on data quality for both measuring techniques,

187

but based on the same instrument (e.g., for consistent resolution and accuracy). Measurements

188

were collected with a dipole-dipole skip-0 configuration, where the skip refers to the number
8
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189

of electrodes separating the pair of electrodes used for current injection, as well as for the

190

voltage measurement (i.e., the dipole length). In case of our measurements with a skip-0,

191

dipoles were formed between adjacent electrodes; with potential electrodes always located in

192

front of the current dipole covering the entire length of the profile. Hence, our configuration

193

covers a range between 1 and 29 levels, with these levels referring to the number of electrodes

194

separating current and potential dipoles. Due to the decay in the electrical potential with the

195

square of the distance, a decrease in signal strength is expected with increasing the separation

196

between current and potential dipoles; hence, the configuration used here allows us to identify

197

a decrease in data quality for different cables as well as for a varying range in the signal-to-

198

noise ratio (S/N).

199

200

Take-out
spacing
Take-outs
Cable
Manufacturer Length
MCX5
X
157
5
32
MCY5
Y
157
5
32
MCZ5
Z
157
5
32
MCX1
X
33
1
32
MCZ1
Z
33
1
32
Coaxial
TU-Vienna
157
5
32
Table 1: Summary of the different cables used in this study, as well as the notation used to

201

differentiate them in the following sections.

202
203

SIP measurements were collected along a profile with 32 stainless steel electrodes,

204

considering separations of 1 and 5 m between electrodes, aiming at investigating the effect of

205

the cable length in the quality of the data. The dipole-dipole sequence contains 435

206

quadrupoles, as normal measurements, and exemplary collections were re-collected as

207

reciprocal (i.e., after interchanging current and potential dipoles, e.g., Flores Orozco et al.,
9
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208

2012b). Special care was taken in the construction of the measuring protocol to avoid

209

potential readings with electrodes previously used for current injection (e.g., Slater et al.,

210

2000; Flores Orozco et al., 2018a).

211
212

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

213

Frequency-domain (FD) measurements with different cable lengths and electrode

214

separation

215

SIP measurements were collected along 12 frequencies in the range between 0.5 and 225 Hz.

216

Outliers were defined as those measurements associated with an electrical impedance phase-

217

lag (ϕ, hereafter referred only as phase-lag) below -100 mrad or above 20 mrad. The broad

218

range of accepted ϕ values was chosen taking into account an expected increase in the IP

219

response with increasing the frequency, associated to polarization of the media or to EM

220

coupling, as well as possible negative IP effects (e.g., Dahlin and Loke, 2015; Flores Orozco

221

et al., 2019b). Measurements were collected along two perpendicular profiles: (1) one profile

222

roughly oriented south-north, considering 5 m electrode separation, and (2) a shorter profile,

223

with an electrode separation of 1 m, roughly oriented east-west.

224

We use pseudosections to evaluate the data quality as they permit to easily assess the

225

distribution of the measurements and their spatial consistency. The expectation for “clean”

226

datasets is that the measurements should be distributed in a limited range of values, with

227

smooth variations along the pseudosection plane due to the (spatial) correlation between

228

adjacent measurements (e.g., Flores Orozco et al., 2018b). Accordingly, “noisy”

229

measurements are those where the pseudosection shows large variability between the values

230

in nearby measurements. The variability in our study is quantified by the standard deviation of

231

the phase measurements in the imaging data set. Hence, in each pseudosection, we present the
10
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232

percentage of data remaining after removal of outliers and the standard deviation (s) of the

233

phase (ϕ) readings. We do not present plots of the apparent resistivity as all data collected

234

with different cables revealed similar pseudosections.

235
236

FDIP data with 5m separation between electrodes: comparison between long multicore

237

and coaxial cables

238

Figure 1 shows the pseudosections after removal of outliers for data collected with the long

239

cables and a 5 m separation between electrodes. Smooth pseudosections can be observed for

240

measurements collected at the lowest frequency (0.5 Hz) with all multicore cables, yet only

241

within the first 8 levels (pseudodepth up to 10 m) where most of the phase-lag readings are

242

found in the range of values between -20 and 0 milliradians (mrads). A similar distribution is

243

also observed for readings collected at 1 Hz, yet the multicore data sets reveal an increase in

244

the variability of the readings (s increasing from ~18 to ~22) and a larger number of noisy

245

measurements even within the first 8 levels. The lack of spatially consistent measurements for

246

data collected at high levels (i.e., pseudodepth > 5 m) with multicore cables can be argued to

247

be expected for quadrupoles associated with high geometrical factors and poor S/N. However,

248

measurements collected with the coaxial cables show clean (i.e., smooth) pseudosection

249

practically for the entire data set collected at 0.5 Hz. Moreover, still at 1 Hz, the

250

pseudosections reveal consistent readings with the coaxial cable for up to 18 levels (maximum

251

pseudodepth of ~20 m), which is twice as depth as with multicore readings.

252

The high number of measurements removed as outliers for data collected with multicore

253

cables (between 40 and 45%) at the low frequencies points to clear systematic errors related to

254

the cables, considering that at such low frequencies induction effects in the shallow soils

255

might be negligible. This is particularly evidenced by the high quality revealed by the data
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256

collected with coaxial cables, where less than 25 % of the readings are removed as outliers,

257

with consistent readings still visible for the larger separations between current and potential

258

dipoles.

259

At 7.5 Hz, the coaxial cables still permit to collect data characterized by clean pseudosections

260

for the first 8 levels (e.g., pseudodepth of 10 m), which are comparable only to the readings

261

collected with the MCZ5 cables. However, multicore cables still reveal a much larger number

262

of readings removed as outliers than the coaxial data sets. Pseudosections for MCX5 and

263

MCY5 reveal scattered data (s > 27) even if more than 70% of the readings have been filtered

264

as outliers, resulting in practically useless data sets.

265

For measurements collected at 15 Hz, the pseudosection for coaxial cables still shows a large

266

number of measurements with a high spatial consistency (i.e., smooth pseudosection) within

267

the first 8 levels (i.e., the first 10 m in the pseudodepth); whereas most of the deeper

268

measurements are removed as outliers. At 15 Hz, all multicore cables show a poor

269

performance, with more than 75 % of the readings removed as outliers, and the remaining

270

readings revealing a poor spatial consistency, with noisy pseudosections. The MCZ5 cables

271

are performing the best among the multicore, yet revealing much more scattered readings and

272

a higher number of removed outliers compared to the data set collected with the coaxial

273

cables.

274

Figure 1 shows that for an electrode separation of 5 m, the best SIP data set is the one

275

collected with the coaxial cables, followed by the MCZ5, and the MCX5. Whereas the MCY5

276

cables perform the worst, with most of the data severely affected by low S/N. Inductive

277

coupling is expected to affect the SIP readings at high frequencies (> 1 Hz) due to the

278

relatively long cable lengths and the high conductivity typically observed in heavy soils, such

279

as those in the HOAL site. Yet, it is expected that inductive coupling should be similar for
12
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280

different multicore cables, as induction effects are only dependent on the conductivity of the

281

soil and the cable length. However, Figure 1 evidences that the quality of the data collected at

282

low frequencies (< 1 Hz), where EM coupling is commonly neglected, is also affected by the

283

characteristics of the cable itself. At 0.5 Hz, only the coaxial cable provides a clean data set

284

(for practically all levels), which clearly reveals the limitations of the field SIP data collected

285

with standard multicore cables, in particular, the limited depth of investigation. Moreover,

286

pseudosections presented in Figure 1 suggest that MCY5 cables might not be suited for

287

collection of SIP data with 5 m separation between electrodes.

288
289

Figure 1: Pseudosections for SIP data collected at the HOAL site using 32 electrodes

290

deployed with a separation of 5 m. SIP measurements were conducted using long multicore

291

(MCX5, MCY5 and MCZ5) and coaxial cables (a total length of 155 m). Labels inserted show
13
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292

the percentage of remaining measurements after removal of outliers and the standard

293

deviation (s) in the phase readings.

294
295

FDIP data with 1 m separation between electrodes: comparison between long multicore

296

and coaxial cables

297

For long separation between electrodes (5 m) all multicore cables show a similar performance

298

with a significant increase in data quality evidenced for measurements collected with coaxial

299

cables, especially at higher frequencies (i.e., 15 Hz in Figure 1). In a second step, we

300

investigate the performance of the same long cables (115 m length, with 5 m spacing between

301

the take-outs), but for measurements collected with shorter electrode separation (1m for a

302

profile length of 31 m). A shorter separation between electrodes favors higher S/N, and may

303

help to reduce the contamination of the data due to EM coupling. At the field, the cables were

304

laid carefully to avoid the formation of loops within the 4 m of cable exceeding the separation

305

between electrodes to minimize the induction of electromagnetic fields in the near subsurface

306

or within the wires of the multicore cables.

307

As expected, the small separation between electrodes resulted in higher voltage readings,

308

ranging between 0.5 mV and 1 V (data not shown), which are two orders of magnitude higher

309

than those observed for measurements collected with 5 m separation between electrodes (data

310

not shown). Accordingly to the enhanced S/N, Figure 2 reveals only minimal readings

311

removed as outliers in the lower frequencies (0.5 and 1 Hz) for multicore measurements

312

(< 30 %), yet still coaxial cables perform the best (less than 15 % outliers removed).

313

Moreover, pseudosections for data collected at 7.5 Hz still reveal more than 50 % valid

314

readings for all but MCY5 cables deployed. Similar to the previous measurements, Figure 2

315

shows that the smoothest pseudosections are those related to measurements with the coaxial
14
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316

cables. However, readings collected with the MCZ5 are also comparable (and to some extent

317

also MCX5), with relatively clean pseudosections up to 7.5 Hz within the first 8 to 12 levels

318

(pseudodepth < 3 m).

319

At 15 Hz, measurements collected with MCX5 and MCY5 are scattered over a larger range

320

and yielding noisy pseudosections, indicating poor quality in the phase readings. Whereas

321

MCZ5 and coaxial cables show clean pseudosections within the first 8 levels (pseudodepth

322

< 2 m) and relatively consistent distribution within the readings (s ~ 21). Clearly the long

323

cables cause a gain in the inductive coupling at 15 Hz (Hallof, 1974), even if the separation

324

between electrodes is small. Nonetheless, measurements collected with coaxial cables at

325

15 Hz still show a clean pseudosection with only a few outliers removed within the first 8

326

levels, suggesting that such effects might be minimal in this frequency range.

327

Pseudosections presented in Figure 2 evidence that the deployment of multicore cables longer

328

than the actual separation between electrodes, might significantly reduce the quality of SIP

329

readings, even at low frequencies, as observed for 0.5 Hz readings with MCX5 and MCY5.

330

This observation is consistent with the discussion above regarding the construction of the

331

multicore cables for SIP surveys. However, Figure 2 suggests that the deployment of coaxial

332

cables significantly improves data quality with reducing electrode separation, even if the

333

coaxial cable is much longer than the actual separation between electrodes.
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334
335

Figure 2: Pseudosections for SIP data collected at the HOAL site using 32 electrodes

336

deployed with a separation of 1 m. SIP readings were collected using long multicore (MCX5,

337

MCY5 and MCZ5) and coaxial cables (a total length of 115 m each). Labels inserted show the

338

percentage of remaining measurements after removal of outliers and the standard deviation

339

(s) in the phase readings.

340
341

FDIP data with 1 m separation between electrodes: comparison between short multicore

342

cables and long coaxial cables

343

Pseudosections presented in Figure 3 permit us to investigate the data quality in

344

measurements collected with a short electrode separation and short multicore cables (1 m for

345

a total profile length of 31 m), in comparison with the long coaxial cables (5 m spacing
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346

between take-outs for a length of 115 m). Measurements with MCY1 were not conducted

347

taking into account that those cables demonstrated the worst performances in previous tests.

348

Figure 3 shows that data quality is significantly improved by reducing the length of the

349

multicore cables to the exact size of the separation between electrodes.

350
351

Figure 3: Pseudosections for SIP data collected at the HOAL site using 32 electrodes

352

deployed with a separation of 1 m. SIP readings were collected using short multicore (MCX1

353

and MCZ1 – a total length of 31m each) and long coaxial cables (a total length of 115 m).

354

Labels inserted show the percentage of remaining measurements after removal of outliers and

355

the standard deviation (s) in the phase readings.

356

In general, all measurements presented in Figure 3 show smooth pseudosections for all cables

357

in the low frequencies (0.5 and 1 Hz), with less than 10 % of measurements removed as

358

outliers for multicore cables. Moreover, pseudosections reveal consistent phase readings also

359

for 16 levels (pseudodepth < 5 m) for measurements collected at low frequencies; whereas

360

only within the first 8-10 levels (for maximum pseudodepth of 2.5 m) at high frequencies (7.5
17
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361

and 15 Hz). However, data quality decreases with increasing the acquisition frequency for

362

larger separations between current and potential dipoles (i.e., pseudodepth). Consistent to

363

previous observations, the MCZ cables perform still slightly better than the MCX cables.

364

Clearly, the short cables minimize EM coupling associated to both, inductive effects in the

365

subsurface and capacitive cross talking between the cables. Thus, field procedures deploying

366

the smallest-possible multicore cables are recommended to significantly improve the quality

367

of SIP data. Nonetheless, data collected with coaxial cables exhibit less dependence on the

368

actual length of the cable, with similar pseudosections obtained with long coaxial cables and 5

369

times smaller multicore cables, as revealed in Figure 3. In case of coaxial cables, the most

370

affected measurements are those with the larger separation between current and potential

371

dipoles (i.e., larger pseudodepth), associated to lower S/N and, as observed in Figure 3, more

372

susceptible to being dominated by parasitic EM fields.

373

Comparison between single coaxial and separated cables

374

Initially proposed by Dahlin et al. (2002), the use of separated cables for current and potential

375

dipoles is one of the most accepted methods to improve the data quality in SIP readings. Such

376

procedure limits the contamination of the data due to cross talking between the wires, if the

377

separation between both cables is large enough to overcome displacement currents. Such

378

cable layout permits to use any kind of multi-core cables for the collection of reliable of IP

379

data, and likely is independent on the actual length of the multicore cables, yet such issue has

380

not been explicitly addressed before. Alternatively, measurements presented so far

381

demonstrate that the deployment of coaxial cables enhances the quality of the IP data, as the

382

shield of the cables reduces inductive effects (in the ground and within the cable bundle) as

383

well as cross talking between the wires, at least up to 15 Hz.
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384

To better evaluate both procedures, in Figure 4 we compare the pseudosections for data

385

collected using a single coaxial cable, and a separated cable layout for a separation of 5 m in

386

both electrode and take-outs. Moreover, we compare the readings for separated cables after (i)

387

using two multicore cables (MCY5 and MCZ5) for current and potential readings, (ii) using

388

the combination of coaxial and multicore cables (MCY5), and (iii) a single coaxial cable. We

389

note here that we observed the same data quality using different combination of multicore

390

cables. However, we present here pseudosections for data collected in combination with the

391

MCY5 cable to demonstrate that a multicore performing bad as a single cable can be used to

392

collect reliable data in lay-outs separating current and potential dipoles, especially when used

393

in combination with a coaxial cable.

394
395

Figure 4: Pseudosections for SIP data collected at the HOAL site using 32 electrodes with a

396

separation of 5 m between them. SIP readings were collected using: (1) current injections and

397

potential readings in a multicore cable (plots in the first row), followed by (2) current

398

injections in the multicore cable and potential readings in the coaxial (plots in the second
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399

row). For comparison, pseudosections are also presented for data collected with single

400

coaxial (third row). Labels inserted indicates the total of remaining measurements after

401

removal of outliers and the standard deviation (s) in the phase readings.

402
403

Figure 4 shows practically the same pseudosections for data collected with a single coaxial

404

cable and separate cables, if the coaxial cable is used for the collection of data with separated

405

cables. In both cases, similar pseudosections are observed in all frequencies under

406

investigations. The use of separated cables clearly helps to improve the readings in

407

comparison with single multicore cables, with at least 10 % less measurements removed as

408

outliers in comparison to those presented above (see Figure 1). Especially the use of separated

409

cables helps to reduce the number of noisy measurements in high levels (between 10 and

410

20 m pseudodepth) for low frequency readings (0.5 and 1 Hz). However, in the same

411

frequency range, coaxial cables still perform better, with a lower amount of readings removed

412

as outliers, a higher spatial consistency between the measurements (i.e., smoother

413

pseudosections) and a much shorter variability (s = 16).

414

For measurements at higher frequencies, a single coaxial cable and the separated MCY5-

415

coaxial still show consistent pseudosections, with relatively good data quality (smooth

416

pseudosections) within the first 8 levels (i.e., pseudodepth no larger than 10 m). However,

417

Figure 4 also reveals that measurements with separated cables are significantly noisier if two

418

multicore cables are deployed (i.e., in comparison to multicore-coaxial lay-out or single

419

coaxial). The variations between the two data sets collected with separated cables are not easy

420

to explain, especially because both datasets revealed a similar distribution in the injected

421

current and voltage readings (data not shown). Hence, both measurements refer to similar

422

S/N. Likely, even if the current and potential dipoles are separated, the use of only multicore
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423

cables still results in cross talking, leading to the decrease in data quality for IP readings,

424

which is already visible at 1 Hz.

425

Measurements presented in Figure 4 were collected as after interchanging current and

426

potential cables (i.e., a cable previously used for current dipoles is then used for potential

427

measurements), revealing the same pseudosection (data not shown), clearly indicating a

428

further advantage in protocols deploying separated cables, again with further improvements if

429

one is a coaxial cable. Still, the deployment of single coaxial cable provides the higher quality

430

for data collected with a long separation between electrodes, even over the data collected with

431

separated cables.

432

To address the use of separated short cables, in Figure 5 we present a similar comparison but

433

for a shorter separation (1 m) between electrodes and the take-outs of the MCX1 cables.

434

Similar to previous observations, the data quality improves with decreasing electrode

435

separation, corresponding to a higher S/N (voltage readings are consistently above 1 mV),

436

which likely dominates over parasitic EM fields (inductive and capacitive). Contrary to the

437

previous test, the pseudosections for data collected at 0.5 Hz clearly reveal an advantage of

438

using separated short multicore cables (MCX1-MCZ1), with a data sets revealing almost no

439

outliers (less than 2 % of the readings removed) and high spatial consistency between the

440

readings (s ~ 10). The data quality is only slightly reduced if the data is collected with

441

combination of a long multicore and coaxial cables, with 6 to 8 % of readings being removed

442

as outliers. The decrease in data quality is clearly related to the use of a much longer cable

443

than the actual separation between the electrodes. Accordingly, the data collected with

444

MCX1-MCZ1 shows the best quality as this corresponds to data collected with two short

445

cables and separated current and potential dipoles. Nonetheless, the data collected with a

446

single long coaxial cable is still comparable at 0.5 and 1 Hz.
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447

Readings with short separated cables reveal the best quality in IP measurements at 1 and

448

7.5 Hz, with smooth pseudosections and still a negligible amount of outliers removed. As

449

mentioned above, the data quality decreases at 7.5 Hz when the coaxial cable is used, which is

450

five times larger than the actual separation between electrodes. However, Figure 5 also shows

451

that data collected at 15 Hz are consistent for the different cables layouts, with all

452

pseudosections revealing about 40 % of the readings removed as outliers, and information

453

only within the first 8 levels. Moreover, Figure 5 reveals a slight increase in data quality for

454

current injections performed with the multicore and potential readings collected with the

455

coaxial cable. This may be a result of the extra isolation in the coaxial cables, which

456

minimizes cross talking in the voltage readings.

457

Our results have clearly demonstrated that the use of coaxial cables improved FDIP readings

458

in all frequencies under investigation; thus, measurements were not performed with short

459

electrode spacing and short coaxial cables, where even a higher data quality is expected.

460

However, we believe that the results here presented are relevant to establish low frequency

461

FDIP imaging as a robust method for field applications. In this regard, Figure 2 and Figure 4

462

show that, analogous to resistivity surveys, measurements conducted with single coaxial

463

cables can provide a clean data set. Moreover, it might not be necessary to construct different

464

cables for different electrode separations since, at least in the low frequencies (0.5 and 1 Hz),

465

IP readings show a good data quality even if the coaxial cable is much longer than the actual

466

separation between electrodes.

467

The use of separated short cables clearly helps to minimize cross talking, as visible in the

468

pseudosection for data collected at 0.5 Hz in Figure 5. However, the data is still comparable to

469

the one collected by a single long coaxial cable. Moreover, the collection of IP data with

470

separated cables might limit the depth of investigation without using extra multiplexers, or
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471

require of much longer field procedures to reach the same depth of investigation as obtained

472

with a single coaxial cable. Moreover, data collected with separated multicore cables are only

473

improved if the cable has a similar separation between the take-outs as the electrode

474

separation. In case of data collected with separated long cables, the related pseudosections

475

show more noisy measurements than those for the single coaxial cable.

476

We also believe that the distortions observed for the measurements at high frequencies

477

collected with coaxial cables are related to the lack of a galvanic separation between the

478

transmitter and the receiver in the DAS-1. Hence, high frequency data might be subject to

479

capacitive coupling in the device and not to cables effects when coaxial cables are deployed.

480

Hence, SIP data could further be improved using coaxial cables and improved measuring

481

instruments. A previous study demonstrated the possibility to collect reliable SIP readings in

482

frequencies about 200 Hz using coaxial cables (Flores Orozco et al., 2013), based on data

483

collection with the Zonge GDP.
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484
485

Figure 5: Pseudosections for SIP data collected at the HOAL site using 32 electrodes with a

486

separation of 1 m between them. SIP readings were collected using: (1) current injections

487

potential readings in separated multicore cables, followed by (2) current injections in the

488

multicore cable and potential readings in the coaxial, as well as (3) current injections in the

489

coaxial and potential readings in the multicore cables. For comparison, pseudosections are

490

also presented for data collected with a single coaxial cable. The label indicates the total of

491

remaining measurements after removal of outliers and the standard deviation (s) in the phase

492

readings.

493

Comparison of coaxial, multicore and separated cables for TD measurements

494

Regarding EM coupling, TDIP measurements offer the advantage that potential readings are

495

collected with a delay after the current injection is switched-off, which permits to minimize
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496

the effect of electromagnetic effects in the data (Fiandaca, 2018). Hence, we investigate here

497

if the use of coaxial cables provide any advantage for TDIP measurements. TD measurements

498

were acquired for pulse lengths of 500 and 2000 milliseconds (ms), using a square wave, with

499

50 % duty cycle.

500

After current switch-off, the decay curve was sampled after an initial delay of 10 ms using 24

501

and 34 windows respectively for the 500 and 2000 ms pulse length. In the first case, all IP

502

windows have a constant width of 20 ms; whereas for 2000 ms pulse length, the decay curve

503

was sampled using a length of 20 ms for IP windows 1 to 10, a length of 40 ms for window 11

504

to 17 and a length of 80 ms for windows 18 to 34. Such sampling aims at increasing the S/N

505

for late measurements, where the lower voltages are expected.

506

For our analysis we present the pseudosections for chargeability measurements at three

507

different sampling windows (2, 20 and 29, for 2000 pulse length; whereas 2, 10 and 20 for

508

500 ms pulse length), analogous to the high, intermediate and low frequencies in FDIP. We

509

also present pseudosections for the integral chargeability (Mtot), which is a quantity commonly

510

used for the interpretation of TDIP surveys (more details can be found, for instance, in Binley

511

and Kemna, 2005). Similar to the FDIP data, the apparent resistivity pseudosections are

512

consistent for measurements with different cables and are not discussed here. We define and

513

remove outliers as those measurements for which the corresponding chargeability exceeds the

514

limits of -20 to 100 mV/V, with the broad range selected to permit the visualization of

515

possible negative chargeability values (e.g., Dahlin et al., 2015) or contamination in the data

516

due to EM coupling.
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517
518

Figure 6: Pseudosections for TDIP data collected (with a pulse length of 500 ms) at the

519

HOAL site using 32 electrodes with a separation of 1 m between them and a multi-core cable

520

with 1 m and 10 m separation between take-outs (MCZ1 and MCZ10 respectively), as well as

521

the coaxial cable with 5 m separation between take-outs. The label indicates the total of

522

remaining measurements after removal of outliers and the standard deviation (s) in the phase

523

readings.

524
525

Figure 6 shows in general clean pseudosections, at least to pseudodepth of 4 m (at least 14

526

levels), and with less than 5 % of the data removed as outliers (for the Mtot plots), clearly

527

evidencing the good quality in the TDIP readings. As expected, the nosier pseudosections are

528

those related to measurements collected with the long MCZ10 cables (10 m separation

529

between take-outs for a total cable length of 310 m), which reveals poor spatial consistency

530

between the readings collected below 10 levels (i.e., 10 electrodes separating the current and

531

potential electrodes). Such poor data quality might be related to possible inductive coupling
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532

dominating over the low voltage measurements (i.e., lower S/N). The data quality improves

533

significantly for data collected with shorter multicore cables (from the same manufacturer), as

534

evidenced by pseudosections for MCZ1 data. These readings show smooth pseudosections,

535

with again some noisy measurements only for the deepest measurements (above 5 m

536

pseudodepth), TDIP measurements collected with the coaxial cable show the smoothest

537

pseudosections and the lowest amount of removed outliers (< 1 % for the Mtot), clearly

538

demonstrating similar advantages for the collection of TDIP, as observed above for FDIP.

539

As expected, early IP windows (i.e., M2 and M10), reveal the largest number of filtered data

540

(15 % and 5 % for long and short multicore cables respectively, and 10 % for coaxial cables),

541

and noisy pseudosections for the readings with large levels (> 4 m pseudodepth). EM

542

coupling effects are expected in the early times (analogously to high frequencies in FDIP),

543

and clearly affect the quality of the measurements with weak S/N associated with large

544

separation between current and potential dipoles (i.e., large pseudodepth). Such contamination

545

of the data is only visible for the longest cables (MCZ10) in the integral chargeability plots,

546

but almost negligible for the coaxial cable (or the short multicore cable). Similar conclusions

547

can be drawn for TDIP data collected with 2000 ms pulse length, as presented in Figure 7.

548

However, in this case, the data collected with the long multicore cables (MCZ10) reveal a

549

larger distortion in the deep measurements, likely related to cross talking within the multicore.

550

Yet, the readings collected with the coaxial and MCZ1 cables reveal both high quality and

551

have distortions only in the early times readings (M2)
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552
553

Figure 7: Pseudosections for TDIP data collected (with a pulse length of 2000 ms) at the

554

HOAL site using 32 electrodes with a separation of 1 m between them and multicore cables

555

with 1 m and 10 m separation between take-outs (MCZ1 and MCZ10 respectively), as well as

556

a coaxial cable with 5 m separation between take-outs. The label indicates the total of

557

remaining measurements after removal of outliers and the standard deviation (s) in the phase

558

readings.

559
560

For completeness, we present in Figure 8 the pseudosections for TDIP data collected with

561

separated cables and single coaxial cable, for the measurements conducted with a pulse length

562

of 500 ms. As discussed above similar trends are observed for TDIP collected with 2000 ms;

563

thus, such pseudosections are not presented. In Figure 8 we also present pseudosections for

564

data collected with two separated coaxial cables (one for current and a second one for

565

potential dipoles), to avoid redundancy with previous results. Pseudosections presented in

566

Figure 8 show practically full pseudosections (less than 3 % of the data removed as outliers)
28
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567

with high spatial consistency (s < 10) for integral chargeability values (Mtot). However, our

568

data show larger discrepancies in early time readings for deep measurements (pseudodepth >

569

4 m), which are related to large separations between current and potential dipoles, as

570

mentioned above.

571
572

Figure 8: Pseudosections for TDIP data collected (with a pulse length of 500 ms) at the

573

HOAL site using 32 electrodes with a separation of 1 m between them and two cables to

574

separate the current and potential dipole: a combination of short multicore cables (MCZ1-

575

MCZ1), the combination of coaxial and multicore cable (MCZ1-coaxial and vice versa), and

576

the combination of coaxial-coaxial cables (each one with a spacing of 5 m between take-outs).

577

The label indicates the total of remaining measurements after removal of outliers and the

578

standard deviation (s) in the phase readings.
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579

The distortion observed in early time TDIP measurements cannot be avoided even if two

580

coaxial cables are used to separate current and potential dipoles. It might be argued that such

581

distortion is only visible for the deep measurements, where the lowest S/N are expected.

582

Nonetheless, it might also highlight that coupling effects cannot be neglected in TDIP

583

measurements in early times. These cable effects might be even more important for the case

584

of voltage measurements at earlier times in case of full-wave form collections. Although not

585

investigated here, our results may be of special interest for TDIP measurements performed in

586

100 % duty cycle, i.e., for measurements of the charging curve during the current injection

587

(e.g., Olsson et al., 2015). Based on our study, the use of the coaxial cables might further

588

enhance the quality of the TDIP data, when the chargeability measurements are collected

589

during the current injection. As demonstrated before, the use of coaxial cables significantly

590

reduces cable effects in IP readings, permitting to collect data with better quality than

591

common procedures deploying separated cables (c.f., Figure 4 and Figure 5).

592

The use of multicore cables, either as a single or separated cable layout reveal a decrease in

593

the quality of the data for both FDIP and TDIP measurements. However, the distortion of the

594

TDIP data are much lower, taking into account that sampling of the decay-curve starts only

595

after the current injection is switch-off; thus, minimizing the influence of parasitic EM fields

596

only to early time readings. Different corrections methods taking into account the geometry of

597

the cables (e.g., Zhao et al., 2015) can still be performed to further improve the quality of the

598

phase measurements at higher frequencies, yet the application of such corrections is beyond

599

the scope of the present study. Likewise, the collection of IP data deploying other

600

configurations characterized by higher S/N, such as Wenner or Multiple-Gradient, are also not

601

addressed within this study as they do not provide new insights into the discussion. Our

602

results suggest that FDIP measurements should not be collected with a single multicore cable.
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603

CONCLUSIONS

604

Our results show that SIP phase measurements collected with single multicore cables already

605

at low frequencies 0.5 Hz might be distorted by coupling effects taking place within the cable.

606

SIP data collected at low frequencies with long multicore cables (5 m separation between

607

take-outs) revealed moderately clean pseudosections only within the first 8 levels (i.e., a

608

maximum separation between current and potential dipoles of 8 electrodes); whereas shorter

609

multicore cables (1 m separation between take-outs) permitted to collect fairly clean

610

pseudosections up to ~12 levels. However, from the three multicore cables (MCX, MCY and

611

MCZ) tested here, only one of the short multicore cables (MCZ1) seems to provide clear

612

pseudosections at 7.5 and 15 Hz, yet only for shallow measurements (a maximum of 4 to 6

613

levels). Consistent to previous studies, multicore cables revealed an improved data quality in

614

comparison to single cables; however, the quality of the data is still dependent on the

615

construction and length of the multicore cables deployed, with cleaner pseudosections

616

observed only for those collected with short cables (1 m spacing in the take-outs).

617

In particular, our results demonstrate that the use of coaxial cables permit to collect SIP data

618

with high quality even if the cable is much longer than the actual separation between

619

electrodes. Hence, it might be sufficient to have a good set of coaxial cables to perform

620

surveys with different geometries, unlike having to deploy different multicore cables to adjust

621

for different electrode separations. Additionally, the use of coaxial cables permits to double

622

the depth of investigation in SIP surveys when compared to those performed with single or

623

separate layout of multicore cables.

624

Our results reveal that the use of coaxial cables permits to deploy the same field procedures

625

for the collection of SIP data as used for ERT surveys. Moreover, our results show that the

626

deployment of coaxial cables further increases the depth of investigations based on relative
31
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627

simple field procedures, and thus, represent a first step to make the SIP imaging an attractive

628

method for applications beyond research and academia.

629
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Abstract

10
11

Here we investigate the applicability of the Induced Polarization (IP) imaging method to

12

discriminate between biogeochemically active and inactive areas of a landfill. Elevated

13

amount of degradable organic carbon in landfills results in the development of

14

biogeochemical hot spots associated with high rates of microbial activity and the generation

15

of landfill gas and leachate as metabolic products. The delineation of such hot pots is needed

16

for the design of adequate stabilization systems and minimization of the environmental impact

17

of landfills. Our results demonstrate that the electrical conductivity is mainly sensitive to the

18

increase in the fluid conductivity associated to leachate production and migration. Whereas

19

images of the polarization effect, expressed in terms of the phase of the complex conductivity

20

(ϕ), revealed an improved contrasts to characterize variations in the architecture and activity

21

of the landfill. Our results reveal that biogeochemically active zones (leachable TOC contents

22

above 1500 mg/kg dry waste) are related to high polarization values (ϕ > 50 mrads), whereas

23

low leachable TOC contents (< 300 mg/kg dry waste) in the inactive areas are characterized

24

by low polarization values (10 > ϕ < 25). Additionally, landfill sections corresponding to

25

construction and demolition waste (CDW), associated to negligible TOC content, exhibited

26

the lowest polarization response (ϕ < 15). We prove that IP imaging is a well-suited method

27

for landfill investigations permitting an improved characterization of landfill geometry,

28

variation in waste composition, and the delineation of biogeochemically active and inactive

29

zones.

30
31

Keywords: municipal solid waste; geophysical imaging methods; electrical conductivity;

32

induced polarization; landfills; microbiological active zones

33
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1. Introduction

34
35

Within the last years, there has been a growing interest in the economical exploitation of

36

landfills, either for energy production or for the mining of raw materials. For landfill mining,

37

the characterization of the internal structure and waste composition is critical for an adequate

38

valorization of the landfill economic potential. Landfill investigations with high spatial

39

resolution are also critical for environmental protection, for instance to evaluate the potential

40

release of pollutants associated to landfill leachate production (Rinne et al., 2005; Fellner et

41

al., 2009), or the emission of landfill gas (Chiemchaisri et al., 2007; Laner et al., 2011,

42

Ritzkowski and Stegmann, 2013). In this regard, a high content of organic matter disposed in

43

municipal soil waste (MSW) landfills may enhance the development of biogeochemical hot-

44

spots associated with high rates of microbial activity, resulting in the production of landfill

45

gas and leachate as metabolic products. The accumulation of landfill gas accompanying

46

microbial activity in MSW landfills may result in spontaneous combustion and fires (Frid et

47

al., 2010). Furthermore, MSW landfills are responsible for ~ 5 % of the global greenhouse gas

48

emissions (Zhang et al., 2019), which may continue for decades after landfill closure

49

(Christensen and Kjeldsen, 1989; Huber-Humer et al., 2008; Laner et al., 2012; Brandstätter

50

et al., 2015). Therefore, understanding microbial activity in landfills is critical to reduce the

51

production of methane (CH4) and carbon dioxide (CO2) and minimize their environmental

52

impact.

53

The availability of MSW containing high amount of organic carbon stimulate the activity of

54

fermentative and acid-forming bacteria being able to degrade waste biomass into organic

55

acids, carbon dioxide (CO2) and hydrogen, whereas CO2 and carbonic acids stimulate the

56

activity of methanogenic bacteria, resulting in the emission of methane (CH4) as a metabolic

57

product (Barlaz et al., 1990). Beside the content of organic matter, other factors such as the

58

moisture content or redox conditions prevailing in the landfill (presence or absence of
3
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59

oxygen) strongly determine the metabolic products, in particular the generation of methane

60

(Gurijala and Suflita, 1993). Landfill aeration systems, based on air injections into the landfill,

61

switch degradation processes from anaerobic and aerobic, which increases the production of

62

CO2 and H2O, but at the same time hinders the generation of CH4 (Ritzkowski et al., 2006).

63

Although water is produced during aerobic waste degradation, the water content of the

64

landfilled waste tends to decrease, as the temperature of waste increases and a significantly

65

higher volume of water saturated off gas is released in comparison to anaerobic degradation.

66

Accordingly, a detailed characterization of waste composition, landfill geometry and internal

67

structure is critical to evaluate the landfill potential for the generation of greenhouse gasses,

68

and the design of adequate stabilization systems.

69

To date, landfill characterization still relies on chemical analyses of soil, water and gas

70

samples. Although these provide direct concentration of chemical parameters and the waste

71

composition, the number and distribution of samples limit the resolution of the investigation.

72

While increasing the number of samples can improve the resolution of the investigations, high

73

number of samples and analyses, may render landfill investigations prohibitively expensive.

74

Thus, ex-situ studies commonly rely on data interpolation, which may bias the interpretation

75

of the results given the spatial (and temporal) variability and complexity of landfills.

76

Geophysical methods have proven to be well suited for landfill investigations with adequate

77

spatial and temporal resolution, as they provide quasi-continuous spatial and temporal

78

information about subsurface properties in a non-invasive manner (Konstantaki et al., 2013;

79

2016; Soupios and Ntarlagiannis, 2017; Nguyen et al., 2018 and references therein).

80

In particular, the electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) has become a widely-used method

81

for landfill investigations considering its sensitivity to variations in water content, salinity and

82

temperature, as demonstrated in the review by Nguyen et al (2018). Particularly, the decrease

83

in the electrical resistivity due to an increase in salinity and fluid conductivity permits the
4
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84

application of ERT to delineate leachate production, migration and leakages (e.g., De Carlo et

85

al., 2013; Tsourlos et al., 2014). Additionally, temporal variations in the electrical resistivity

86

images have also been used for the characterization of water content changes within the

87

landfill (e.g., Dumont et al., 2018; Neyamadpour, 2019). Furthermore, the Induced

88

Polarization (IP) method has also proven to be a useful technique to improve the lithological

89

characterization of landfills (e.g., Dahlin et al., 2010; Gazoty et al., 2012). As an extension of

90

the ERT technique, the IP method gains information about the electrical conductivity and

91

capacitive properties of the subsurface, with the latter being related to the polarization of the

92

ions in the electrical double layer (EDL) formed at the fluid-grain interface during the

93

injection of an electric field.

94

The IP method was initially applied for the prospection of metallic ores due to the strong

95

polarization observed in electronic conductors and semi-conductors (Seigel et al., 2007).

96

However, recent laboratory investigations have demonstrated a high sensitivity of the method

97

to textural parameters of soil and rocks; thus, its applicability for the characterization of

98

subsurface hydraulic properties (e.g., Revil et al., 2015a; Binley et al., 2015; Osterman et al.,

99

2019). Additionally, laboratory experiments revealed that the high surface area of microbial

100

cells may also be subject of polarization allowing the IP method to delineate biofilm

101

formation (Ntarlagiannis et al., 2005; Revil et al., 2012), as well as microbiologically

102

mediated processes (Atekwana and Slater, 2009 and references therein). Field IP

103

measurements conducted during biostimulation of iron-reducing bacteria for the

104

immobilization of radionuclides have confirmed the ability of the method to characterize

105

changes in microbial activity (e.g., Williams et al., 2009), the accompanying variations in

106

redox-status (Flores Orozco et al., 2011) and the precipitation of biominerals (Flores Orozco

107

et al., 2013). Based on such findings, the method has been used recently to map (at the

5
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108

floodplain scale) naturally reduced zones (i.e., biogeochemical hot-spots), characterized by

109

high IP response due to the presence of iron sulfides (Wainwright et al., 2016).

110

Built on results mentioned above, we propose here the IP as a method to differentiate between

111

biogeochemically active and inactive zones in MSW landfills. Considering that active zones

112

behave as biogeochemical hot-spots, we expect a moderate to high IP response and low

113

electrical resistivity values, associated to the precipitation of secondary minerals and the

114

accumulation of organic acids accompanying high rates of microbial activity. IP

115

measurements are performed in a MSW landfill being stabilized by means of in-situ aeration,

116

were biogeochemical active zones are then related to elevate production of CO2. Additionally,

117

we investigate the ability of the IP method for an improved characterization of landfill

118

geometry and waste composition.

119

In the next section, we present the details of the IP method and a review of the current

120

conduction mechanisms required for an adequate interpretation of the imaging results. This is

121

followed by the description of the study area and the geophysical survey. In a third section,

122

we present the IP imaging results and discuss their interpretation, followed by our

123

conclusions. To the authors’ knowledge, this is the first study to apply the IP method for

124

delineating biogeochemically active (i.e., hot-spots) and inactive zones in landfills.

125
126

2. Material and methods

127

2.1 The induced polarization (IP) method and the complex conductivity (𝝈∗ )

128

The IP imaging method is an extension of the ERT, and is also based on current injection

129

through an electrode pair, while a second pair measures the resulting voltages. Measurements

130

can be performed either in time domain (TDIP) or in the frequency domain (FDIP) depending

131

on the characteristics of the measuring device, with TDIP typically working with direct
6
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132

current (DC) and FDIP with alternating current (AC). In this study, we will focus on TDIP

133

measurements, considering that these can be collected with the majority of commercially

134

available ERT instruments. In TDIP, current injection is performed using a square-wave (i.e.,

135

switching the current injection on – off – on – off), and the measurements are commonly

136

expressed in terms of the measured resistance (R), corresponding to the voltage-to-current

137

ratio (V/I) during the current injection (i.e., primary field), and the integral chargeability (M),

138

which measures the voltage decay after current switch-off. This secondary field (i.e., the

139

voltage decay) develops due to the polarization of the free charges in the electrical double

140

layer at the grain-fluid interface (illustrated in Figure 1), which dissipates over time after

141

switching the current off. Hence, the IP method provides information about the low frequency

142

capacitive (i.e., energy storage) and conductivity (i.e., energy loss) electrical properties of the

143

subsurface, while ERT only measures the conductivity.

144

Imaging applications deploy hundreds of electrodes to solve for 2D sections or 3D models of

145

the subsurface electrical properties by means of data inversion. The inversion of the ERT data

146

provides subsurface models in terms of the electrical resistivity (ρ), or its inverse the electrical

147

conductivity (ρ=1/σ). The inversion of TDIP data can be expressed in terms of the complex

148

resistivity (ρ*), i.e., complex conductivity (ρ*=1/σ*), which permits to represent both the

149

conductive and capacitive properties of the subsurface. The real component of the complex

150

conductivity (σ’) represents the energy loss, i.e., conduction; whereas the imaginary

151

component (σ’’) represents the energy storage, i.e., polarization. Alternatively, the σ* can also

152

be given in terms of its magnitude (|𝜎|) and phase (ϕ), such as:

153

1/𝜌∗ = 𝜎 ∗ = 𝜎 + 𝑖𝜎 = |𝜎|𝑒 , (1)

154

where 𝑖 = √−1. In most practical applications, measured phase shifts are sufficiently small (<

155

100 mrad) to assume that 𝜎 ≈ |𝜎| and to approximate the phase 𝜙 with the ratio between

156

real and imaginary component, i.e. 𝜙 ≈ 𝜎 /𝜎 . A detailed review of the TDIP and FDIP
7
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157

method can be found in Sumner (1976), Ward (1988), and Binley and Kemna (2005),

158

amongst others.

159

2.2 Conduction mechanisms in the subsurface, i.e., landfills – the importance of the

160

surface conduction to understand electrical signatures

161

As illustrated in Figure 1, the complex conductivity in the subsurface, i.e., in landfills, is

162

controlled by three mechanisms acting in parallel: matrix, ionic and surface conduction (e.g.,

163

Waxman and Smits, 1968; Ward, 1988). The matrix conduction (𝜎 ) takes place along the solid

164

phase (relevant only for metals and other materials permitting electronic conduction); ionic or

165

electrolytic (𝜎 ) conduction through the fluid-filled pore space; and (𝜎 ) surface conduction

166

along the electrical double layer (EDL) formed at the fluid-grain interface. While 𝜎 and 𝜎

167

contribute only to the ohmic conduction, the surface conduction is complex-valued contributing

168

to both, conduction and polarization. Accordingly, the real component of the complex

169

conductivity can be written as:

170

𝜎 = 𝜎 + 𝜎 + 𝜎 , (2)

171

The electrolytic conductivity (𝜎 ) is controlled primarily by the porosity and the interconnection

172

between pores (i.e., tortuosity) as well as by the saturation and the conductivity of the pore

173

water (𝜎 ) parameter of interest in landfill investigations. Commonly high electrical

174

conductivity (𝜎 ) values in landfill investigations are associated to high volumes of

175

(interconnected) metallic waste due to the contribution of matrix, i.e., electronic conduction

176

(𝜎 ). However, a larger increase in the electrical conductivity (𝜎 ) is expected in fine-grained

177

materials (e.g., silt, clay and organic matter), which are characterized by a high surface area and

178

charge and, thus, contributing to surface conduction (e.g., Revil et al., 2017). Although

179

commonly ignored, surface conduction can dominate over electrolytic conduction even for the

180

case of clean sandstones i.e., clay-free (e.g., Revil et al., 2014).
8
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181
182

Figure 1: Schematic representation of low frequency subsurface conduction mechanisms, i.e.,

183

in landfills: matrix (𝜎 ), electrolytic (𝜎 ), and surface (𝜎 ) conduction. The subplots illustrate

184

the distribution of charges in the electrical double layer (EDL) formed at the grain-fluid

185

interface of non-metallic (top) and metallic (bottom) minerals before and during the injection

186

of an electric current.

187

As illustrated in Figure 1, for any grain in contact with an electrolyte, the surface charge of the

188

grains will attract counterions (ions from the opposite charge) from the electrolyte forming the

189

EDL, which describes the inner and outer layers of the ions cloud formed in the electrolyte. The

190

inner layer, or Stern layer, is formed by the ions adsorbed at the grain surface, whereas the outer

191

layer, or diffuse layer, is populated by co-ions at some distance from the grain surface (e.g.,

192

Schwarz, 1962; Leroy et al., 2008). The movement of the ions in the Stern layer is restricted to

193

the grain surface, whereas in the diffuse layer it is unrestricted within the electrolyte. Hence,

194

current injections enhance the migration of the ions in the diffuse layer and the polarization of

195

the Stern layer, causing an excess of charge responsible for the surface conduction (𝜎 ). The
9
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196

imaginary component of the complex conductivity is only related to the imaginary component

197

of the surface conduction, such as:

198

𝜎 = 𝜎 , (3)

199

In case of the metal-free sediments, the polarization of the Stern layer is what causes the

200

secondary electrical field in IP measurements. This polarization effect is dependent on the

201

electrochemical properties of the interface, such as surface charge and surface area (Leroy et

202

al., 2008; Revil et al., 2014; 2017). In case of metallic minerals, as also illustrated in Figure 1,

203

the application of an external field (i.e., current injection) also enhances the polarization of the

204

electronic semi-conductor, thus, resulting in a stronger polarization effect, the so-called

205

electrode polarization mechanism. A revision on the electrode polarization mechanism is

206

presented in detail in Bücker et al. (2018 and 2019). Additionally, the models proposed by

207

Revil et al. (2015b) and Misra et al. (2016) consider the reduction of the electronic conduction

208

following the full polarization of the metals and electronic conductors, taking into account

209

that a perfect capacitor is characterized by a net zero electrical conductivity.

210

2.3 Study area: the Heferlbach landfill

211

Geophysical measurements were collected at the “Heferlbach” landfill, situated close to

212

Vienna (Austria), where 219,000 m3 of waste were disposed between 1965 and 1973. The

213

landfill is about 950 m long with a width varying between 50 and 150 m, and an average

214

thickness of 3.5 m; the groundwater table is found at a depth of approx. 10 m below the

215

bottom of the landfill. The disposed waste consists mainly of municipal solid waste (MSW,

216

660 kg/t moist mass), excavated soil (180kg/t moist mass) and construction and demolition

217

waste (CDW, 160 kg/t moist mass). The landfill has no membrane and leachate is not

218

collected; yet, it is fully equipped with an aeration system in order to accelerate the

219

biodegradation of organic matter aiming at mitigating subsurface migration of landfill gas into
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220

neighboring buildings. The air is injected close to the bottom of the landfill and the off-gas

221

generated is extracted and treated via bio-filter. For technical and operational reasons, the

222

landfill was divided into eight sections (lengths varying between 80 to 140 m), which can be

223

aerated at different rates. The latter is crucial insofar as the share of biodegradable waste (i.e.,

224

MSW) varies considerably between the different sections (see Table 2 in the supplementary

225

information), but also within each section, as illustrated in figure 2. Analyses of waste

226

samples revealed pH values fluctuating around 7, water content varying between 14 and 30%,

227

and an fluid electrical conductivity in the range between 0.3 and 2.6 mS/cm (see

228

supplementary information). For further details about the landfill and the aeration system, we

229

refer to and the studies of Brandstätter et al. (2016) and Fellner et al. (2015).

230

231
232

Figure 2: Geometry of the Heferlbach landfill, with different areas delineating the

233

investigation zones regarding different rates of bio-geochemical activity (directly linked to

234

different contents of MSW). The red lines indicate the position and orientation of the IP data
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235

collected along the different bio-geochemical zones of the landfill. The pie charts illustrate the

236

amount of total organic carbon (TOC) in leachate measured at different sampling points (i.e.,

237

excavations).

238
239

2.4 IP survey – data collection and inversion

240

IP measurements were collected using the Syscal Pro Switch 72 equipment (from IRIS

241

Instruments), using a 50 % duty cycle square wave with a pulse length of 500 milliseconds

242

(ms). Measurements were conducted along 17 profiles distributed in relevant areas of the

243

landfill (as depicted in Figure 2), and areas near excavations points, where samples were

244

collected for their chemical analysis (see supplementary information). The number of

245

electrodes, position, orientation, and the length of the different IP profiles is presented in Table

246

1. As shown in Figure 2, profiles L1 to L5 are located within landfill section 2, which is

247

characterized by low contents of MSW and thus biodegradable waste, as indicated also by low

248

contents of total organic carbon (TOC) in the leachate of the solid samples taken at the

249

excavation points A5 to A8 (see Table 3 in the Supplementary Information). Within this study,

250

we used the TOC contents measured in leachate samples as an indicator of microbial activity.

251

Profiles L6 to L9 are located in landfill section 3, corresponding to high contents of

252

biodegradable waste, as indicated by the TOC leachate contents at excavation points A10 to

253

A13 (see Table 3 in the Supplementary Information). Profile L10 was designed to go through

254

landfill sections 7 and 8, corresponding to a lateral change from organic to construction waste.

255

As illustrated in Figure 2, L10 extends from moderate high to low contents of biodegradable

256

matter, as indicated by the TOC leachate contents at excavation points A17 to A21 in section 7

257

(see Table 3 in the Supplementary Information), as well as the lowest TOC leachate content,

258

corresponding to CDW in excavation point A22 and A23. Profiles L11 and L12 were collected

259

at the border and a few meters away of the landfill to characterize the IP response of natural
12
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260

lithology. Additionally, five roughly parallel lines (L13 to L17) were collected to map the

261

variations between landfill sections 2 and 3, corresponding to the lowest and highest TOC

262

contents within MSW; their distribution dictated by the existing vegetation in the landfill

263

hindering the layout of parallel profiles.

Profile

Length
(m)

#
electrodes

1-5

35.0

36

Separation
electrodes
(m)
1.0

5-9

35.5

72

10

270.0

11

Orientation

Landfill
segment

Landfill
composition

N-S

2

MSW

0.5

N-S

3

271

1.0

E-W

7 and 8

71.0

72

1.0

E-W

5

MSW
MSW and
CDW
MSW

12

71.0

72

1.0

N-S

--

--

13 - 17

143.0

144

1.0

E-W

2 and 3

MSW

264

Table 1: General description of the induced polarization (IP) profiles

265

The separation between electrodes was adjusted to 0.5 and 1 m according to the dimensions of

266

the landfill, considering that increasing the electrode separation increases the depth of

267

investigation, but decreases the lateral and vertical resolution. For the data collection, we used

268

a dipole-dipole configuration, combining dipole lengths of 1, 2 and 3 times the separation

269

between electrodes (i.e., DD skip 0, 1, and 2 as for example described by Flores Orozco et al.,

270

2018a). To avoid the contamination of the data due to polarization of the electrodes themselves,

271

the measuring sequence was designed to perform voltage measurements in electrodes always

272

in front of the current dipole, avoiding voltage measurements with electrodes previously used

273

for current injection. Using these settings, data collection for each profile took ca. 10 and 20

274

minutes, for acquisitions with 36 and 72 respectively.

275

All datasets were inverted with CRTomo (by Kemna, 2000), a complex resistivity inversion

276

algorithm, using the sensitivity-controlled focusing regularization scheme described in

277

(Blaschek et al., 2008), which allows to solve for models with enhanced contrast compared to

278

commonly used smoothness-constrained regularization. Moreover, CRTomo permits the

279

inversion of the data to a confidence level determined by an error model to enhance the
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280

resolution of the electrical images and minimizing the risk of artifacts (e.g., Flores Orozco et

281

al., 2012a). Prior to the inversion, outliers and data-error parameters were characterized through

282

the analysis of the spatial consistency of the apparent chargeability measurements within each

283

data set (i.e., for each independent profile), following a similar approach as Flores Orozco et al.

284

(2018b).

285
286
287

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Low active zones – using IP images to characterize landfill geometry

288
289

Figure 3: IP imaging results for data collected at L3 expressed in terms of the real (σ’) and

290

imaginary (σ’’) component of the complex conductivity (first and second row respectively), as

291

well as their ratio expressed in terms of the phase of the complex conductivity (ϕ). The black
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292

dots at the top of each figure represent the position of the electrodes, while the triangles

293

indicate the bottom of the landfill as observed during excavations for the collection of

294

samples for ex-situ analyses, with the label indicating the number of the sample.

295
296

In Figure 3, we present the IP imaging results for data collected along L3 in an area of low

297

contents of MSW and thus biodegradable waste (see supplementary material). The imaging

298

results are expressed in terms of the real (i.e., electrical conductivity, σ’) and imaginary (i.e.,

299

the polarization effect, σ’’) components of the complex conductivity, revealing, in general,

300

three main layers. The shallowest layer, characterized by the lowest conductivity (σ’ < 5

301

mS/m) and polarization (σ’’ < 5 μS/m) values, corresponds to the unsaturated sand and silty

302

soils (~ 0.5 m thick) and a top waste unit (thickness between ca. 0.5 and 1 m) of excavated

303

soils and CDW (values of σ’ ~ 10 mS/m and σ’’ ~ 5 μS/m). Lateral variations within this layer

304

are interpreted as changes in the thickness of the CDW and silt content. The second layer

305

shows the highest electrical conductivity (σ’ > 100 mS/m) and polarization (σ’’ >100 μS/m)

306

values corresponding to the MSW extending between approximately 1.5 and 4.5 m depth.

307

This layer reveals a varying thickness of the waste unit, which becomes slightly thinner to the

308

south of the landfill. Below this unit, at the expected position of the natural soils (gravel and

309

sands, with varying clay content), the electrical images reveal still high conductivity values (~

310

75 mS/m), yet only a moderate polarization response (~50 μS/m). Inverted models for data

311

collected along L1, L2, L4 and L5 revealed results consistent with those presented in Figure 3

312

(data not shown for brevity).

313

Considering that some parameters such as salinity, temperature, porosity and saturation

314

control both components of the complex conductivity (σ’’, σ’), it is also common to present IP

315

results in terms of the phase of the complex conductivity (ϕ). Figure 3 reveals the highest ϕ

316

values corresponding to the MSW (between ca. 2 and 4.5 m depth), whereas much lower
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317

values are observed in the top (soils and CDW) and bottom (sand and gravel from the host

318

formation) layers. The polarization effect in the MSW presented in Figure 3 is much higher

319

than the one observed in clay-rich sediments (ϕ between 10 and 20 mrads, or σ’’ values of a

320

few hundreds of μS/m, as presented in Flores Orozco et al., 2018a). Such high IP response is

321

common in the presence of metals, due to electrode polarization mechanisms (e.g., Bücker et

322

al., 2018). However, no metallic waste (except of a few coins and tools found in the waste

323

sample taken) was reported in the excavated samples (A5 to A8) near the L1 - L5 profiles.

324

MSW is related to the high volumes of organic matter (e.g., Castaldi et al., 2005), which is

325

characterized by high surface area and surface charge (Schwartz and Furman, 2014).

326

Therefore, we explain the increase in the polarization response (ϕ as well as σ’’) in the MSW

327

unit as a consequence of the polarization of the Stern layer from organic matter, similar to the

328

response observed in peat (Ponziani et al., 2012). The polarization effect is further enhanced

329

by the increase in fluid conductivity due to carbonic and organic acids (e.g., Revil and Skold,

330

2011; Weller et al., 2015; Hördt et al., 2016), as well as by a potential decrease in water

331

saturation (Jougnot et al., 2010) imposed by the aeration system. Evidence of microbial

332

activity is given by the contents of TOC in the leachate of the solid samples A5 to A8 (near

333

the position of the profile), with the polarization of biofilms representing another possible

334

contribution to the polarization response. However, field investigations have revealed that

335

field IP measurements may not be sensitive enough to the weak response of biofilms and

336

microbial cells (e.g., Flores Orozco et al., 2011; 2013).

337

In general, the layer characterized by the highest conductivity values (σ’) can be used to

338

define the geometry of the landfill. However, the actual thickness of this unit is poorly

339

resolved at depth. This can be explained by the lack of contrasts in the electrical properties of

340

the landfill and the geological unit below it. Considering that the Heferlbach landfill is not

341

isolated, the increase in the fluid conductivity due to leakage of leachates explains the high
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342

conductivity values observed below the landfill (depth > 4.5 m), where much lower values are

343

theoretically expected due to the presence of gravel and coarse sand. Opposite to this,

344

polarization images (ϕ as well as σ’’) provide a much sharper contrasts at a depth of ~ 4.5 m,

345

which corresponds to the bottom of the landfill, as reported from excavations at the site. Thus,

346

IP images provide a more accurate delineation of landfill geometry than investigations

347

performed only with ERT, sensitive only to σ’ (e.g., Leroux et al., 2007; Dahlin et al., 2010;

348

Ustra et al., 2010; Gazoty et al., 2012).

349

3.2 High IP response in biogeochemical active zones (hot-spots)

350

Figure 4 presents the imaging results for data collected along profile L6, in the landfill section

351

3, where high rates of microbial activity are expected due to the high TOC leachate contents

352

at excavation points A10 to A13 (see supplementary material). Inversion results for data

353

collected along L7 to L9 revealed a similar distribution of the complex conductivity (data not

354

shown for brevity). The imaging results show three main units consistent to those resolved for

355

profile L3 presented before. Based on data collected with a shorter separation between

356

electrodes (0.5 instead of 1 m), the cover layer is better resolved, with a thickness of ~50 cm,

357

corresponding to low conductivity and IP values (σ’ < 10 mS/m and σ’’ < 10 µS/m

358

respectively). Accordingly, the natural sand and gravel sediments below the landfill also

359

revealed consistent results to previous lines L1 to L5, characterized by a similar IP response

360

(σ’’ < 100 µS/m and ϕ < 10 mrad). However, the MSW in L6 to L9 reveals a much larger

361

polarization effect (both σ’’ > 500 µS/m and ϕ > 40 mrads) than those observed in L1 to L5

362

(σ’’ > 100 µS/m and ϕ > 25 mrads).

363

Based on excavations, the geometry of the MSW landfill near L6 is defined between ca. 0.5

364

and 5 m. Hence, the image of the phase appears to provide an accurate model of the

365

subsurface, with the MSW corresponding to the second layer with high values (ϕ > 15 mrad).

366

Similar to the discussion above, the phase image reveals a higher contrast between the organic
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367

waste and the natural sediments, than the image of the imaginary component (σ’’).

368

Furthermore, the electrical conductivity (σ’) again reveals poor contrasts in areas below the

369

main polarizable unit, hindering a proper delineation of landfill geometry. In accordance to

370

discussions above, the increase in both σ’ and σ’’ is explained by the increase in both organic

371

matter and fluid conductivity (σf) accompanying high rates of microbial activity, as evidenced

372

by the large production of CO2 extracted from this landfill section.

373

Moreover, higher concentrations of biodegradable carbon (see supplementary materials and

374

TOC values of samples taken from the points A10 to A13, illustrated in Figure 2) agree with

375

high polarizable anomaly to the south of the profile. Hence, the IP images appear to be

376

sensitive to not only the landfill geometry and waste composition, as well as to bio-

377

geochemical activity. As suggested above, the increase in organic matter in MSW triggers

378

both the polarization effect and the stimulation of microbial activity (associated with the

379

production of CO2 and leachate). The higher production of leachate and CO2 can be suggested

380

by the 28.8 % increase in the fluid conductivity reported in samples A10 to A13 in

381

comparison to those in samples A5 to A8 (around L1 to L5), which could be indicative of

382

high microbial activity.
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383
384

Figure 4: IP imaging results for data collected at L6 expressed in terms of the real (σ’) and

385

imaginary (σ’’) component of the complex conductivity (first and second row respectively), as

386

well as their ratio expressed in terms of the phase of the complex conductivity (ϕ). The black

387

dots at the top of each figure represent the position of the electrodes, while the triangles

388

indicate the bottom of the landfill as observed during excavations for the collection of

389

samples for ex-situ analyses, with the label indicating the number of the sample.

390
391
392

3.3 Using IP images to delineate changes in waste composition

393

To further investigate the applicability of the IP method for discriminating between

394

biogeochemically active and inactive areas, we present in Figure 5 the IP imaging results for
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395

data collected along L10, which extends from MSW to CDW (see Table 3 in the

396

Supplementary Information). In areas containing mainly MSW, high rates of microbial

397

activity are expected considering the high TOC leachate contents, whereas CDW landfills

398

represent biogeochemically inactive zones, as evidenced by the lowest TOC and negligible

399

CO2 production (Brandstätter et al., submitted). The electrical images in Figure 5 are

400

consistent to those presented in Figure 3 and Figure 4, represented by three main layers. The

401

waste unit is located between 0.5 and 5 m depth, with important lateral variations in ϕ images,

402

whereas plots of the real and imaginary components (σ’ and σ’’) reveal practically the same

403

features.

404
405

Figure 5: IP imaging results for data collected at L10 expressed in terms of the real (σ’) and

406

imaginary (σ’’) component of the complex conductivity (first and second row respectively), as

407

well as their ratio expressed in terms of the phase of the complex conductivity (ϕ). The black

408

dots at the top of each figure represent the position of the electrodes, while the triangles

409

indicate the bottom of the landfill as observed during excavations for the collection of

410

samples for ex-situ analyses, with the label indicating the number of the sample.

411
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412

Consistent with previous results and information from the site, the top layer is resolved with a

413

thickness varying between 1 and 1.5 m, which consists of the cover material and excavated

414

soils. Underneath, highly conductive and polarizable material characterizes the landfill, with

415

the gravel and sandy sediments on the bottom associated with a low polarization response.

416

Moreover, Figure 5 reveals that the contact between MSW and CDW is located at ca. 210 m

417

along profile direction, characterized by a lateral change in the electrical properties from high

418

to moderate σ’, σ’’ and ϕ values (for instance, ϕ < 15 mrad in case of CDW and at least 2

419

times higher values for MSW).

420

The construction waste is characterized by a low surface area and, in case of non- metallic

421

surfaces, it also is characterized by low surface charge; thus, it is related to negligible IP

422

response (σ’’ and ϕ), as revealed in the eastern part of profile L10. The presence of dry CDW

423

is responsible for low electrical conductivity values (σ’) considering the associated low

424

saturation and fluid conductivity. However, deeper areas, on the east part of profile L10,

425

reveal moderate conductivity values (ca. 50 mS/m), which may suggest the presence of pore

426

water enhancing electrolytic conduction (σf in Equation 1) to a certain extent. The polarizable

427

anomaly found at ca. 225 m (along profile direction) may be related either to exposed metal or

428

the presence of wet fine grains (clay and silt) filling pores and enhancing surface conduction

429

mechanisms through the polarization of the EDL. However, no information is available to

430

confirm this interpretation.

431

In Figure 6 we present the imaging results for profile L15, extending from landfill section 2 to

432

3, both characterized by MSW, but different rates of microbial activity, as indicated by the

433

variable TOC contents in leachate samples. These imaging results are consistent with those

434

obtained for data collected along L13 to L17. Figure 6 reveals large variations in the electrical

435

properties, both laterally and vertically, stressing the complexity in landfill internal structure

436

and composition. In particular, the images reveal a lateral contact approximately at 80 m
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437

along the profile direction. Model parameters to the east side of the profile (between 100 and

438

140 m) evidence much higher conductivity values (σ’), in agreement with the high TOC

439

concentrations reported in samples A10 to A13 over the samples A6 to A9 located on the west

440

side of the profile. The increase in the salinity might also explain the increase in the

441

polarization response observed in σ’’ images. As suggested before, the phase images may be

442

the best option to delineate the position of microbiologically active zones (or hot-spots),

443

considering that they represent the ratio of two properties affected by pore-space geometry

444

and fluid conductivity. Hence, in case of profile L13, the zone of microbiological activity is

445

located between 80 and 120 m along profile direction and between 1 and 3.5 m depth. Such

446

findings are in agreement with high production rate of CO2 reported above (e.g., Brandstätter

447

et al., submitted).

448

449
450

Figure 6: IP imaging results for data collected at L15 expressed in terms of the real (σ’) and

451

imaginary (σ’’) component of the complex conductivity (first and second row respectively), as
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452

well as their ratio expressed in terms of the phase of the complex conductivity (ϕ). The black

453

dots at the top of each figure represent the position of the electrodes, while the triangles

454

indicate the bottom of the landfill as observed during excavations for the collection of

455

samples for ex-situ analyses, with the label indicating the number of the sample.

456
457

Figure 5 and 6 reveal the capability of the IP method to discriminate between different waste

458

compositions in landfills. Based on our results, we may propose following categories:

459

(1) Low conductivity and phase values (σ’ < 15 mS/m, σ’’ < 15 µS and ϕ < 15 mrad):

460

corresponding to negligible microbial activity with no gas production and, thus, the lower

461

polarization response. Such response should be expected for CDW landfills or excavated

462

soils without organic matter.

463

(2) Moderate conductivity and phase values (σ’ < 80 mS/m, σ’’ < 100 µS and 10 > ϕ < 20

464

mrad): corresponding to dry MSW or waste with low content of organic matter, resulting

465

in low rates of microbial activity and thus low gas and leachate production.

466

(3) High conductivity but moderate phase values (σ’ ~ 100 mS/m, σ’’ ~500 µS and 20 > ϕ <

467

30 mrad): corresponding to MSW with some content of organic matter and potential for

468

the production of biogas. Increasing concentrations of leachate and fine grains result in

469

the increase of fluid and surface conductivity contributing to both σ’, σ’ and thus yielding

470

low ϕ values.

471

(4) Anomalous high phase values (σ’ > 200 mS/m, σ’’ > 1000 µS and ϕ > 40 mrad):

472

corresponding to bio-geochemically active zones in MSW with high organic matter,

473

which is responsible for high rates of microbial activity, as evidenced by high TOC

474

leachate contents. The high contents of organic matter result in high polarization (σ’’),

475

which surpasses the high salinity and conductivity (σ’), thus, resulting in the highest
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476

phase values in the landfill. Such zones need to be carefully monitored due to their

477

potential for the generation of methane, when air injection is terminated.

478
479

4. Conclusions

480

Our study clearly reveals the possibility to improve landfill investigations by the application

481

of induced polarization (IP) imaging methods. We demonstrated that IP imaging results

482

permit to solve for spatial variations with higher resolution than investigations solely based on

483

the analysis of excavated samples. Moreover, including images of the polarization effect,

484

either in terms of the imaginary component (σ’’) or the phase (ϕ) of the complex conductivity,

485

permits an improved interpretation of the electrical conductivity, for instance to accurately

486

delineate the geometry of the landfill. The polarization effect is an important parameter in

487

landfill investigations, as it is sensitive to variations in the waste composition, especially to

488

the content of organic matter, whereas electrical conductivity appears to be dominated by the

489

increase in salinity related to leachate formation. Hence, the interpretation of landfill

490

geometry solely based on electrical conductivity images (i.e., resistivity methods) might be

491

biased due to the leachates extending below the actual contact of the landfill.

492

Polarization images (σ’’), revealed a sharper contrasts between the landfill and the host

493

geology than the conductivity images (σ’); with even a better resolution observed in IP

494

imaging results expressed in terms of the phase (ϕ). The landfill geometry is properly

495

delineated by high ϕ values (ϕ > 10 mrads), evidencing a higher polarization effect for MSW

496

than the one associated to subsurface materials. Moreover, we observed a positive correlation

497

between leachable TOC concentrations and ϕ, with the former used as an indicator of

498

microbiological activity. Accordingly, low ϕ values are observed in microbiologically inactive

499

areas; while the highest values are observed in microbiological hot-spots, associated to high

500

leachate and CO2 production. Our results reveal that an increase in salinity (i.e., fluid
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501

conductivity) plays only a secondary role in the polarization effect. Taking into account the

502

negligible amount of metallic waste observed in samples, we suggest that the high

503

polarization effect observed in our results is controlled by the presence of organic matter,

504

characterized by high surface area and surface charge. Thus, IP imaging proves to be a non-

505

invasive method to evaluate the biogeochemical status in landfills with high spatial resolution.

506

Our results show high polarization anomalies (σ’’ and ϕ) in the MSW, whereas much lower

507

values were resolved for CDW. We explain the increase in the polarization effect due to the

508

presence of organic matter, characterized by high surface area and surface charge, two of the

509

main parameters controlling the polarization of non-metallic materials. Thus, the IP method

510

appears to be well-suited for the characterization of bio-geochemically active and inactive

511

areas of the landfill. Based on our imaging results, we propose the conceptual model

512

presented in Figure 7, which can be used for the interpretation of IP signatures in further

513

landfill investigations.

514
515
516

Figure 7: Conceptual model proposed for the interpretation of IP imaging results for the

517

Heferlbach landfill. IP results expressed in terms of the real, imaginary and phase of the
25
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518

complex conductivity (σ’, σ’’, ϕ) can then be used to define active/inactive microbiological

519

areas of the landfill. Highest ϕ values are related to high content of organic matter and

520

potentially higher rates of microbial activity. Whereas the increase in σ’ corresponds to an

521

increase in salinity due to leachate production, or high contents of fine-grained materials

522

associated to surface conduction mechanisms. Although not explicitly written, CDW is then

523

related to low σ’, σ’’, ϕ values, as expected due to the low salinity, saturation and organic

524

matter.

525
526

However, a quantification of microbial rates based only on field data might still not be

527

possible without further development of adequate models linking the electrical and

528

geochemical parameters. Hence, further investigations at laboratory scale are required to

529

permit the development of adequate geochemical models linking the IP parameters with gas

530

production.
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ABSTRACT
An analytical membrane-polarization model is developed to predict the frequency-dependent complex conductivity of hydrocarbon-contaminated sediments. In the absence of hydrocarbon contaminants, the effect of membrane polarization can be approximated using a recently developed analytical model, which describes the pore space as a sequence of two cylindrical pores of different
lengths and radii. Different cation and anion concentrations in the electrical double layer at the pore
wall lead to an ion-selective behaviour causing the membrane-polarization effect. This model can
readily be adjusted to account for a wetting liquid hydrocarbon covering the pore wall. To model
the effect of non-wetting hydrocarbon, we extend the analytical model by introducing a second
cylindrical body into the cylindrical pores that represents a discrete droplet of the contaminant
phase. In order to account for the high electrical resistivity of liquid hydrocarbons, the corresponding volumes are assumed to be electrically insulating. Because most liquid hydrocarbon surfaces are
negatively charged when in contact with an electrolyte, they are covered by a second electrical
double layer, which can easily be incorporated into the analytical model. We use our extended
model to study the effect of varying saturations of wetting and non-wetting hydrocarbon on the
complex electrical conductivity of the pore system. Our results predict that conductivity magnitude
and conductivity phase generally decrease with hydrocarbon saturation. However, if the surface
potential at the surface of non-wetting hydrocarbon droplets is larger than the one at the pore wall,
we can observe an increase in the conductivity magnitude with the hydrocarbon saturation and a
slight increase in the conductivity phase at intermediate hydrocarbon concentrations. This finding
is particularly interesting as it offers a possible explanation for the relation between complex conductivity and hydrocarbon saturation observed in different field and laboratory experiments.
INTRODUCTION
Due to their low solubility in water, liquid hydrocarbon (HC)
contaminants, also referred to as non-aqueous phase liquids
(NAPLs), released into the subsurface environment often persist
as residual or free phase (e.g., Soga, Page and Illangasekare
2004). Commonly, the detection of these separate HC phases is
an important objective of site characterisation because they constitute a main source for continued contamination of groundwater (e.g., Atekwana and Atekwana 2010). The characterisation of
these source zones usually relies on direct soil and/or groundwater sampling, which results in a limited spatial resolution of the
site investigation due to the relatively high cost of drilling-based
methods (e.g., Flores Orozco et al. 2012). Furthermore, screened
*
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wells generally used to monitor the progress of remediation
measures are known to be unable to detect trapped (and thus
immobile), residual HC. Even though, mobile free-phase thicknesses measured in monitoring wells (i.e., the thickness of the
immiscible liquid HC layer floating on top of the groundwater)
typically exceed the real free-phase thicknesses in the formation,
an effect that can be explained to be the effect of capillary forces
(Newell et al. 1995 and the references therein).
If combined with conventional site characterisation and
monitoring techniques, geophysical exploration methods potentially help overcome some of the aforementioned limitations
(Atekwana and Atekwana 2010) as they provide spatially quasicontinuous and highly resolved information on subsurface properties. In particular, direct current (DC) and induced polarization
(IP) imaging techniques have received much attention because of
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the distinct electrical properties of liquid HC contaminants. Due
to the high electrical resistivity of most liquid HCs, fresh spills
usually stand out as resistive anomalies (e.g., Börner, Gruhne
and Schön 1993; Chambers et al. 2004; Cassiani et al. 2009;
Johansson, Fiandaca and Dahlin 2015). However, over time, the
presence of HC often enhances microbial activity and organic
acids are released into the groundwater, which promote mineral
weathering and dissolution of ions (e.g., Sauck 2000; Cassidy
et al. 2001). As a consequence, aged HC spills are often associated with high electrical conductivity values (e.g., Atekwana,
Sauck and Werkema 2000; Flores Orozco et al. 2012; Cassiani
et al. 2014; Caterina, Flores Orozco and Nguyen 2017).
Although an indication of contaminated subsurface volumes
based on DC resistivity anomalies alone might be sufficient in
some cases, several studies report circumstances under which no
significant resistivity anomaly could be detected (e.g., Börner
et al. 1993; Ustra et al. 2012; Kemna, Binley and Slater 2004).
In order to explore the potential of the IP method, also known
as complex resistivity or complex conductivity method, for the
detection of HC contaminants, laboratory and field experiments
have been undertaken with promising but seemingly contradictory
results. While an increase in the measured IP phases or chargeability values with HC saturation (e.g., Olhoeft 1985, 1992; Vanhala,
Soininen and Kukkonen 1992; Kemna, Räkers and Dresen 1999;
Kemna et al. 2004; Abdel Aal, Slater and Atekwana 2006; Sogade
et al. 2006; Cassiani et al. 2009; Schmutz et al. 2010; Revil,
Schmutz and Batzle 2011; Abdel Aal and Atekwana 2013;
Deceuster and Kaufmann 2012; Flores Orozco et al. 2015) was
reported in many studies, some results display the reverse effect
(e.g., Vanhala et al. 1992; Weller and Börner 1996; Weller et al.
1997; Vanhala 1997; Chambers et al. 2004; Martinho, Almeida
and Matias 2006; Cassiani et al. 2009; Revil et al. 2011) or even
an increase in the polarization magnitude until a critical saturation
is reached followed by a decrease towards higher HC concentrations (e.g., Titov et al. 2004; Martinho et al. 2006; Flores Orozco
et al. 2012; Johansson et al. 2015). As only a limited number of
studies under certain conditions report weak or insignificant variations of the polarization response resulting from changes in HC
concentration (Olhoeft 1985; Ustra et al. 2012), the potential of
the IP method for the characterisation of HC-contaminated sites
seems evident but urges a more detailed knowledge of the underlying polarization effect mechanisms.
In order to connect experimental observations to the porescale configuration of immiscible liquid HC, several conceptual
models have been developed by various authors (e.g., Titov et al.
2004; Martinho et al. 2006; Schmutz et al. 2010; Revil et al.
2011; Flores Orozco et al. 2012; Abdel Aal and Atekwana 2013;
Johansson et al. 2015). Most of these distinguish between two
possible scenarios: (1) the solid phase is covered by a water film
and the HC forms discrete or interconnected droplets, a condition
commonly referred to as “water-wet”, whereas (2) under “hydrocarbon-wet” conditions, the two liquids interchange their roles
and an HC film separates the aqueous phase from the solid

phase. All authors then attribute the resulting polarization
responses to mainly three mechanisms: (a) polarization of the
electrical double layer (EDL) at the solid–water interface, (b)
polarization of the EDL at the water–liquid HC interface, and/or
(c) membrane polarization due to geometrical constrictions in
the electrolyte-filled pore space.
In order to verify the conceptual models and quantify individual contributions of the polarization mechanisms to the overall response, mechanistic models are needed. The polarization of
the EDL at the solid–water interface has been intensively studied
(O’Konski 1960; Schwarz 1962; Schurr 1964), and a robust
mechanistic model that links the IP effect in granular media to
the polarization of the Stern layer is available (Leroy et al. 2008;
Leroy and Revil 2009). Recently, this model has been extended
to include the effect of non-wetting oil as an electrically insulating but non-polarizable phase (Schmutz et al. 2010). The
extended model predicts a monotonous increase in the conductivity phase with oil saturation and has been tested successfully
against experimental data. It also contains the only empirical
model that had been developed earlier (Vinegar and Waxman
1984) as a limiting case. However, the model of Schmutz et al.
(2010) does not answer all open questions because it cannot
explain measured IP responses that decrease with HC saturation
or show a maximum behaviour at intermediate concentrations.
Although there are good reasons to assume that the EDL at the
HC–water interface also contributes to the overall polarization
(e.g., Abdel Aal et al. 2013; Johansson et al. 2015), the model of
Schmutz et al. (2010) does not consider the polarization response
around liquid HC droplets or HC-covered mineral grains.
Membrane polarization, the third possible source mechanism,
explains the measured IP response with the presence of ionselective zones along the current pathway, which leads to the
build-up of (salt) concentration gradients under the effect of an
external electric field (Marshall and Madden 1959). Generally,
geometrical pore constrictions (pore throats and narrow passages) or clay minerals are assumed to cause the ion-selective
behaviour because of the unequal cation and anion concentrations in the EDL (e.g., Buchheim and Irmer 1979; Vinegar and
Waxman 1984). Titov et al. (2004) undertake the only published
attempt to adapt a mechanistic membrane-polarization model,
i.e., the model of Titov et al. (2002), to explain the IP response
of HC-contaminated sediments. In their laboratory experiments,
they observed a chargeability increase up to a critical HC saturation followed by a decrease at higher saturations. Although their
discussion suggests that this maximum behaviour of chargeability is in agreement with the developed model, no rigorous quantitative treatment is provided.
Because of the evident lack of a more detailed understanding of
membrane-polarization processes in HC-contaminated sediments
and rocks, the main objective of this study is to place an analytical
model to the disposal of the community. To this end, we first adapt
the existing conceptual models and extract those parameters relevant to membrane polarization. Then, we adapt a recently pre-
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sented membrane polarization model, which allows considering
the effect of the EDL at the pore wall and varying pore radii
(Bücker and Hördt 2013b) to simulate the effect of both wetting
and non-wetting liquid HCs in the pore space on the membranepolarization mechanism. The discussion focuses on the possible
implications for the interpretation of measured IP responses.
THEORY
Conceptual model
HC contaminants in granular subsurface materials partition into
four phases, namely, vapour, aqueous (dissolved in water), separate (residual or free phase), and sorbed to solid particles (e.g.,
Newell et al. 1995). The physiochemical properties of all
involved materials (i.e., HC, water, and solid) and the contamination history determine the degree to which the contaminant partitions into each of the four phases. Separate liquid HC trapped in
the pore space often acts as a source for continuing contamination of groundwater (e.g., Atekwana and Atekwana 2010), which
makes the delineation of the source zone one of the main objectives of site characterisation and management. This study therefore focuses on the effect of immiscible liquid HC contaminants
on the expected IP response. For the sake of simplicity, we will
furthermore limit our treatment to the saturated zone, i.e., the
pore space is completely occupied by pore water and liquid

Figure 1 (a) Conceptual model of the geometrical distribution of immiscible HC droplets under water-wet conditions. Corresponding simplified
capillary models for the cases of (b) interconnected and (c) separate HC
droplets.
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(free-phase) HC at different ratios and no gaseous phase is considered. Following the approach of earlier studies, we will treat
the cases of liquid HC as non-wetting and wetting phases separately (Martinho et al. 2006; Schmutz et al. 2010; Revil et al.
2011; Abdel Aal and Atekwana 2013; Johansson et al. 2015).
In most natural granular materials, water is the wetting fluid
(e.g., Kanicky et al. 2001) and the liquid HC is trapped in the
open pore space forming discrete droplets or ganglia (Figure 1a).
The geometrical configuration of the non-wetting liquid HC
depends on pore geometry and capillary pressure (e.g., Sahloul,
Ioannidis and Chatzis 2002). In this study, we assume that the
solid surface is covered by a continuous water film, which separates the HC droplet from the solid phase. Low pore-throat diameter ratios (often referred to as aspect ratio in the literature) and/
or high HC saturations favour the formation of bridges between
HC droplets in adjacent pore spaces (Chatzis, Morrow and Lim
1983), as depicted in Figure 1b. Incoming water leads to the rupture of the bridge if the HC saturation decreases below a critical
value, referred to as “snap-off” (e.g., Sahloul et al. 2002). Besides
low HC saturations, also high pore-throat diameter ratios promote
the formation of discrete HC droplets (see Figure 1c). The corresponding capillary models (Figures 1b and 1c) to be considered
in this study represent these two limiting cases.
Surface-active components in the pore water can change the
interfacial tensions and, consequently, the wettability of NAPLs
(e.g., Zhao and Ioannidis 2007). In particular, organic acids and
biosurfactants released as metabolic by-products during biodegradation (e.g., Cassidy et al. 2001) presumably promote the
change to the less usual HC-wet situation. In such a case, liquid
HC and water reverse roles compared with the water-wet situation (Figure 2a). Again, predominantly controlled by pore-throat
diameter ratio and HC saturation, water either forms interconnected droplets (Figure 2b) or is trapped as discrete droplets in
the larger pore spaces (Figure 2c). In both limiting cases, a continuous HC film is assumed to coat the solid surface.
Besides the geometrical configuration of water and contaminant phases in the pore space, the electrical and electrochemical
properties of the two phases and the liquid–liquid interface need
to be considered. The large resistivity contrast between the aqueous phase and most liquid HCs justifies the assumption of electrically insulating HC droplets and films (e.g., Schmutz et al.
2010).
As proposed by Abdel Aal and Atekwana (2013) and
Johansson et al. (2015), besides the EDL at the solid–water
interface, we include a second EDL at the interface between
liquid HC and pore water into our model. We consider this
second EDL essential because the magnitude of the ζ-potential
at the HC–water interface can be of the same order of magnitude or even higher (e.g., Buckley, Takamura and Morrow
1989; Busscher, Van de Belt-Gritter and Van der Mei 1995)
than that at the surface of common sediment minerals (e.g.,
Leroy et al. 2008). The corresponding surface charge can be
explained based on the presence of interfacially active polar
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components in the liquid HC; at normal pH, the dissociation of
acidic interfacial groups is responsible for the build-up of a
negative surface charge, and at very low pH, the protonation of
basic interfacial groups results in a positive surface charge
(e.g., Farooq et al. 2012). Specific adsorption of hydroxide ions
(OH-) can act as an additional source of interfacial charges even
in the absence of polar components (Marinova et al. 1996).
Usually, HC mixtures with a higher fraction of short-chained
HCs will show lower absolute ζ-potentials than mixtures of
longer-chained HCs (e.g., Stachurski and MichaŁek 1996).
Beside this strong dependence on the composition of the liquid
HC, water pH and electrolyte concentration influence the
ζ-potential (e.g., Farooq et al. 2012).
As the ζ-potential at the HC–water interface strongly depends
on the presence of interfacially active components, the wetting
conditions in contaminated media become dependent on the
signs and relative magnitudes of the ζ-potentials at both interfaces (i.e., HC–water and solid–water). In general, an increasing
number of polar components and, thus, an increasing ζ-potential
at the HC–water interface will favour the transition to HC-wet
conditions (e.g., Revil et al. 2011). Because a detailed modelling
of the transition between the two regimes is beyond the scope of
this study, we will not a priori limit the parameter ranges to be
studied.

Analytical model
Recently, Bücker and Hördt (2013b) proposed a model that considers a sequence of wide and narrow cylindrical pores with pore
radii R1 and R2 and pore lengths L1 and L2. The pores are saturated with an electrolyte solution with a bulk ion concentration
of (in mol/m3), and the pore wall or matrix is assumed to be
non-conducting. A generally negative surface charge at the pore
wall attracts an excess of cations, which accumulate in the Stern
layer and the diffuse layer of the EDL, and causes a deficit of
anions in the diffuse layer. The ζ-potential is used to approximate the electric potential at the interface between the Stern
layer and the diffuse layer. The Gouy–Chapman theory permits
quantifying the radial variation of electric potential U(r) and ion
concentrations cp,n(r) in the diffuse layer (subscripts p and n
denote cation and anion properties, respectively). For a cylindrical pore of radius Ri, the electric potential can be approximated
by solving the linearised Poisson–Boltzmann equation in cylindrical coordinates (r = 0 on the axis of the cylinder) with the
boundary condition U (Ri) = ζm (e.g., Hunter 1981):
(1)
Here, j is the imaginary unit with j2 = −1, J0 is the Bessel function
of the first kind and order zero, and κ = λD−1 is the inverse of the
Debye length λD, which is a measure of the thickness of the diffuse layer. Subscripts i = 1, 2 denote the properties of the wide
and narrow pores, respectively. For symmetric monovalent electrolytes, the Debye length can be expressed as
(2)
Here, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity (8.854 · 10-12 C/(Vm)), εr is
the relative permittivity of the pore fluid (≈ 80 for water), kB is
Boltzmann’s constant (1.380 6482 · 10-23 J/K) (Gaiser et al.
2017), T is the absolute temperature, e is the elementary charge
(1.6022 · 10-19 C), and F is Faraday’s constant (96,485.3 C/mol).
The radial variation of the ion concentrations is connected to the
electric potential via (e.g., Butt, Graf and Kappl 2003)
(3)
Note that, at large distances from the pore wall (i.e., r >> λD), the
potential approaches the reference potential of 0 mV and both
ion concentrations become equal to the bulk ion concentration c0.
Bücker and Hördt (2013b) argue that the electric current through
the system of wide and narrow pores, in a first approximation, will
be determined by the mean ion concentrations. They average the ion
concentrations over the pore cross sections as follows:

Figure 2 (a) Conceptual model of the geometrical distribution of immiscible HC droplets under HC-wet conditions. Translation into the simplified capillary model for the cases of (b) interconnected and (c) separate
water droplets.

(4)
Note that the integrated concentrations are normalised by the
bulk ion concentration c0 and the area of the wide pore A1 = πR12.
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The latter accounts for the reduction of the total current through
the narrow pore due to the smaller cross section (see Bücker and
Hördt 2013b). The dimensionless mean concentrations are then
used to define average transference numbers for both pores as
follows:
(5)
where μp,n are the ion mobility of cations and anions, respectively. By means of this approximation, the 3D cylindrical pore
system can be collapsed to a sequence of 1D pores, the frequency-dependent impedance of which was studied in detail by
Marshall and Madden (1959). As proposed by Bücker and Hördt
(2013a), we express the Marshall–Madden impedance × area
Z(w) in terms of its low-frequency limit
, a dimensionless polarizability η0, and two time constants ti:

Figure 3 Three-dimensional sketch of the capillary model, including HC
droplets in the wide pores. Note that both surfaces enclosing the water
volume, i.e. the pore wall and the surface of the HC droplet, can carry a
surface charge indicated by the ζ-potentials ζm and ζh, respectively.

(6)

(7)

(8)

where

(9)

phase within the pore space. As in the model of Bücker and
Hördt (2013b), we describe the pore space as an alternating
sequence of wide and narrow cylindrical pores. The non-aqueous
phase is modelled by placing a solid non-conducting cylinder at
the centre of the cylindrical pore (see Figure 3). As previously
discussed, the resulting HC–water interface can also be charged.
Consequently, besides the fixed potential ζm at the pore wall
(r = Ri), we assume a second fixed potential ζh at the HC surface
(r = ri).
The radial variation of the electric potential in equation (1)
was obtained from the linearised Poisson–Boltzmann equation in
cylindrical coordinates:

(10)

(12)

are corrected ion diffusion coefficients. Note that this correction for the diffusion coefficients and the modification of the
transference numbers are the only changes in the Marshall–
Madden impedance × area introduced by Bücker and Hördt
(2013b).
To facilitate the direct comparison with measured data,
Bairlein et al. (2016) propose a conversion of the impedance ×
area to effective conductivity:

This is a zeroth-order modified Bessel equation with the general
solution (e.g., Abramowitz and Stegun 1964)

(11)

,

(13)

where Y0 is the Bessel function of the second kind. In order to
estimate the radial electric potential profiles within a tubular
water film between the two cylinders (as needed for the waterwet model), we impose the boundary conditions
and
, which yields the following two coefficients:

Here, Φ is the porosity of the material, L = L1 + L2 is the sum of
the two pore lengths, and
are the cross-sectional areas
of the two pores.

(14)

and
Adaptation of the analytical model
The analytical model can readily be adapted to account for the
effect of non-wetting HC droplets (water-wet model) as a second
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using the boundary conditions

and

Figure 4 shows that analytical and numerical results agree
fairly well for typical ζ-potentials and a sufficiently thick water
film between HC droplet and solid matrix. As long as the thickness
of the water film is larger than four Debye lengths (Figure 4), the
small observable deviations can be considered negligible compared to other limitations of our model. However, within thinner
water films, the two diffuse layers covering the HC droplet and the
solid surface overlap significantly and the predictions of the analytical model become increasingly inaccurate. In this study, we
will therefore clearly indicate modelling results related to water
film thicknesses below four Debye lengths.
In the next step, we calculate the mean ion concentrations
normalised by the bulk concentration c0 and the cross-sectional
area of the wide pore A1 as
(17)

Figure 4 Radial variation of (a) the electric potential and (b) the excess
ion concentrations in a tubular water film confined by two cylinders with
r ≈ 0.21 µm and R = 0.25 µm and with surface potentials ζh = –25 mV
and ζm = –75 mV, respectively. The thickness of the water film is equal
to four Debye lengths (here, lD ≈ 0.01 µm). Solid lines represent the
analytical solutions of the linearised Poisson–Boltzmann equation, and
black dots represent the full numerical solution. Note the different scaling of cation and anion concentrations (factor 15). The remaining parameter values are as follows: c0 = 1 mol/m3, er = 80, T = 293 K, and
mp = mn = 5 ∙ 10–8 m2/(Vs).

Figure 4a illustrates the variation of the electric potential within
a thin water film of approximately four Debye lengths
(
µm for the chosen parameter values). The corresponding ion concentration profiles (Figure 4b) can be obtained by
inserting the electric potential into the Boltzmann distribution
(see equation (3)). Strictly speaking, the linearised Poisson–
Boltzmann equation (12) is only valid for small surface potentials
(or
mV at room temperature) (e.g.,
Butt et al. 2003).
As typical ζ-potentials of silica minerals (e.g., Leroy et al.
2008) and liquid HCs (e.g., Buckley et al. 1989; Busscher et al.
1995) are in the range of –25 to –100 mV, we carry out numerical
modelling to test how severe the violation of the condition of
small potentials is. For this purpose, we solve the full Poisson–
Boltzmann equation in cylindrical coordinates
(16)

Figure 5 shows the variation of these dimensionless mean ion
concentrations with the droplet radius for different potentials at
the droplet surface. For ζh = 0 mV, the dimensionless mean cation concentration decays monotonously with the droplet radius. This is an immediate consequence of the displacement of the
electrolyte by the insulating droplet. For ζh < 0 mV, initially
increases with increasing droplet radius. Here, the excess cation
concentration of the EDL at the growing droplet surface overcompensates the displacement of the electrolyte by the insulating
droplet. At water film thicknesses of approximately four Debye
lengths (here, at r > 0.21 µm), this increase in becomes even
steeper before decays to zero for r → R. As aforementioned,
the results obtained for such small water film thicknesses must
be treated with caution due to the limited validity of the analytical solution in this case of significantly overlapping diffuse layers. The dimensionless mean anion concentrations
decay
monotonously with the droplet radius. The deficit anion concentration in the EDL at the droplet surface makes the initial
decay stronger the larger the magnitude of ζh is.
Like in the original model of Bücker and Hördt (2013b), we
use the dimensionless mean concentrations to calculate average
transference numbers t(p,n)i via equation (5) and correct the ion
diffusion coefficients D(p,n)i using equation (10). In this manner,
we cast the effective transport properties of the capillary model
into the 1D Marshall–Madden impedance given by equations (6)
to (9). Note that, unlike the original model, we do not consider a
correction for the contribution of the Stern layer (i.e., the partition coefficient is assumed to be zero). The reason is the lack of
information on the partitioning of cations into the Stern and diffuse layers at the HC–water interface.
Our approach allows us to study the variation of the frequency-dependent impedance of the pore sequence as a function of
the radii of the HC droplets. We will assume that the water films
in both pores are of the same thickness, such that the radii of the
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Then, the total HC saturation and the residual water saturation
are given by
(19)
respectively.
To model the case of the liquid HC as a wetting phase, we can
simply use the original model of Bücker and Hördt (2013b), i.e.,
equations (1) to (11). By substituting ζm by ζh in equation (1) and
Ri by ri in equations (1) and (4), we account for the fact that,
here, the pore wall is completely covered by the HC film and the
water droplet (of radius ri) is in contact with the HC surface only.
Accordingly, the total volume of the HC film becomes
(20)
in the HC-wet model. According to the precautions taken in the
case of subcritical water film thicknesses (smaller than four
Debye lengths), we will clearly indicate all modelling results
obtained for droplet radii smaller than two Debye lengths, where
the diffuse layers covering the opposite boundaries of the water
droplet significantly overlap. All other expressions remain
unchanged.

Figure 5 Variation of (a) the dimensionless mean cation concentration and
(b) the dimensionless mean anion concentration with the droplet radius r
given by equation (17). The radius of the pore R = 0.25 µm and the potential at the pore wall ζm = –75 mV are kept constant. The dimensionless
mean concentration versus droplet radius curves are displayed for different potentials ζh between 0 mV and –125 mV (step width between curves
is 25 mV). The vertical lines indicate the critical droplet radius, at which
the water film thickness reaches the critical value of four Debye lengths.
The remaining parameter values are the same as those in Figure 4.

two HC droplets are coupled via
. For simplicity,
in our model, the HC bridge across the narrow pore ruptures
(snaps off) as soon as the film thickness is larger than the radius
of the narrow pore (i.e., when
). This simplification
ignores that, as a result of surface tensions, droplets are expected
to snap off at much higher HC saturations, which has to be taken
into account in the interpretation of the results.
In order to facilitate the comparison with measured data, we
convert the obtained droplet radii to equivalent residual water
saturations. To this end, we express the total pore volume Vp and
the total volume of the two droplets Vh as
(18)

RESULTS
Unless otherwise stated, the following standard model parameter
values are used to obtain the complex conductivity responses
presented in this section. The bulk ion concentration in the porefilling electrolyte is set to c0 = 1 mol/m3. Cation and anion mobility values are
m2/(Vs), which is approximately
equal to the mobility of the sodium cation (e.g., Atkins and De
Paula 2013). In the water-wet case, the ζ-potential at the pore
wall is assumed to be ζm = –75 mV (with respect to reference
potential of 0 mV at large distances from all interfaces), which is
a typical value for silica mineral surfaces (e.g., Leroy et al.
2008). We use pore lengths of L1 = 50 µm and L2 = 5 µm and a
porosity of Φ = 30%, which are representative values for fine
sand or fine-grained sandstone (e.g., Morris and Johnson 1967).
In order to provide a significant polarization response of the
capillary model, we use pore radii R1 = 2.5 µm and R2 = 0.25 µm.
The resulting (aspect) ratios between pore lengths and pore
diameters, i.e., Li / (2Ri), are equal to 10 for both pores. This
value is large compared with typical aspect ratios of 2 to 2.5 in
sedimentary rocks (e.g., Chatzis et al. 1983; Schmitt et al. 2016)
but corresponds to the highest realistic aspect ratio proposed by
Hördt et al. (2017).
Water-wet model
Figure 6 shows the spectral response of the water-wet model for
varying residual water saturations and an absolute electric potential at the pore wall that is higher than the one at the HC surface
(i.e., ζh / ζm < 1). In the left panel (Figure 6a), we observe an
increase in the conductivity magnitude with water saturation.
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Figure 6 Frequency and saturation dependence of the effective conductivity of the water-wet model with surface potential ζh = –25 mV. (a) Magnitude
and (b) phase spectra as a function of residual water saturations. Contour lines are every 0.025 mS/m in (a) and every 0.25 mrad in (b). The white
horizontal lines mark the snap-off saturation (Sw ≈ 0.19); the two insets above and below the white line illustrate the corresponding simplified capillary
models. The red lines show the variation of the characteristic angular frequency wc (see the main text for further details). Both plots are truncated at a
saturation of Sw ≈ 0.03, where the water film thickness falls below four Debye lengths.

The conductivity increase is most pronounced at low water saturations (Sw < 0.19), where the HC droplet is continuous across
both pores. Minor frequency variations of the conductivity magnitude only become visible at high water saturations.
Frequency variations of the conductivity phase are much
more evident (Figure 6b). Maximum phase values (ca. 3.1 mrad)
occur at high water saturations, monotonously decrease with the
water saturation, and practically vanish as saturation reaches the
critical snap-off value. This phase decrease with decreasing
water saturation can be understood by analysing equation (8),
which directly relates variations of the polarization magnitude
(here, in terms of the polarizability) to the squared difference
between the transference numbers of the two pores
. Making use of the equality
, we can
simplify this term to
. At high water saturations, the
EDL at the pore wall makes the narrow pore more ion-selective
than the wide pore (
), which results in relatively high
maximum phases. As water saturation decreases and the radius
of the HC droplet in the wide pore increases, the wide pore also
becomes ion-selective (due to the EDL at the HC surface) and
the difference between the transference numbers decreases, leading to a reduction of the observed phases. At water saturations
< 0.19, the HC droplet penetrates the narrow pore and the water
films in both pores are of the same thickness. As a result, the
transference numbers in both pores are almost the same and no
significant phases can be observed.

The decrease in the phase is accompanied by a decrease in the
characteristic angular frequency wc, which we define as the
angular frequency, at which the phase peak is observed. For each
water saturation, the phase spectrum comprises the phase values
computed at 500 discrete angular frequencies (logarithmically
equidistant between 0.01 rad/s and 1000 rad/s); wc is then
approximated by the discrete angular frequency, at which the
calculated phase shift is maximum. At high water saturations
(Sw = 1), the phase peak is centred at 5.3 rad/s; at the snap-off
saturation (Sw = 0.19), it is encountered at 1.4 rad/s and reduces
to 0.2 rad/s at the lowest saturation (Sw = 0.03).
This behaviour can be understood as follows. The characteristic
angular frequency wc or its inverse, i.e., the characteristic time
constant tc = 1 / wc, is controlled by either of the two time constants ti, as discussed in detail by Bücker and Hördt (2013a).
According to equations (9) and (10), both time constants ti depend
on the dimensionless mean concentrations and the modified transference numbers as expressed by the proportionality
or equivalently
. For negative surface potentials, the
dimensionless mean concentration shows a steep decrease from
≤ 0.9 at small droplet radii to 0 at large droplet radii (see Figure 5),
whereas the transference number tpi only slightly increases from
~ 0.7 to 1 (as can also be inferred from Figure 5). Consequently,
with increasing droplet radii ri, i.e., with decreasing water saturation, both time constants ti are expected to increase, which
explains the decrease in the characteristic angular frequency.
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Although, in practice, high absolute values of ζh will most
probably result in a transition to HC-wet conditions, in
Figure 7, we show that the variation of the effective conductivity significantly changes when the absolute electric potential at
the HC surface becomes larger than the one at the pore wall
(i.e., ζh / ζm > 1). Instead of the increase observed for ζh / ζm < 1,
here, the conductivity magnitude varies only slightly with
increasing water saturation. This observation might seem counterintuitive, but it can be explained by the high cation excess
concentration in the EDL at the HC surface, which overcompensates the displacement of the aqueous electrolyte by the
insulating HC droplet.
In comparison with the case ζh / ζm < 1, maximum phases
decrease much faster with decreasing water saturation. This is a
direct consequence of the large excess cation concentration in the
EDL at the HC–water interface, which renders the wide pore ion
selective at much higher water saturations (compared with the
case ζh / ζm < 1). Interestingly, around the snap-off saturation (i.e.,
before the HC droplet penetrates the narrow pore) the wide pore
becomes more ion-selective than the narrow pore. The reason is
that the ion concentrations in the small pore are not yet affected
by the large absolute ζ-potential at the HC surface. As a result, a
second phase maximum is obtained. However, once the snap-off
(HC) saturation is exceeded, phase values decrease rapidly with
decreasing water saturation as the difference of the transference
numbers of both zones decreases too. At the same time, the vari-
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ation of the characteristic angular frequency becomes more pronounced; from 5.3 rad/s (Sw = 1), it reduces to 0.1 rad/s
(Sw = 0.03).
Obviously, the ratio ζh / ζm has a strong influence on the effective conductivity response of the capillary model. In order to study
this dependence in more detail, we extract the magnitude and
phase versus saturation curves for different ratios ζh / ζm at an angular frequency of w = 1 rad/s, a typical value used for single-frequency IP measurements. Figure 8 shows that (i) the transition
between the two limiting situations observed above is continuous
while increasing the ratio ζh / ζm; (ii) the critical value of this ratio
seems to be ζh / ζm = 1; and (iii) for larger ratios, the second phase
maximum begins to occur around the snap-off saturation. This
behaviour of the phase response can also be reproduced for other
electric surface potentials at the pore wall (not shown here for
brevity).
Hydrocarbon-wet model
In the HC-wet model, liquid HC and water interchange roles. In
particular, there is no EDL at the water–pore wall interface (characterised by ζm) because the pore wall is completely covered by
an HC film. Consequently, the conductivity of the pore sequence
will be completely determined by the radii of the residual water
droplets and the potential ζh at the HC surface.
Figure 9 shows the spectral response of this HC-wet model.
The conductivity magnitude increases almost linearly with the

Figure 7 Frequency and saturation dependence of the effective conductivity of the water-wet model with surface potential ζh = –125 mV. (a) Magnitude
and (b) phase spectra as a function of residual water saturations. Contour lines are every 0.01 mS/m in (a) and every 0.5 mrad in (b). The white horizontal lines mark the snap-off saturation (Sw ≈ 0.19); the two insets above and below the white line illustrate the corresponding simplified capillary
models. The red lines show the variation of the characteristic angular frequency wc with the water saturation. Both plots are truncated at a saturation of
Sw ≈ 0.03, where the water film thickness falls below four Debye lengths.
© 2017 European Association of Geoscientists & Engineers, Near Surface Geophysics, 2017, 15, 547-562
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water saturation, which simply reflects the fact that the effective
(water-filled) cross section increases with the water saturation.
Note that as soon as the water saturation falls below the snap-off
saturation (Sw ≈ 0.81), the entire cross section of the narrow pore
throat is occupied by the insulating liquid HC, which completely
blocks electric current.

In contrast to the behaviour of the water-wet model, the
maximum phases observed in the HC-wet model first increase
slightly with increasing HC saturation (decreasing water saturation) and then decrease rapidly towards the critical saturation.
Based on the simple analysis of the term
made above,
one would expect a monotonous increase in the phase response

Figure 8 Variation of conductivity: (a) magnitude and (b) phase of the water-wet model with the water saturation at w = 1 rad/s. While the surface
potential at the pore wall is fixed at ζm = –75 mV, the one at the HC–water interface ζh is varied from 0 to -150 mV in steps of 25 mV. The dotted lines
indicate the curve for the critical surface potential of ζh = –75 mV. The solid vertical lines mark the snap-off saturation (Sw ≈ 0.19). All curves are truncated at the saturation of Sw ≈ 0.03, where the water film thickness falls below four Debye lengths.

Figure 9 Frequency and saturation dependence of the effective conductivity of the HC-wet model with surface potential ζh = –125 mV. (a) Magnitude
and (b) phase spectra as a function of residual water saturation. Contour lines are every 0.05 mS/S in (a) and every 2 mrad in (b). The red lines mark
the variation of the characteristic angular frequency wc with the water saturation. Both plots are truncated at the critical saturation of Sw ≈ 0.82, where
the radius of the water droplet in the narrow pore falls below two Debye lengths; at a slightly lower water saturation value (Sw ≈ 0.81), the residual water
becomes discontinuous in the narrow pore.
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Figure 10 Variation of conductivity: (a) magnitude and (b) phase of the HC-wet model with the water saturation at w = 1 rad/s. The surface potential
at the HC–water interface ζh is varied from 0 to –150 mV in steps of 25 mV. The vertical lines mark the snap-off saturation. Note that, as soon as the
water droplet is expelled from the narrow pore, no electric current can pass and the pore system becomes insulating. Dotted lines indicate parts of the
curve, which correspond to water-droplet radii below two Debye lenghts.

with HC saturation as a result of the increasingly ion-selective
behaviour of the narrow pore. However, as discussed before by
Bücker and Hördt (2013b) and recently substantiated by Hördt
et al. (2017), the ratio of pore radii that provides maximum
phases also depends on the length ratio of the pores (more specifically, phases are maximum if
). Decreasing
the radius of the narrow pore beyond this optimum ratio does not
further increase the phase response. In the present example, this
optimum ratio is reached approximately midway between full
water saturation and the critical saturation at Sw ≈ 0.81 (Figure 9b).
The characteristic angular frequency varies little over the narrow range of relevant saturations (from 5.9 rad/s at Sw = 1 to
4.7 rad/s at Sw = 0.28). At the same time, the corrected ion diffusivity in the narrow pore must vary strongly as a result of the
reduction of the effective cross section; see equations (4) and
(10) (including the substitution Ri → ri). From the negligible
effect of the corrected ion diffusivity in the narrow pore on the
characteristic angular frequency, we can conclude that the
relaxation process is largely controlled by the time constant of
the wide pore. This behaviour corresponds to the long narrow
pore or wide pore regime discussed in detail in Bücker and Hördt
(2013a) and Hördt et al. (2017), in which the concentration gradients that cause the membrane-polarization effect are largely
generated and relaxed via the wide pore.
To study possible effects due to the variation of ζh, we display
magnitude and phase versus water saturation curves at w = 1 rad/s
for seven different values of ζh. Because of the increasingly large
excess cation concentration in the EDL, the conductivity magnitude increases monotonically with the absolute value of the surface
potential. The almost linear increase in the conductivity magnitude
with water saturation can be observed for all values of ζh .
As a result of the increasing difference between the transference numbers of the two pores as the absolute surface potential

increases, the phase response increases too. At the same time, the
water saturation, at which the phase maximum is observed,
increases from approximately Sw = 0.87 at ζh = –25 mV to
Sw = 0.99 at ζh = –150 mV. We attribute the two last observations
to the aforementioned optimum ratio of pore radii. Furthermore,
Hördt et al. (2017) show that the optimum ratio also depends on
the ζ-potential, an effect expected to become important at large
absolute ζ-potentials.
DISCUSSION
Comparison with experimental data: conductivity magnitude
The general trend of a decreasing conductivity magnitude with
increasing HC saturation predicted by both the water-wet and the
HC-wet model is in agreement with most laboratory experiments
on HC-contaminated sediments that have not undergone biodegradation (Olhoeft 1985, 1992; Vanhanla et al. 1992; Börner et al.
1993; Daily et al. 1995; Chambers et al. 2004; Titov et al. 2004;
Ustra et al. 2012; Martinho et al. 2006; Cassiani et al. 2009;
Schmutz et al. 2010; Abdel Aal and Atekwana 2013). Only for
high absolute ζ-potentials at the HC surface (i.e., for mixtures
containing a larger fraction of long-chain components) in the
case of a non-wetting HC, we observe a reversal of this pattern.
We explained the resulting increase in conductivity with HC
saturation with the high cation concentration in the EDL that
outbalances the displacement of conducting electrolyte by the
insulating HC droplet.
Revil et al. (2011) anticipated a similar relationship in their
discussion of the conductivity increase observed on sand samples
that were contaminated with a wetting oil characterised by a
larger fraction of polar components (i.e., resins and asphaltenes)
and, consequently, with a higher absolute ζ-potential. Additional
experimental evidence for the conductivity magnitude increase
with the saturation of wetting oil can be found in Li, Tercier and
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Knight (2001). The predictions of our model, which only indicate this increase if HC is the non-wetting phase, do not seem to
fit the experimental findings. A possible explanation is the cylindrical geometry of our model, which, in the case of a wetting
HC, results in a decrease in the surface area of the HC–water
interface with increasing HC saturation. As the contribution of
the EDL to the total electric current scales with the surface area,
our HC-wet model predicts a conductivity decrease with HC
saturation. However, in 3D media consisting of mineral grains,
the surface area of the grain-coating HC will definitely increase
with increasing HC saturation, at least for low to intermediate
HC saturations.
Comparison with experimental data: conductivity phase
To our best knowledge, the proposed models (i.e., the water-wet
and the HC-wet model) represent the first mechanistic approach
offering a possible explanation for the decrease in IP phase shifts
with increasing HC saturation and, under certain conditions, for
the occurrence of a phase maximum at intermediate saturations.
While the model of Schmutz et al. (2010) predicts a monotonous
increase in IP phase shifts with HC contamination, various
authors (e.g., Martinho et al. 2006; Flores Orozco et al. 2012;
Johansson et al. 2015) mention the possibility of a different
behaviour often linked to the yet unconsidered effect of membrane polarization but always in terms of conceptual models. In
our models, we can explain the variations of the phase response
based on the modification of the relation between the respective
transport properties of the large pore spaces (wide pore) and the
pore throats (narrow pore).
In the absence of HC contamination, membrane polarization
is a result of the interplay of ion-selective pore throats and nonselective open pore spaces. In the case of a non-wetting HC,
discontinuous droplets (and their EDL) also render the wide
pores ion-selective, which decreases the membrane polarization effect with increasing HC saturation. A high absolute value
of ζh enhances this effect to such an extent that the wide pore
(together with the trapped droplet) becomes more ion-selective
than the pore throat. As a result, we observe a local phase
maximum at intermediate HC saturations before the droplet
penetrates the pore throat and becomes continuous over various
neighbouring pores. Part of this mechanism has been anticipated by Johansson et al. (2015) in their model A.
In the case of the liquid HC as a wetting phase, we observe
a slight increase in the phase with HC saturation before it rapidly decreases to zero as the saturation approaches the critical
snap-off value. As the discussion of Johansson et al. (2015)
(their model D) illustrates, the initial increase in the membranepolarization phase seems intuitive as the pore throats are
expected to become increasingly ion-selective with increasing
HC saturation. Yet, after the initial increase, our quantitative
modelling predicts an overall decrease in the phase consistent
with the experimental results reported by Revil et al. (2011) for
measurements on sand samples contaminated with wetting oil.

Furthermore, we observe good agreement of the predictions
of our HC-wet model with the experimentally determined
phase versus benzene concentration curve reported by Flores
Orozco et al. (2012). In their results, the sudden decrease in IP
phases appears at benzene concentrations just above the solubility of benzene in water. Although these concentrations are
just enough to indicate the presence of free-phase benzene,
actual concentrations of the separate HC in the formation are
often considerably higher than those determined from groundwater samples (e.g., Abdul, Kia and Gibson 1989). The comparison with our model predictions suggests that (i) the conditions at the site studied by Flores Orozco et al. (2012) are predominantly HC-wet and (ii) the separate benzene phase
occupies those narrow pore throats with a significant membrane polarization response.
The only spectral IP parameter considered in our modelling
study is the characteristic frequency. Its decrease with increasing HC saturation, which is predicted by the water-wet and
HC-wet models, is in agreement with most experimental studies that allow assessing this parameter (e.g., Olhoeft 1992;
Kemna et al. 1999; Cassiani et al. 2009; Schmutz et al. 2010;
Revil et al. 2011; Flores Orozco et al. 2012). Most authors
attribute the corresponding increase in the relaxation time to an
increase in the characteristic length scale of the system, such as
mean grain diameters, pore lengths, or pore throat diameters.
This is straightforward as the diffusion time
(e.g.,
Bücker and Hördt 2013a) is proportional to the square of the
characteristic length scale L. In our model, both pore lengths
are kept constant. Instead, the variation of the effective pore
cross sections and the mean concentrations determine transport
rates within the electrolyte, which affects the relaxation time
via the diffusivity D. As discussed in more detail above, with
increasing HC saturation, the increasing constriction of the
volume of the aqueous electrolyte reduces the corrected (or
effective) diffusivity and, thereby, delays the relaxation process.
Implications for the detectability of free-phase hydrocarbon
The detectability of free-phase HC contamination is primarily
determined by the contrast between the IP signatures (i.e., conductivity magnitude and phase) of the contaminated and the
clean host medium. Although, in practice, macroscopic IP signatures will comprise responses of various polarization mechanisms at different amounts (e.g., membrane polarization and
Stern layer polarization), we can deduce some qualitative relationships between the physical and electrochemical properties of
the HC and the host medium on the one hand and the magnitude
of the membrane-polarization response due to the contaminant
phase on the other hand. In our model, the magnitude of the
ζ-potential at the HC surface, the wettability conditions, and the
geometrical parameters of the two cylindrical pores significantly
influence the HC-induced variation of the response.
Under water-wet conditions (cf. Figure 8), the relation
between conductivity magnitude and HC saturation is ambigu-
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ous: depending on the particular value of the ζ-potential at the
HC surface, the modelled conductivity magnitude can increase,
keep almost constant, or decrease with the HC concentration.
The phase response of the water-wet model, in contrast, shows
an unambiguous variation between the clean host medium (full
water saturation), where the phase response is large, and a highly
contaminated medium (water saturation close to zero), where the
phase response reduces to zero. The only exception from this
tendency has been discussed before and consists in the phase
maximum observed around the snap-off-saturation in the case of
high magnitudes of the ζ-potential at the HC surface. In summary, these model predictions imply strong detectability of
source zones (i.e., zones with high HC and low water saturations
close to zero) by variations of the conductivity phase.
At the same time, our results suggest that the ζ-potential at
the (non-wetting) HC surface does not affect the efficiency of the
IP method for the characterisation of HC-impacted sites. Instead,
variations of this surface property only influence the particular
shape of the phase response versus water saturation curves of the
water-wet model. The maximum contrast between clean and
highly contaminated media, and thus the source-zone detectability, is completely independent of the ζ-potential at the HC surface. Instead, this contrast is controlled by the magnitude of the
membrane-polarization response of the clean medium: in general, narrow pores with relatively small cross sections favour the
generation of high maximum phase shifts. Consequently, the
membrane-polarization response of the clean medium (and, thus,
the maximum contrast between clean and highly contaminated
media) can be expected to increase with decreasing pore size.
For a more detailed discussion of the geometrical constraints of
the polarization response of the clean membrane-polarization
model, we refer to Hördt et al. (2017).
In our HC-wet model, both parts of the complex conductivity
show similar variations with the HC saturation and the ζ-potential
at the HC surface: while an increasing HC saturation results in a
clear decrease in conductivity magnitude and conductivity phase,
the contrast between slightly and highly contaminated sediments
increases with the magnitude of the ζ-potential at the HC surface. Consequently, our model predicts a higher sensibility of
both parts of the IP response, i.e., conductivity magnitude and
phase, to variations of HC saturation. However, also in the
HC-wet model, the complex conductivity contrasts between a
completely clean medium and a highly contaminated medium,
and thus the detectability of source zones, are limited by the
maximum response of the clean medium.
Scope of the proposed model
The scope of the proposed model can be extended to partially saturated sediments and rocks. As observed experimentally, quite similar effects on the IP response are obtained when the pore-filling
electrolyte is displaced either by a (non-wetting) liquid HC or air
(e.g., Titov et al. 2004; Cassiani et al. 2009). As far as modelling
aspects are concerned, this observation is completely plausible
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because (1) non-wetting liquid HC droplets and air bubbles/ganglia
are expected to take similar geometrical configurations within the
pore space (e.g., Titov et al. 2004; Johansson et al. 2015), (2) both
liquid HC (high resistivities) and air (insulator) have much higher
resistivities than pore water, and (3) the air–water interface is usually negatively charged (e.g., Yang et al. 2001; Jia, Ren and Hu
2013) as it is the case with the HC–water interface.
However, the predictive power of the proposed model is limited by a series of severe simplifications. First of all, in order to
treat the underlying physical problem analytically, the complex
3D pore system of real subsurface materials is cast into a simple
(2D) capillary model and the complex conductivity values presented in this study reflect the response of a bundle of such parallel 1D capillaries. While this restriction might already be significant in the HC-free case, it becomes considerably more important in the presence of the liquid HC. Depending on the dynamic
contamination history, the latter can take highly complex 3D
geometrical configurations on both the pore scale (e.g.,
Gvirtzman and Roberts 1991) and the pore-network scale (e.g.,
Chatzis et al. 1983; Zhao and Ioannidis 2003, 2007). In this
sense, the responses of the proposed model need to be understood either as the basic responses of elementary cells, which are
part of a larger cell network, or as the responses of bundles of
pores of similar size and with similar geometrical configurations
of the liquid HC.
Important aspects that have not been incorporated in our model
are biodegradation and stimulated microbial activity.
Notwithstanding, the metabolic degradation and/or transformation
of HC compounds by indigenous soil microorganisms and products released by redox reactions potentially affect all relevant
model parameters. The release of CO2 and organic acids changes
the pH in the pore water in contact with liquid (or dissolved) HC
(e.g., Sauck 2000). Such acids, ions directly released by reduction
processes, and dissolved minerals of the aquifer sediments that
become instable under the changed pH conditions usually lead to
an increase in water conductivity (e.g., Sauck 2000). Both pH and
ion concentration in the pore water are the most important parameters controlling the ζ-potential at the mineral–water interface
(e.g., Leroy et al. 2008) and the HC–water interface (e.g., Buckley
et al. 1989; Busscher et al. 1995). The effect of variable ion concentration and pH on our membrane polarization model was studied in some detail by Hördt et al. (2016). In summary, the polarization magnitude increases monotonically with pH, whereas it
increases with ion concentrations only at low to moderate salinities and decreases at high salinities. These model predictions are
in good qualitative agreement with the experimental findings of
Weller, Slater and Nordsiek (2013) and Weller, Zhang and Slater
(2015). Biodegradation also changes the composition of the
residual HC as it generally increases the fraction of polar and longchained components, which leads to an increase in the absolute
surface potential and might possibly alter wettability. Geometrical
parameters can be affected too. On the one hand, changes of the
ζ-potential and the release of surface-active compounds as by-
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products of the degradation reactions (e.g., Kanicky et al. 2001)
can alter interfacial tensions and wettability conditions, which can
result in the geometrical reconfiguration of the two liquid phases
in the pore space. On the other hand, mineral dissolution and the
formation of new stable minerals (e.g., Schumacher 1996) can
alter the solid phase and affect porosity, pore radii and lengths, and
the interconnectivity of the pore system. In some cases, the precipitated solids might be electronically conducting (e.g., Cozzarelli
et al. 1999), which would give rise to electrode polarization (e.g.,
Wong 1979) as an additional source mechanism.
Dissolution of HC into the pore water and sorption of dissolved compounds to the solid surface are also not considered.
There are good reasons to believe that dissolved HC compounds do change neither the conductivity magnitude of the
pore water (e.g., Lee et al. 2003) nor the polarization response
of the composite system (e.g., Cassiani et al. 2009). Furthermore,
these experimental observations might indicate that the effect
of sorption on the polarization response is negligible too:
because of their low solubility in water, dissolved HC compounds can be expected to readily sorb onto the surface of the
solid phase. Although they might occupy charged surface sites
and alter the ζ-potential (e.g., Forté and Bentley 2013), in the
experiments conducted by Cassiani et al. (2009), no significant
differences could be observed between samples saturated with
clean water and samples saturated with water containing dissolved HCs.
CONCLUSIONS
We have developed a first mechanistic model that allows predicting how a liquid HC in the pore space affects membrane polarization in contaminated sediments or sedimentary rocks. In our
model, the pore space is described as a sequence of two types of
cylindrical pores with different pore radii and lengths. The separate HC-contaminant phase is considered either as an additional
cylinder in the pore space or as a film covering the pore walls.
Our modelling results indicate that the EDL at the HC–water
interface significantly influences the membrane-polarization
response of the model system. For low absolute ζ-potentials and
a non-wetting HC, the modelled conductivity magnitudes and
phases decrease with HC saturation. If high ζ-potentials are
assumed, increasing phases are observed for increasing HC saturation until the non-wetting HC becomes continuous across the
narrow pore throats.
Regardless of the ζ-potential at the HC–water interface, our
model for wetting HC predicts a monotonous decrease in the
conductivity magnitude with increasing HC saturation. At the
same time, the conductivity phase shows an initial increase with
contaminant saturation, which is followed by a steep decrease
towards the critical water saturation, at which the aqueous phase
becomes discontinuous within the narrow pore throat.
As can be seen from the above results, our model provides a
framework for the interpretation of phase responses that depart
from the increasing phase versus HC saturation behaviour pre-

dicted by an earlier pore-scale model that attributes the IP
response to the polarization of the Stern layer of the EDL at the
solid–water interface (Schmutz et al. 2010).
Although some of the derived IP responses show good agreement with laboratory and field data, due to the strongly simplified
geometry, the proposed model is definitely not meant as a sole
basis for the interpretation of specific experimental data. Further
developments of the proposed approach should consider more
realistic pore geometries and geometric liquid HC configurations.
Besides the use of numerical methods to approach more realistic
pore geometries, an interesting possibility is to connect several
impedances in a network, as suggested by Stebner and Hördt
(2017).
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Electrochemical polarization around metallic particles — Part 1: The role
of diffuse-layer and volume-diffusion relaxation

Matthias Bücker1, Adrián Flores Orozco2, and Andreas Kemna3

to charge-transfer reactions. The relaxation time of the resulting
concentration polarization around the particle increases quadratically with the particle radius and the fraction of electroactive
cations in the electrolyte. Although diffuse-layer polarization
dominates the effective response for small particles and in
the absence of reactive cations, volume-diffusion polarization
only affects the macroscopic behavior if the particle size exceeds a critical value. From the closed-form analytic expressions
for both relaxation times that we used, we derive a critical particle radius that depends on Debye length and reactive cation
concentration. Based on the improved understanding of the
underlying polarization processes, we also review some recent
conceptual models of metallic polarization and correct several
physical misconceptions inherent to these reinterpretations of
the classic theory.

ABSTRACT
We have developed an extension of the theory and mathematical description of the commonly used Wong model of
electrode polarization. The full solution of the PoissonNernst-Planck system is provided, including three additional
unknown coefficients, which describe the microscale polarization response at the surface of a perfectly conducting particle.
The model involves two simultaneously acting polarization
mechanisms. The first is related to the dynamic charging of diffuse layers induced over the poles of the particles, which relaxes
on a time scale proportional to the particle radius and Debye
length of the electrolyte solution. The second is a volumediffusion mechanism, which is activated by reaction currents
through the solid-liquid interface, i.e., faradaic currents due

the microscopic causes of the polarization effect taking place
around metallic particles, Angoran and Madden (1977) and Klein
and Shuey (1978) study the effect of reaction currents, which arise
from charge-transfer reactions of electroactive cation species at the
solid-liquid interface. Because reaction currents short circuit the
charge accumulations at both sides of the interface, the polarization of the particle surfaces becomes imperfect, which in turn
largely affects the polarization response. The two aforementioned
studies laid the foundation for the models by Wong (1979)
and Wong and Strangway (1981), which directly relate the
observed IP response to the geometric and electrochemical properties of highly conductive particles suspended in an electrolyte
solution.

INTRODUCTION
Due to the strong polarization response of metallic minerals, the
induced-polarization (IP) method has been used for decades in
the exploration of ore deposits (e.g., Seigel et al., 2007). From
the beginning, the observed frequency dispersion of the measured
electrical conductivities was attributed to the polarization of the
solid-liquid interface between highly conductive mineral grains
and the surrounding electrolyte (e.g., Wait, 1958), often referred
to as electrode polarization. Pelton et al. (1978) later adapt the
empirical Cole-Cole relaxation model (Cole and Cole, 1941) to
describe the frequency-dependence of IP measurements, which
to date is a common practice. To improve the understanding of
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During the past two decades, technical advances regarding measuring devices and imaging algorithms led to a renewed interest in the
IP method (e.g., Kemna et al., 2012). Ongoing research provides detailed knowledge on complex-conductivity responses of composite
geomaterials leading to a continued widening of the range of
near-surface applications of the method (Kemna et al., 2012). As
a result, today, the polarization response of metallic particles is also
taken advantage of for environmental investigations, such as the detection and characterization of metal-bearing contaminant plumes
(e.g., Placencia-Gómez et al., 2015; Günther and Martin, 2016), the
accumulation of iron sulfides accompanying bioremediation (Flores
Orozco et al., 2011, 2013), or naturally reduced zones related to biogeochemical hot spots (e.g., Wainwright et al., 2015), the monitoring
of permeable reactive barriers (e.g., Slater and Binley, 2006), or metallic nanoparticle injections (e.g., Flores Orozco et al., 2015; Aal
et al., 2017), among others.
Because the classic models cannot explain the broad variety of
measured IP responses (e.g., Flores Orozco et al., 2011, 2013), the
rapid experimental advances also stimulate a search for improved
models and a deeper understanding of the polarization of conducting particles. Merriam (2007) emphasizes the importance of
charge storage in the Stern layer — the inner fixed layer of the
electrical double-layer coating the solid-liquid interface, which
had so far not been taken into account explicitly. However, the limitation of his treatment to one spatial dimension might overlook the
more complex responses of 2D or 3D media. Flekkøy (2013) develops a semiempirical diffusion-polarization model (also in one
spatial dimension), which relates the well-known Cole-Cole relaxation model to microscopic parameters. Placencia-Gómez and
Slater (2014) use the model by Wong (1979) to reproduce most
characteristics of IP responses measured on artificial sulfide-sand
mixtures, but they also point out important limitations of this highly
parameterized model regarding the fitting of real IP spectra. In an
attempt to reduce the complexity of Wong’s model, Gurin et al.
(2015) and Placencia-Gómez and Slater (2015) reinterpret the
polarization of metallic particles in terms of the polarization of nonconducting dielectric particles (e.g., O’Konski, 1960; Schwarz,
1962; Schurr, 1964). Possible shortcomings of these recent studies
will be addressed in the “Discussion” section. Because many important ore minerals are semiconductors (e.g., Pearce et al., 2006),
Revil et al. (2015) and Misra et al. (2016) dispute Wong’s
assumption of perfectly conducting particles as inappropriate for
most ore minerals and develop models for the polarization of semiconducting particles. These models additionally include the contribution of the nonmetallic background material (e.g., of clay
minerals) to the overall polarization response.
Considering the lack of a unified theory of the electrode polarization mechanisms as described above, this study further analyzes
Wong’s electrochemical model. Particular emphasis is placed on the
control that particle size and chemical composition of the electrolyte
(i.e., electrolyte concentration and fraction of electroactive ions) exert over the polarization response. In contrast to the compact treatment provided by Wong (1979), we include the derivation of the
full solution of the underlying Poisson-Nernst-Planck (PNP) system
of differential equations. We also derive explicit expressions for
the time constants of the two main relaxation processes inherent
to the model, the diffuse-layer and volume-diffusion relaxation.
Our improvements of the mathematical description permit us to
illustrate the spatial variation of ion concentrations and electric

potential around the particle and set the basis for a better understanding of the electrode polarization mechanism. Following our
systematic analysis, it is then possible to reveal and discuss some
notable misinterpretations of Wong’s model that arose in the more
recent literature.

THEORY
Wong (1979) bases his model of the polarization response of
metal-bearing geomaterials on the treatment of perfectly conducting
particles suspended in an electrolyte. The electrolyte is characterized by the concentrations of three ionic species: anions n1 , inactive
cations n2 , and active cations n3 . Inactive cations are those cations
that are not able to penetrate the solid-liquid interface, whereas active cations engage in reduction-oxidation reactions at the metal surface, which allow electric charges to be transferred between the two
phases. Typical examples for inactive cations are Naþ or Kþ, and
active cations will generally be dissolved metal ions.
Under the influence of an external electric field Eext , the concentrations of the three ionic species and the electric potential U are
perturbed from their equilibrium values. For a periodic excitation
with Eext ¼ E0 eiωt , where ω denotes the angular frequency and t
is the time, the ion concentrations can be expressed in terms of
uniform equilibrium concentrations in the bulk electrolyte n∞
j and
frequency-dependent perturbation concentrations δnj as follows:
iωt
nj ðr; tÞ ¼ n∞
j þ δnj ðr; ωÞe :

(1)

Unlike Wong, who defines the ion concentrations in ions∕m3 , here,
we use molar concentrations in mol∕m3 . If no excitation is imposed,
the electric potential U is zero everywhere. Consequently, under the
influence of a harmonic external field, the total electric potential is
equal to the corresponding perturbation potential

Uðr; tÞ ¼ δUðr; ωÞeiωt :

(2)

In the perturbed system, concentration gradients drive diffusion currents and electric fields cause electromigration currents. For sufficiently small amplitudes E0 of the external field, the corresponding
linearized ion flux densities read
iωt
Jj ðr; tÞ ¼ −Dj ∇δnj ðr; ωÞeiωt − μj zj n∞
j ∇δUðr; ωÞe ; (3)

where Dj , μj , and zj denote the diffusion coefficient, the mobility,
and the valence of the jth ionic species, respectively. With the
conservation laws ∂t δnj ¼ −∇Jj and the Einstein relation
Dj ¼ μj kT∕e (e.g., Atkins and De Paula, 2010), equation 3 becomes

iω
e
δn ðr; ωÞ ¼ ∇2 δnj ðr; ωÞ þ
z n∞ ∇2 δUðr; ωÞ;
Dj j
kT j j

(4)

where k ¼ 8.617 × 10−5 eV∕K denotes Boltzmann’s constant, T is
the absolute temperature, and e ¼ 1.602 × 10−19 C is the elementary charge. Although the bulk electrolyte is electrically neutral, i.e.,
∞
∞
n∞
1 ¼ n2 þ n3 , nonzero charge densities arising from unbalanced
total cation and anion perturbation concentrations generate electric
fields as quantified by Poisson’s equation
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∇2 δUðr; ωÞ ¼ −

3
F X
z δn ðr; ωÞ:
ϵ0 ϵr j¼1 j j

(5)

Here, F ¼ 96;485 As∕mol is the Faraday’s constant,
ϵ0 ¼ 8.85 × 10−12 F∕m is the vacuum permittivity, and ϵr is the
relative permittivity of the solution. Equations 4 and 5 constitute
the PNP system of partial differential equations, which is used to
describe ion transport through the electrolyte solution around the
conducting particle.
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The four unknown coefficients AðωÞ, BðωÞ, EðωÞ, and MðωÞ are
determined from boundary conditions on the three ion flux densities
and the perturbation potential at the metal surface. For brevity, here,
we only present the final expressions for the coefficients. Intermediate steps of this derivation are given in Appendix A. The coefficient
EðωÞ is the only provided and discussed in the treatment by Wong
(1979):
8
9




3n∞
>
>
α
3
<
=
þ
3 1þ βa
f
−1
∞
∞
3
D
n3 −2n1 μ
i


EðωÞ¼E0 1þ n∞ h
;
2
βaλ
βa
>
α
3
1
: n∞ −2n
;
þ2 −ð2þf1 Þ 1þ D f3 >
∞ f 1 þ μ ðf 2 −2Þþ
Dκ 2
3

1

Full analytic solution

(12)

To model the complex frequency-dependent response of a suspension of metallic particles, the PNP system is first solved for
a single spherical particle of radius a centered at the origin of a
polar-coordinate system r, θ, φ. Choosing θ ¼ 0 in the direction
of the external field, the latter can be described by the electric potential δUext ¼ −E0 r cos θ and the solution becomes independent
of the azimuthal angle φ. To simplify the algebraic expressions, ion
mobilities and diffusion coefficients are assumed to be the same for
all three ionic species, i.e., μj ¼ μ and Dj ¼ D for all j, and the
treatment is limited to a symmetric monovalent electrolyte, i.e.,
z1 ¼ −1 and z2 ¼ z3 ¼ 1. A general solution of the PNP system
can then be given in terms of the three perturbation concentrations
(Wong, 1979):

where

iω
λ2 a2 þ 2λ1 a þ 2
; f2 ≔ 1
;
2
λ1 a þ 1
Dκ
λ aþ1
:
f3 ≔ 2 2 2
λ2 a þ 2λ2 a þ 2
f1 ≔ f2

þ ½BðωÞ − MðωÞk1 ðλ2 rÞ cos θ;

AðωÞ ¼

BðωÞ ¼
(7)

n∞
δn3 ðr; ωÞ ¼ 3∞ AðωÞk1 ðλ1 rÞ cos θ þ MðωÞk1 ðλ2 rÞ cos θ;
n1
(8)

The radial variation of the perturbation concentrations is controlled
by the modified spherical Bessel function of the second kind



π −λr 1
1
;
þ
k1 ðλrÞ ¼ e
2
λr λ2 r2

(10)

and the two reciprocal length scales

λ21 ¼

iω
þ κ2
D

and λ22 ¼

iω
;
D

(11)

1∕2
where κ ¼ ½2n∞
is equal to the inverse of the
1 eF∕ðϵ0 ϵr kTÞ
Debye length λD .

E0 a − EðωÞa
;
−2F∕ðλ21 ϵ0 ϵr Þk1 ðλ1 aÞ

(14)




E0 − EðωÞ λ21 ϵ0 ϵr
μ ∞
E0 þ 2EðωÞ
f
;
f
n
−
þ
2F 2 D 1 2 E0 − EðωÞ
k10 ðλ2 aÞ

and

(15)

 2


E0 − EðωÞ
λ 1 ϵ0 ϵr
βa


f2 þ
2F
D
f
k10 ðλ2 aÞ 1 þ βa
D 3


n∞
E þ 2EðωÞ
;
(16)
− 1 ðμ − αÞ f 2 þ 0
D
E0 − EðωÞ

n∞
MðωÞ ¼ − 3∞
n1

and the perturbation potential



2F
a3
δUðr;ωÞ ¼ − 2
AðωÞk1 ðλ1 rÞ − E0 r þ EðωÞ 2 cos θ:
r
λ 1 ϵ0 ϵr
(9)

(13)

With the coefficient EðωÞ at hand, the remaining unknown coefficients, which control the short-range perturbations around the polarized particle, can be expressed as

δn1 ðr; ωÞ ¼ −AðωÞk1 ðλ1 rÞ cos θ þ BðωÞk1 ðλ2 rÞ cos θ;
(6)
n∞
δn2 ðr; ωÞ ¼ 2∞ AðωÞk1 ðλ1 rÞ cos θ
n1

and

where k10 ðλaÞ denotes the partial derivative of the modified
spherical Bessel function of the second kind evaluated at the metal
surface. Differentiation of equation 10 yields

k10 ðλaÞ

¼ ∂r k1 ðλrÞjr¼a



π e−λa 1
2
þ 2 2 :
¼ −λk1 ðλaÞ −
2 a
λa λ a
(17)

The four coefficients, equations 12–16, substituted into the general
solution, equations 6–9, constitute the full solution of the problem,
which shall now be further analyzed.
The first terms on the right sides of equations 6–8 describe the
space charge F½δn2 ðr; ωÞ þ δn3 ðr; ωÞ − δn1 ðr; ωÞ, which accumulates in a field-induced Gouy-Chapman diffuse layer. For sufficiently small frequencies, λ1 ≈ κ and the term k1 ðλ1 rÞ controlling
the spatial extension of the space charge decays roughly with
e−κr . The characteristic length of this decay is the Debye length
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λD ¼ 1∕κ, which may thus be used to approximate the thickness of
the diffuse layer. The second terms of equations 6–8, in contrast,
describe electroneutral concentration perturbations, the spatial extension of which is controlled by the ratio k1 ðλ2 rÞ∕k10 ðλ2 aÞ. At low
frequencies, i.e., for ω → 0, this ratio approaches −a3 ∕ð2r2 Þ and
thus describes a 1∕r2 decay, which allows the concentration perturbation to extend much deeper into the electrolyte. As an estimator
for the thickness of the layer affected by the concentration perturpﬃﬃﬃ
bation, we will use the distance of a e − a from the surface, at
which the concentration perturbations reduce to 1∕e of their (virtual) values at the particle surface.
The total perturbation potential consists of three contributions.
The first term on the right side of equation 9 corresponds to the
field-induced space charge that accumulates in the diffuse layer. Just
like the space charge, the related potential perturbation decays
exponentially with the distance from the surface. The second term
describes the contribution of the uniform external electric field. The
last term corresponds to the effective or long-range induced dipole
moment of the polarized particle, including the surrounding perturbation layer. The dipole potential decays quadratically with the distance from the center of the particle.
For the quantification of the macroscopic polarization response
of the suspended particle, it is sufficient to know the reflection coefficient fðωÞ ¼ EðωÞ∕E0 , which describes the long-range potential perturbation (the third term in equation 9) produced by the

polarized particle together with the space charges that accumulate
in its immediate vicinity. The effective conductivity σ eff describes
the effect of the suspended spherical particles on the macroscopic
electrical properties of the inhomogeneous medium in terms of
the conductivity of an equivalent homogeneous medium. To
approximate the effective conductivity σ eff of a two-phase system
consisting of several metallic particles randomly dispersed in the
electrolytic host medium, the dipole coefficient enters into the mixing rule (Wong, 1979)

σ eff ðωÞ 1 þ 2νfðωÞ
¼
;
σ0
1 − νfðωÞ

where σ 0 ¼ 2μn∞
1 F denotes the electrical conductivity of the bulk
electrolyte and ν is the volumetric fraction of metallic particles.

POLARIZATION MECHANISM
The treatment provided by Wong (1979) does not provide a comprehensive discussion of the contributions of the different microscale processes described by his theory; neither does he detail
the relation between these physical processes and the model parameters, such as particle size and electrolyte composition. This lack
has resulted in fundamental misconceptions of the model. Based
on the full solution of the PNP system, we can provide visual insight
into the polarization phenomena and more thorough explanations of
the underlying physical processes. Therefore, this section aims at
realigning the understanding of the Wong model in general and
the parameters controlling amplitude and shape of the frequencydependence electric conductivity in particular.
Under the influence of an external electric field, mobile charges
on the perfectly conducting particle — the electrons in the case of a
metallic conductor — instantaneously redistribute along its surface. Within the particle, the electric field of the resulting charge
distribution exactly cancels out the external field. This property
of the perfect conductor is taken into account by a zero-potential
boundary condition on the particle surface (see equation A-1).
As shown in Appendix B, the surface charge density required to
cancel out the mere external field is given by

Σ∞ ðθÞ ¼ 3ϵ0 ϵr E0 cos θ:

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the double-layer charging
mechanism. Over the right side of the sphere, the migration current
Jmig in the bulk electrolyte depletes cations (þ) from the diffuse
layer and fills it with anions (−). The resulting space charge in
the diffuse layer induces positive image charges on the particle,
which hold the space charge next to the surface. Over the left side,
the process is the same but with opposite polarity, such that concentration gradients arise between the two hemispheres. As soon
as the charging migration currents are balanced by (tangential
and normal) diffusion currents Jdiff driven by the concentration gradients, a quasi-equilibrium state is reached with a fully charged diffuse layer.

(18)

(19)

On the electrolyte side, the induced surface charge Σ∞ attracts ions
of the opposite sign (counterions) and repels those of the same sign
(co-ions). This situation corresponds to an excitation with high
frequencies or to early times after switching on a constant external
field.
In addition to this very fast polarization process, migration currents through the bulk solution further charge the electrolyte around
the poles of the particle (see Figure 1). The charging continues until
the effect of the electromigration currents is balanced by opposed
diffusion currents around the particle. In this manner, at sufficiently
low excitation frequencies, a new quasi-equilibrium situation is
established, in which Gouy-Chapman diffuse layers build up at the
particle surface. Because the continued accumulation of charges in
the diffuse layers induces opposite image charges on the conducting
sphere, this process also blows up the surface charge on the particle.
In Appendix B, we show that the total charge in the fully developed
diffuse layer can be approximated by
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Σ0 ðθÞ ¼ Σ∞ ðθÞ

κa
:
2

(20)
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The volume-diffusion process introduced in Figure 3 and the
previous paragraph is similar to the semifinite diffusion problem
over a planar electrode, which leads to the more familiar Warburg
impedance (e.g., Bazant et al., 2004). Warburg-type impedances are
generally encountered in electrochemical systems, in which the
transport of ions to the electrode (if ions are consumed) or from
the electrode away (if ions are produced) is primarily by diffusion
and not by electromigration.
So far, we have only considered the polarization mechanism
around a very small particle (a ¼ 0.1 μm), the relaxation responses
of which occur far beyond the maximum frequencies of typical
field- and even laboratory-scale IP measurements. Yet, the radial
concentration profiles (i.e., for θ ¼ 0) presented in Figure 4 show
that diffuse layer and volume-diffusion layer also build up and
have similar characteristics around much larger particles (here,
a ¼ 10 mm) associated with relaxations at typical IP frequencies.
For comparison, Figure 5 shows the radial concentration profiles
around the small particle in the same fashion. Besides obvious
scaling effects, the most significant difference between the radial
profiles of differently sized particles concerns the perturbation
concentrations of the active cations δn3 within the diffuse layer.
Whereas to the right of the small particle (Figures 2 and 5), the
perturbation concentrations are negative, i.e., active cations are depleted compared with the bulk electrolyte, they become positive in
the case of a much larger particle (Figure 4b) representing an increase over the active cation bulk concentration.

As for typical particle sizes and electrolyte concentrations, the double layer is much thinner than the particle radius and, thus, κa ≫ 1,
the charge stored in the diffuse layer and mirrored on the particle
surface exceeds by far the one necessary to cancel out the electric
field within the sphere.
Figure 2 illustrates the field-induced perturbations around the
conducting particle in terms of their real (upper half of each panel)
and imaginary parts (lower half). Where indicated, small magnitudes of the imaginary components are magnified by the factors
defined in the lower halves of the panels. The first line of Figure 2
shows the four perturbation quantities at the low-frequency limit,
the second line at an intermediate frequency, and the third line
at the high-frequency limit. For a justification of the selected
frequencies, please refer to the spectral responses included at the
end of this section. At the low-frequency limit, we recognize fully
developed diffuse layers covering the two sides of a submicron particle (a ¼ 0.1 μm). We select a very small particle for the visualization because it permits to distinguish the diffuse layer of thickness
λD , as indicated by the inner dashed line. According to the orientation of the external electric field (pointing right), the induced surface charge is negative on the left side and positive on the right.
Correspondingly, the polarities of the induced diffuse layers are
opposite left and right of the particle.
Still in the first line of Figure 2 and outside
the diffuse layer, we identify a second zone of
nonzero perturbation concentrations indicated
by the outer dashed line. This anomaly, which
is most pronounced for the active cations, but
balanced by corresponding perturbations of the
concentrations of the two inactive ionic species,
corresponds to the electroneutral parts of the perturbation concentrations described by the second
terms of equations 6–8. The build-up of the concentration cloud is linked to reaction currents
across the solid-liquid interface, and thus it disappears in the absence of active cations (not
shown here for brevity). The formation of the
concentration cloud can be understood in terms
of the volume- or bulk-diffusion process explained in Figure 3. In summary, perturbations
of the active cation concentrations produced by
the reaction currents cannot be balanced by electromigration currents through the bulk electrolyte. Instead, a concentration gradient arises,
which by means of diffusion, transports active
cations from the anodic (cations are released into
the solution) to the cathodic side of the particle
(cations adsorb to the particle). Effectively, in
Figure 2, we can convince ourselves that the accumulation of a n3 surplus to the right and a defiFigure 2. Perturbation concentrations and potentials around a perfectly conducting sphere
of radius a ¼ 0.1μm for three different angular frequencies. The upper part of each panel
cit to the left of the particle corresponds to a
shows the real part, and the lower part shows the imaginary part. Note that some imaginary
concentration gradient, which drives a left-pointparts were scaled to make small variations visible. The inner dashed line indicates the
ing diffusion current, whereas the electromigradiffuse double layer, and the outer dashed line indicates the volume-diffusion layer. The
3
∞
∞
tion current points right (in the direction of the
parameter values are ϵr ¼ 80, μ ¼ 5 × 10−8 m2 ∕ðVsÞ, n∞
1 ¼ 1 mol∕m , n3 ¼ 0.12n1 ,
α ¼ 1 · 10−10 m2 ∕ðVsÞ, β ¼ 1 × 10−2 m∕s, T ¼ 293 K, and E0 ¼ 1 V∕m.
external field).
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We explain this observation by the different overlaps of diffuse
(thickness λD ) and volume-diffusion layer (thickness ≈0.65a).
Around the submicron particle, the diffuse layer occupies a large
fraction of λD ∕ð0.65aÞ ¼ 0.15 of the volume-diffusion layer, which
seems to be large enough to inhibit a full development of the volume-diffusion layer. Around the large particle, this fraction is much
smaller (10−6 ) and the volume-diffusion layer fully develops. Further below, the strong control the ratio λD ∕a or its inverse κa exerts
on the volume-diffusion polarization will be reconfirmed.
When the frequency of the external excitation is increased until it
approaches the respective characteristic frequency (i.e., 3 × 106 and
0.1 rad∕s around the small and the large particle, respectively),
large imaginary parts of the perturbation concentrations appear
within the electrical double layer indicating that a relaxation is taking place. At the same time, the perturbation concentrations in the
volume-diffusion layer practically disappear around the small (second line in Figures 2 and 5) and reduce significantly around the
large particle (see ω ¼ 0.1 rad∕s in Figure 4). A reduced diffuse
layer persists in both cases.
If the frequency is further increased, the temporal variation of the
excitation is too fast to permit the ions to rearrange and form the
diffuse layer. As a consequence, in the respective high-frequency
limits, real and imaginary part of the perturbation concentrations
approach zero.

Figure 3. Schematic representation of the volume-diffusion mechanism. For the sake of clarity, the diffuse layer is omitted, although in
reality it would be superimposed. The reaction current Jreac depletes
active cations (þ ) from the left and fills the right volume-diffusion
layer with active cations. The migration currents Jmig through the
bulk electrolyte transport active (þ ) and inactive cations (þ) with
∞
the fixed proportion n∞
3 ∕n2 and can therefore not balance the resulting concentration surpluses and deficits. Instead, these perturbation concentrations increase until the resulting concentration
gradients between the two opposite sides of the particle are sufficiently large to drive diffusion currents Jdiff , which compensate the
excess of active ion current caused by Jreac.

As we can see from the perturbation potential (Figure 6), the
development of a quasi-equilibrium diffuse layer at low frequencies
largely screens (counterbalances) the field-induced surface charge
Σ on the conducting particle. As a result, outside the diffuse layer,
the potential distribution approaches the one of an insulating
particle, the reflection coefficient of which can be obtained as
f ¼ −1∕2 from potential theory. The remaining difference to the
potential of an insulating sphere is due to the large nonzero
exchange currents (a consequence of the large active cation concen3
∞
tration n∞
3 ¼ 0.12 mol∕m ), but it disappears, if n3 → 0 (not
shown here for brevity). As mentioned above, with increasing frequency, the diffuse layer cannot fully develop and the screening
of the surface charge becomes increasingly imperfect. At the
high-frequency limit, the potential distribution therefore approaches
that of a perfect conductor (the reflection coefficient f of a sphere

Figure 4. Radial variation (r is the distance from the center of the
spherical particle) of the cation perturbation concentrations δn2 (inactive) and δn3 (active) along the symmetry axis (θ ¼ 0) in the
vicinity if a metallic sphere of radius a ¼ 10 mm at three different
angular frequencies (ω ¼ 10−4 , 0.1, 10 rad∕s). The left dashed line
indicates the extensions of the diffuse layer (DL, distance to surface
λD ), and the right dashed
pﬃﬃﬃ line indicates those of the volume-diffusion layer (distance a e − a). Besides the much larger particle radius, all other parameters are as in Figure 2.
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with conductivity σ s embedded in a medium with homogeneous
conductivity σ m is ðσ s − σ m Þ∕ðσ s þ 2σ m Þ; e.g., Maxwell, 1891)
with f ¼ 1 (see, again, Figure 6).
The microscopic frequency dependencies around a single spherical particle directly relate to the macroscopic response of a suspension of a larger number of equal particles. Figure 7 shows the
spectral response of a suspension with a volumetric particle content
of ν ¼ 0.12 in terms of the real σ 0 and imaginary part σ 0 0 of the
effective electric conductivity defined in equation 18. The spectra
of the two particle sizes discussed in detail in this section (i.e., a ¼
0.1 μm and 10 mm) appear as limiting cases, and they are accompanied by additional spectra that correspond to intermediate particle
sizes. To start differentiating between the macroscopic effects of
diffuse-layer polarization and volume-diffusion relaxation, Figure 7

includes spectra for n∞
3 ¼ 0 (without a reaction current, the dashed
∞ (with a large reaction current, the solid
¼
0.12n
curves) and n∞
3
1
curves).
Regardless of particle size and the concentration of active cations,
the low- and high-frequency limits of all σ 0 spectra are (almost) the
same. At low frequencies, they all approach a direct-current conductivity σ DC well below σ 0. In this limit, the diffuse layer builds up,
which fully screens the electric field of the induced surface charges
and gives the particle (not the suspension) a vanishing effective
conductivity. As a result, the particles — although perfect conductors — decrease the effective conductivity of the suspension below
the conductivity of the electrolyte. Only the contribution of the reaction current through the particle slightly increases σ DC and thus

Figure 5. Radial variation (r is the distance from the center of the
spherical particle) of the cation perturbation concentrations δn2 (inactive) and δn3 (active) along the symmetry axis (θ ¼ 0) in the
vicinity if a metallic sphere of radius a ¼ 0.1 μm at three different
angular frequencies (ω ¼ 3 × 104 , 3 × 106 , 3 × 108 rad∕s). The left
dashed line indicates the extensions of the diffuse layer (DL, distance to surface λD ), and the right dashed
line indicates those of the
pﬃﬃﬃ
volume-diffusion layer (distance a e − a). All parameters are as in
Figure 2.

Figure 6. Radial variation (r is the distance from the center of the
spherical particle) of the electric perturbation potential δU along the
symmetry axis (θ ¼ 0) in the vicinity of metallic spheres of (a) radius a ¼ 0.1 μm at the angular frequencies ω ¼ 3 × 104 , 3 × 106 ,
and 3 × 108 rad∕s and (b) radius a ¼ 10 mm at ω ¼ 10−4 , 0.1, and
10 rad∕s. The left dashed lines indicate the extensions of the diffuse
layer (DL, distance to surface
pﬃﬃﬃ λD ), the right those of the volumediffusion layer (distance a e − a). Besides the much larger particle
radius in (b), all other parameters are as in Figure 2.
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explains the small deviations between the values of σ DC of the models with and without reaction currents.
At the high-frequency limit, the diffuse layer does not develop,
induced charges are not screened, and the particle behaves like a
perfect conductor. Consequently, the suspended particles significantly increase the conductivity of the mixture. Obviously, even
the contribution of the reaction currents cannot further increase
the (already infinite) effective conductivity of the sphere and no
differences are observed between the high-frequency limits with
and without reaction currents.
The particle size and active cation concentrations, however,
largely affect the transition between these limits. If no active cations
are present, i.e., in the absence of the volume-diffusion process, the
relaxation of the diffuse layer controls the increase of σ 0 and causes
a narrow peak of σ 0 0 . The flanks of the σ 0 0 peak increase and
decrease with steep slopes ∝ ω and ∝ 1∕ω, respectively. This

frequency dependence corresponds to the behavior of a resistorcapacitor (RC) circuit, which is a plausible parallelism for a
charge-relaxation process, as is the case with the diffuse-layer
polarization. An increase of the particle size shifts the characteristic
angular frequency ωc, i.e., the frequency at which the σ 0 transition
and σ 0 0 peak are observed, to lower angular frequencies, whereas it
practically does not affect the maximum of σ 0 0 (except for very
small particles).
The presence of active cations changes the spectral response significantly. As we observe in Figure 7, the contribution of the associated volume-diffusion process driven by the nonzero reaction
currents broadens the σ 0 transition region and the σ 0 0 peak, reduces
the maximum of σ 0 0 , and notably shifts ωc toward lower frequencies. These changes are almost imperceptible for small particles,
whereas they become most pronounced for large particles. Because
in this context, metallic minerals in the submillimeter range are considered large particles, it cannot be stressed enough that besides
geometry, fluid chemistry also exerts great control over the characteristic frequency. The slopes of the broadened peaks (e.g., for
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
a ¼ 10 mm) increase and decrease with ∝ ω and ∝ 1∕ ω, respectively. As previously mentioned by Wong (1979) and in accordance with our present understanding of
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃthe volume-diffusion
process, the occurrence of the quantity 1∕ iω is typical for purely
diffusion-controlled relaxations and can therefore also be encountered in the Warburg impedance (e.g., Merriam, 2007). In comparison with the case without reaction currents, the decrease of ωc with
the particle size is much more pronounced.
The comparison of the two cases also has an important practical
implication. Although the presence of active cations largely affects
the spectral response of the suspension, it is clearly not a necessary
condition for a polarization process to occur. This conclusion is in
agreement with the findings of other recent studies into the polarization response of conducting particles with inert surfaces (J. Quian
and P.N. Sen, personal communication, 2016). However, the absence of active cations can — especially in the case of relatively
large particles — shift the overall polarization response to much
higher frequencies, where it can typically not be observed with IP
field or laboratory instruments.

RELAXATION TIME SCALES

Figure 7. Effective normalized conductivity spectra for particles
with different radii a between 0.1 μm and 10 mm. Responses in
absence (dashed lines) and presence (solid lines) of active cations
responsible for the occurrence reactions currents are included. The
complex-valued conductivities are expressed in terms of (a) real σ 0
and (b) imaginary effective conductivity σ 0 0. The arrow in (a) marks
the characteristic frequency ωel ¼ 1∕τel discussed further below.
Volumetric fraction of conducting spheres ν ¼ 0.12; all other model
parameters are as in Figure 2.

Due to the above observed dependence on the particle size, the
characteristic frequency — or its inverse, the relaxation time —
can often be used to infer this important geometric parameter from
spectral IP data. However, as we also recognized in Figure 7, relaxations times for one particle size vary considerably depending on
the concentration of active cations. The analysis of this subject provided by Wong (1979) is brief; he only states that for smaller particles the relaxation time varies with ∝ aλD ∕D and for larger
particles with ∝ a2 ∕D and does not explicitly refer to the chemical
composition of the pore water. Because of its importance as a proxy
for the particle size and because it potentially determines if a relaxation can be detected at all using band-limited measuring devices
(see the discussion at the end of the previous section), in this section, we will investigate the relaxation times of the polarization
model in more detail.
Figure 8 shows the variation of the relaxation times, determined
from modeled spectra as τc ¼ 1∕ωc , with the particle radius for
three different concentrations of active cations (the solid lines).
For nonzero active cation concentrations, the curves reconfirm
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the transition from a linear increase of τc with a for small particles to
a quadratic increase for large particles as reported by Wong (1979).
In the case of vanishing active cation concentrations, the linear increase of τc continues even for large particles. As without active
cations, no reaction currents are active, only the diffuse-layer polarization develops, and the linear increase must be related to the
charge-relaxation process of the diffuse layer. Consequently, the
presence of volume-diffusion processes in the opposite case must
be responsible for the quadratic increase. Although reaction currents are also active at the surface of small particles, the overall
polarization response seems to be dominated by the relaxation of
the diffuse layer. As Figure 8 further indicates, the critical particle
radius, at which the transition between the two regimes is observed,
strongly varies with the fraction of active cations in the electrolyte
solution.

Relaxation of the electrolyte solution
The fastest polarization process inherent to this model is related
to the relaxation of the electrolyte solution. The corresponding relaxation time (e.g., Shilov et al., 2001)

τel ¼

ϵ0 ϵr λ2D
¼
σ0
D

(21)

is a measure of the time that it takes the ions of the solution to screen
the initial surface charge Σ∞ before the charging of the diffuse layer
takes effect. The term τel is also referred to as Debye time or the
time scale of charge relaxation (e.g., Bazant et al., 2004). Its inverse
ωel marks the angular frequency, at which point the characteristic
magnitudes of conduction and displacement current density become
equal. Therefore, in the treatment of the dielectric dispersion of suspensions, ωel is used to define the limit between the low- and highfrequency ranges (e.g., Shilov et al., 2001). In the equations of the
Wong model, ωel marks the angular frequency, at which point the
real and imaginary parts of λ1 (equation 11) are equal.
In the spectra in Figure 7, the relaxation of the electrolyte solution
can be related to the small overshoot of more than the high-frequency asymptote of the σ 0 spectra for small particle sizes. This
overshoot and its relaxation at ωel are present in the spectra of larger
particles, too, but they can only be distinguished at highly magnified levels (not shown here for brevity). Also, we note that in the
context of induced-polarization studies with frequency ranges that
hardly reach 1 kHz, the relaxation of the electrolyte is of little relevance because for typical aqueous solutions in geomaterials, it corresponds to characteristic frequencies ≥ 1 MHz.
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for the relaxation time of the diffuse-layer polarization. Generally,
time scales ∝ λD L∕D, where L denotes the characteristic system
length, are often found in the description of problems involving dynamic charging of electric double layers. Because these processes
involve simultaneously acting diffusion and electromigration currents, the bulk conductivity σ 0 (via λD ) and the geometric scale
a of the problem control this “mixed” time scale (Bazant et al.,
2004). The same time scale, as expressed in equation 22, was also
found by J. Quian and P.N. Sen (personal communication, 2016) for
the diffuse-layer relaxation of inert conducting particles.
In the context of the Wong model, excess and deficiency ion concentrations within the diffuse layers covering the two poles of the
particle are controlled by a complex balance of tangential and normal electromigration and diffusion currents around the particle.
Consequently, the time it takes the ions to move to their new quasiequilibrium positions τdl depends on both processes. The contribution of the electromigration process causes dependence on λD ,
whereas the diffuse transport introduces dependence on the particle
radius a. The induced double layers (the diffuse layers and their
image charges on the particle surface) on the two poles of the particle can be interpreted as capacitors connected in parallel through
the bulk electrolyte, which acts like an ohmic resistance. The relaxation time of such an RC circuit increases linearly with the resistance and the capacitance (e.g., Pelton et al., 1978). In the context of
the Wong model, the dependence on the resistance corresponds to
the variation of τdl with the resistivity of the bulk electrolyte
ρ0 ¼ 1∕σ 0 . The capacitance is the charge stored in the capacitor
per applied voltage, which according to equation 20 in our model
scales with aκ and multiplied by 1∕σ 0 results in a relaxation time
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
∝ a∕ σ 0 as predicted by τdl.
Figure 8 shows that τdl describes the variation of the modeled
relaxation time τc with a quite well, as long as no active
cations exist in the electrolyte, i.e., n∞
3 ¼ 0, and the diffuse-layer
polarization dominates. Therefore, even for n∞
3 > 0, the modeled

Diffuse-layer relaxation
The first relevant time scale can be related to the relaxation of
the space charge stored in the field-induced diffuse layer covering
the poles of the particle. Because this polarization persists even if
reaction currents are absent, an approximate expression for the corresponding time scale can be obtained by evaluating equation 12 in
the limit n∞
3 → 0. As we show in more detail in Appendix C, this
yields the expression

τdl ¼

aλD
2D

(22)

Figure 8. Variation of relaxation times τ with the particle radius a
∞
for three different concentrations of active anions n∞
3 ∕n1 ¼ 0; 0.03,
and 0.12. Modeled relaxation times τc correspond to the inverse of
the characteristic angular frequency ωc, at which point the peak of
the imaginary is observed. The dashed lines correspond to the relaxation time of the diffuse layer τdl (equation 22), and the dasheddotted lines correspond to the relaxation time of the volume diffusion τvd (equation 23). All other parameter values are as in Figure 2.
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curves coincide with τdl as long as the particle radius is sufficiently small.

Although implicit in the treatment by Wong, their effect on the overall relaxation time has not been discussed in detail nor quantified as
done here.
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Volume-diffusion relaxation and critical particle size
The second relevant time scale is related to the relaxation of electroneutral perturbations of the electrolyte concentration caused by
the volume-diffusion process driven by nonzero reaction currents
through the particle surface. In Appendix C, we derive the characteristic time scale

τvd ¼

a2
∞ 2
4Dð1 − 2n∞
1 ∕n3 Þ

(23)

for this process, which only becomes evident if the particles are
large enough. Time scales ∝ L2 ∕D, where L is the characteristic
system length, are typical for concentration-polarization processes
also referred to as volume-diffusion or bulk-diffusion processes
(Shilov et al., 2001; Bazant et al., 2004). In contrast to the relaxation
of the diffuse layer, these relaxation processes are controlled by diffusion only, which is reflected by the fact that τvd does not vary with
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1∕ σ 0 , as was the case with τdl . This is plausible because diffusion
currents only depend on concentration gradients and not on bulk ion
concentrations (see, e.g., equation 3).
Although the bulk conductivity does not affect τvd , equation 23
predicts a clear dependence on the fraction of active cations via
∞
n∞
1 ∕n3 . From Figure 8, it is obvious that for a fixed bulk conductivity σ 0 ∝ n∞
1 , an increase of the fraction of active cations shifts the
critical radius ac ; i.e., the radius at which the transition between the
two relaxation time regimes happens, toward smaller particle sizes.
By equating τdl and τvd , we can approximate


ac ¼ 2λD ð1 −

∞ 2
2n∞
1 ∕n3 Þ

¼ 8λD

n∞
1
n∞
3

2
:

(24)

∞
Besides the ratio n∞
1 ∕n3 , the critical particle radius also depends on
∞ 2
the Debye length λD . Around small particles with aκ < 8ðn∞
1 ∕n3 Þ ,
the relaxation of the field-induced diffuse layer dominates the re∞ 2
sponse, whereas around larger particles with aκ > 8ðn∞
1 ∕n3 Þ ,
the volume-diffusion mechanism related to the field-induced concentration gradients controls the effective conductivity.
Equation 24 also reconfirms the strong control that the ratio aκ,
i.e., the overlap of the diffuse and the volume-diffusion layers,
exerts over the development of the volume-diffusion layer and thus
its relaxation. For small particles, the relatively thick diffuse layer
inhibits the full development of a volume-diffusion layer. As a
consequence, the relaxation of the diffuse layer with τdl ∝ aλD
dominates the response. Around much larger particles, the volume-diffusion layer can fully develop and its relaxation becomes
dominant as can be seen from the variation of the relaxation time
with the particle radius τvd ∝ a2 . It should be noted that, in complete
absence of the diffuse double layer, i.e., where ωvd ≫ ωdl , the exchange current approaches zero (not shown here for brevity), which
inhibits the buildup of a concentration gradient even if ω < ωvd . In
other words, for the volume-diffusion process to be activated, the
presence of a diffuse layer seems to be a necessary condition.
The relaxation time of the volume-diffusion process as well as the
critical particle radius defined in equations 23 and 24, respectively,
underscore the important role of active cations in the electrolyte solution in the determination of the polarization response of the model.

DISCUSSION
An important achievement of the present study is the improved
general understanding of the processes inherent to Wong’s polarization model. The detailed mathematical analysis and the — to
the best of our knowledge — first visualization of the physical
processes provide an appropriate basis to correct some misleading
reinterpretations of the model, which can be found in the more recent literature.
Based on the theory developed by Wong (1979) and Wong and
Strangway (1981), Gurin et al. (2015) and Placencia-Gómez and
Slater (2015) propose conceptual models aiming at a description
of the polarization response of metallic particles by means of a complex frequency-dependent surface conductivity. Their approach is
motivated by the difficulties to fit real IP spectra based on Wong’s
model (Placencia-Gómez and Slater, 2014). To derive a simpler
model, which meets the requirements of interpreting real IP data,
they resort to theories describing the polarization response of
suspensions of nonconducting particles (e.g., O’Konski, 1960;
Schwarz, 1962; Schurr, 1964; Leroy et al., 2008). These theories
consider dielectric particles with nonzero surface charge densities
(e.g., due to cation exchange reactions) surrounded by an electrical
double layer. Complex surface conductivities are then defined to
describe the polarization of the fixed Stern layer and the diffuse
layer caused by an external electric field. Critical analysis reveals
two important discrepancies between the rigorous treatment by
Wong and these new conceptual models:
1) In the absence of active cations, Gurin et al. (2015) and Placencia-Gómez and Slater (2015) attribute the polarization response
of metallic particles to a complex surface conductivity related to
the excess of ions in an electrical double layer at the particle
surface. Surface conductivity generally considers the contribution of the equilibrium diffuse and Stern layer covering nonconducting particles (e.g., Schurr, 1964; Leroy et al., 2008),
and it does not consider the charging of the field-induced diffuse
layer responsible for the large electrode-polarization response.
Furthermore, the Wong model does not even consider fixed surface charges or equilibrium double layers at the surface of the
metallic particle. Rather, from Poisson’s equation 5, it is clear
that without external excitation, the electrolyte solution is electroneutral — even at the very particle surface. The only double
layers described by the Wong model are field induced. In conclusion, the conceptual models developed by Gurin et al. (2015)
and Placencia-Gómez and Slater (2015) are not suited to reproduce the electrode polarization process described by the Wong
model. Rather, they suppose a different polarization mechanism
around metallic particles, which has not yet been studied in a
mathematically rigorous way. Although the existence of such
a mechanism cannot be discarded beforehand, the proposed
conceptual models should be used with caution.
2) A further difficulty arises from the conceptual model by Gurin
et al. (2015), which contains the argumentation that in the
absence of active cations, i.e., if no reaction current through
the interface is considered, “the metallic particle behaves as
an insulator.” This conclusion is a fundamental misconception
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because the determination of whether a particle behaves like a
perfect conductor or an insulator does not depend on the amount
of charges that can be transferred across its surface. Rather, the
criterion must be the distribution of the electric field within the
particle. Although the electric field is always zero within a perfect conductor (this is warranted by an instantaneous redistribution of charges along the surface), the electric field readily
penetrates the nonconducting particle. Mathematically, the first
case requires a zero or constant potential boundary condition at
the particle surface as realized in the Wong model (see equation A-1). The second case, in contrast, implies a significant
variation of the electric potential along the particle surface. This
difference between the two cases is not a mathematical subtlety,
but it gives rise to fundamentally different polarization processes (and magnitudes). Therefore, the polarization response
of a highly conducting particle can by no means be interpreted
as a special case of the polarization of the corresponding nonconducting sphere.
Of course, the assumption of an infinite conductivity of the particle represents an important limitation of the Wong model. In their
contributions, Revil et al. (2015) and Misra et al. (2016) indicate a
physically sensitive way to include finite particle conductivity into a
mechanistic polarization model for semiconducting particles.
Although pioneering, the models of these authors do not yet include
the effect of reaction currents through the solid-liquid interface. As
stressed repeatedly in the present paper, the effect of reaction currents through the particle in conjunction with the resulting volumediffusion mechanism has a huge impact on the relaxation response.
Therefore, future improvements of the polarization models for
semiconducting particles should definitely include the effect of
electroactive ions.
Although they explicitly address the important role of active cations, the interpretation provided by Flores Orozco et al. (2011) for
the polarization response of metallic precipitates deviates in an important point from the predictions made by the Wong model. During
a field-scale biostimulation experiment, these researchers observed
a decrease of the polarization response (in terms of the imaginary
conductivity) during phases with low concentrations of active cations (here, Fe[II]) in the pore water. Furthermore, below a critical
concentration of Fe(II), no significant polarization response was observed at all. Flores Orozco et al. (2011) attribute this behavior to
the strong control that active ions exert over the polarization magnitude, and they conclude that in the absence of active ions, electrode polarization becomes negligible (at least in the investigated
frequency band). As far as the predictions of the Wong model
are concerned, this perception is erroneous because the presence
of active cations is not a necessary condition for the occurrence of
diffuse-layer polarization, which produces high polarization magnitudes (in terms of the maximum imaginary conductivity). From Figure 7, it is evident that the maximum imaginary conductivity rather
increases with the decreasing concentration of active cations, which
in the present study could be linked to the decreasing influence of
the volume-diffusion mechanism. At the same time, the characteristic frequency moves toward higher frequencies. Interestingly,
Flores Orozco et al. (2011) observe that the decrease of Fe(II) concentrations was accompanied by a decrease of the phase response at
low frequencies (0.25 Hz), whereas the phase increased at higher
frequencies (4 Hz). Rather than an overall reduction of the polari-
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zation magnitude, this experimental finding indicates a shift of the
polarization maximum to higher frequencies, when the dissolved
Fe(II) is depleted from the solution, which is in good agreement
with the predictions of the Wong model.
Although the preceding discussion may suggest that the Wong
model can still be considered as one of the most complete polarization models for metal-bearing geomaterials, it also shows that
there is room for further improvements:
1) The eventual effect of surface charges at the metal surface and
the associated electrical double layer on the polarization response of conducting particles is not included. For instance,
on bare metal surfaces of synthetic iron and gold nanoparticles
ζ-potentials can be up to −40 mV at neutral pH (Sonavane et al.,
2008; Comba and Sethi, 2009). Particularly in the context of
applications of the IP method for the monitoring of fate and
transport of metallic nanoparticles injections (e.g., Flores Orozco et al., 2015), an improved discrimination between the effects due to electrolyte composition (in particular the role of
electroactive ions), particle geometry, and the electrochemical
state of the surface (e.g., ζ-potential and reactivity) seems necessary.
2) Following the argumentation of Misra et al. (2016), many metallic targets — whether natural ore minerals or metaloxide nanoparticles — are semiconductors rather than metallic
conductors. The polarization of such a semiconducting particle
including the effect of reaction currents through the solid-liquid
interface could be studied incorporating the corresponding
boundary condition of the Wong model into the approach of
Misra et al. (2016).
3) For the 1D system investigated in his treatment, Merriam (2007)
stresses the relative importance of the frequency-dependent
impedance of the Stern or Helmholtz layer in the electrode
polarization process. The Wong model does not consider effects
related to the charging of the Stern layer at the metal surface.
4) The effective medium approach used by Wong (1979) to
determine the response of an ensemble of more than one
particle (see equation 18) does not consider any interaction between neighboring particles. In particular, the relatively longrange perturbations related to the volume-diffusion process
described by his polarization model are likely to overlap if the
average distance between particles becomes equal to or smaller
than the particle diameter. Furthermore, the volume-diffusion
mechanism may eventually couple to long-range polarization
layers around the nonconducting grains of the background
material, such as the concentration polarization due to a static
double layer (e.g., Shilov et al., 2001). Interactions between
densely packed metallic particles and with the nonmetallic background material should be investigated in more detail.
5) Although suited to develop a gross idea of the expected polarization response, the simple geometric models used in the analytic approaches (spheres and ellipsoids in Wong, 1979; Wong
and Strangway, 1981) are necessarily a poor representation of
the generally irregular shapes of natural mineral grains. From
studies on nonconducting particles, we already know that surface roughness can produce an additional relaxation at higher
frequencies (e.g., Leroy et al., 2008). Indeed, IP measurements
on slug grains carried out by Nordsiek and Weller (2008)
provide indications that surface roughness may contribute in
a similar manner to the polarization of metallic particles.
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6) It has been shown that the application of Wong’s model to real
data can be tedious (Placencia-Gómez and Slater, 2014) or result in a poor fitting of experimental IP spectra (Gurin et al.,
2015; Placencia-Gómez and Slater, 2015). One of the main
drawbacks is the relatively large number of parameters, of
which particularly the electrochemical parameters are poorly
constrained. Although further improvements of the model
addressing the first five issues of this list likely result in an even
larger number of model parameters, future research should not
lose sight of the need for simpler conceptualizations and mathematical descriptions of the polarization of metallic particles —
especially for the interpretation of real laboratory or field data.
This list is certainly not complete, but it shows that to date many
possibly important effects can still not be accounted for on the basis
of existing mathematical theories. At the same time, the constant delivery of new, interesting experimental IP data therefore urges the
development of improved theoretical models for their interpretation.

CONCLUSION
We complete the solution of the PNP system of partial differential
equations around a perfectly conducting particle under consideration of charge-exchange reactions at the particle surface. This model
was initially developed by J. Wong to describe the induced-polarization response of disseminated sulfide ores. We extend his treatment and derive the full analytic solution consisting of three
unknown coefficients, which control short-range perturbations of
ion concentrations and electric potential close to the particle surface. Although not needed for the determination of the effective
polarization response of the suspended particle, the knowledge
of such short-range perturbations allows a much more comprehensive analysis of the underlying polarization mechanisms.
We discuss the two relaxation processes inherent to the model
and, as a further extension of the classical theory, provide analytic
approximations for the characteristic time scales of both. Based on
the full solution provided in the present study, we are able to visualize the microscopic manifestations of the two relaxation processes
in terms of perturbations of the ion concentrations in the electrolyte
solution. Promoted by a deepened understanding of the underlying
mechanisms, we associate the two relaxation times with the relaxation of (1) field-induced diffuse layers and (2) field-induced concentration gradients. The first process corresponds to the buildup of
diffuse double layers that screen field-induced surface charges at the
particle surface. Its relaxation time is proportional to the Debye
length of the electrolyte solution and the particle radius. The second
process only occurs if charge-exchange reactions are considered,
which are directly related to the buildup of concentration gradients
in the electroneutral electrolyte beyond the diffuse layer. Its relaxation time is proportional to the particle radius squared, which is
typical for volume or bulk-diffusion phenomena.
Provided that active cations are present, both polarization mechanisms occur simultaneously. However, around sufficiently small particles, the diffuse-layer relaxation dominates the overall polarization
response, whereas volume-diffusion relaxation becomes dominant
around larger particles. The transition between the two regimes is
observed at a critical particle radius, which is approximately proportional to the thickness of the diffuse layer (λD ) and the inverse of the
∞ 2
normalized concentration of active anions squared [ðn∞
1 ∕n3 Þ ].

Because under typical conditions, this critical radius is related to
characteristic frequencies >1 kHz, to our best knowledge, no experiment for the transition has been published. Our findings can open the
possibility to design laboratory measurements — by increasing the
Debye length and adjusting the active ion concentration — that may
be suited to detect the predicted transition and further test the theoretical model.
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APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF THE THREE REMAINING
UNKNOWN COEFFICIENTS
The potential on the surface of the perfectly conducting particle
must have a constant value, and from the symmetry of the external
excitation, it follows that this constant value must be zero. Because
this condition must hold for any θ, we write (from equation 9)

−2F∕ðλ21 ϵ0 ϵr ÞAðωÞk1 ðλ1 aÞ − E0 a þ EðωÞa ¼ 0:

(A-1)

The two inactive ionic species do not react at the particle surface,
such that the corresponding fluxes through the surface must also be
zero. From equation 3, we get

− D∂r ½−AðωÞk1 ðλ1 rÞ þ BðωÞk1 ðλ2 rÞ


a3
2
−2F∕ðλ
¼0
∂
ϵ
ϵ
ÞAðωÞk
ðλ
rÞ
−
E
r
þ
EðωÞ
þ μn∞
1 1
0
1 r
1 0 r
r2
(A-2)
evaluated at r ¼ a for the anion flux density and
∞
− D∂r fn∞
2 ∕n1 AðωÞk1 ðλ1 rÞ þ ½BðωÞ − MðωÞk1 ðλ2 rÞg


a3
2
−2F∕ðλ
¼0
− μn∞
∂
ϵ
ϵ
ÞAðωÞk
ðλ
rÞ
−
E
r
þ
EðωÞ
1 1
0
2 r
1 0 r
r2

(A-3)
evaluated at r ¼ a for the flux density of the passive cations. Only
the normal flux of the active cations through the metal surface does
not vanish. It depends on the perturbation concentration of the active cations δn3 and the radial electric field −∂r δU at the particle
surface. This boundary condition writes
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∞
− D∂r ½n∞
3 ∕n1 AðωÞκ 1 ðλ1 rÞ þ MðωÞκ 1 ðλ2 rÞ


3
2 ε ε ÞAðωÞκ ðλ rÞ − E r þ EðωÞ a
−2F∕ðλ
∂
− μn∞
1 1
0
3 r
1 0 r
r2
∞
¼ −β½n∞
3 ∕n1 AðωÞκ 1 ðλ1 rÞ þ MðωÞκ 1 ðλ2 rÞ


a3
∞
2
− αn3 ∂r −2F∕ðλ1 ε0 εr ÞAðωÞκ 1 ðλ1 rÞ − E0 r þ EðωÞ 2
r
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Using the solution for AðωÞ from equation A-5 and the definition of
f2 in equation 13, the coefficient BðωÞ is readily obtained from
equation A-6 as

BðωÞ ¼




E0 − EðωÞ λ21 ϵ0 ϵr
μ ∞
E0 þ 2EðωÞ
f
:
f
n
−
þ
2F 2 D 1 2 E0 − EðωÞ
k10 ðλ2 aÞ
(A-9)

(A-4)
evaluated at r ¼ a. The right side of equation A-4 is the exchange
current across the metal electrolyte interface as defined by Wong
(1979) in terms of the electrochemical reaction-current parameters
α (in Cs∕kg) and β (in m/s). In our treatment, the reaction current is
given in mol∕ðm2 sÞ, which has to be multiplied by Faraday’s constant F ¼ eN A to obtain the corresponding electric current density
in A∕m2 actually defined by Wong (1979) (his equation 28).
Note that boundary conditions far away from the particle surface,
here zero perturbation concentrations and a perturbation potential
equal to the external electric field, are implicit in the selection of
the modified spherical Bessel function of the second kind k1 ðλrÞ.
Because the coefficient EðωÞ given in equation 12 can be looked
up in Wong (1979), we do not include its lengthy derivation. To
solve equations A-1–A-4 for the three remaining unknown coefficients, we first carry out the partial derivatives ∂r , introduce the
abbreviation k10 ðλaÞ ≔ ∂r k1 ðλrÞjr¼a , and do some minor manipulations, which yields

E0 a − EðωÞa
;
AðωÞ ¼
−2F∕ðλ21 ϵ0 ϵr Þk1 ðλ1 aÞ

(A-5)



 2
∞
−n∞
βa
3 ∕n1 ½E0 − EðωÞ λ1 ϵ0 ϵr
f2 þ
MðωÞ ¼ 0
D
2F
k1 ðλ2 aÞð1 þ βa
D f3 Þ


∞
n
E þ 2EðωÞ
− 1 ðμ − αÞ f 2 þ 0
:
(A-10)
E0 − EðωÞ
D

APPENDIX B
DERIVATION OF INDUCED SURFACE
CHARGE DENSITY
The charge density Σ on the surface of the perfectly conducting
sphere can be related to the normal component of the electric field at
its surface as

Σðθ; ωÞ ¼ −ϵ0 ϵr ∂r δUðr; ωÞjr¼a :

DAðωÞk10 ðλ1 aÞ − DBðωÞk10 ðλ2 aÞ
2
0
þ μn∞
1 ½−2F∕ðλ1 ϵ0 ϵr ÞAðωÞk1 ðλ1 aÞ − E0 − 2EðωÞ ¼ 0;

(A-6)

(B-1)

Inserting equations 9 and 14 and carrying out the partial derivative
with respect to r yields


λ2 a2 þ 2λ1 a þ 2
þ 1 þ 2fðωÞ cos θ:
Σðθ;ωÞ ¼ ϵ0 ϵr E0 ½1 − fðωÞ 1
λ1 a þ 1

∞
0
0
Dn∞
2 ∕n1 AðωÞk1 ðλ1 aÞ þ D½BðωÞ − MðωÞk1 ðλ2 aÞ
2
0
þ μn∞
2 ½−2F∕ðλ1 ϵ0 ϵr ÞAðωÞk1 ðλ1 aÞ − E0 − 2EðωÞ ¼ 0;

and

For the last unknown coefficient MðωÞ, we rearrange equation A-8
using the definitions of f 2 and f 3 in equation 13 and substituting
AðωÞ from equation A-5, which yields

(A-7)

∞
0
0
− Dn∞
3 ∕n1 AðωÞk1 ðλ1 aÞ − DMðωÞk1 ðλ2 aÞ
2
0
− μn∞
3 ½−2F∕ðλ1 ε0 εr ÞAðωÞk1 ðλ1 aÞ − E0 − 2EðωÞ
∞
¼ −β½n∞
3 ∕n1 AðωÞk1 ðλ1 aÞ þ MðωÞk1 ðλ2 aÞ
2
0
− αn∞
3 ½−2F∕ðλ1 ε0 εr ÞAðωÞk1 ðλ1 aÞ − E0 − 2EðωÞ:

(A-8)

Equation A-5 already expresses the coefficient AðωÞ in terms of
the known coefficient EðωÞ, and no further manipulation is needed.

(B-2)
At the high-frequency limit, i.e., for ω → ∞, the reflection coefficient fðωÞ approaches one and the surface charge density reduces to
Σ∞ ðθÞ ¼ 3ϵ0 ϵr E0 cos θ. In this limit, the excitation is too fast to
permit the diffuse layer to build up and Σ∞ is the minimal charge
required to cancel out the electrical field within the sphere. The
same result can be obtained from standard electrostatic potential
theory for a perfectly conducting sphere surrounded by a medium
of finite conductivity.
At the low-frequency limit, i.e., for ω → 0, the reflection coefficient approaches −1∕2 and λ1 becomes κ. For sufficiently large
particles, κa ≫ 1 and the surface can be approximated by
Σ0 ðθÞ ¼ 3∕2ϵ0 ϵr E0 κa cos θ. In this limit, the external excitation
is sufficiently slow so as to permit the diffuse layer to fully develop.
The charge stored on the electrolyte side induces image charges on
the particle surface, which increases Σ by the large factor of κa∕2.
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APPENDIX C
DERIVATION OF RELAXATION TIMES
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(C-4)
Diffuse-layer relaxation
To derive an expression for the relaxation time of the diffuselayer polarization, we consider the limiting case of vanishing concentrations of active cations in the electrolyte solution. Evaluating
equation 12 for n∞
3 → 0 yields the frequency-dependent reflection
coefficient

fðωÞ ¼ EðωÞ∕E0 ¼ 1 −

3∕2
;
1 þ f 1 ∕2

fðωÞ ¼ 1 −
(C-1)

where f1 ¼ f2 iωλ2D ∕D. If we further limit our analysis to frequencies ω ≪ ωel ¼ 1 MHz, which is appropriate for the particle sizes
that we are mainly interested in, we can approximate λ1 by
κ ¼ 1∕λD . For sufficiently thin diffuse double layers compared with
the particle radius, i.e., a∕λD ≫ 1, the coefficient f 2 defined in
equation 13 approaches a∕λD . In this limit, the frequency-dependent reflection coefficient becomes

fðωÞ ¼ 1 −

3∕2
:
D
1 þ iω aλ
2D

(C-2)

From equation C-2, we can extract the approximate relaxation time
of the double-layer polarization τdl ¼ aλD ∕ð2DÞ.

Volume-diffusion relaxation
To identify the relaxation time of the volume-diffusion polarization, we evaluate the appropriate limit of the reflection coefficient f.
As argued before for the relaxation of the diffuse layer, the characteristic frequency of the volume-diffusion relaxation will also
be ω ≪ ωel , from which follows that λ1 ¼ λ−1
D . For sufficiently thin
diffuse double layers compared with the particle radius, we still
have a∕λD ≫ 1. Furthermore, we will assume that for angular
frequencies ω around the characteristic frequency of the volumediffusion relaxation ωvd , the inequality λ2 a ≫ 1 holds. We leave
it to the reader to verify this assumption by evaluating λ2 a at the
angular frequency ωvd ¼ τvd, where τvd refers to the final result
of this derivation. Under the above assumptions, the three coefficients f i can be approximated by

f 1 ¼ iω

aλD
;
D

f2 ¼

a
≫ 1;
λD

and f 3 ¼

This expression can be further simplified, if we take into account
that α∕μ ≪ 1 and αD∕ðμλD βÞ for typical parameter values [i.e.,
α ¼ 10−10 m2 ∕ðVsÞ] as well as βa∕D ≫ 1 for all relevant particle
sizes. Together with our last assumption of sufficiently small con∞
centrations of active cations n∞
3 ≪ n1 and after some manipulations, we obtain

1
: (C-3)
aλ2

From Figure 8, it is obvious that τvd > τdl for all particle sizes with
dominant volume-diffusion relaxation. Consequently, for sufficiently large particles, the characteristic frequency of this relaxation
must be searched for at frequencies ω ≪ ωdl . Substituting this inequality into the above expression for f1 yields f 1 ≪ 2i. Using the
same inequality, we obtain βa∕ðDλ2 Þ ≫ 1 for typical parameters
values (i.e., β ¼ 10−2 m∕s). In summary, under the above approximations and assumptions, the frequency-dependent reflection
coefficient from equation 12 becomes

1−

3∕2
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

iω
a
4D 1−2n∞
∕n∞
1
3

:

(C-5)

From equation C-5, we can extract the approximate relaxation time of
∞ 2
the volume-diffusion polarization τvd ¼ a2 ∕½4Dð1 − 2n∞
1 ∕n3 Þ .
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Electrochemical polarization around metallic particles — Part 2: The role
of diffuse surface charge

Matthias Bücker1, Sabine Undorf2, Adrián Flores Orozco3, and Andreas Kemna4

electrolyte. The first is related to the dynamic charging of fieldinduced diffuse layers immediately outside the two hemispheres
of the sphere. The other two are volume-diffusion processes:
(1) one driven by the reaction currents through the particle surface
and (2) the other driven by the unequal electromigration transport
of anions and cations through the static diffuse layer. Diffuse-layer
relaxation and volume diffusion due to reaction currents can also
be observed around uncharged metallic particles and clearly dominate the macroscopic polarization response. The ζ-surface potential at the particle surface, and thus the static diffuse layer, only
moderately change the relaxation of the field-induced diffuse
layer: With the increasing magnitude of the ζ-potential, we observe an increase of the low-frequency electrical conductivity
of the particle in suspension, a reduction of its polarization magnitude, and a shift of its characteristic frequency toward lower
frequencies. The volume-diffusion process due to the reaction currents remains practically unaffected by the static diffuse layer.

ABSTRACT
Numerical simulations are carried out to study the inducedpolarization response of a charged metallic sphere, which immersed in electrolyte solution is covered by a static diffuse layer.
The metallic sphere itself is assumed to be perfectly conductive;
electromigration and diffusion processes in bulk electrolyte and
diffuse layer are modeled by the Poisson-Nernst-Planck system
of partial differential equations. To include the effect of a fixed
diffuse charge, we consider a constant electric ζ-potential at
the surface of the particle, which leads to the buildup of a static
diffuse layer. Furthermore, a minor fraction of electroactive cations engages in oxidation-reduction reactions at the particle surface, which allows charges to be transferred across the solidliquid interface. Upon excitation by a low-frequency electric field,
we observe the coupling of three polarization processes in the
composite material consisting of metallic particle and surrounding

the electric double layer (EDL), which must not be confused with
the field-induced diffuse layers caused by an external excitation.
Neither the classic model by Wong (1979) nor the more recent
numerical modeling study carried out by Abdulsamad et al.
(2017), nor the semiconductor-polarization models developed by
Revil et al. (2015b) and Misra et al. (2016a) consider the effect
of such a static diffuse charge. Although it was claimed to be
the actual cause of the polarization response of highly conductive
particles in the conceptual models proposed by Gurin et al. (2015)

INTRODUCTION
In a previous study (Bücker et al., 2018), we have presented the
full analytical solution for the classic electrode-polarization model
of the induced-polarization (IP) response of uncharged metallic particles proposed by Wong (1979). In the present paper, we extend
this polarization model and develop a numerical scheme to study
the response of charged metallic particles. The precharged surfaces
of such particles immersed in an electrolyte solution are covered by
static diffuse clouds of counter charges known as the diffuse part of
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and Placencia-Gómez and Slater (2015), to date, no mechanistic
polarization model has been developed to describe the effect of a
fixed surface charge — independently of whether it is located in
the inner Stern layer or the outer diffuse layer.
Depending on the chemical composition and the concentration of
the electrolyte, diffuse charges on the surfaces of pure metals and
metal-bearing minerals vary over a wide range of positive and negative values. The potential drop across the diffuse layer, which can
be approximated by the experimentally determinable ζ-potential at
the plane of shear, is often used to parameterize the charge stored in
the diffuse layer. The ζ-potential of metallic and metal-bearing surfaces ranges from values as low as −50 mV on stainless steel at
10 mM NaCl and pH 7 (Boulangé-Petermann et al., 1995) to
þ20 mV on pyrite at 1 mM KNO3 and pH 6 (Reyes-Bozo et al.,
2015). Because these values differ significantly from zero, a possible effect of the corresponding static EDL over the polarization
response of metallic particles should not be discarded a priori.
Reversely, recent laboratory and field studies with metallic nanoparticles (e.g., Joyce et al., 2012; Flores Orozco et al., 2015; Abdel Aal
et al., 2017) indicate that it might be possible to use IP measurements to retrieve information on the in situ chemical condition and
reactivity of the surfaces of metallic particles (Shi et al., 2015),
which is strongly correlated with the ζ-potential.
It is the objective of the present study to develop a model that
describes the polarization response due to a static diffuse layer covering the surface of the metallic particles and to study the effect of
varying charge densities in this layer. Our theoretical treatment is
based on a modification of the system of partial differential equations (PDEs) proposed by Wong (1979); therefore, it also permits
including the effect of reaction currents through the metal-electrolyte interface. Because to our best knowledge the modified problem,
which includes the polarization response of a static diffuse layer,
cannot be solved analytically, we adopt a finite-element approach
to obtain a numerical solution. Our results comprise the microscale
perturbations of ion concentrations and electrical potential around
the particle as well as the effect of the static diffuse layer on the
effective electrical conductivity spectra of the composite system.
Here, we focus on the impact of the diffuse charge on relevant
descriptive parameters such as the direct-current (DC) conductivity,
relaxation time, and maximum polarization response. In the “Discussion” section, we further analyze the practical relevance of our
findings and implications for the interpretation of IP measurements.

THEORY
The electrochemical polarization model introduced by Wong
(1979) and Wong and Strangway (1981) describes the IP response
of metal-bearing ores based on the frequency-dependent complex
conductivity of perfectly conducting particles (e.g., metallic conductors) immersed in an electrolyte solution. As discussed in detail
by Bücker et al. (2018), the primary polarization phenomenon inherent to this model is related to the dynamic charging of field-induced diffuse layers at the particle surface (for a comprehensive
discussion of diffuse-charge dynamics, see Bazant et al., 2004).
This mechanism does not require the presence of electroactive ions
to establish. Rather, electroactive ions additionally allow reaction
currents to cross the solid-liquid interface and trigger a volumediffusion mechanism, which largely changes the polarization
response, particularly around larger particles.

Fundamental equations and extended model
Like Wong (1979), we consider a perfectly conducting sphere
immersed in an electrolyte solution that consists of three ionic
species. The supporting electrolyte consists of anions (subscript
1) and inactive cations (subscript 2), which do not engage in electrochemical reactions at the particle surface (e.g., Cl− and Naþ ). A
smaller fraction of active cations (subscript 3), in contrast, does participate in reduction and oxidation reactions at the metallic surface,
which allows a net electric current to cross the solid-liquid interface.
Upon excitation by the uniform electric field Eext ¼ E0 eiωt , where
ω and t denote the angular frequency and time, respectively, the
electric potential U and the ion concentrations nj (in mol∕m3 )
around the particle will be perturbed from their equilibrium values.
In 3D coordinates, the total ion flux densities caused by the external
excitation are described by the Nernst-Planck equations (Nernst,
1888, 1889; Planck, 1890):

Jj ðr; tÞ ¼ −Dj ∇nj ðr; tÞ − μj zj nj ðr; tÞ∇Uðr; tÞ;

(1)

where Dj , μj , and zj denote the diffusion coefficient, mobility, and
signed valence of the jth ionic species. The first term on the right
side of equation 1 describes a diffusion current, whereas the second
term corresponds to a conduction or electromigration current. For
the sake of simplicity, we limit our treatment to monovalent ions of
symmetric electrolytes, i.e., z1 ¼ −1 and z2 ¼ z3 ¼ 1. Assuming,
furthermore, the conservation of each ionic species expressed by the
continuity equation ∇J j ðr; tÞ ¼ −∂t nj ðr; tÞ, equation 1 becomes

∂t nj ðr; tÞ ¼ ∇½Dj ∇nj ðr; tÞ þ μj zj nj ðr; tÞ∇Uðr; tÞ:

(2)

We use the compact notation ∂x f :¼ ∂f∕∂x for partial derivatives
with respect to x. The three ion concentrations are coupled among
each other and to the total electric potential via Poisson’s equation:

∇2 Uðr; tÞ ¼ −

3
F X
z n ðr; tÞ;
ε0 εr j¼1 j j

(3)

where F ¼ 96;485 C∕mol is Faraday’s constant, ε0 ¼ 8.85×
10−12 C∕ðVmÞ is the vacuum permittivity, and εr is the constant
relative permittivity of the aqueous electrolyte. The system of PDEs
described in equations 2 and 3 is also known as the Poisson-NernstPlanck (PNP) system for ion transport.
Following the treatment by Wong (1979), we decompose the
concentration of the jth ionic species into a static background
ð0Þ
concentration nj ðrÞ and a perturbation δnj ðrÞ imposed by the
oscillating external field:
ð0Þ

nj ðr; tÞ ¼ nj ðrÞ þ δnj ðrÞ · eiωt :

(4)

In a similar fashion, the total electric potential can be decomposed
into the background potential U ð0Þ ðrÞ and a perturbation potential
δUðrÞ as follows:

Uðr; tÞ ¼ Uð0Þ ðrÞ þ δUðrÞ · eiωt :

(5)
ð0Þ

Unlike in Wong’s model, the background concentration nj ðrÞ is
not equal to the bulk concentration n∞
j but includes the excess and
defect concentrations caused by a fixed diffuse charge density at the
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particle surface. For the same reason, the background potential
Uð0Þ ðrÞ can no longer be assumed to be zero as done in Wong’s
model.
Besides the differentiation between active and passive cations
made here, equations 2–5 are essentially the same as those used,
e.g., by Chew and Sen (1982a, 1982b) to describe ion transport
through the electrolyte around a charged particle. Although these
authors model the polarization response of nonconducting particles,
the physics controlling the response of the electrolyte solution is
identical. The fundamentally different electrical characteristics of
the suspended particles (nonconducting versus perfectly conducting) are later taken into account by imposing appropriate boundary conditions at the particle surface.
According to these authors, the problem can be decomposed into
the solution of a static part of the problem, which essentially yields
ð0Þ
the equilibrium ion concentrations nj ðrÞ and electric potentials
ð0Þ
U ðrÞ in the static diffuse layer and the bulk electrolyte (Chew
and Sen, 1982b), and the solution of a frequency-dependent part
(Chew and Sen, 1982a), While yields the perturbation quantities
δnj ðrÞ and δUðrÞ caused by the external excitation. Although the
static part does not depend on the perturbation quantities, the frequency-dependent solution couples to the static solution. Both parts
of the solution are introduced in the following two subsections.

E59

Uð0Þ ðrÞ → 0;
r→∞

(10)

determines the static background potential. Note that we placed the
origin of our coordinate system (r ¼ 0) in the center of the particle.
Because the static boundary conditions, i.e., equations 9 and 10,
are the same as those used to describe the diffuse layer around a
nonconducting particle, an approximate solution of the static potential U ð0Þ ðrÞ can be looked up in Chew and Sen (1982b) and inserted
ð0Þ
into equation 7 to obtain the static concentrations nj ðrÞ. Nevertheless, because the frequency-dependent solution requires the
use of numerical methods in the present study, we will solve the
static problem numerically, too.

Frequency-dependent solution
The static solution can then be used to obtain the perturbation
potential δUðrÞ and the perturbation ion concentrations δnj ðrÞ.
Assuming that the amplitude E0 ¼ jE0 j of the external field is small
(i.e., E20 ≪ E0 ), all perturbation quantities are approximately
proportional to the external excitation E0 . Extending the approach
by Chew and Sen (1982a) to the case of three ionic species, the
linearized frequency-dependent part of equation 2 is written as

iωδnj ðr; ωÞ ¼ ∇fDj ∇δnj ðr; ωÞ

Static solution

ð0Þ

In a variation of the approach by Chew and Sen (1982a, 1982b),
in the absence of an external field, i.e., for δnj ðrÞ ¼ 0 for all j and
δUðrÞ ¼ 0, we write (from equation 2)
ð0Þ

ð0Þ

0 ¼ ∇½Dj ∇nj ðrÞ þ μj zj nj ðrÞ∇Uð0Þ ðrÞ:

(6)

We assume that in equilibrium, i.e., without an external excitation,
all three ion current densities through the particle surface vanish.
This is obvious for the inactive ionic species, which do not penetrate
the particle surface by definition, and is also sensible for the active
cations (for more details, see Appendix A). Under this condition,
equation 6 is solved by the Boltzmann-distributed concentrations
(e.g., Chew and Sen, 1982b)



zj e ð0Þ
ð0Þ
U
nj ðrÞ ¼ n∞
exp
−
ðrÞ
;
j
kT

(7)

where e denotes the elementary charge (1.602 × 10−19 C), k is
Boltzmann’s constant (8.617 × 10−5 eV∕K), and T is the absolute
temperature. The spatial variation of the static background potential
Uð0Þ ðrÞ is coupled to the space charge resulting from equation 7 via
Poisson’s equation (from equation 3)

∇2 Uð0Þ ðrÞ ¼ −

3
F X
ð0Þ
z n ðrÞ:
ε0 εr j¼1 j j

(8)

Inserting equation 7 into 8 gives the well-known PoissonBoltzmann equation, which together with the boundary conditions
at the particle surface,



Uð0Þ ðrÞ

¼ ζ;
surface

and at a far distance from the particle

(9)

þ μj zj ½nj ðrÞ∇δUðr; ωÞ þ δnj ðr; ωÞ∇U ð0Þ ðrÞg
þ OðE20 Þ;

(11)

where the term OðE20 Þ represents the neglected products of two
perturbation quantities and the perturbation potential satisfies
Poisson’s equation:

∇2 δUðr; ωÞ ¼ −

3
F X
z δn ðr; ωÞ:
ε0 εr j¼1 j j

(12)

Equations 11 and 12 constitute four coupled differential equations that
describe the variation of the perturbation quantities within the electrolyte, and it only remains to specify suitable boundary conditions. At a
distance far from the particle, the perturbation potential should
approach values corresponding to the external electric field, i.e.,

δUðr; ωÞ → − Eext · r;
r→∞

(13)

whereas the ion concentrations should approach the static solution;
i.e., the perturbation concentrations should vanish as described by

δnj ðr; ωÞ → 0:
r→∞

(14)

We will assume that the particle can be considered a perfect conductor, such that the perturbation potential must be constant along the
particle surface (see the “Discussion” section for a more detailed
analysis of this assumption). If the external excitation is symmetric
around the sphere, this constant potential must be zero; i.e.,



δUðr; ωÞ

surface

¼ 0:

(15)
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Because inactive ions are neither produced nor consumed at the particle surface, the normal fluxes of both inactive ionic species through
the surface, i.e., equation 1 for j ¼ 1;2, must also be zero:
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ð0Þ

f−Dj ∇δnj ðr; ωÞ − μj zj ½nj ðr; ωÞ∇δUðr; ωÞ


ð0Þ
¼ 0;
þ δnj ðr; ωÞ∇U ðr; ωÞg · n

(16)

surface

with n denoting the unit normal vector to the surface (pointing into
the electrolyte). Only the normal flux of the active cations through the
metal surface is nonzero due to the oxidation-reduction reactions. The
rate of ion production or consumption at the surface depends on
the perturbation concentration of the active ions and the electric field
at the surface as expressed by
ð0Þ

f−D3 ∇δn3 ðr; ωÞ − μ3 ½n3 ðr; ωÞ∇δUðr; ωÞ


ð0Þ
þ δn3 ðr; ωÞ∇U ðr; ωÞg · n
surface

¼

ð0Þ
−αðζÞn3 ðr; ωÞ∇δUðr; ωÞ

· n − βðζÞδn3 ðr; ωÞ;

(17)

where we already made use of the equality z3 ¼ 1. As we show in
more detail in Appendix A, the right side of equation 17 corresponds
to the exchange current across the metal electrolyte interface defined
by Wong (1979) adapted to our extended model. The two parameters
α (in Cs/kg) and β (in m∕s) control the dependence of the reaction
current on the overpotential at the particle surface and the perturbation
of the active ion concentration, respectively. Details on the exchange
current can be found in Appendix A. In the same appendix, we show
that — assuming a constant reaction-current density i0 — the two
reaction-current parameters vary with the ζ-potential as follows:


αðζÞ ¼ αð0Þ exp


eζ
;
kT


βðζÞ ¼ βð0Þ exp


eζ
; (18)
kT

where αð0Þ and βð0Þ describe the reaction current in the absence of a
static surface potential as used in the study by Wong (1979). Note that

Figure 1. Three-dimensional sketch of the modeled volume. The
spherical particle of radius a is enclosed by a cylinder of radius
L and height 2L representing the surrounding electrolyte solution.
The red lines mark the actual 2D model domain discretized for the
numerical simulation. Due to the particular set of boundary conditions on the surface of the particle, it is not necessary to model any
of the perturbation quantities in its interior.

in our case, the reaction current is given in terms of an ion flux density
in mol/(m2 s), which has to be multiplied by Faraday’s constant F to
obtain the corresponding electric current density in A∕m2 as defined
by Wong (1979) (his equation 28).

NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION
To our best knowledge, no closed analytical solution of the problem set up by the PDEs 11 and 12 and the boundary conditions
expressed in equations 13–17 exists in the literature. This is also
true for similar systems of PDEs with boundary conditions adjusted
to the problem of charged nonconducting particles, for which only
approximate analytical (e.g., Chew and Sen, 1982a; Shilov et al.,
2001) or numerical solutions (e.g., DeLacey and White, 1981) have
been reported.
Here, we use the finite-element software package COMSOL
Multiphysics to successively obtain the static and the frequencydependent solution. Although the numerical solution would also
permit study of irregularly shaped particles, here we limit our treatment to spherical particles. This enables us to compare our results
for the charged particle with the predictions of the analytical Wong
model for an uncharged particle of equal size. Figure 1 illustrates
the modeled volume with the particle of radius a centered at the
origin of coordinates. The uniform external field is imposed, such
that E0 ¼ E0 ex .
Due to the cylindrical symmetry of the problem, the numerical
simulation only needs to be carried out on the 2D model domain
of length 2L (in the x-direction) and height L (in the y-direction)
marked in red in Figure 1. This approach, which helps to solve
the numerical problem efficiently, is based on taking the x-coordinate
of the Cartesian space as the z-coordinate of the cylindrical
coordinate system and the y-coordinate as the radial coordinate r.
As the problem is completely symmetric around the x- or z-axis, there
is no variation in azimuthal direction. In addition, this approach
requires a suitable coordinate transformation that accounts for the
different form of the differential operators in cylindrical coordinates
(for details, see Appendix B).
As we saw earlier, in the case of vanishing equilibrium reaction
current densities, the static problem reduces to the solution of the
Poisson-Boltzmann equation, which contains U ð0Þ ðrÞ as only unknown variable. The boundary conditions, equations 9 and 10, are
translated into the following boundary conditions for the numerical
simulation: U ð0Þ ¼ ζ on the particle surface, U ð0Þ ¼ 0 on the left,
right, and top boundaries (see Figure 1), and ∂y Uð0Þ ¼ 0 on the
axis of symmetry. For technical details on the implementation in
COMSOL Multiphysics, see Appendix B.
Because bulk values are imposed as boundary conditions on the
left, right, and top boundaries, these should be placed sufficiently
far away from the static diffuse layer and the frequency-dependent
induced perturbations around the particle. As a trade-off between
computational cost and accuracy, we use a standard domain size
L of four times the particle radius, i.e., L ¼ 4a. We checked the
suitability of this length scale by comparing the modeled perturbation potential at the boundary (for ζ ¼ 0) with the corresponding
values of the analytical solution (Wong, 1979; Bücker et al., 2018).
Because our modeling results do not yield a longer scale perturbation caused by the effect of the static diffuse layer (see the next
section), this criterion will turn out to be sufficient.
Furthermore, the discretization of the 2D modeling domain
should account for the expected small-scale variation of the solution
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within the diffuse layer at the particle surface. While particle sizes
of at least 1 mm may be of interest, the thickness of the diffuse layer
is only of the order of one Debye length
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λD ¼

ε0 εr kT
2n∞
1 eF

σ mod

Z

L
0

3
X

f¼

σ mod − σ 0
νmod σ mod þ 2σ 0
1

(22)

1∕2

;

(19)

which for typical ionic strengths of the electrolyte is as small as
10−8 m. To be able to resolve the diffuse layer, we therefore discretize the electrolyte next to the surface with a special boundarylayer mesh consisting of rectangular elements with a size of πa∕400
along the boundary (tangential direction). In the radial direction,
this boundary-layer mesh is much finer and consists of a fixed number of eight elements with sizes increasing from λD ∕2 at the surface
to ≈1.8λD at the outer limit of the boundary layer. The remaining
volume is filled with triangular elements, the maximum sizes of
which increase from λD ∕2 at the outer limit of the boundary-layer
mesh to L∕20 at the remote boundaries. Resulting meshes consist of
≈9250 elements for particle sizes between 0.1 μm and 10 mm, of
which the constant number of 3200 elements corresponds to the
boundary-layer mesh.
After having solved the static problem, the frequency-dependent
solution is obtained using the same mesh. The static background ion
concentrations needed for the frequency-dependent solution, are
computed by inserting Uð0Þ ðrÞ into equation 7. For a detailed
implementation of the PDEs 11–12 in COMSOL Multiphysics, see
Appendix B. The analytical boundary conditions for the frequencydependent problem, equations 13–17, merge into the following
numerical formulation: They are unchanged on the particle surface;
δnj ¼ 0 for all j and δU ¼ E0 L on the left and right boundary,
respectively; and Jj ¼ 0 for all j and ∂y δU = 0 on the top boundary
and the axis of symmetry. While the static solution only needs to be
computed once for each set of model parameters (i.e., a, ζ, and n∞
j ),
the frequency-dependent problem has to be solved for each value of
the angular frequency ω separately.
Further below, we will display the modeling results either
directly, i.e., the actual solutions for the four perturbation quantities,
or in terms of the effective conductivity of the modeled volume. The
latter can be obtained from a numerical integration of the total ionic
fluxes through the left (or right) boundary; i.e.,

2
¼
E0 L2
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Jj ðx ¼ L; yÞex ydy;

(20)

is the modeled frequency-dependent reflection coefficient of the
spherical particle.
Due to the lack of an appropriate analytical model, the numerical
solution around the charged particle itself cannot be validated rigorously. However, for the limiting case of a particle without diffuse
charge, i.e., ζ ¼ 0, the numerical solution can be compared with the
analytical solutions provided by Wong (1979) and Bücker et al.
(2018) to detect possible problems due to an inappropriate discretization or other issues arising from the numerical implementation.
In the “Results” section, all numerical results are therefore
presented along with the corresponding analytical solutions for an
uncharged particle.

RESULTS
Unless otherwise stated, the standard model parameters listed in
Table 1 are used to obtain the results presented in this section. As
mentioned above, all numerical results are scaled to a standard volumetric content of 12%, which ensures a significant spectral variation
of the effective conductivity. The ζ-potential on the surface of the
charged particle is set to ζ ¼ −50 mV, which is a typical value for
stainless steel surfaces at neutral pH (Boulangé-Petermann et al.,
1995) and is high enough to render the small changes of the spectral
response induced by the static diffuse layer visible. In a similar fashion, we use a relatively high bulk concentration of the active cations
3
of n∞
3 ¼ 0.12 mol∕m to also highlight the effect of the reaction
current. The values of the reaction current parameters αð0Þ and βð0Þ
for the uncharged particle are taken over from Wong (1979). A uniform ion mobility of μ1 ¼ μ2 ¼ μ3 ¼ μ ¼ 5 × 10−8 m2 ∕ðVsÞ,
which is approximately the mobility of the sodium cation at room
temperature (e.g., Atkins and De Paula, 2013), is assumed for all
three ionic species.
Table 1. Standard parameter values for numerical modeling
studies.

j¼1

Parameter (unit)
where the term ydy accounts for the area element of the circular
surface of the boundary and the factor 2∕L2 stems from the normalization to its total area.
As mentioned above, the standard domain size is L ¼ 4a to ensure that the boundaries are located far enough from the polarized
particle. However, this corresponds to a rather small particle volume
fraction of νmod ≈ 0.01. To facilitate the comparison with the spectral responses discussed in part 1 of this series (Bücker et al., 2018),
the modeled effective conductivities σ mod are scaled to the volumetric content of ν ¼ 0.12 using the Maxwell-Garnett mixing rule (e.g.,
Wong, 1979):

σ eff 1 þ 2νf
;
¼
σ0
1 − νf

(21)

where σ 0 ¼ 2μn∞
1 F is the bulk conductivity of the electrolyte and

Symbol

Value

Absolute temperature (K)
T
293
Volumetric metal content (-)
ν
0.12
Particle radius (μm)
a
0.1
ζ-potential (mV)
ζ
−50
80
Relative permittivity of the fluid (-)
εr
μ
5 × 10−8
Ion mobility [m2 ∕ðVsÞ]
Signed ion valences (-)
z1 , z2 , z3 −1, 1, 1
n∞
1
Bulk anion concentration (mol∕m3 )
1
3
n∞
0.12
Bulk concentration of active cations (mol∕m )
3
αð0Þ
10−10
Reaction-current parameter [m2 ∕ðVsÞ]
Reaction-current parameter (m∕s)
βð0Þ
10−2
Magnitude of external field (V∕m)
E0
1
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tion currents through the particle, and it is therefore only observed
in the presence of active cations (i.e., n∞
3 > 0) and a nonzero
In part 1 (Bücker et al., 2018), we analyzed the two main relaxexchange current (i.e., αð0Þ; βð0Þ > 0) at the particle surface. The
ation processes inherent to Wong’s electrochemical polarization
relaxation of the concentration gradient occurs on a time scale
model: The first is related to the accumulation and relaxation of
τvd ∝ a2 ∕D and becomes dominant around particles with radius
electrical charges in thin diffuse layers induced next to the two
∞ 2
8λD ðn∞
1 ∕n3 Þ or larger (see Bücker et al., 2018).
hemispheres of the particle. This dynamic charging relaxes on a
Figures 2, 3, 4, and 5 give an insight into the microscale mancharacteristic time scale that increases linearly with the particle raifestations of both mechanisms and the changes produced by adding
dius as τdl ¼ aλD ∕ð2DÞ. The second is a volume-diffusion process
a static diffuse layer. The first row of Figure 2 shows the (purely
ð0Þ
related to the buildup of an electrically neutral concentration graradial) variation of the background ion concentrations nj ðrÞ and
dient around the particle. This gradient is required to balance reacð0Þ
the background potential U ðrÞ within such a static diffuse layer
around a charged submicron particle with a
radius of 0.1 μm and a ζ-potential of −50 mV.
The dashed line indicates the approximate thickness λD ≈ 10 nm of the diffuse layer. Although
the negative charges at the particle surface deplete anions (co-ions) almost completely from
the diffuse layer, they increase both cation concentrations (counterions) at the surface by a factor of ≈7.2. Because the excess of counterions
outnumbers the deficit of co-ions, the effective
conductivity of the interfacial layer is larger than
the one of the bulk electrolyte. Outside the diffuse layer, all three ion concentrations approach
their respective bulk concentrations and the static
potential decays to 0 mV.
The other four rows of Figure 2 show particles
of the same size (0.1 μm) but with different surface characteristics under the influence of an external field. The selected angular frequency of
ω ¼ 3 × 104 rad∕s of the external excitation is
well below the characteristic frequencies of all
relaxations of interest, such that the corresponding perturbations can fully develop. Figure 2
displays the real parts of the complex-valued perturbation quantities. The corresponding imaginary parts are not displayed because they are
much (at least by a factor of 10) smaller at the
selected low angular frequency.
Complex-valued concentrations and potentials
might be less familiar to some readers. But in the
mathematical formalism used here, which describes harmonic oscillations by complex numbers, the occurrence of nonzero imaginary parts
indicates that these quantities are out of phase
compared with the external electrical field, the
phase of which is given by the product ωt.
Upon excitation by the external field, the perfectly conducting sphere always responds with a
quasi-instantaneous redistribution of charges
along its surface. The resulting induced surface
charges Σ∞ ∝ ε0 εr 3E0 (see, e.g., Bücker et al.,
2018) ensure that the external field is canceled
out within the particle, which is being accounted
Figure 2. Static diffuse layer (the first row) and field-induced perturbations around a
for by the boundary condition 15. This early-time
submicron particle with a ¼ 0.1 μm at the low-frequency limit ω ¼ 3 × 104 rad∕s
or high-frequency behavior of the particle itself is
(the other four rows). Only the real parts of the complex-valued perturbation quantities
the same, regardless of reaction currents through
are illustrated; the respective imaginary parts are much smaller at the low-frequency
the particle surface or the assumption of a fixed
limit displayed here. The inner dashed line indicates the diffuse layer, and the outer
line indicates the volume-diffusion layer. All remaining parameters as listed in Table 1.
diffuse surface charge. However, due to slower
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processes, the variation of the late-time or low-frequency perturbations of ion concentrations and electric potentials within the electrolyte next to the particle depends largely on the particular set of
surface properties. In the following, we will discuss the different
effects of ζ-potential and reaction currents in detail.
The second row of Figure 2 and the solid-gray curves in Figures 3
and 4 illustrate the low-frequency polarization of the uncharged
conducting particle, i.e., ζ ¼ 0, with no reaction currents through
the solid-liquid interface, here realized by setting αð0Þ; βð0Þ ¼ 0.
Under these conditions, only the effect of the diffuse-layer polarization can be observed, the fundamental polarization of the perfect
conductor. As discussed in more detail by Bücker et al. (2018), normal electromigration currents around the poles of the particle charge
the electrolyte next to the particle surface until they are balanced by
opposed diffusion currents driven by the resulting concentration
gradients. At sufficiently small frequencies or after sufficiently long

Figure 3. Radial profiles (y ¼ 0, x > 0) of the real parts of the perturbation concentrations of (a) anions, (b) active, and (c) passive
cations at ω ¼ 3 × 104 rad∕s. For ζ ¼ 0, numerical results (the
filled circles) are plotted along with the respective analytical solutions (the solid lines) from Bücker et al. (2018). For ζ < 0, only
numerical results (the open symbols, dashed lines) exist. For both
cases, results without (gray) and with (black) the reaction current
are displayed. The vertical dashed lines indicate the extensions
of the diffuse layer (DL, left line) and the volume-diffusion layer
(right line). All of the other parameter values are as in Table 1.
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times, the total charge stored in the diffuse layer and mirrored on the
particle is by a factor aκ (where κ ¼ 1∕λD ) larger than the quasiinstantaneously induced surface charge Σ∞ (Bücker et al., 2018).
The perturbation concentrations in the diffuse layer decay approximately exponentially with the distance from the surface, i.e.,
∝ exp½−κðr − aÞ (Wong, 1979; Bücker et al., 2018). The inner
dashed lines in Figures 2–4 mark the distance at which the perturbations decay to 1∕e of their respective values at the particle surface
indicating the spatial extension of the field-induced diffuse layers.
From the third row of Figure 2 and the dashed-gray curves in
Figures 3 and 4, it is evident that the situation changes if a fixed
surface potential of ζ ¼ −50 mV is considered: Here, we observe
a significant reduction of the anion perturbation concentrations
within the diffuse layer (the first panel), whereas the resulting lack
of charge is compensated by an amplification of the cation perturbation concentrations in the diffuse layer (the second and third panels, better recognizable from the radial sections in Figures 3 and 4).

Figure 4. Radial profiles (y ¼ 0, x > 0) of the real parts of the perturbation concentrations of (a) anions, (b) active, and (c) passive
cations in the vicinity of a conducting sphere of radius
a ¼ 10 mm at ω ¼ 10−4 rad∕s. For ζ ¼ 0, numerical results (the
filled circles) are plotted along with the respective analytical solutions (the solid lines) from Bücker et al. (2018). For ζ < 0, only
numerical results (the open symbols, dashed lines) exist. For both
cases, results without (gray) and with (black) reaction current are
displayed. The vertical dashed lines indicate the extensions of
the diffuse layer (DL, left line) and volume-diffusion layer (right
line). All other parameter values as in Table 1.
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Beyond the diffuse layer covering the submicron particle (Figures 2
and 3), all ion concentrations increase (or, respectively, decrease)
uniformly on the two opposite sides of the particle resulting in
an electrically neutral salinity gradient around the particle. The development of this relatively long-range concentration gradient can
be understood as a direct consequence of the unequal contributions
of anions and cations to the conductivity of the static diffuse layer.
Tangentially to the surface, electromigration currents transport
much more cations than anions, which in Figure 2 depletes cations
to the left of the particle and accumulates them to the right. At the
same time, more anions arrive at (are pulled away from) the right
(left) side of the particle than can be transported through the diffuse
layer, which explains the net electroneutrality of the perturbation.
The concentrations increase until the resulting opposite diffusion
currents can balance the effect of the electromigration currents,
leading to the quasiequilibrium situation shown in Figure 2. The
process described in this paragraph is a volume-diffusion mechanism, which is similar to but should not be confused with the one
arising from the reaction currents discussed in the next paragraph.
Obviously, this mechanism is much weaker around the larger
particle (Figure 4), where the presence of a static diffuse layer does
not result in recognizable changes of the ion concentration in the
zone marked as the volume-diffusion layer.
The fourth row of Figure 2 and the black solid curves in Figures 3
and 4 show the influence of nonzero reaction currents, i.e., α; β > 0,
on the perturbations around an uncharged particle, i.e., ζ ¼ 0 mV.
Here, not the unequal population of the static diffuse layer with
anions and cations but the exclusive release and absorption of active
cations at the surface causes an imbalance of electromigration
fluxes between the electrolyte far away and in the vicinity of the
particle. As discussed in more detail previously (Bücker et al.,
2018), the result is a coupling of the diffuse-layer polarization and
the volume-diffusion process. Although the perturbations caused by
the volume-diffusion process around charged particles (the previous
paragraph) appear clearly and have the same sign in all three ion
concentrations; the reaction currents mainly affect the concentration
of the active ions (see δn3 ) and electro-neutrality in the volumediffusion region is ensured by a small reduction of δn2 and a small
increase of δn1 . The radial profiles in Figures 3 and 4 illustrate these
distinct effects clearly.
The radial profiles in Figure 4 also show a second important difference between the concentration gradients due to the two different
volume-diffusion mechanisms, which cannot be distinguished
around the small particle: Only the reaction currents produce the
plateaus observed in the region marked as the volume-diffusion
layer (the black lines and symbols), which together with the decay
at larger distances represent the 1∕r2 dependence of the corresponding perturbation concentrations. The absence of these plateaus in
the perturbation concentrations related to the asymmetric transport
in the static diffuse layer (the gray lines and symbols in Figure 4)
indicates a much faster — probably exponential — decay with the
distance from the particle surface and thus a much smaller thickness
of the volume affected by the concentration gradient.
The last row of Figure 2 and the dashed black curves in Figures 3
and 4 show the coupling of all three polarization processes. From a
direct comparison among the different maps and profiles, it can be
seen that, in this case, (1) the perturbation concentrations within the
diffuse layer around small and large particles are largely controlled
by the static diffuse layer, (2) those in the volume-diffusion region

around the large particle only by the reaction current through the
particle surface, and (3) those in the volume-diffusion region around
the small particle by the reaction current through the particle surface
and the static diffuse layer.
Although the effects and interactions between the different
polarization mechanisms are clearly reflected in the perturbation
concentrations around the submicron particle, the resulting electric
perturbation potentials (the last column in Figure 2) hardly show
any noticeable variation. The radial profiles of the perturbation
potentials presented in Figure 5 also show only subtle differences.
In both cases, the perturbation potential primarily shows the steep
exponential decrease due to the space charge stored in the diffuse
layer followed by a plateau due to the 1∕r2 decay of the effective
dipole moment of the particle. If no reaction currents are considered, i.e., for α; β ¼ 0, the charges of the diffuse layer fully screen
the electric field. In this case, the potential profile outside the diffuse
layer is equal to the one around a perfectly insulating sphere, the
reflection coefficient of which can be obtained as f ¼ −1∕2 from
potential theory. The reflection coefficient f of a sphere with
conductivity σ s embedded in a medium with homogeneous conductivity σ m is ðσ s − σ m Þ∕ðσ s þ 2σ m Þ (e.g., Maxwell, 1891). Reaction
currents through the interface (i.e., α; β > 0) leak charges from the
diffuse layer into the particle (and vice versa), which reduces the
effective dipole moment of the particle and thus the perturbation
potential along the plateau in Figure 5. The almost-identical variations of the potential around charged (the open symbols) and uncharged (the filled symbols) particles suggest that the static
diffuse layer has hardly any effect on the macroscopic response of
the particle.
As mentioned in the previous section, Figures 3–5 show a good
agreement of numerical (the solid lines) and analytical (the filled
circles) results for the case of the uncharged particle, i.e.,
ζ ¼ 0 mV. The full analytical solution for all four perturbation
quantities can be looked up in Bücker et al. (2018). Slight deviations between numerical and analytical solutions only become visible very close to the particle surface. As an explanation, we recall
that the smallest radial element size of our finite-element mesh is
λD ∕2, which is a factor of 50 larger than the smallest radial distance
displayed in the radial profiles in Figures 3–5. Thus, the observed
misfit does not indicate a systematic error but could be reduced by
increasing the resolution of the mesh.

Spectral response
Figure 6 displays the effective conductivity spectra obtained for
the submicron particle, i.e., a ¼ 0.1 μm, in terms of the respective
real (σ 0 ðωÞ) and imaginary (σ 0 0 ðωÞ) parts. The diffuse-layer relaxation, which dominates around such small particles, leads to a steep
transition between the low- and high-frequency limits of σ 0 and a
narrow peak in the σ 0 0 spectra. The small overshots of σ 0 at the
angular frequency 1∕τel ¼ σ 0 ∕ðε0 εr Þ ≈ 10−7 rad∕s can be attributed to the relaxation of the electrolyte solution (Bücker et al.,
2018), and they obey the Kramers-Kronig relations with the corresponding imaginary spectra (not shown here for brevity). The effect
of a nonzero ζ-potential on the spectra in Figure 6 can be summarized under the following three main changes: The presence of a
static diffuse layer (1) increases the DC limit of σ 0 (subsequently
denominated by σ DC ), (2) reduces the maximum of σ 0 0 (sub0 0 ), and (3) shifts the characteristic angular frequency,
sequently σ max
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00
at which σ max
is encountered, toward lower frequencies (subsequently ωc ).
Figure 7 shows that the effect of a nonzero ζ-potential on the
spectral response of the large particle with a ¼ 10 mm is different.
For vanishing reaction currents, i.e., αð0Þ; βð0Þ ¼ 0, we still observe the steep transition of σ 0 and the narrow peak of σ 0 0 related
00
reto the diffuse-layer polarization. However, here σ DC and σ max
main unaffected by the static diffuse layer and only the shift of
ωc to lower frequencies can be observed. If nonzero reaction currents through the surface of the large particle are taken into account,
i.e., for αð0Þ; βð0Þ > 0, the volume-diffusion process becomes dominant resulting in a broadening of the transition region, a broadening
and reduction of the σ 0 0 -peak, and a substantial reduction of the
characteristic angular frequency ωc. In this regime, no effect of
the static diffuse layer on the spectral response can be detected.

Figure 5. Radial profiles (y ¼ 0, x > 0) of the real part of the perturbation potential in the vicinity of conducting spheres (a) of radius
a ¼ 0.1 μm at ω ¼ 3 × 104 rad∕s and (b) of radius a ¼ 10 mm at
ω ¼ 10−4 rad∕s. For ζ ¼ 0, numerical results (the filled circles) are
plotted along with the respective analytical solutions (the solid
lines) from Bücker et al. (2018). For ζ < 0, only numerical results
(the open symbols, dashed lines) exist. For both cases, results without (gray) and with (black) the reaction current are displayed. The
potential −E0 x associated with the uniform external field Eext as
well as the potentials around a nonconducting (f ¼ −1∕2) and a
perfectly conducting (f ¼ 1) sphere are also included. The vertical
dashed lines indicate the extensions of the diffuse layer (DL, the left
line) and the volume-diffusion layer (the right line). All of the other
parameter values are as in Table 1.
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In the following, we will study the dependency of the three spec00
, and ωc on the ζ-potential in more detail
tral parameters σ DC , σ max
and provide some possible explanations for the observed changes.
Figure 8a shows the variation of σ DC with the ζ-potential for two
different particle radii (a ¼ 0.1 and 31.6 μm). As we know, an
increasing magnitude of the (negative) ζ-potential results in an increase of cation and a decrease of anion concentrations in the static
diffuse layer. Because the increase of the cation concentrations with
ζ is much larger than the decrease of the anion concentration, the
surface conductivity increases with the magnitude of the ζpotential, which results in the increase of σ DC observed in Figure 8.
Because the total volume fraction occupied by the static diffuse
layer of fixed thickness λD decreases with increasing particle size,
the increase of σ DC with ζ is most pronounced around the smaller
particle (0.1 μm) and becomes almost negligible around the larger
(31.6 μm) particle.
Above, we saw that — provided that no reaction currents are
allowed to cross the surface — a fully developed induced diffuse

Figure 6. Variation of (a) real (σ 0 ) and (b) imaginary (σ 0 0 ) part of
the effective normalized conductivity with angular frequency. For
the uncharged particle (ζ ¼ 0), numerical spectra (the filled circles)
can be compared with the analytical solution (the solid lines) from
Wong (1979). For the charged particle (ζ < 0), only numerical spectra (the open symbols, dashed lines) exist. For uncharged and
charged particles, spectra without (gray) and with black) the reaction currents are displayed. All of the other parameter values are as
in Table 1.
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layer lets the perfectly conducting particle effectively (i.e., outside
the diffuse layer) behave like a nonconducting particle (see
Figure 5). At the same time, the static diffuse layer partly compensates the effect of the induced diffuse layer and slightly increases the
effective conductivity. To understand the contribution of the static
diffuse layer, we can try to describe the variation of σ DC with ζ by
the corresponding expressions known from the classic theory for
nonconducting particles.
According to O’Konski (1960), the effect of the surface conductivity K can be taken into account by adding the conductivity 2K∕a
to the conductivity of the particle. If the particle is nonconducting,
which in our case is true in the low-frequency limit and outside the
induced diffuse layer, the effective conductivity of the particle is
given by

σp ¼

2K
:
a

(23)

Because our model does not include a Stern layer, K only considers
the conductivity increment due to the static diffuse layer. For a thin
static diffuse layer, i.e., aκ ≫ 1, the surface conductivity K can be
approximated using Bikerman’s formula (e.g., Shilov et al., 2001).
Because we do not consider electro-osmotic coupling, we evaluate
this formula in the high-viscosity limit, where

Figure 7. As Figure 6 but for a larger particle with a ¼ 10 mm.





eζ
−1 :
K ≈ 2σ 0 λD cosh
2kT

(24)

The effective DC conductivity of a particle with conductivity σ p
immersed in a medium of conductivity σ 0 can be obtained from
inserting the effective reflection or dipole coefficient (e.g., from
Shilov et al., 2001)

f DC ¼

σp − σ0
;
σ p þ 2σ 0

(25)

into the Maxwell-Garnett mixing rule (equation 21). The predicted
variation of σ DC with ζ is illustrated in Figure 8a (the solid lines)
along with the corresponding numerical results (the black open
symbols).
Particularly for the smaller particle, this analytical approximation
overestimates the conductivity increment produced by the static diffuse layer. There are various reasons for the observed deviation:
Equations 23–25 are only valid in the thin double layer limit,
i.e., a ≫ λD . Furthermore, the Bikerman model of surface conductivity does not consider the volume-diffusion polarization of the
static diffuse layer observed in our simulation results, which is
expected to reduce the effective conductivity increment, nor the
coupling with the induced diffuse layer. Despite these shortcomings, the qualitative agreement with the modeled response is relatively good and provides an additional plausibility check of our
numerical implementation.
Note that the comparison with the response of a nonconducting
particle is only sensible in the low-frequency limit, where the perfectly conducting particle behaves like an insulator. At higher
frequencies, the different natures of the particles lead to fundamen-

Figure 8. Variation of the low-frequency limit of the (a) effective
00
conductivity σ DC and the (b) maximum imaginary conductivity σ max
with the ζ-potential for radii a ¼ 0.1 μm, 31.6 μm (a and b), and
10 mm (b only). Conductivity variations are displayed for simulations with (the black circles) and without (the gray diamonds) reaction currents. The black solid lines illustrate the analytical
approximation of σ DC based on the surface conductivity according
to O’Konski (1960). Besides a and ζ, all of the parameter values are
as in Table 1.
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tally different frequency dependencies of the effective conductivity
(see the “Discussion” section for more detail).
0 0 (i.e., the value of σ 0 0 at the
Figure 8b shows the variation of σ max
characteristic frequency of each individual spectral response),
which is often taken as a measure of the magnitude of the polarization. If no reaction currents are considered (the gray diamonds),
00
decreases with the magnitude of ζ. This decrease is most proσ max
nounced for the smallest particle, i.e., a ¼ 0.1 μm, and is hardly
noticeable for the largest, i.e., a ¼ 10 mm. For the smallest particle,
0 0 with ζ does almost not change when reaction
the variation of σ max
currents are added to the model (the black circles). All responses
discussed so far are dominated by the relaxation of the diffuse layer,
such that we can conclude that the magnitude of this polarization
process generally decreases with the increasing diffuse charge
density at the particle surface. The opposite is the case when the
0 0 increases with
volume-diffusion process becomes dominant: σ max
the magnitude of ζ. We observe this around the intermediate
particle, i.e., a ¼ 31.6 μm, if reaction currents are considered. In
addition, in the case of nonzero reaction currents, the effect of ζ
becomes almost imperceptible around the largest particle, i.e.,
a ¼ 10 mm.

Relaxation time
Due to its strong dependence on geometric parameters, the relaxation time τ, here defined as the inverse of the characteristic angular
frequency ωc, is often used as a proxy for the size of the conducting
particles. Hence, a good understanding of the effect of the ζpotential on this important spectral parameter would be desirable.
Figure 9 illustrates the variation of τ with the particle radius a for
different surface characteristics. The response of uncharged particles shows the typical division into two regimes (e.g., Bücker et al.,
2018): The τ ∝ λD a increase can be attributed to the diffuse-layer
relaxation, whereas the much steeper τ ∝ a2 variation is related to

Figure 9. Variation of relaxation times τ with particle radius a for
three different concentrations of active anions n∞
3 ¼ 0; 0.03, and
0.12 mol∕m3 (light gray, dark gray, and black, respectively). For
the uncharged particle (ζ ¼ 0), numerical results (the filled circles)
can be compared with the analytical solution (the solid lines) from
Wong (1979). For the charged particle (ζ < 0), only numerical results (the open symbols, dashed lines) can be displayed. Besides a,
ζ, and n∞
3 , all of the other parameters are as in Table 1.
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the volume-diffusion mechanism, which dominates around larger
particles if reaction currents through the particle surface are taken
into account. This division into two regimes is also valid for charged
particles, i.e., ζ ¼ −50 mV. The only effect of the static diffuse
layer around the particles is a slight increase of the relaxation times
of the diffuse layer (∝ λD a) for radii a > 1 μm. The relaxation
times of the volume-diffusion polarization (∝ a2 ), in contrast, remain practically unaffected.
Figure 10, which illustrates the variation of the relaxation times
with the ζ-potential for three differently sized particles, confirms
this general observation. We also see that the variation of the relaxation time of the diffuse layer, i.e., αð0Þ; βð0Þ ¼ 0, with ζ is relatively flat at approximately 0 mV, becomes steepest at
approximately 25–75 mV, and then again flattens out toward
higher magnitudes of ζ. This behavior is symmetric with respect
to ζ ¼ 0 mV; thus, it is not affected by the sign of the diffuse surface charge. In contrast, the practically constant relaxation time of
the volume-diffusion mechanism (the black lines and symbols in
Figure 10) presents a slightly asymmetric behavior, which becomes
most noticeable at large magnitudes of the ζ-potential.
At first glance, the increase of the relaxation time of the diffuse
layer with ζ seems counter intuitive: The static diffuse layer increases the conductivity in the vicinity of the particle as described
by the surface conductivity K. At the same time, the relaxation time
is proportional to the Debye length and thus to the square root of the
inverse of the conductivity of the electrolyte around the particle, i.e.,
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
τ ∝ 1∕ σ 0 (e.g., from Bücker et al., 2018), which would imply a
decrease of τ with ζ. However, the concentration polarization produced by the unequal anion and cation fluxes through the static diffuse layer seem to delay charging and relaxation of the induced
diffuse layers related to the observed increase of τ with ζ.
The relative insensitivity of the relaxation time of the volumediffusion process (the one produced by the reaction currents) to
changes in ζ is in accordance to the fact that the corresponding
volume-diffusion layer is practically unaffected by the presence
of the static diffuse layer (see, e.g., Figure 4). Obviously, this proc-

Figure 10. Variation of relaxation times τ with the ζ-potential for
three different particle radii a ¼ 10−7 , 3.16 × 10−5 , and 10−2 m
with (the black) and without (the gray) reaction currents. All of
the other parameter values are equal to those given in Table 1.
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ess does not respond to changes in the (surface) conductivity, which
is plausible for a purely diffusion-controlled mechanism.
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DISCUSSION
Perfectly conducting versus nonconducting particles
Treatments of the low-frequency polarization response of
charged (nonconducting) dielectric particles can be roughly classified into two groups; models of the first group stress the polarization
response of the Stern or Helmholtz layer of counterions tightly
bound to the particle surface (e.g., Schwarz, 1962; Schurr, 1964;
Leroy et al., 2008). Under the influence of an external electric field,
these charges rearrange along the surface but cannot leave (or enter)
the Stern layer. The maximum polarization is assumed to be controlled by an equilibrium between tangential electromigration and
diffusion currents resulting in the typical relaxation time scale of the
Stern layer τ ¼ a2 ∕ð2DÞ. The influence of the outer diffuse layer is
only considered in terms of the real-valued conductivity increment
2K∕a proposed by O’Konski (1960), which does not actively contribute to the polarization. Models of the second group, in contrast,
only study the polarization response of the diffuse layer. Although
most treatments neglect the polarization response of the Stern layer
(e.g., DeLacey and White, 1981; Chew and Sen, 1982a), there are
also approaches attempting to incorporate its effect (e.g., Shilov
et al., 2001). The polarization of the static diffuse layer arises due
to the unequal cation and anion transport by electromigration
currents along the surface and usually also relaxes on a time scale
τ ∝ a2 ∕D. In the absence of a fixed diffuse surface charge and thus
for a vanishing ζ-potential, the models of both groups do not predict
any polarization response, except for the Maxwell-Wagner polarization at high frequencies (i.e., ≈1∕τel ).
In comparison to these polarization mechanisms around nonconducting particles, the case of perfectly conducting particles is fundamentally different. Here, the main mechanism responsible for the
large low-frequency dispersion of the effective conductivity of
the suspension is the dynamic charging of the field-induced (and
not the static) diffuse layer, which is a direct consequence of the
high conductivity contrast between particle and electrolyte. In contrast to both mechanisms observed for nonconducting particles, the
pure polarization of the field-induced diffuse layer relaxes on a time
scale τ ¼ λD a∕ð2DÞ. Only if reaction currents, which have not been
addressed in the theories for nonconducting particles, are taken into
account, the coupling with the resulting volume-diffusion mechanism yields a relaxation time τ ∝ a2 .
The present numerical study indicates that the effect of the
ζ-potential and static diffuse layer should be considered of secondary importance for the effective conductivity of suspensions of
perfectly conducting particles — at least for typical parameter values. Interestingly, the corresponding surface conductivity decreases
00
the polarization magnitude, i.e., σ max
, and thus, its effect is exactly
opposite to the one it has in the case of nonconducting particles.
In the case of nonconducting particles, the Stern layer usually
plays an even more important role for the observed polarization
phenomena (e.g., Schwarz, 1962; Schurr, 1964; Leroy et al., 2008)
than the diffuse layer. However, our model does not include any
polarization effect due to the Stern layer. We justify this simplification based on the assumed infinite conductivity of the particle,
which results in a vanishing tangential electric field along the particle surface (and at small distances from the surface). This is due to

an immediate redistribution of charges, which cancels out any electric field within the particle volume and along its surface. Thus, tangential electromigration currents within a thin Stern layer, which
cause a large polarization around nonconducting particles, should
either be zero or very small.
In summary, the role of surface conductivity around perfectly
conducting particles is completely different to the one it plays for
the polarization of nonconducting particles. Therefore, the polarization of the static diffuse layer around perfectly conducting
particles should by no means be confused with the main polarization mechanisms due to the dynamic charging of the diffuse layer
and the volume-diffusion process driven by reaction currents.

Potential for nanoparticle characterization
To date, only a few studies have investigated the particular IP
response of metallic nanoparticles (Joyce et al., 2012; Shi et al.,
2015; Abdel Aal et al., 2017), but the obtained results encourage
further research to advance this exciting new application. The strong
response of metallic particles and the well-known fact that the
polarization magnitude scales with the volumetric metal content
(e.g., Wong, 1979; Misra et al., 2017) make it a suitable method
to monitor nanoparticle injection experiments (Flores Orozco et al.,
2015). Besides the mere localization and quantification, some researchers have even suggested that IP measurements could aid in
the characterization of the in situ chemical condition and reactivity
of the particle surfaces (e.g., Shi et al., 2015). The strong correlation
between the ζ-potential (i.e., the fixed diffuse surface charge) on the
surface reactivity (e.g., Sund et al., 2011) and on the IP response of
nonconducting particles (e.g., Leroy et al., 2008) justified this hope.
Generally speaking, our modeling results also indicate that the
sheer size of nanoparticles favors such applications of the IP
method: From Figure 8, we see that the smaller the particle is, the
00
become with respect to variations of
more sensitive σ DC and σ max
the ζ-potential. For the 0.1 μm particle, the maximum relative
changes of both spectral parameters are approximately 15% over
the studied range of ζ-potentials from 0 to −125 mV. These variations are small but detectable. With increasing particle size, the
sensitivity of both parameters to changes in ζ decreases rapidly.
Already, for microscale particles, here 31.6 μm, they are expected
00
in the case of nonzero
to be almost insensitive — except for σ max
reaction currents.
The situation is very different with regard to the sensitivity of the
relaxation time to variations of the ζ-potential. Figures 9 and 10
0 0 , a significant increase
show that here, in contrast to σ DC and σ max
of the relaxation time can only be observed for microparticles or
larger, i.e., a > 1 μm, and in the absence of reaction currents. Under
these conditions, the relaxation time of the pure diffuse-layer polarization increases by a factor of five from 0 to 125 mV, with the
highest sensitivity in the range between 25 and 75 mV. As the
same two figures show, the relaxation time of the volume-diffusion
process, which dominates for larger particles sizes and nonzero reaction currents, is expected to be practically insensitive to changes
of the ζ-potential. However, in this regime, the relaxation time is
highly sensitive to the reaction current through the particle surface,
which in turn is a direct measure for the reactivity of the particle
surface. This effect can be of interest to monitor particle-injection
experiments, in which particle-surface properties change over time
(e.g., engineered particle coatings, Flores Orozco et al., 2015), or
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conditions with varying availability of active ionic species, e.g., due
to biogeochemical processes (e.g., Flores Orozco et al., 2011).
Despite of the theoretical potential of the IP method to characterize surface properties such as ζ-potential and reactivity, the high
characteristic frequencies of the relaxation processes around nanoparticles impose a practical limit: Typical laboratory setups only
permit determining the complex conductivity response of material
samples up to frequencies of 1–40 kHz, and can therefore only resolve the increasing flank of the relaxation peak (e.g., Abdel Aal
et al., 2017). In this case, the determination of the characteristic
frequency might become too imprecise to detect the small variations
of τ with ζ. Other researchers, in contrast, were able to observe the
relaxation peak of submicron silver and zero-valent iron particles at
sufficiently low frequencies (Joyce et al., 2012). In field experiments with array lengths in the meter to dekameter range, electromagnetic induction usually masks the IP response at frequencies
>10–100 Hz (e.g., Flores Orozco et al., 2011, 2012), which further
reduces the detectability of nanoparticles in larger scale applications.

E69

main polarization mechanism in the typical IP frequency range.
With this in mind, the application of the present polarization model
(as well as any model that rests on the assumption of a perfectly
conductive solid phase) should clearly be limited to the case of
metallic conductors.
In addition to the known limitations (1–5), the assumption of a
constant ζ-potential used in this study might also be unrealistic. In
particular, the large field-induced variations of the ion concentrations close to the particle surface raise doubts whether the
constant-ζ-potential boundary condition, i.e., equation 15, can be
adequate. This limitation is also inherited from the Wong model,
which — from our new perspective — describes the special case
of ζ ¼ 0, i.e., at the point of zero charge of the metal surface.
Determining the ζ-potential self-consistently from a speciation
model for the particle-electrolyte interface might result in a more
realistic boundary condition, which can account for the complex
mutual dependency between the diffuse layer and the surface (including the Stern layer).

CONCLUSION
Limitations of the model
In part 1 of this series (Bücker et al., 2018), we discussed the
limitations inherent to the model by Wong (1979) — including our
own extensions. Obviously, the numerical model presented in this
second part suffers from the same set of shortcomings inherited
from the base model. To mention some of the remaining issues,
(1) it ignores the fact that most metal-bearing minerals are rather
semiconductors than metallic conductors, (2) it does not consider
dynamic charging of the Stern layer (e.g., Merriam, 2007), (3) it
neglects particle-particle interactions between adjacent grains,
which is inherent to the mixing rule used for the up-scaling, (4) it
does not treat the effects of nonspherical geometries or surface
roughness, and (5) having even more model parameters, its application to real data is expected to be even more tedious (e.g.,
Placencia-Gómez and Slater, 2014).
In the light of recently developed semiconductor-polarization
models (e.g., Revil et al., 2015b; Misra et al., 2016a, 2016b;
Abdulsamad et al., 2017), it is worth reconsidering the assumption
of an infinite conductivity of the metallic particle. In his analysis,
Wong (1979) argues that if “the conductivity [ : : : ] of the mineral is
a hundred or a thousand times the conductivity [ : : : ] of the
surrounding medium” (i.e., the electrolyte), the particle could be
considered a perfect conductor. However, this argumentation only
assesses the (DC) conductivity of the involved materials, which is
not sufficient in the context of a frequency-dependent model.
The situation described by the zero-potential boundary condition
15 requires the charges on the particle to relax much faster than
the variation of the external excitation. In metallic conductors, the
charge relaxation time can be roughly approximated by two times
the collision time of the free electrons (e.g., Ashby, 1975). At room
temperature, typical collision times in elemental metals are in the
order of 10−15 –10−14 s, such that the characteristic frequency of
charge relaxation is well beyond the relevant frequency range and
the assumption of a perfect conductor remains justified. The analysis by Revil et al. (2015a, 2015b) suggests that the situation changes
fundamentally if semiconducting minerals, such as pyrite or magnetite, are considered. Here, the diffusion-controlled relaxation of
the charge carriers inside the semiconducting particle not only leads
to a much slower response of the solid particle but it seems to be the

We have developed a numerical approach to study the effect of a
static diffuse layer on the electrochemical polarization of a perfectly
conducting particle. In comparison to the response of a particle
without such a static diffuse layer, the observed changes are relatively small, which implies that the effect of surface conductivity is
of secondary importance for the polarization of perfectly conducting or metallic particles. In particular around relatively large
particles (compared with the Debye length), the diffuse surface
charge on the particle is practically not expected to influence the
macroscopic response at all.
For nano- and small microscale particles, however, the three
important spectral parameters — the low-frequency limit of the
00
effective conductivity σ DC, the polarization magnitude σ max
, and
the relaxation time τ — do reveal measurable responses to variations of the ζ-potential (or the constant diffuse surface charge).
Therefore, our findings are of particular interest for the interpretation of IP experiments designed to find a link between the complex
conductivity response and the chemical surface conditions of
metallic nano- and microscale particles.
The present study advances the basic understanding of the polarization mechanism around perfectly conducting particles, quantifies
the previously completely disregarded effect of the diffuse surface
charge on the polarization response, and opens the possibility for an
application of the IP method for the improved characterization of
the chemical state of metallic nano- and microscale particles.
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ð0Þ

i ¼ k− ½MðadsÞ e − kþ ½n3 ðζÞ þ δn3 ðζÞN A e
¼ i0 − i0 − kþ δn3 ðζÞN A e
¼ −kþ δn3 ðζÞN A e:

(A-5)

Note that the net current density due to a positive δn3 ðζÞ is negative
(toward the center of the particle).
The total exchange current density is then obtained as the sum of
the one caused by a nonzero overpotential and a perturbation of the
active cation concentration from the equilibrium and writes
ð0Þ

i ≈ αðζÞn3 ðζÞN A eE · n − βðζÞδn3 ðζÞN A e;

APPENDIX A

ð0Þ

ADAPTATION OF THE EXCHANGE CURRENT
Our description of the exchange current strictly adheres to the one
proposed by Wong (1979). However, although Wong can assume
the bulk concentration of the active cations n∞
3 at the particle
surface, according to equation 7, the equilibrium concentration at
ð0Þ
a charged surface is given by n3 ðζÞ ¼ n∞
3 exp½−eζ∕ðkTÞ, which
requires some adaptions of the known expressions.
The fundamental metal deposition-dissolution reaction:

Mþ þ e− ⇆ MðadsÞ

(A-1)

− kþ ½Mþ e exp½−eη∕ð2kTÞ;

(A-2)

where we have already assumed a symmetry factor of 1∕2. The
parameters kþ and k− are the rate constants, [MðadsÞ ] and [Mþ ]
are the concentrations of active cations and adsorbed atoms (in
ions/m3 ), and η is the current-producing overpotential.
Under undisturbed conditions, i.e., without any external excitation, the overpotential η is zero by definition and the modified conð0Þ
centration of active cations at the particle surface is given by n3 ðζÞ,
which includes the cation excess in the static diffuse layer caused by
the nonvanishing surface potential ζ. Wong’s expression for the
equilibrium exchange current, his equation 24, therefore, becomes

i0 ¼ k− ½MðadsÞ e ¼

ð0Þ
kþ n3 ðζÞN A e;

(A-3)

where N A is Avogadro’s constant (6.0221 × 1023 mol−1 ).
As Wong (1979) discusses in more detail, for small overpotentials η ≪ e∕ð2kTÞ), the nonequilibrium exchange current due to a
nonzero overpotential can be linearized resulting in

i ≈ i0 eη∕ðkTÞ or i ≈ i0 e∕ðkTÞE · nl;

(A-4)

where E · n is the component of the electrical field normal to the
particle surface (n is the unit normal vector pointing into the electrolyte) and l is the characteristic distance of closest approach by the
active cations to the surface.
Even in the absence of a current-producing overpotential, a
perturbation δn3 ðζÞ of the active cation concentration from the
ð0Þ
equilibrium value n3 ðζÞ can generate the net exchange current

ð0Þ

where αðζÞ ¼ i0 l∕½n3 ðζÞN A kT and β ¼ kþ ¼ i0 ∕½n3 ðζÞN A e
are the functions of the ζ-potential. Wong (1979) estimates his val∞
ues of αð0Þ ¼ i0 l∕ðn∞
3 N A kTÞ and βð0Þ ¼ i0 ∕ðen3 N A Þ from experimentally determined values of the equilibrium reaction current
density i0. If we use the same experimental values as starting point
and assume that the particles used also had a nonvanishing static
surface potential, we find αðζÞ ¼ αð0Þ exp½eζ∕ðkTÞ and
βðζÞ ¼ βð0Þ exp½eζ∕ðkTÞ (by comparison with the expressions
by Wong). Note that equation A-6 defines an electrical current density in A∕m2 , i.e., the corresponding current densities in mol∕ðm2 sÞ
as needed for the corresponding boundary condition, equation 17,
can be obtained by dividing i by F ¼ N A e.

remains unchanged. Here, Mþ denotes the metal cation in solution,
e− is an electron, and MðadsÞ is a metal atom adsorbed to the particle
surface. The net exchange-current density due to the above reaction
is written as equation 23 in Wong, 1979)

i ¼ k− ½MðadsÞ e exp½eη∕ð2kTÞ

(A-6)

APPENDIX B
IMPLEMENTATION INTO THE COMSOL
COEFFICIENT FORM PDE
The COMSOL PDE interface in coefficient form allows the
specification of PDEs and systems of PDEs of the general type

ea

∂2 u
∂u
þ da þ ∇ · ð−c∇u − αu þ γÞ þ β · ∇u þ au ¼ f
∂t
∂t2
(B-1)

with general boundary conditions

−n · ð−c∇u − αu þ γÞ ¼ g − qu

(B-2)

u ¼ s;

(B-3)

and

where u denotes the dependent variable and n is the inward-pointing unit normal vector (i.e., into the electrolyte) on the respective
boundary. Note that actually COMSOL defines the normal vector
reversely (outward-pointing); consequently, it appears with reversed
sign in equation B-2. The coefficients ea , da , c, α, γ, β, a, f, q, g,
and s are used to describe the specific problem to be modeled.
Equation B-2 is a generalized Neumann boundary condition, and
equation B-3 is a Dirichlet boundary condition.

Static solution
With these definitions, the numerical implementation of the static
problem from equations 7 and 8 with boundary conditions 9 and 10
is straightforward. If we define the dependent variable
u1 ¼ Uð0Þ ðrÞ, the PDE coefficients must be
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c¼1

(B-4)

and

2

and
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f¼



3
zj e
F X
u
:
zj n ∞
exp
−
j
kT
ε0 εr j¼1

(B-5)

Note that throughout this step-by-step instruction we will use the
convention that all coefficients that are not mentioned specifically
are assumed to be zero. Assuming monovalent ions jzj j ¼ 1 and
making use of the electroneutrality condition in the bulk electrolyte
∞
∞
n∞
1 ¼ n2 þ n3 , the coefficient f can be simplified to



2n∞
e
1 F
f¼−
sinh
u :
ε0 εr
kT

(B-6)

On the top boundary (at y ¼ L), on the left (x ¼ −L), and on the
right (x ¼ L) boundary, we define

s ¼ 0;

iω
6 0
a¼6
4 0
F
ε0 εr

s¼ζ

(B-8)

to implement the Dirichlet boundary conditions 10 and 9, respectively. Defining the axis y ¼ 0 as the symmetry axis (selecting rotational symmetry in the model setup), no specific boundary
conditions must be defined on this boundary.

Frequency-dependent solution
For the solution of the frequency-dependent case, we need to implement the system of the four coupled PDEs described in equations 11 and 12. In the system case, the dependent variable u in
equation B-1 becomes a column vector of length four. We define

2 δn ðr; ωÞ 3
21
1
6 u22 7 6 δn2 ðr; ωÞ 7
u2 ¼ 4
5¼4
5:
u23
δn3 ðr; ωÞ
u24
δUðr; ωÞ

 
x
r¼
y

6
6
60
c¼6
6
40
0

0

0

D

0

0
0

D
0


e
−μ1 n∞
1 exp kT u1

e
μ2 n∞
2 exp − kT u1

e
μ3 n∞
3 exp − kT u1
1

2 0 3
6 0 7
s¼4
5
0
E0 L

−μ1 ∇u1
6
0
α¼6
4
0
0

0
μ2 ∇u1
0
0

0
0
μ3 ∇u1
0


∂x
;
and ∇ ¼
∂y


(B-13)

2

0 3
6 0 7
and s ¼ 4
5;
0
−E0 L

(B-14)

3
7
7
7
7;
7
5

(B-10)

respectively.
On the top boundary, we implement a zero-flux boundary condition for all four dependent variables. This results in vanishing normal fluxes for all three ionic species and a vanishing normal
electrical field. Again, due to the rotational symmetry, no boundary
conditions must be defined on the symmetry axis (i.e., along y ¼ 0).
On the particle surface, we implement mixed boundary conditions consisting of one Dirichlet condition for the electric potential,
equation 15, and generalized Neumann conditions for the three ion
fluxes, equations 16 and 17. To define the boundary conditions on
the ion fluxes, we set

2

where u1 denotes the scalar static solution (for the electrical potential only). The coefficient matrices

2

(B-12)

(B-9)

Assuming isotropy of all of its elements, the coefficient c becomes a
4-by-4 coefficient matrix. In our case, c is written as

D

3
0
07
7
05
0

respectively. Although we are actually interested in solving the
system of PDEs in cylindrical coordinates, we will first proceed
with the formulation of the system in the two Cartesian coordinates
x and y and further below we will provide a simple conversion to
cylindrical coordinates.
The problem description for the numerical modeling is completed by the following boundary conditions. Far from the particle
surface (i.e., for r → ∞), we requested the perturbation potential to
approximate the exciting potential −E · r and the perturbation ion
concentrations to vanish. Therefore, on the left and right boundaries, we define the Dirichlet boundary conditions by setting

2u 3

2

0
0
iω
− ε0Fεr

complete the description of our system of PDEs in coefficient form.
Note that each element αi;j ¼ ½αi;j;1 ; αi;j;2 T is a two-element
column vector in which the third indices correspond to the spatial
coordinates x and y.
As mentioned in the main text, because of the cylindrical symmetry, the solution of the system of PDEs can be carried out on a 2D
modeling domain with coordinates x and y (see Figure 1). Thus, the
position vector and the gradient operator become

(B-7)

while for the metal surface (at x2 þ y2 ¼ a2 for the spherical
particle), we set

0
iω
0
− ε0Fεr

3
0
07
7
05
0

0
60
q¼6
40
0

(B-11)
and

0
0
0
0

0
0
βðζÞ
0

3
0
07
7
05
0

(B-15)
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3
0
7
6
 0
7;
g¼6
e
4 αðζÞn∞
exp
−
u
n
·
∇u
24 5
3
kT 1
0
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(B-16)

where n · ∇u24 ¼ nx ∂x u24 þ ny ∂y u24 . A Dirichlet boundary condition component is specified for the fourth component by setting

s ¼ 0;

(B-17)

which overwrites the above no-flux boundary condition (only for
the perturbation potential). The Dirichlet boundary condition for
the first three components is deactivated, and the generalized Neumann boundary conditions described by q and g remain valid for the
first three components.

Conversion to cylindrical coordinates
As mentioned above, the software expects the equations to be
defined in a Cartesian system with two space dimensions. That
means that if we assume isotropic media (i.e., c is a 4-by-4 matrix),
the ith equation of our system is given by

X

½−ð∂x ci;j ∂x þ ∂y ci;j ∂y Þuj − ð∂x αi;j;1 þ ∂y αi;j;2 Þuj þ ai;j uj 

j

¼ 0;

(B-18)

where we have already dropped all vanishing coefficients (i.e., ea ,
da , and γ). However, we actually seek to solve a system in cylindrical coordinates, the ith component of which should write


X 1
− ∂r rci;j ∂r þ ∂z ci;j ∂z uj
r
j



1
∂ rα
−
þ ∂z αi;j;2 uj þ ai;j uj ¼ 0
r r i;j;1

(B-19)

instead. If we multiply the entire system by r, we get

X
½−ð∂r rci;j;1;1 ∂r þ ∂z rci;j;2;2 ∂z Þuj
j

− ð∂r rαi;j;1 þ ∂z rαi;j;2 Þuj þ rai;j uj  ¼ 0;

(B-20)

which can be converted to the form supported by software. Defining
r as y and z as x yields the modified system:

∇ · ð−yc∇u − yαuÞ þ yau ¼ 0:

(B-21)

Thus, it is sufficient to multiply the three coefficient matrices c, α,
and a by y to transform the problem to cylindrical coordinates. Note
that the boundary coefficients q and g have to be multiplied by y,
too, whereas r remains unchanged.
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Abstract

Water-saturated porous media exhibit a low-frequency (<1 MHz) dispersion of the electrical
conductivity caused by the polarization of the electrical double layer (EDL) coating the charged
solid-liquid interface. We develop a mathematical framework describing the polarization caused by
field-induced perturbations of the ion densities in the Stern and the diffuse layer of the EDL for two
different geometrical configurations of solid and liquid phase. For spherical grains immersed in an
electrolyte we derive an improved analytical description by combining suitable models for diffuse- and
Stern-layer polarization. The selected models differ from those usually used in geophysical literature and
improve the agreement with the corresponding finite-element solution significantly. We then employ the
validated finite-element model to examine the EDL in a pore-constriction geometry, which is often used to
study membrane polarization. Here, a suitable analytical model can only be set up for a pure diffuse-layer
polarization. The results for the coupled Stern- and diffuse-layer polarization in both geometries indicate
that (1) the polarization of the Stern layer is much stronger than the polarization of the diffuse layer as long
as the EDL is not connected at the system scale; (2) this dominance of the Stern-layer polarization can be
observed in both geometries, but (3) the contribution of the diffuse layer increases with increasing
compaction as represented by the pore-constriction geometry; and (4) the contributions of both parts of the
EDL reach similar levels, when the EDLs on different surfaces are interconnected at the system scale.

1. Introduction
Complex-conductivity measurements assess the frequency-dependent electrical conduction and polarization properties of soil and subsurface materials. Because macroscopic measurements are correlated to pore
and/or grain geometry, electrochemical characteristics of the solid-liquid interface, and of the pore-filling
electrolyte, the method has a huge potential for novel hydrogeophysical (e.g., Börner et al., 1996; Hördt et al.,
2009) and biogeophysical (e.g., Atekwana & Slater, 2009; Flores Orozco et al., 2011; Wainwright et al., 2015)
applications. Although empirical relations based on these correlations are increasingly used in near-surface
studies, there is no widely accepted model linking macroscopic polarization effects to microscopic properties (e.g., Kemna et al., 2012). In absence of conductive minerals, four mechanisms contribute to the
low-frequency (<1 MHz) dispersion of complex conductivity, all of which are sensitive to the polarization
of different parts of the electrical double layer (EDL) at the solid-liquid interface (e.g., Lesmes & Morgan,
2001): (1) Maxwell-Wagner polarization, (2) polarization of the Stern layer, (3) polarization of the diffuse
layer, and (4) membrane polarization.
Maxwell (1892) and Wagner (1914) studied interfacial polarization in heterogeneous media consisting of
two or more phases of different electrical conductivity and/or dielectric constant: unequal conduction and
displacement current densities in the different phases are balanced by an accumulation of charge along the
geometrical boundaries. O'Konski (1960) extended the Maxwell-Wagner theory to include the polarization
of charges bound to the surface of charged particles. Later, Garcia et al. (1985) treated the case of uncharged
dielectric particles in electrolyte solution. In contrast to earlier theories, which assume homogeneous conductivities in both phases resulting in true surface charge distributions, their treatment accounts for local
field-induced concentration variations in the electrolyte and thus volume charge of finite extension. The
characteristic time scales of the different types of Maxwell-Wagner polarization are short, such that this
relaxation usually occurs at the high-frequency limit (kHz) of the complex-conductivity response (e.g., Leroy
et al., 2008; Lesmes & Morgan, 2001).
1
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A first theory describing the polarization of the Stern layer was presented by Schwarz (1962) and improved
by Schurr (1964). Schwarz' theory accounts for the diffusion-controlled polarization of the Stern layer of
bound counterions. Schurr combined this model with the one by O'Konski to include the effect of surface
conductivity due to the diffuse layer. Because the contribution of the diffuse layer is frequency independent
in this model, the dispersion of the complex conductivity is attributed to Stern-layer polarization, and the
diffuse layer only results in a uniform increase of the real part of the conductivity. Later, Schurr's model
provided the basis for the treatment by Leroy et al. (2008), which includes a detailed electrochemical model
to quantify the partition of charges into Stern and diffuse layer (see, e.g., Revil & Glover, 1997, 1998) and also
accounts for a grain-size distribution. This model successfully predicted the response of glass beads (Leroy
et al., 2008) and was extended to sand-oil-water mixtures later (Schmutz et al., 2010).
The polarization of the diffuse layer has been studied by Dukhin and Shilov (1974), who developed a theory
for the ion fluxes through thin diffuse layers, which induce concentration variations in the diffuse layer
and the adjacent electrolyte. This concentration-polarization mechanism has also been treated analytically
by Fixman (1980), Chew and Sen (1982a), and Hinch et al. (1984) among others. A numerical solution
removing many of the limitations of the analytical approaches—for example, the assumption of a thin diffuse
layer compared to the particle radius, a sufficiently small surface potential, and a monovalent symmetric
electrolyte—was presented by DeLacey and White (1981). Later, Shilov et al. (2001) included the effect of
Maxwell-Wagner polarization into the classical Dukhin-Shilov theory yielding a good agreement with the
numerical model by DeLacey and White (1981).
Different attempts have been made to determine the relative importance of Stern- and diffuse-layer polarization and to develop combined models. Lyklema et al. (1983) generalized the Schwarz-Schurr model by
including the coupling of charges in the Stern layer to those in the diffuse layer, which mainly results in
a decrease of the relaxation time scale. Leroy et al. (2017) applied this approach to model the polarization response of calcite precipitations on glass beads. de Lima and Sharma (1992) analyzed the models by
Schwarz, Schurr, and Fixman separately in order to assess their relative contribution to the overall polarization response. By superposing the individual responses, Lesmes and Morgan (2001) developed a combined
model considering all three polarization mechanisms, that is, Stern-/diffuse-layer and Maxwell-Wagner
polarization. The authors also included a volume-averaging approach to study water-particle mixtures characterized by a grain-size distribution. Based on the work of Kijlstra et al. (1992), Shilov et al. (2001) modified
the Dukhin-Shilov theory to account for the contribution of the Stern layer to surface conductivity.
Most theories describing the first three polarization mechanisms rest on the analytical solution of the underlying system of partial differential equations (PDEs) around one isolated spherical particle. The induced
dipole moment of the polarized particle obtained from such treatment can then be used to derive the effective conductivity (or the effective dielectric constant) of ensembles of more than one particle. The effective
medium theory provides mixing laws for dilute suspensions (e.g., Maxwell, 1892; Wagner, 1914) or mixtures
with higher particle concentrations (e.g., Bruggeman, 1935; Hanai, 1960).
Membrane polarization is generally studied on pore networks with different levels of complexity. Marshall
and Madden (1959) developed the first model for a sequence of two types of one-dimensional pores or
zones. The membrane effect is introduced by assuming different mobilities for cations and anions in the
“active” zone. While these authors do not further specify the origin of mobility variations, later developments related ion selectivity to the unequal contributions of cations and anions to the surface conductivity
at the pore wall (Buchheim & Irmer, 1979; Fridrikhsberg & Sidorova, 1961; Titov et al., 2002, 2004). Blaschek
and Hördt (2009) carried out numerical simulations on one- and two-dimensional pore networks, where
the ion-selective behavior of narrow pores is still parameterized in terms of ion mobilities, which are constant over the pore cross section. Volkmann and Klitzsch (2010) improved this approach and limited the ion
selectivity—expressed in terms of unequal effective ion mobilities—to a thin layer covering the pore walls.
Bücker and Hördt (2013a) proposed an analytical model, which allows to explicitly include pore radii and
surface conductivity due to Stern and diffuse layer into the one-dimensional impedance model by Marshall
and Madden. This model has later been extended to model the effect of temperature, fluid salinity, pH, and
immiscible hydrocarbon contaminants on the polarization response (Bairlein et al., 2016; Bücker et al., 2017;
Hördt et al., 2016). Based on the same model, Stebner et al. (2017) used impedance networks to model the
membrane polarization of porous media. Because the model by Bücker and Hördt typically requires large
BÜCKER ET AL.
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aspect ratios, length of a pore divided by its diameter, to produce measurable polarization magnitudes, Hördt et al. (2017) further investigated into
the geometrical constraints of this membrane-polarization model.
Besides geometrical constraints, the simplified consideration of the
Stern layer is a major limitation of the existing theoretical treatment
of membrane polarization. While combined treatments of Stern-layer,
diffuse-layer, and Maxwell-Wagner polarization mechanisms exist for
grain-based models, the coupling between these three mechanisms is
often largely simplified in pore-constriction models. Irrespective from the
model geometry, the complexity of the equations for the fully coupled
system describing all three mechanisms puts a challenge on analytical
solutions, which therefore all suffer from strong simplifications or only
treat limiting cases.

Figure 1. Simplified model of the equilibrium electrical double layer (EDL)
at the charged silica surface. Due to the deprotonation of silanol surface
sites, the mineral surface acquires the surface charge Σ. In the electrolyte,
this usually negative charge is screened by an equal number of the positive
charges distributed over the Stern layer (Σ(0)
) and the diffuse layer (Σ(0)
).
D
S
The red line sketches the spatial variation of the electrical potential U(0)
across the different parts of the electrical double layer.

The present paper addresses the repeatedly stated need for “a mechanistic approach and [ … ] general framework in which all these mechanisms are explained and quantified in their relative importance” (Kemna
et al., 2012). In the theory section, we compile the mathematical descriptions of all relevant physical processes and provide a mathematical
framework, which allows modeling the fully coupled interplay of Sternand diffuse-layer polarization on arbitrary geometries. Subsequently, we
derive an improved analytical approximation for the polarization of a single grain, which matches the results obtained from numerically solving
the equations of the generalized mathematical framework. The validated
numerical model is then applied to the pore-constriction geometry. Based
on the comparison of numerical and analytical results, we improve the
membrane-polarization model by Bücker and Hördt (2013a) and for the
first time study the fully coupled Stern- and diffuse-layer polarization in
a pore-constriction geometry.

2. Theory
2.1. EDL Model
Most solid surfaces in contact with aqueous solutions are charged. We will consider silica surfaces in contact
with a monovalent electrolyte, such as NaCl, where the deprotonation of silanol surface sites produces a
negative surface-charge density Σ over a wide pH range (e.g., Leroy et al., 2008; Somasundaran, 2006). In the
electrolyte next to the silica surface, the electric field of Σ attracts counterions (cations, if Σ < 0) and repels
coions (here anions) giving rise to the development of two layers: The inner layer—also known as Stern
or Helmholtz layer—consists of counterions adsorbed to the silica surface. The outer layer—also known as
diffuse or Gouy-Chapman layer—is mainly populated by counterions and a minor fraction of coions both
obeying Poisson-Boltzmann statistics.
We adopt the simplified model displayed in Figure 1. The Stern layer is treated as an infinitely thin layer of
counterions (e.g., Leroy et al., 2008; Schwarz, 1962; Schurr, 1964) and is characterized by the uniform surface
| < |Σ| (the superscript (0) indicates quantities in the equilibrium state, that is, without
charge density |Σ(0)
S
external excitation), which partly shields the electric field of Σ. Furthermore, we assume that charges in the
Stern layer can only move along the surface, which reflects a strong binding of counter-ions to the surface.
The movement of the ions in the diffuse layer is not restricted to the surface; that is, these ions can move in
all directions. As a result of an equilibrium between simultaneously acting electrostatic forces and thermal
fluctuations, counterion excess and coion deficit concentrations smoothly decay with the distance d from
the surface. At a far distance from the surface, both ion concentrations approach their values in the bulk
electrolyte. Together with Σ(0)
, the total positive charge density 𝜌(d) in the diffuse layer screens the negative
S
surface charge Σ. By integrating 𝜌(d) across the diffuse layer, we obtain the equivalent surface charge density
Σ(0)
of the diffuse layer. In equilibrium, the EDL consisting of charged surface sites, Stern layer, and diffuse
D
layer is electroneutral, that is, Σ(0)
+ Σ(0)
= −Σ.
S
d
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The electric potential at the inner limit of the diffuse layer is usually identified with the 𝜁 -potential at the
plane of shear (e.g., Leroy et al., 2008; Bücker & Hördt, 2013a). Due to the space charge 𝜌, the electric potential Ua(0) in the electrolyte decays from 𝜁 at the solid-liquid interface to zero in the bulk electrolyte. Note that
in the simplified model sketched in Figure 1, the (equilibrium) potential in the Stern layer US(0) is equal to 𝜁 .
2.2. Basic Equations
2.2.1. Bulk Electrolyte and Diffuse Layer
The bulk electrolyte is characterized by the ion valences z± , mobilities 𝜇± , and bulk concentrations C±∞ ,
as well as the relative permittivity 𝜀a . For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the mobilities of cations
(subindex +) and anions (subindex −) are equal, that is, 𝜇 + = 𝜇− = 𝜇 , and limit our treatment to monovalent
electrolytes, that is, z± = ±1. In the case of a dilute solution, the electrical conductivity of the bulk electrolyte
is then given by 𝜎a = 2e𝜇C±∞ .
Spatial and temporal variations of the ion concentrations C± (r, t) and the electrical potential Ua (r, t) in the
solution, that is, in the diffuse layer and the bulk electrolyte, are controlled by the steady state Nernst-Planck,
mass continuity, and Poisson equations (e.g., Garcia et al., 1985):
J± (r, t) = −D∇C± (r, t) − z± 𝜇C± (r, t)∇Ua (r, t),

(1)

∇J± (r, t) = −𝜕t C± (r, t),

(2)

∇2 Ua (r, t) = −

]
e [
C+ (r, t) − C− (r, t) .
𝜀0 𝜀a

(3)

Here, D denotes the diffusion coefficient, e = 1.602 × 10−19 C is the elementary charge, and 𝜀0 = 8.85 × 10−12
F/m is the vacuum permittivity. In absence of specific interaction between the different ion species, the
Einstein relation D = 𝜇 kB T∕e can be used to connect diffusion coefficient and mobility of the ions. Here,
kB = 1.381 × 10−23 J/K is Boltzmann's constant, and T is the absolute temperature. The current densities
J± defined by the steady state Nernst-Planck equation (1) consider diffusion −D∇C± and electromigration
−z± 𝜇 C± ∇Ua ion fluxes.
If the system is excited by a time-harmonic electric field E0 ei𝜔t , where 𝜔 and t denote angular frequency
and time, respectively, the ion concentrations C± (r, t) can be expressed by the sums of the static equilibrium
concentrations C±(0) and perturbation concentrations 𝛿 C± (e.g., Garcia et al., 1985):
C± (r, t) = C±(0) (r) + 𝛿C± (r, 𝜔) · ei𝜔t .

(4)

The electrical potential Ua (r, t) can also be decomposed into the static equilibrium potential Ua(0) and the
perturbation |𝛿Ua | ≪ Ua(0) :
Ua (r, t) = Ua(0) (r) + 𝛿Ua (r, 𝜔) · ei𝜔t .

(5)

By inserting equations (4) and (5) into equations (1) through (3) and Fourier-transforming the resulting
system, the problem can be decomposed into a static part and a frequency-dependent part (e.g., Chew &
Sen, 1982b, 1982a). While the frequency-dependent part couples to the static solution, the static part can be
solved independently.
To obtain the static part of the system, we set 𝛿 C± , 𝛿 Ua , 𝜕 t = 0. After a few additional manipulations, this
yields the Boltzmann-distributed equilibrium ion concentrations (Chew & Sen, 1982b)
[
]
z± e (0)
C±(0) (r) = C±∞ exp −
(6)
Ua (r)
kB T
and the Poisson-Boltzmann equation (e.g., Chew & Sen, 1982b)
]
[
k T
e
∇2 Ua(0) (r) = −𝜅 2 B sinh
Ua(0) (r) ,
e
kB T
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[
]1∕2
where 𝜅 = 2e2 C±∞ ∕(𝜀0 𝜀𝑓 kB T)
is the inverse Debye screening length. Together with the boundary conditions discussed below, equations (6) and (7) describe the equilibrium ion concentrations C±∞ and the static
electrical potential Ua(0) in the diffuse layer and the bulk electrolyte.

In order to obtain the solution of the frequency-dependent system under the influence of a weak external
field E0 exp(i𝜔t), the steady state Nernst-Planck equation (1) is inserted into the continuity equation (2),
Fourier-transformed and linearized, which gives (e.g., Chew & Sen, 1982a)
{
i𝜔𝛿C± (r, 𝜔) =∇ D∇𝛿C± (r, 𝜔)
(8)
[
]}
+𝜇z± C±(0) (r)∇𝛿Ua (r, 𝜔) + 𝛿C± (r, 𝜔)∇Ua(0) (r) + (E02 ).
The frequency-dependent perturbation concentrations of the two ion species and the potentials are coupled
to each other by the Fourier-transformed Poisson equation (e.g., Chew & Sen, 1982a)
]
e [
𝛿C+ (r, 𝜔) − 𝛿C− (r, 𝜔) .
∇2 𝛿Ua (r, 𝜔) = −
(9)
𝜀0 𝜀r
Equations (8) and (9) constitute three coupled PDEs that describe the spatial variations of the perturbation
quantities. As the boundary conditions at the solid surface link the solution in the electrolyte to the corresponding solutions in the Stern layer and the interior of the solid, we will discuss the boundary conditions
further below.
2.2.2. Stern Layer
The Stern layer is modeled as a thin layer situated at the solid-liquid interface. In absence of an external
in this layer is uniform. Under the influence of the electrical
excitation, the surface-charge density Σ(0)
S
field E0 exp(i𝜔t), the counterions move along the surface, but no charge exchange with the electrolyte nor
the solid is considered. We describe the surface-charge density in the Stern layer in terms of the constant
equilibrium value Σ(0)
and the perturbation |𝛿ΣS | ≪ Σ(0)
, such that
S
S
ΣS (rS , t) = Σ(0)
+ 𝛿ΣS (rS , 𝜔) exp(i𝜔t),
S

(10)

where rS denotes the position vector in local coordinates along the solid-liquid interface. Adopting the treatment of the bound surface-charge densities on spherical particles proposed by Schwarz (1962) and Schurr
(1964), the perturbation of the surface-charge density in the Stern layer is controlled by
[
]
i𝜔𝛿ΣS (rS , 𝜔) = ∇S DS ∇S 𝛿ΣS (rS , 𝜔) + 𝜇S Σ(0)
∇S 𝛿US (rS , 𝜔) + (E02 ),
(11)
S
where ∇S is the surface Laplacian operating on functions defined on the geometrical boundary (also known
as Laplace-Beltrami operator), 𝜇S is the mobility, DS is the diffusion coefficient, and 𝛿 US is the perturbation potential in the Stern layer. Note that equation (11) is the surface equivalent of equation (8) describing
diffusion and electromigration surface-flux densities within the Stern layer. Only the third term on the
right-hand side of equation (8) has no equivalent because the constant potential results in a vanishing
tangential electrical field −∇S US(0) .
For spherical particles of radius a centered at the origin of the spherical coordinate system (r, 𝜃, 𝜙) and an
excitation parallel to the polar axis 𝜃 = 0, equation (11) takes the form (e.g., Schurr, 1964; Schwarz, 1962)
[
]
𝜕
1
𝜕
𝜕
DS sin 𝜃 𝛿ΣS (𝜃, 𝜔) + 𝜇S Σ(0)
i𝜔𝛿ΣS (𝜃, 𝜔) = 2
sin 𝜃 𝛿US (𝜃, 𝜔) .
(12)
S
𝜕𝜃
𝜕𝜃
a sin 𝜃 𝜕𝜃
There is no particular surface equivalent of Poisson's equation (9). Instead, the continuity of the electrical
potential at the solid surface (in conjunction with the vanishing thickness of the Stern layer) directly couples
𝛿 US and the surface-charge density 𝛿ΣS to the adjacent perturbation potentials in electrolyte and solid.
2.2.3. Solid Dielectric
The solid dielectric has a relative permittivity 𝜀i and zero electrical conductivity. The spatial variation of
the potential within the solid is governed by the Laplace equation ∇2 Ui (r, t) = 0. In equilibrium, the static
electrical potential Ui(0) must be equal to the (constant) 𝜁 -potential on the surface, and Ui(0) must be constant
throughout the solid. The Fourier-transformed frequency-dependent Laplace equation writes
∇2 𝛿Ui (r, 𝜔) = 0,

(13)

which in conjunction with the spatially varying surface potential 𝛿 US (rS , 𝜔) determines the perturbation
potential 𝛿 Ui (r, 𝜔) within the solid.
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2.3. Boundary Conditions
At far distances d from the surface, the static background potential in the electrolyte should approach zero,
that is,
Ua(0) −−→0.
d→∞

(14)

At the surface, we take advantage of our knowledge of the constant potential Ui(0) inside of the solid (see
above) and use the continuity of the displacement current to define the Neumann boundary condition
|
−𝜀0 𝜀a ∇Ua(0) |
· n = Σ + Σ(0)
,
S
|surface

(15)

where n denotes the unit normal vector to the solid surface (pointing out of the solid into the electrolyte)
and Σ + Σ(0)
= −Σ(0)
is the net surface-charge density. The boundary conditions on the equilibrium ion
S
d
concentrations C±(0) are implicit to equation (6).
The perturbation potential at far distances d from the surface must be equal to values corresponding to the
external electrical field, that is,
𝛿Ua (r, 𝜔)−−→ − Eext (r) · r,
d→∞

(16)

while the ion concentrations should approach their bulk values, that is,
𝛿C± (r, 𝜔)−−→0.
d→∞

(17)

At the surface of the solid, the solutions for the three model domains—electrolyte, Stern layer, and solid—are
pieced together. The continuity of the electrical potential demands the three perturbation potentials to be
equal at any point rS on the surface, that is,
𝛿Ui (rS , 𝜔) = 𝛿US (rS , 𝜔) = 𝛿Ua (rS , 𝜔).

(18)

We assume that on the time scales of interest, ions of the solution do not engage in surface reactions; thus,
they are neither produced nor consumed, and the normal fluxes through the surface are zero, that is,
{

[
]}|
−D∇𝛿C± (r, 𝜔) − 𝜇z± C±(0) (r, 𝜔)∇𝛿Ua (r, 𝜔) + 𝛿C± (r, 𝜔)∇Ua(0) (r, 𝜔) |
· n = 0.
|r=rS

(19)

The continuity of the displacement current implies that (e.g., Schwarz, 1962)
[

]|
−𝜀0 𝜀a ∇𝛿Ua (r, 𝜔) + 𝜀0 𝜀i ∇𝛿Ui (r, 𝜔) |
· n = 𝛿ΣS (rS ),
|r=rS

(20)

which completes the set of boundary conditions.

3. Polarization of Spherical Grains
The model setup in the previous section describes the charge polarization of the Stern layer and the concentration polarization produced by unequal contributions of anions and cations to electrical conduction
through the diffuse layer. In this section, we will study the relative importance of both polarization mechanisms for the case of dilute suspensions of dielectric spheres. Because even for spherical particles no
analytical solution of the fully coupled problem is known, we first obtain a suitable analytical approximation of the coupled polarization process, which combines (i) the Stern-layer polarization model by Schwarz
(1962), including the correction of the corresponding relaxation time proposed by Lyklema et al. (1983),
and (ii) the diffuse-layer polarization model developed by Dukhin and Shilov (1974). In order to assess the
quality of our analytical model and open the possibility to model the polarization response of more complex
geometrical configurations, we also present a numerical finite-element solution.
BÜCKER ET AL.
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3.1. Analytical Model
At distances far from a spherical particle of radius a centered at the origin of the spherical coordinate system
r = (r, 𝜃, 𝜙), all approximate analytical solutions take the form (e.g., Dukhin & Shilov, 1974; Maxwell, 1892;
Schurr, 1964; Wagner, 1914)
[
]
𝑓 (𝜔)a3
𝛿Ua (r, 𝜔) = E0 −r +
(21)
cos 𝜃,
r2
if the external excitation is parallel to the polar axis, that is, 𝜃 = 0. The first term of this expression accounts
for the potential due to the external field, and the second term describes the effective long-range dipole
moment of the polarized particle. The reflection coefficient f(𝜔) contains the complete information on the
macroscopic polarization response of the particle. For a pure Maxwell-Wagner polarization, it writes
𝑓 (𝜔) =

𝜎i∗ (𝜔) − 𝜎a∗ (𝜔)
2𝜎a∗ (𝜔) + 𝜎a∗ (𝜔)

,

(22)

where 𝜎a∗ (𝜔) = 𝜎a + i𝜔𝜀0 𝜀a and 𝜎i∗ (𝜔) = i𝜔𝜀0 𝜀i are the complex conductivitiy of the bulk electrolyte and the
nonconducting particle, respectively.
With f(𝜔) for one spherical particle at hand, the effective complex conductivity 𝜎 * (𝜔) of a dilute suspension
of a number of equal particles can be obtained using a generalized form of the theory by Wagner (1914)
1 + 2𝜈𝑓 (𝜔)
𝜎 ∗ (𝜔)
=
,
𝜎a∗
1 − 𝜈𝑓 (𝜔)

(23)

where 𝜈 denotes the volume fraction of suspended particles. Together with the complex conductivities 𝜎a∗ and
𝜎i∗ , equations (22) and (23) describe the Maxwell-Wagner polarization of suspensions of dielectric particles
in a medium with homogeneous complex conductivity 𝜎a∗ (𝜔).
O'Konski (1960) included the effect of an uniform surface charge density Σx into this model. He found that
the effect of charge carriers that move freely along the particle surface can be taken into account by adding
the effective conductivity increment 𝜎 x = 2𝜇x Σx ∕a to the complex conductivity 𝜎i∗ of the particle. According
to this idea, the effective conductivity of the diffuse layer can be expressed as
𝜎d = |𝜎d+ + 𝜎d− | =

− Σ(0)
|
2𝜇|Σ(0)
d+
d−
a

,

(24)

where the contributions of the two types of ions to the effective conductivity of the diffuse layer are defined
as
𝜎d± =

±2𝜇Σ(0)
d±
a

.

(25)

For sufficiently thin diffuse layers, that is, 𝜅 a ≪ 1, the equivalent surface charge densities in the diffuse layer
can be related to the surface charge using a variation of Bikerman's equation for the surface conductivity
near a (highly) charged plane surface (e.g., Shilov et al., 2001)
Σ(0)
=±
d±

2eC±∞
𝜅

[
(
)
]
e𝜁
exp ∓
−1 .
2kB T

(26)

Note that while the total charge stored in the diffuse layer is represented by the sum of both contributions,
that is, Σ(0)
= Σ(0)
+Σ(0)
, the total surface conductivity of the diffuse layer σd is proportional to their difference.
d
d+
d−
For a given surface charge density Σ(0)
, the 𝜁 -potential can be obtained from
D
𝜁 (Σ(0)
)=−
d

(
)
2kB T
𝜅
sinh−1 Σ(0)
.
d 4eC∞
e
±

(27)

This relation can readily be obtained from equation (26). Resolved for Σ(0)
(𝜁 ), it is also known as Grahame
d
equation (Grahame, 1947).
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The surface-charge density of the Stern layer can be expressed in terms
of the effective conductivity
𝜎S =

|
2𝜇S |Σ(0)
S
a

.

(28)

In the present study, the partition of counterions into diffuse layer and
Stern layer will be expressed in terms of the ratio p = −Σ(0)
∕Σ. Note
S
that this definition is slightly different from the partition coefficient 𝑓Q =
∕(Σ(0)
+ Σ(0)
) introduced by Leroy and Revil (2004).
Σ(0)
S
S
d+
Figure 2. Sketch of the polarization of the Stern layer: (a) negatively
charged particle and Stern layer in equilibrium; (b) under the influence of
the external field E, cations in the Stern layer move along the surface,
deplete on the left side and accumulate on the right side of the particle. The
resulting net surface charge 𝛿ΣS causes field-induced diffuse layers of
opposite charge to build up in the electrolyte next to the charged surfaces
(e.g., Lyklema et al., 1983).

3.1.1. Stern-Layer Polarization
If the entire counter charge is located in the Stern layer (i.e., p = 1), and
, 𝜁 = 0), the low-frequency response
no diffuse layer is present (i.e., Σ(0)
d
of the particle is caused by the polarization of the Stern layer only (see
Figure 2). In the thin double layer limit, that is, 𝜅 a ≪ 1, the solution
of the polarization problem can be approximated as done by Schwarz
(1962). In terms of the reflection coefficient f defined in equation (21),
the final result obtained by Schwarz (1962) can be expressed as (from his
equation 13)
𝑓S (𝜔) =

𝜎S∗ (𝜔) − 𝜎a∗ (𝜔)
2𝜎a∗ (𝜔) + 𝜎S∗ (𝜔)

,

(29)

where 𝜎S∗ is the effective complex conductivity of the spherical particle, which writes (from Schwarz, 1962,
equations 14 and 16)
𝜎S∗ (𝜔) = 𝜎S

i𝜔𝜏S
+ i𝜔𝜀0 𝜀i .
1 + i𝜔𝜏S

(30)

Note that the particle is assumed to be nonconducting, that is, 𝜎 i = 0. The relaxation time of the Stern-layer
polarization 𝜏 S can be expressed as (Lyklema et al., 1983, equation 36)
𝜏S =

a2
,
2DS M

(31)

where the coefficient M defined as (Lyklema et al., 1983, equation 34)
M =1+

𝜅Σ(0)
S
2eC±∞ cosh[e𝜁 ∕(2kB T)]

(32)

accounts for the coupling of the charges in the Stern layer to the electrolyte, which had not been considered
in the original model by Schwarz (1962).
Because 𝜁 = 0 if p = 1, there is no equilibrium diffuse layer, and the polarization response is only due to the
polarization of the Stern layer, first term in equation (30), and the Maxwell-Wagner polarization caused by
the conductivity and permittivity contrasts between particle and electrolyte.
3.1.2. Diffuse-Layer Polarization
In the opposite case, in which no Stern layer exists (i.e., p = 0) and the entire counter charge is located in
the diffuse layer, only the diffuse layer polarizes (see Figure 3). This scenario has been treated by Dukhin
and Shilov (1974) for the limit of thin diffuse layers. If electro-osmotic effects are neglected; that is, in the
limit of an infinitely large fluid viscosity, the result of the classical Dukhin-Shilov theory can be expressed
in terms of the reflection coefficient (e.g., Grosse & Shilov, 1996; Shilov et al., 2001)
[
]
i𝜔𝜏𝛼
2Du(𝜁 ) − 1 3S (𝜎d+ − 𝜎d− )2
𝑓d (𝜔) =
(33)
−
1−
,
√
2Du(𝜁 ) + 2
2 𝜎a2 [2Du(𝜁 ) + 2]2
1 + i𝜔2𝜏𝛼 ∕S + i𝜔𝜏𝛼
where Du(𝜁) = 𝜎 d ∕(2𝜎 a ) is the Dukhin number. The coefficient S, which appears in the expression for fd ,
writes
S=

BÜCKER ET AL.
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and the time constant is defined as 𝜏 𝛼 = a2 S∕(2D). The effective conductivity of the suspension can be obtained by substituting f by fd in
equation (23). Note that this formulation only accounts for the polarization of the diffuse layer; an extension including Maxwell-Wagner
polarization can be found in Shilov et al. (2001).
3.1.3. Coupled Polarization
For any value 0 < p < 1, the counter charges are distributed over
Stern and diffuse layer, which leads to a simultaneous polarization of
both parts of the EDL (see Figure 4). As argued by Lesmes and Morgan
(2001), the coupled polarization can be approximated by a superposition of the individual responses, that is, by adding the effective complex dielectric constants of the particle (or the corresponding effective
complex-conductivity increments). In order to obtain an effective conductivity increment describing the diffuse-layer polarization, we rearrange equation (22) as follows:
𝜎d∗ (𝜔) = 𝜎a∗ (𝜔)

Figure 3. Sketch of the polarization of the diffuse layer: (a) negatively
charged particle, diffuse layer, and bulk electrolyte in equilibrium;
(b) under the influence of the external field E, the high effective
conductivity of the diffuse layer leads to an accumulation of positive charge
on the right side and negative charge on the left side of the particle. In
addition, unequal migration flux densities of cations and anions through
the diffuse layer are counterbalanced by an electroneutral salinity gradient
that builds up next to the particle.

1 + 2𝑓d (𝜔)
.
1 − 𝑓d (𝜔)

(35)

The effective conductivity 𝜎S∗ , which accounts for Stern-layer and
Maxwell-Wagner polarization, is given by equations (30) through (32),
and, thus, the total effective conductivity of the particle including all three
mechanisms writes
𝜎c∗ (𝜔) = 𝜎d∗ (𝜔) + 𝜎S∗ (𝜔) = 𝜎d∗ (𝜔) + 𝜎S

i𝜔𝜏S
+ i𝜔𝜀0 𝜀i .
1 + i𝜔𝜏S

(36)

Note that this expression is almost the same as the one obtained by Schurr
(1964) except for the decrease of 𝜏 S by the factor M and the substitution
of 𝜎 d by 𝜎d∗ (𝜔), that is, including the frequency-dependent contribution
of the diffuse layer defined by equations (33) through (35).
The new coupled model described here is also similar to the one proposed by Lesmes and Morgan (2001), from which it differs with regard
to (i) the relaxation time of the Stern layer 𝜏 S , where we use the correction by Lyklema et al. (1983); (ii) the low-frequency contribution 𝜎 S of the
Stern layer (their equations 5 and 6), which we do not consider because
it contradicts the assumption of a strongly bound Stern-layer; and (iii)
the selection of the model describing the diffuse-layer polarization, where
we use the Dukhin-Shilov theory instead of the model by Fixman (1980).
Fixman's assumption that the coion contribution to the surface conductivity can be ignored for sufficiently high 𝜁 -potentials does not hold for
the range of 𝜁 -potentials studied here. We found that this simplification
significantly affects the real part of the complex conductivity (not shown
here for brevity).

Figure 4. Sketch of the coupled polarization of Stern and diffuse layer: Due
to the presence of a diffuse layer, the net surface density in the polarized
Stern layer 𝛿ΣS is larger than in the case without diffuse layer (Lyklema
et al., 1983). In the inner part of the diffuse layer, 𝛿ΣS attracts opposite
charges (here positive on the right and negative on the left side of the
particle). In the outer part, the charge in the diffuse layer changes its sign,
which compensates for the high effective conductivity of this layer (as in
Figure 3). The salinity gradient in the electrolyte next to the particle is a
result of the unequal migration flux densities of cations and anions through
the diffuse layer.

BÜCKER ET AL.

3.2. Numerical Model
Figure 5 shows the geometrical setup used for the numerical modeling.
The dielectric particle of radius a is centered at the origin of coordinates,
and the external electric field is imposed in x direction, that is, Eext =
E0 ex , where ex denotes the unit vector in x direction. Due to the cylindrical symmetry of the problem, the numerical simulation can be carried
out on the two-dimensional model domain in Carthesian coordinates
r = (x, y) marked in red in Figure 5.
We use the finite-element software COMSOL Multiphysics to successively obtain the static and the frequency-dependent solution. We first
9
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solve the Poisson-Boltzmann equation (7), which contains U(0) (r) as only
unknown variable. For the numerical implementation, boundary conditions (14) and (15) are translated as follows: U(0) = 0 on the left, right,
on the particle surand top boundary; [𝜀0 𝜀i ∇Ui(0) − 𝜀0 𝜀a ∇Ua(0) ]n = −Σ(0)
d
face; and 𝜕 U(0)∕𝜕 y = 0 on the axis of symmetry. The static background
ion concentrations are computed by inserting Ua(0) into equation (6).

Figure 5. Three-dimensional sketch of the geometrical setup used for the
numerical simulation of the polarization around spherical particles. The
particle of radius a is enclosed by a cylinder of radius L and height 2L,
which represents the electrolyte. The red rectangle marks the actual
two-dimensional model domain.

Subsequently, we solve the frequency-dependent part described by
equations (8), (9), (11), and (13) and the boundary conditions (16)
through (20). For the numerical solution, the latter are adjusted as follows: 𝛿 n± = 0 and 𝛿 Ua = ±E0 L on the left and right boundary,
respectively; J± = 0 and 𝜕𝛿 U∕𝜕 y = 0 on top boundary and on the axis of
symmetry; unchanged on the particle surface. While the static solution
only needs to be computed once for each set of model parameters (i.e.,
a, Σ, and p), the frequency-dependent problem has to be solved for each
value of the angular frequency 𝜔 separately.

Because bulk values are implicitly assumed on the left, right, and top
boundary, these boundaries must be placed sufficiently far away from the
particle surface, where the polarization is expected to cause nonzero perturbations. As a trade-off between precision and computational cost, we define a standard domain size of
L = 10a. For more technical details on the implementation, see the appendix.
The effective conductivity of the model can be obtained from the numerical integration of the total ion flux
densities through the left (or likewise the right) boundary, that is,
∗
𝜎mod
=

L[
]
2
J+ (𝑦) + J− (𝑦) ex 𝑦d𝑦,
E0 L2 ∫ 0

(37)

where the term ydy accounts for the area element of the boundary and the factor 2∕L2 stems from the
normalization with the total area.
The standard domain size is L = 10a and corresponds to a rather small volume fraction of dielectric particles.
∗
Therefore, we scale the modeled effective conductivities 𝜎mod
(𝜔) to a more realistic volumetric content of
𝜈 = 0.4 using the mixing rule defined in equation (23) with
𝑓 (𝜔) =

1

∗
𝜎mod
(𝜔) − 𝜎a∗ (𝜔)

∗
𝜈mod 𝜎mod
(𝜔) + 2𝜎a∗ (𝜔)

.

(38)

3.3. Comparison of Analytical and Numerical Solution
Unless otherwise stated, the following parameter values are used to obtain both numerical and analytical
results: The relative permittivities are 𝜀a = 80 for the aqueous electrolyte and 𝜀i = 4.5 for the solid, which is
a typical value for quartz sand (e.g., Robinson & Friedman, 2003). The uniform ion mobility is 𝜇 = 5 · 10−8
m2 /(Vs), which is approximately equal to the mobility of the sodium cation (e.g., Atkins & De Paula, 2013)
and will be used for both ion species in the electrolyte. The mobility of the counterions in the Stern layer
is only 10% of the ion mobility in the bulk electrolyte, that is, 𝜇 S = 𝜇∕10. This value corresponds to the
reduction of the cation mobility in the Stern layer inferred for K+ on latex surfaces by Zukoski and Saville
(1986) and for Na+ on clay surfaces by Revil and Glover (1998) and Revil et al. (1998). For near-neutral pH
of the solution and ion concentrations in the bulk electrolyte of C±∞ = 1 mol/m2 , it is adequate to assume a
surface charge density of Σ = −0.01 C/m3 (e.g., Kosmulski, 2006). The absolute temperature of T = 293 K
(room temperature) and the above-mentioned volumetric content of 𝜈 = 0.4 complete the set of standard
model parameters.
Figure 6 displays the conductivity spectra of a suspension of spherical particles of radius a = 5 μm for six
values of p between 0 and 1. The effective conductivity of the mixture 𝜎 * is expressed in terms of the cor′
′′
′
responding real (𝜎 ) and imaginary (𝜎 ) parts. In Figure 6a, we observe a continuous decrease of 𝜎 with
increasing p. This means that the surface conductivity due to counterions in the diffuse layer is much larger
than the one of the Stern layer. This is due, on the one hand, to the significantly reduced mobility of the
counterions in the Stern layer, which affects all frequencies equally. On the other hand, at low frequencies,
BÜCKER ET AL.
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Figure 6. Complex-conductivity spectra of a suspension of dielectric particles of radius a = 5 μm at different ratios
(0)
p = −ΣS ∕Σ, that is, the surface charge in the Stern layer increases with p. Complex-valued conductivities in terms of
real (a) and imaginary (b) parts normalized to the bulk conductivity 𝜎 a . Numerical results (gray circles) are displayed
along with the corresponding analytical models according to equation (36) using the simple relaxation time after
Schwarz, (1962; M = 1 in equation (31), dotted line) and using the corrected relaxation time after Lyklema et al. (1983;
M ≠ 1, solid line). The values of 𝜁 shown in (b) are computed from equation (27).

the Stern layer is completely polarized and does not contribute to the DC conductivity because we assume
that it cannot exchange ions with the bulk electrolyte. However, the Stern layer does contribute to the
′
high-frequency limit of 𝜎 , that is, at frequencies larger than the characteristic frequency of the Stern-layer
polarization. The higher p and thus the surface conductivity 𝜎 S , the larger becomes the difference between
′
high- and low-frequency limits of 𝜎 , which is largest in the case of a pure Stern-layer polarization (p = 1).
′
In contrast, in the case of a sole diffuse-layer polarization (p = 0), we hardly recognize any variation of 𝜎
with the angular frequency.
The peak imaginary conductivity 𝜎 (Figure 6b) increases almost linearly with p, that is, the charge density
in the Stern layer. For the same surface-charge densities, the Stern-layer polarization (p = 1) results in a
′′
maximum of 𝜎 , which is approximately an order of magnitude larger than the peak produced by the corresponding diffuse-layer polarization (p = 0). From Figure 7, which shows a close-up of the small imaginary
conductivities generated in the case of a depopulated Stern layer, it is evident that even a small fraction of
20% of positive charge located in the Stern layer produces a stronger response than the other 80% located
in the diffuse layer. It is worth mentioning that the polarization magnitude (here in terms of the maxi′′
mum of 𝜎 ) largely varies with the mobility of the counterions in the Stern layer. In a separate analysis, we
observed a difference between the magnitudes of the two polarization processes of 2 orders of magnitude
when a larger mobility of 𝜇 S = 𝜇∕2 was assumed (not shown). This observation is in agreement with the
′′
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results obtained earlier by Lesmes and Morgan (2001) and confirms their
conclusion that the Stern-layer polarization produces a much stronger
frequency dispersion than the diffuse-layer polarization.
For sufficiently small values of p, Figure 7 also shows that the contribution of the diffuse-layer polarization results in a slight increase of the
polarization magnitude and the characteristic angular frequency (curves
1 and 3) as compared to the pure Stern-layer polarization (curve 4). The
latter is related to the higher characteristic frequency of the diffuse-layer
relaxation as a consequence of the shorter relaxation time, here 𝜏 𝛼 ≈ 𝜏 S ∕2
because S ≈ 1.

Figure 7. Numerical (filled circles) and analytical (lines) imaginary
conductivity spectra for small surface charge densities Σ(0)
in the Stern
S
layer. Analytical curves are calculated from equation (36), using the values
of Σ(0)
and Σ(0)
given in this Figure. Curve 1, numerical solution for the
D
S
coupled Stern and diffuse-layer polarization; curves 2 and 3, analytical
solution for the coupled Stern and diffuse-layer polarization using M = 1
and M ≠ 1 in equation (31), respectively; curve 4, analytical solution for a
pure Stern-layer polarization using M = 1; curves 5 and 6, numerical and
analytical solutions for a pure diffuse-layer polarization and two different
surface charge densities Σ(0)
in the diffuse layer.
D

The comparison of the corresponding curves in Figures 6 and 7 also serves
as a mutual validation of our finite-difference implementation and the
new analytical approximation for the coupled polarization response. For
angular frequencies between 0.1 and 104 mrad/s, the relative deviation
between analytical and numerical results is <0.3% in the real part and
<20% in the imaginary part of the effective conductivity. Here, the analytical approximation clearly underestimates the polarization magnitude.
A good agreement, however, is observed between the characteristic fre′′
quency, that is, the angular frequency at which the 𝜎 peaks are observed.
Apart from the underestimated polarization magnitude, the good agreement between numerical and analytical curves confirms the approach to
model the coupled polarization process by a simple superposition of the
individual responses of Stern and diffuse layer.

4. Membrane Polarization

Besides the polarization of Stern and diffuse layer around grains,
the polarization of ion-selective pore constrictions can also cause
a low-frequency dispersion of the complex conductivity. In the present section, we study this
membrane-polarization mechanism based on an alternating series of wide and narrow cylinders. The cylinder walls are negatively charged and covered by an EDL consisting of a Stern and a diffuse layer, both
contributing to the macroscopic polarization of the system. In order to assess their relative contributions,
effective conductivity spectra are computed for varying charge densities in the two layers. Because no analytical model is available for the coupled response in this geometry, we resort to the numerical finite-element
implementation validated in the previous section. We also show that after a slight modification presented
here, the analytical membrane-polarization model proposed by Bücker and Hördt (2013a) reproduces the
numerical results for the sole diffuse-layer polarization fairly well.
4.1. Analytical Model for Diffuse-Layer Polarization
Bücker and Hördt (2013a) considered the sequence of wide and narrow pores sketched in Figure 8. The
pores are characterized by their radii Ri and lengths Li ; the indices 1 and 2 denote properties of the wide and
the narrow pore, respectively. A nonzero 𝜁 -potential at the cylinder walls causes diffuse layers to build up.
According to Bücker and Hördt (2013a), upon excitation by an external electrical field, the electrical current
parallel to the symmetry axis will be controlled by the mean ion concentrations
b±,i =

Ri

2𝜋
C±∞ A1

∫0

(0)
rC±,i
(r)dr.

(39)

These mean ion concentrations are averaged over the pore cross-section and normalized with the bulk ion
concentration C±∞ . An additional normalization with the area of the wide pore A1 = 𝜋R21 accounts for the
reduction of the total current through the narrow pore due to the reduced cross-section (see Bücker & Hördt,
2013a).
For sufficiently small 𝜁 -potentials, that is, 𝜁 ≪ kB T∕e, the radial variation of the electrical potential in the
pore can be approximated by solving the linearized Poisson-Boltzmann equation in cylindrical coordinates,
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which gives (Hunter, 1981; Bücker & Hördt, 2013a)
Ua(0) (r) = 𝜁

J0 (i𝜅r)
,
J0 (i𝜅R)

(40)

where J0 is the Bessel function of the first kind and order zero. The radial
(0)
variation of the ion concentrations C±,i
(r) are obtained by inserting Ua(0) (r)
into equation (6).

Figure 8. Three-dimensional sketch of the geometrical setup used for the
numerical simulation of membrane polarization in a pore constriction. The
two wide cylinders of length L1 ∕2 and radius R1 and the narrow cylinder of
length L2 and radius R2 are saturated with electrolyte solution. The volume
around the narrow cylinder belongs to the nonconducting matrix with
dielectric constant 𝜀i . The red rectangle marks the actual two-dimensional
model domain.

For the typically much higher 𝜁 -potential values of up to −100 mV on
silica surfaces (here, Σ = −0.01 C/m2 ), the solution of the linearized
Poisson-Boltzmann equation becomes imprecise. If we instead limit our
treatment to sufficiently wide pore radii, that is, 𝜅 Ri ⋙ 1, we can
make use of Bikerman's equation 26, which is more adequate for highly
charged surfaces. The dimensionless mean ion concentrations can then
be approximated by
)
(
(0)
Ai ±2Σd±
b±,i ≈
+1 .
(41)
A1 eC±∞ Ri
Either of these definitions of b±,i , that is, equation 39 proposed by Bücker
and Hördt (2013a) or equation (41) proposed here, can be used to express
the effective transference numbers
b±,i
t±,1 =
.
(42)
b+,i + b−,i

By means of this approximation, the three-dimensional cylindrical pore system is collapsed to a sequence of
one-dimensional pores, the frequency-dependent impedance of which was derived by Marshall and Madden
(1959). Following Bücker and Hördt (2013b) and Bücker et al. (2017), the Marshall-Madden impedance can
be written as
[
L1
L2
2
Z(𝜔) =
+
𝜎a b+,1 + b−,1 b+,2 + b−,2
)2
(
(43)
⎤
8D t+,1 − t+,2
⎥,
+L √
√
√
√
L
1
i𝜔𝜏1 coth i𝜔𝜏1 + 𝜏 2 i𝜔𝜏2 coth i𝜔𝜏2 ⎥⎦
𝜏1
2
where the frequency dependence is controlled by the two time constants
𝜏i =

L2i
2D

Si

with Si =

1
.
4b+,i t−,i

(44)

In order to stress the structural similarities between these two relaxation times and the relaxation time of
the diffuse layer around spherical grains, we can rewrite the dimensionless mean ion concentrations b±,i
defined in equation (41) in terms of a Dukhin number for cylindrical geometries, which we define as
Du(𝜁 , Ri ) =

|𝜎d+ (Ri ) + 𝜎d− (Ri )|
𝜎d (Ri )
=
.
2𝜎a
2𝜎a

(45)

In analogy to equation (25), the surface conductivities write 𝜎d± (Ri ) = ±2𝜇Σ(0)
∕Ri . The coefficients Si take
d±
the form
Si =

[2Du(𝜁 , Ri ) + 1]𝜎a2
A1
.
2Ai [2𝜎d+ (Ri ) + 1][2𝜎d− (Ri ) + 1]

(46)

Besides the factor A1 ∕(2Ai ) and the factors 2, with which the Dukhin numbers and the individual conductivities 𝜎 d± are multiplied, this definition of Si is equivalent to the definition of S in equation (34), which
controls the relaxation time of the diffuse layer around spherical particles.
4.2. Numerical Model for the Coupled Polarization
The numerical modeling is carried out using COMSOL Multiphysics. Again, the cylindrical symmetry of the
problem permits limiting the computation to a two-dimensional model domain (red rectangle in Figure 8).
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Figure 9. Complex-conductivity spectra of the membrane-polarization model for different ratios p = −Σ(0)
∕Σ.
S
Complex-valued conductivity in terms of real (a) and imaginary parts (b) normalized to the bulk conductivity 𝜎 a .
Numerical results (gray circles, lines are to guide the eye only) for all values of p are displayed along with the analytical
models for p = 0 after Bücker and Hördt (2013a) using the average ion concentrations from equation (39) (dotted line)
and from equation (41) (solid line). The sketch in (b) shows that the electrical double layer (EDL) is discontinuous in
the wide pore. Pore lengths and radii are L1 = 90 μm, L2 = 10 μm, R1 = 2 μm, and R2 = 0.2 μm; all other parameter
values are the same as in Figure 6.

The systems of PDEs describing the static and the frequency-dependent parts of the polarization problem remain unchanged, and only boundary conditions and finite-element mesh need to be adapted to the
different geometry.
The boundary conditions for the static solution, that is, equations (14) and (15), merge into U(0) = 0 on the
on the solid-liquid interface; and 𝜕 U(0)∕𝜕 y = 0
left and right boundary; [𝜀0 𝜀i ∇Ui(0) − 𝜀0 𝜀a ∇Ua(0) ]n = −Σ(0)
d
on the axis of symmetry and the entire top boundary. This setup represents a discontinuous EDL, which
only covers the surfaces of the volume shown in brown in Figure 8. Additionally, we compute the response
of a setup, where the EDL is continuous in the wide pore and the boundary condition on the corresponding
parts of the top boundary writes [−𝜀0 𝜀a ∇Ua(0) ]n = −Σ(0)
.
d
For the frequency-dependent part of the problem, the boundary conditions described in equations (16)
through (20) are adjusted as follows: 𝛿 n± = 0 and 𝛿 Ua = ±E0 L on the left and right boundary, respectively;
J± = 0 and 𝜕𝛿 U∕𝜕 y = 0 on the axis of symmetry and the top boundary; equations (18) through (20) remain
unchanged on the solid-liquid interface. In the setup with the continuous EDL, the boundary conditions on
those parts of the top boundary, which delimit the wide pore, are given by the unchanged zero-flux condition
(19) and the continuity of the displacement current, which here writes −𝜀0 𝜀a ∇𝛿 Ua (rS ) · n = 𝛿ΣS (rS ).
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Figure 10. Complex-conductivity spectra of the membrane-polarization model with a continuous electrical double
layer (EDL) in terms of the normalized real (a) and imaginary conductivity (b). Numerical results (gray circles lines are
to guide the eye only) for different values of p are displayed along with the analytical models for p = 0 after Bücker and
Hördt (2013a) using the average ion concentrations from equation (39) (dotted line) and from equation (41) (solid line).
The sketch in (b) shows the continuous EDL in the wide pore; all other parameter values are the same as in Figure 9.

In order to avoid artifacts related to sharp corners covered by an EDL, the vertex 1 in Figure 8 is rounded off
for the model with a discontinuous EDL, whereas the vertices 1 and 2 are rounded off for the model with a
continuous EDL. In both cases, the radius of curvature is (R1 − R2 )∕2. For further technical details on the
implementation, see the appendix.
The effective conductivity of the model can be obtained from numerically integrating the total ion flux densities through the left (or right) boundary. The resulting expression is equal to equation (37), if L substituted
by R1 . In the model with the continuous EDL, the surface current through the Stern layer has to be considered, too. The corresponding conductivity increment −2∕(E0 R1 )[DS 𝜕𝛿ΣS ∕𝜕 x + 𝜇S ΣS 𝜕𝛿 US ∕𝜕 x] has to be
∗
added to 𝜎mod
. The analytical expression for the effective conductivity writes 𝜎 eff (𝜔) = (L1 + L2 )∕Z(𝜔), where
Z(𝜔) is defined in equation (43).
4.3. Comparison of Analytical and Numerical Solution
The effective-conductivity spectra obtained from the model with the discontinuous EDL are shown in
Figure 9. In the analytical models (for the case p = 0), the absence of the EDL in the wide pore has to be
taken into account by setting b±,1 = 1 instead of using equation (39) or (41). The length of the narrow pore
L2 = 10 μm was selected to match the diameter of the spherical particle treated above; the length of the wide
pore L1 = 90 μm as well as the two pore radii R1 = 2 μm and R2 = 0.2 μm were adjusted to achieve a significant polarization response. As discussed in more detail in Hördt et al. (2017), the polarization magnitude of
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the model by Bücker and Hördt (2013a) largely depends on the relation between the two ratios R1 ∕R2 and
L1 ∕L2 .
In Figure 9a, we observe a similar variation of the magnitude of 𝜎 with the ratio p as for the polarization
′
around a spherical particle. In both cases, the surface conductivity increases 𝜎 if the countercharges are
mainly located in the diffuse layer. At low frequencies, the Stern layer polarizes and does not contribute
′
to 𝜎 ; at high frequencies, its contribution is limited by the low ion mobility in the Stern layer (remember
′′
that 𝜇S = 𝜇∕10). Moreover, the variation of the imaginary part 𝜎 with p (Figure 9b) is similar to the one
′′
observed for the spherical particle. Again, the 𝜎 peak increases with the amount of countercharges located
in the Stern layer, that is, with increasing p, and shifts toward higher angular frequencies.
′

Figure 9 also shows that computing the mean ion concentrations from equation (41) instead of equation (39)
improves the agreement with the numerical solution: for p = 0, the relative deviations between the analytical
′′
and the numerical 𝜎 curves are <20% for the modified and <50% for the original model at angular frequencies <100 rad/s. Because the analytical model does not consider Maxwell-Wagner polarization, which
becomes dominant at high frequencies, the misfit increases at angular frequencies >100 rad/s. The origi′
nal membrane polarization model, however, matches the real part (𝜎 ) better. Here, the relative deviation
between the analytical models and the numerical solution are ≈7% for the modified and <1% for the original
model.
The fair overall agreement of analytical and numerical curves for p = 0 confirms the validity of the model
developed by Bücker and Hördt (2013a) for a sole diffuse-layer polarization. The same authors also proposed
a simple modification of the mean counterion concentration to take into account the contribution of the
Stern layer. However, their model rather predicts a continuous decrease of the polarization magnitude with
increasing p and practically a constant characteristic frequency (not shown here for brevity), indicating that
the Stern-layer polarization is more complex than assumed by Bücker and Hördt (2013a).
The polarization response changes significantly if the EDL is assumed to be continuous in the wide pore
′′
(Figure 10). Here, magnitude and characteristic frequency of the main 𝜎 peak located around 2 rad/s
decrease only slightly from p = 0 to p = 0.4 and increase not much steeper for larger values of p. In comparison to the significant variation of the main peak observed in Figure 9 for the discontinuous EDL, here, the
′′
𝜎 peak remains almost unchanged. Furthermore, at frequencies between 100 and 1,000 rad/s, a smaller
′
secondary polarization peak appears for p > 0 and increases monotonically with p. The real part 𝜎 shows
the usual decrease of surface conductivity with increasing p. The relative deviations between the numerical
results for p = 0 and the two analytical models are similar to those reported above for a discontinuous EDL.

5. Discussion
The new analytical model presented here describes Maxwell-Wagner, Stern-layer, and diffuse-layer polarization around spherical grains and permits analyzing the frequency response due to a superposition of all
three mechanisms. Numerical and analytical results for typical model parameters consistently confirm the
results of earlier studies: The contribution of the diffuse-layer polarization to the macroscopic response is
significantly smaller than the one of the Stern-layer polarization (e.g., de Lima & Sharma, 1992; Lesmes &
Morgan, 2001). In most practical cases, the polarization of the diffuse layer can therefore safely be neglected.
The comparison of numerical and analytical results also confirmed the strong coupling of the surface charge
in the Stern layer with charges in the electrolyte as predicted by Lyklema et al. (1983). The model proposed
by Lyklema and coworkers can easily be obtained from the model by Schwarz (1962) by adjusting the relaxation time of the Stern layer: For a charge density in the Stern layer of Σ(0)
≈ 0.01 C/m2 and a bulk ion
S
3
concentration of 1 mol/m , equation (32) predicts a reduction of the relaxation time by a factor M ≈ 6.4.
This effect can also be interpreted in terms of an effective diffusion coefficient Deff
= DS M , which in our case
S
(i.e., DS = D∕10) is only a factor ≈2 smaller than the diffusion coefficient of the ions in the bulk electrolyte.
This observation is of particular interest, as it offers an explanation for the large diffusion coefficients DS
needed to adjust the model by Leroy et al. (2008) to measured complex-conductivity spectra. The model by
Leroy and coworkers does not include the correction of the relaxation time proposed by Lyklema et al. (1983).
Thus, it often requires the assumption of similar diffusion coefficients in Stern layer and bulk electrolyte
(e.g., Leroy & Revil, 2009; Leroy et al., 2008; Revil & Florsch, 2010; Schmutz et al., 2010). Independent
determinations of the diffusion coefficient in the Stern layer from experimental surface-conductivity and
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particle-mobility data, however, normally result in a reduction of the counterion mobility by a factor 10 or
larger (e.g., Zukoski & Saville, 1986; Revil & Glover, 1998). A recent extension of the model by Leroy et al.
(2008) already considers the corrected relaxation time and successfully adjusts the polarization response of
calcite precipitations on glass beads (Leroy et al., 2017). Together with our findings that support the theory
by Lyklema et al. (1983), this indicates that the difference between the predictions of the two experiments
could be reduced significantly, if the Stern-layer relaxation time used in the model by Leroy et al. (2008)
(and subsequent studies) was replaced by the one defined in equations (31) and (32).
Although the correction of the relaxation time might be able to justify the (to date) unexplained assumption
inherent to the model by Leroy et al. (2008), it also questions the often-used simple relation between relaxation time and grain size by introducing an additional dependence on chemical properties of pore fluid and
solid surface: The coefficient M strongly depends on the electrolyte concentration and the surface-charge
density in the Stern layer. Consequently, besides the grain diameter and the diffusion coefficient in the Stern
layer, variations of experimentally determined relaxation times might partly be due to variations of these
chemical parameters.
We have also applied our finite-element model to study membrane polarization, which had not been investigated in the same detail as the polarization around spherical grains before. In the limiting case of a sole
diffuse-layer polarization, we found that an improved analytical formulation based on the work by Marshall
and Madden (1959) and Bücker and Hördt (2013a) yields a good agreement with the numerical results. However, the analytical model does not reproduce the numerical results for the coupled polarization of diffuse
and Stern layer. Consequently, the incorporation of the Stern-layer polarization in the model by Bücker and
Hördt (2013a) is insufficient in its current form, and our numerical results can contribute substantially to
our understanding of the role of the Stern layer in the context of membrane polarization.
Even in the pore-constriction geometry, the polarization of the Stern layer can control the frequency
response, especially if the EDL is discontinuous. Certain similarities of the coupled responses of both geometries stand out—namely, the generally larger response of the Stern-layer polarization and the simultaneous
increase of characteristic frequency and polarization magnitude with the surface charge in the Stern layer.
However, we also observed that the particular geometrical configuration of the EDL in the pore-constriction
model can largely reduce the difference between the respective magnitudes of diffuse-layer and Stern-layer
polarization: If the EDL becomes continuous, the contributions of both mechanisms can become practically
the same.
Although we have taken an important step toward this long-term goal, it is beyond the scope of the present
study to provide an analytical model that integrates membrane polarization and the polarization around
spherical grains. Nevertheless, we can put our results into a broader context and draw some preliminary
conclusions regarding the relative contributions of the various polarization mechanisms.
Grain-based polarization models are best suited for the modeling of dilute suspensions of dielectric particles
because they only account for grain-electrolyte interactions and largely ignore grain-grain interactions. For
practical purposes, these models can even be applied to high particle concentrations, and the responses of
unconsolidated granular media (e.g., Leroy et al., 2008) have been matched successfully with this type of
models. For typical parameter combinations, the polarization of isolated grains is only controlled by the
Stern layer, and contributions of a simultaneously occurring diffuse-layer polarization can be neglected.
With increasing degree of compaction and cementation, grain-grain interactions are expected to become
more important (e.g., Lesmes & Morgan, 2001). These interactions include (i) the interaction of polarization
dipoles of adjacent grains as well as (ii) percolating diffuse and Stern layers. Based on the good agreement
between experimental data and the responses of grain-based polarization models, the interaction of polarization dipoles can safely be neglected. To date, the effect of percolating diffuse and Stern layers on the
polarization response has only been touched in passing: For instance, Leroy et al. (2008) argue that a diffuse
layer above the percolation threshold cannot polarize and only consider an increase of the low-frequency
conductivity. In the same sense, they postulate that the Stern layers of adjacent particles are discontinuous
because the model based on the Stern-layer polarization accurately describes experimental observations.
While the result of this argumentation—the small contribution of the diffuse-layer polarization and the
dominating role of the Stern layer—agrees with our findings, the physical picture should be reconsidered:
Around isolated particles, the polarization of the diffuse layer is negligible, too, such that it is not necessary
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to assume that the diffuse layers are percolating. In addition, we have shown that even in the case of continuous (or percolating) diffuse and Stern layers in the pore-constriction model, both layers can polarize.
Consequently, the discontinuity of neither of the two layers is needed to generate a polarization response.
The similarity of the polarization response of grain-based and pore-constriction geometry indicates a gradual transition between the two models with increasing degree of compaction and cementation. As long as
the EDLs are assumed to be discontinuous, the Stern layer dominates the polarization response of both
models, which makes the distinction between effects related to individual grains and effects related to pore
constrictions a mere question of the point of view. Our results suggest that responses caused by pore constrictions, that is, typical membrane-polarization responses, can—at least to a certain degree—be adjusted
using grain-based models and vice versa. This is particularly plausible, if we consider that in granular media
made of near-spherical particles, pore diameters and pore lengths are of the same order of magnitude as the
typical grain sizes and thus all relaxation times are controlled by similar characteristic lengths.

6. Conclusions
We have investigated the low-frequency electrical conductivity of porous media by means of analytical and
numerical models for single-grain and pore-constriction geometries. Our results allowed us to assess the
relative contributions of polarization mechanisms originating from the diffuse part and the Stern layer of
the EDL covering charged mineral surfaces. Because our models also include Maxwell-Wagner polarization,
they are useful for a broad frequency range.
To match our numerical results, we assembled a new analytical model for the grain-based geometry by
combining the Dukhin-Shilov model (Dukhin & Shilov, 1974), which accounts for the diffuse-layer polarization, with Schurr's Stern-layer polarization model (Schurr, 1964) including a correction of the Stern-layer
relaxation time proposed by Lyklema et al. (1983). The corrected relaxation time, which accounts for the
interaction of the charges in the Stern layer with the electrolyte solution, significantly improves the agreement of analytical and numerical results. Without the correction, untypically high diffusion coefficients of
the counterions in the Stern layer have to be assumed to fit the spectral response. For typical model parameters, the relative contribution of the diffuse-layer polarization was seen to be insignificant in comparison
to the large response of the Stern layer.
Our numerical results for the pore-constriction geometry agree with the analytical membrane-polarization
model by Bücker and Hördt (2013a) if we relate the mean ion concentrations of the cylindrical pores to
Bikerman's expression for the surface conductivity of highly charged surfaces (Bikerman, 1933) and as long
as no Stern layer is considered. We also propose detailed model to describe Stern-layer polarization in a typical membrane-polarization geometry. As in the grain-based model, the diffuse layer makes a much smaller
contribution to the total response than the Stern layer—at least as long as the charged surfaces are below
the percolation threshold; that is, the individual EDLs are not interconnected at the system scale.
In conclusion, the responses of grain-based and pore-constriction geometries are more similar than usually
assumed, particularly if the polarization of both parts of the EDL are taken into account. Below the percolation threshold, the Stern-layer dominates the macroscopic response, but as soon as the EDL becomes
percolating, this dominance breaks down and both mechanisms contribute to a similar extend. More
detailed studies on specific pore geometries are required to conclusively assess the relative importance of
the different polarization mechanisms, but our study is a significant step toward this long-term goal and sets
the basis for extensive numerical studies.

Appendix A: Numerical Implementation
The COMSOL PDE interface in coefficient form allows the definition of PDEs and systems of PDEs of the
general type
ea

𝜕2 u
𝜕u
+ da
+ ∇ · (−c∇u − 𝛼u + 𝛾) + 𝛽 · ∇u + au = 𝑓
𝜕t
𝜕t2

(A1)

with the general boundary conditions
−n · (−c∇u − 𝛼u + 𝛾) = g − qu
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u = s,

(A3)

where u denotes the dependent variable and n the inward-pointing unit normal vector.
Due to their cylindrical symmetry, the problems can be solved on two-dimensional domains (see Figures 5
and 8) with coordinates r = (x, y)T and gradient operator ∇ = (𝜕∕𝜕 x, 𝜕∕𝜕 y)T . As explained in more detail in
Bücker et al. (2018), multiplying all coefficients in equations (A1) and (A2) by y yields a transformation to
cylindrical coordinates.
A1. Static Solution
The static problem set up by equations (6) and (7) is implemented by setting u1 = U (0) (r), c1 = 𝑦𝜀0 𝜀a , 𝑓1 =
−𝑦2C±∞ e sinh(u1 e∕(kT)) in the electrolyte as well as c1 = y𝜀0 𝜀a and f1 = 0 in the solid phase. Note that in this
appendix, coefficients are assumed to be zero if not specified differently.
The fixed surface-charge boundary condition (15) is realized by setting g = −𝑦Σ(0)
on all charged boundaries.
d
The definition of the zero reference potential, equation (14), depends on the specific model: In the grain
geometry, we set s = 0 on the left, right, and top boundary; in the membrane geometry, we define the
point-wise constraint u1 = 0 at two positions (x = ±(L1 + L2 )∕2, y = 0) located on the left and right boundary,
respectively. In this case, standard no-flow boundary conditions are set on the remaining parts of left and
right boundary, as well as on the uncharged parts of the top boundary. Because y = 0 is the symmetry axis
(selecting rotational symmetry in the model setup), no specific boundary conditions are defined on this
boundary.
A2. Frequency-Dependent Solution
For the frequency-dependent problem set up by the coupled PDEs (8) and (9), which describe the physics
in the electrolyte, the Laplace equation (13), which controls the electrical field in the solid phase, and
equation (11), which controls the surface charge in the Stern layer, need to be solved simultaneously. We use
the same dependent variable u2 in the electrolyte and in the solid phase and define suitable PDE coefficients
on each of the two subdomains. The variable u2 writes
⎡ u21 ⎤ ⎡ 𝛿C− (r, 𝜔) ⎤
u2 = ⎢ u22 ⎥ = ⎢ 𝛿C+ (r, 𝜔) ⎥ .
⎥ ⎢
⎢
⎥
⎣ u23 ⎦ ⎣ 𝛿U(r, 𝜔) ⎦

(A4)

Assuming isotropic properties, the coefficient c2 is a 3-by-3 coefficient matrix. In the electrolyte it writes
⎡ 𝑦D 0 −𝑦𝜇C∞ exp( e u ) ⎤
−
kT 1 ⎥
⎢
e
c2 = ⎢ 0 𝑦D 𝑦𝜇C+∞ exp(− kT
u1 ) ⎥ ,
⎢ 0 0
⎥
𝜀
𝑦𝜀
0
a
⎣
⎦

(A5)

⎡0 0 0 ⎤
c2 = ⎢ 0 0 0 ⎥ .
⎥
⎢
⎣ 0 0 𝑦𝜀0 𝜀i ⎦

(A6)

and in the solid phase

The variable u1 is the static part of the electrical potential. The coefficient matrix 𝛼 writes
0
0⎤
⎡ −𝑦𝜇∇u1
𝛼2 = ⎢
0
𝑦𝜇∇u1 0 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎣
0
0
0⎦

(A7)

in the electrolyte and is equal to the null matrix in the solid phase. Note that on our two-dimensional
modeling domain, each element of the matrix 𝛼 2 is a two-element vector. The matrix a2 is
⎡ 𝑦i𝜔 0 0 ⎤
a2 = ⎢ 0 𝑦i𝜔 0 ⎥
⎥
⎢
⎣ 𝑦F −𝑦F 0 ⎦
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in the electrolyte. In the solid phase, a2 is the same except for the last line, which has to be filled with zeros
instead.
Equation (11) describing the perturbation surface-charge density 𝛿ΣS is solved on the solid-liquid interface
only. By means of a so-called lower-dimensional physics interface, the curvature of this interface is taken
into account. Because the electrical potential in the Stern layer has to be equal to the potentials 𝛿 Ui and
𝛿 Ua on the corresponding boundaries, the only dependent variable on the interface is u3 = 𝛿ΣS (rS , 𝜔). The
coefficients are c3 = yDS , a3 = yi𝜔, and 𝛾3 = −𝑦𝜇S Σ(0)
∇u23 , where u23 denotes the perturbation potentials
S
on the adjacent two-dimensional subdomains.
The boundary condition (16) describing the external excitation and the condition on the perturbation concentrations (17) are realized by setting s2 = (0, 0, ±E0 L)T . In the membrane-polarization model with the
continuous EDL, this boundary is not located at a far distance from the charged surface. However, because
of the symmetry of the problem with respect to x = 0, we expect the perturbation ion concentrations to vanish in this geometry, too (see, e.g., concentration profiles in Blaschek & Hördt, 2009). For the same reason,
the perturbation surface-charge density 𝛿ΣS is also expected to vanish on the left and right boundary, and
we set s3 = 0 (only for a continuous EDL).
On the solid-liquid interface, we implement the zero-flux boundary conditions (19) and the condition on
the displacement current (20) by defining g = (0, 0, yu3 )T .
On the top boundary, we implement zero-flux boundary condition on all three components of u2 resulting
in vanishing normal ion fluxes and a vanishing normal electrical field. In the membrane-polarization model
with the continuous EDL, parts of the top boundary represent charged surfaces and are furnished with the
corresponding boundary conditions described above. In the membrane-polarization model with the discontinuous EDL, the one-dimensional domain representing the Stern layer ends at the top boundary. In this
case, we also define no-flux boundary conditions for u3 .
A3. Model Discretization
Special care has to be taken with the model discretization: While particle and pore sizes are in the micrometer to millimeter range, the thickness of the diffuse layer is orders of magnitude smaller. We use a special
quadrangle boundary-layer mesh at the solid-liquid interface, which in radial direction consists of eight elements with sizes increasing from 𝜆D ∕2 at the surface to ≈ 1.8𝜆D at the outer edge. In tangential direction
(i.e., along the boundaries), the elements have a size of 𝜋 a∕400 in the grain-based model and R2 ∕5 in the
pore-constriction geometry. The remaining volume is filled with triangular elements, the maximum size of
which increases from 𝜋 a∕400 (or R2 ∕5) at the edge of the boundary-layer meshes to L∕20 (or R1 ∕5) at the
remote boundaries. For a spherical particle of radius a = 5 μm, this results in a total of ≈20,900 elements,
of which 6,400 elements correspond to the boundary-layer mesh. For pore lengths L1 = 90 μm and L2 = 10
μn and pore radii R1 = 2 μm and R2 = 0.2 μm, the meshes consist of ≈14,700 elements (≈11,000 for the
continuous EDL), of which ≈5,200 (≈7,600) elements make the boundary-layer mesh.
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Use of geoelectrical monitoring methods for characterizing thermal state, ice content
and water flow in permafrost environments - In Hoyer, S. (Ed.) (2017): GELMON
2017: 4th International Workshop on Geoelectrical Monitoring: Book of Abstracts:
November 22nd - November 24th, 2017, Vienna, Austria.

“Berichte der Geolo-

gischen Bundesanstalt”, 124, p19, Vienna
Flores Orozco, A., Gallistl, J., Bücker, M., Williams, K.H. 2016. Decay-curve analysis for the
quantification of data error in time-domain induced polarization imaging: 4th Int.
Workshop on Induced Polarization, Aarhus (Denmark), June 6-8, 4p.
Gallistl, J., Flores Orozco, A., Bücker, M. 2016. Characterization of abandoned minetailings by means of time- and frequency-domain induced polarization imaging: 4th
Int. Workshop on Induced Polarization, Aarhus (Denmark), June 6-8, 4p
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Bücker M., Flores Orozco, A., Pita, C., and Kemna, A. 2014. The effect of anthropogenic
noise on induced polarization measurements for environmental applications: a case
study: 2nd Latin American Geosciences Student Conference (LAGSC) from the EAGE,
Mexico City (Mexico), 4-7 August 2014, 4p
Flores Orozco, A., Williams, K.H., and Kemna, A., 2010. Monitoring redox processes with
spectral induced polarization in a stimulated bioremediation experiment: 1st Int.
Conf. Frontiers in Shallow Subsurface Technology, Delft (Holland), January 20-22, 4p

INVITED TALKS
Electrical monitoring of nano- and micro-scale particle injections for in-situ
groundwater remediation:
Keynote lecture in GELMON 2017: 4th International Workshop on Geoelectrical
Monitoring, 22-24 September 2017, Vienna, Austria
Electrical imaging of subsurface nano- and micro-scale particle injections for in situ
groundwater remediation:
BayCEER Kolloquium, Lectures in Ecology and Environmental Research WS 2017/18 at the
University of Bayreuth, 26 October 2017, Bayreuth, Germany
Complex conductivity imaging for the characterization of contaminant plumes in
industrial areas prior to injection of nano- and micro-scale-particles:
Keynote lecture in the 23rd European Meeting of Environmental and Engineering
Geophysics from the EAGE, Workshop 2: Geophysics for mapping and monitoring of
contaminated ground and buried waste, 2 September 2017, Malmö, Sweden

Acquisition and processing of SIP field data:
Invited lecture in the Short Course in frame of 4th International Workshop on Induced
Polarization, 5 June, 2016, Aarhus, Denmark
Electrical resistivity and Induced Polarization applied in the assessment of
contaminated sites and the monitoring of remediation processes
Lecturer in the Second Latin American EAGE meeting, Geosciences Student Conference,
Short Workshop, 2-3 August 2014, Mexico City, Mexico.
Using complex resistivity imaging to infer biogeochemical processes associated with
bioremediation of a uranium-contaminated aquifer
Lecture in the Colloquiums of Geosciences and Geography: University of Fribourg
15 October 2013, Fribourg, Switzerland
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TEACHING EXPERIENCE
Exploration with non-seismic methods (now: Exploration with electrical and
electromagnetic methods) – Theoretical lecture including exercises
MA Geodesy and Geomatics Engineering at the TU-Vienna, Summer term 2014 to 2017
MA Geodesy and Geomatics Engineering at the TU-Vienna, Winter term 2018 to 2019

Geophysical data processing – Exercise lecture
MA Geodesy and Geomatics Engineering at the TU-Vienna, Winter term 2018 to 2019

Geophysical Field Lecture
BA Geodesy and Geomatics Engineering at the TU-Vienna, Summer term 2014 to 2018

Applied Geophysics – Theoretical lecture
BA Geodesy and Geomatics Engineering at the TU-Vienna, Winter term 2013 to 2019

Applied Geophysics – Exercise lecture
BA Geodesy and Geomatics Engineering at the TU-Vienna, Winter term 2013 to 2019

Fundamentals of Geophysics – Theoretical lecture
BA Geodesy and Geomatics Engineering at the TU-Vienna, Winter term 2017 to 2019

Fundamentals of Geophysics – Exercise lecture
BA Geodesy and Geomatics Engineering at the TU-Vienna, Winter term 2017 to 2019

Seminar of Geosciences (Geophysics)
MA Geodesy and Geomatics Engineering at the TU-Vienna, Summer term 2014 to 2019

Multidisciplinary Project
BA Geodesy and Geomatics Engineering at the TU-Vienna, Summer term 2014 to 2018

Applied Hydrogeophysics – Field lecture
MA Geosciences at the University of Bonn, Germany, Summer term 2009 to 2012

Applied Geophysics – Exercise lecture
BA Geosciences at the University of Bonn, Germany, Winter term 2009 to 2010
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INVITED LECTURER
Landslide Dynamics – Project module
MA in Geographjy at the University of Vienna (Austria), Winter term 2018 and Summer
term 2019

Applied Geophysics – Theoretical lecture including exercises (1 week Block)
MA in Earth Sciences at the University of Vienna (Austria), 9 – 13 February, 2015

Electrical

Resistivity

and

Induced

Polarization

imaging

for

the

characterization of contaminated sites and monitoring of remediation
processes – Theoretical lecture including exercises (1 week Block)
Colegio de Geofísicos (The National College of Geophysics), Mexico City (Mexico), 23 –
27 February, 2015

Geophysical electrical imaging methods for site characterization – Theoretical
lecture including exercises (1 week Block)
Postgraduate Program, Institute of Geophysics, National Autonomous University of
Mexico (UNAM), Mexico City (Mexico), 20 – 24 January, 2014
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SUPERVISION OF STUDENTS
Ongoing Ph.D. students
 Jakob Gallistl (TU-Wien): Development of the Spectral induced Polarization imaging
method for the hydrogeological modeling of clay rich landslides
 Matthias Steiner (TU-Wien): Coupled passive and active seismic and electromagnetic
methods to characterize hydrogeological processes in fractured media
 Theresa Maierhofer (joint PhD TU-Wien and U. Fribourg): Improved ice quantification
at alpine permafrost sites based on electrical and electromagnetic measurements of
spectral induced polarization
 Timea Katona (TU-Wien): Understanding the electrochemical response in
microbiological hot spots and mine-tailings

Ongoing M.Sc. Students (TU-Wien)
 Armin Kren: Joint investigation of landslides through borehole data, seismic and
electrical methods
 Doris Schlögelhofer: The application of the transient electromagnetic method for nearsurface investigations
 David Wundsam: The use of geophysical imaging to delineate tunnels built by worms
and other animals in soils
 Lukas Aigner: Engineering applications of the Transient Electromagnetic Method
 Martin Mayr: Permafrost investigations through coupled electrical and seismic
methods

Concluded M.Sc. Students (TU-Wien)
 Barbara Funk: “Electrical imaging for cave detection: numerical and field studies”,
concluded in March 2019
 Theresa Maierhofer: “Electrical modelling for an improved understanding of GPR
signatures in alpine permafrost”, concluded in March 2018
 Jakob Gallistl: “Data-error quantification in time-domain induced polarization imaging
based on the analysis of the decay curve”, concluded in April 2017
 Benjamin Lehner: “Characterization of hydrogeological parameters at the floodplain
scale by the means of electrical imaging”, concluded in April 2015

Concluded B.Sc. Students (TU-Wien)
 Raphael Vasak: Auswertung von ERT-Daten im Hangrutschunsgebiet mit Abschätzung
der Messfehler
 Nathalie Roser: Electrical properties in Vineyards
 Raphael Palisek: Data analysis in DC-resistivity measurements collected in a landslide
and the Diendorfer fault
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 Antonia Golab: Delineation of soil structures and the plough horizon through electrical
imaging: laboratory investigations, concluded in January 2018

 Martin Mayr and Herbert Wicker: Detection of cavities and metallic ores through
geophysical methods in the Alpine region, concluded in November 2017

 Armin Kren and Yannic Öhlknecht: Characterization of subsurface properties in the vecinity
of a landfill in Tumeltsham, Low Austria, concluded in November 2017

 Anastasia Ivanova: Geoelectrical characterization of a landfill ongoing aeration,
concluded in September 2017
 Julia Geiger: “Hydrogeological Characterization at the HOAL Site by Means of Induced
Polarization Imaging, Low Induction-Number Electromagnetic Induction and Ground
Penetrating Radar.”, concluded in October 2016
 Manuel Schmitzer: Geophysical characterization of the Donau island, concluded in October
2016
 Thummerer Jakob: Hydrogeophysical characterization of the Donau Island, concluded in
October 2016
 Lisa Riedel: Extensive geophysical characterization at the Hydrological Open Air Laboratory,
concluded in September 2016
 David Wundsam: “Comparison of data quality between time- and frequency-domain
Induced Polarization measurements”, concluded in September 2016
 Astrid Denk: Evaluation of electrical conductivity measurements through low induction
electromagnetic methods at the HOAL site, concluded March 2016

 Gabriel Stollhof: “Characterization of data quality in shallow induced polarization (IP)
measurements”, concluded in November 2015
 Sebastian Flöry: “Digitalization of electrical models and optimization of electrode configuration
in electrical imaging”, concluded in November 2014

CONFERENCE ABSTRACTS
2019
1. Flores Orozco, A., Gallistl, J., Aigner, L., Bücker, M., and Kostial, D. 2019. Induced Polarization imaging for the investigation of clay-rich landslides. 7. Jahrestagung der DGG,
Braunschweig 4 - 8. March, 2019
2. Aigner, L., Gallist, J., Bücker, M., Steine, M., Chwatal, W., Kostial, D., and Flores-Orozco,
A. 2019. Characterization of a clayey landslide by integral application of multiple geophysical and geotechnical methods. 7. Jahrestagung der DGG, Braunschweig 4 - 8.
March, 2019
3. Bücker, M., Flores Orozco, A., Gallistl, J., Buckel, J., Pita de la Paz, C., and Pérez, L.
2019. Zu Wasser und zu Lande: Elektrische und elektromagnetische Erkundung von
Sedimentablagerungen im Seengebiet Nahá und Metzabok in Chiapas (Mexiko). 7.
Jahrestagung der DGG, Braunschweig 4 - 8. March, 2019
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4. Katona, T., Aigner, L., Bücker, M., Römer, A., Nordsiek, S., and Flores Orozco, A. 2019.
Spectral induced polarization imaging of a graphite deposit. 7. Jahrestagung der DGG,
Braunschweig 4 - 8. March, 2019
5. Maierhofer, T., Hilbich, C., Hauck, C., and Flores-Orozco, A. 2019. Towards operational
application of Spectral Induced Polarization for alpine permafrost environments – improvement of data quality. 7. Jahrestagung der DGG, Braunschweig 4 - 8. March, 2019
6. Martin, T., Flores Orozco, A., Günther, T., and Dahlin, T. 2019. Evaluation of spectral
induced

polarization

field

measurements

in

time-

and

frequency-domain.

7.

Jahrestagung der DGG, Braunschweig 4 - 8. March, 2019
7. Steiner, M. Wagner, F., Schöner, W., Maierhofer, T., and Flores Orozco, A. 2019. Assessment of data fusion strategies with regard to an enhanced characterization of alpine permafrost. 7. Jahrestagung der DGG, Braunschweig 4 - 8. March, 2019
8. Maierhofer, T., Aigner, L., Hilbich, C., Hauck, C., and Flores Orozco, A., 2019. Spectral
Induced Polarization for permafrost environments in the Swiss and Austrian Alps – Improvement of data quality and first applications and results. Geophysical Research Abstracts Vol. 21, EGU2019-16749, 2019. EGU General Assembly 2019
9. Radvanyi, P., Hoehn, P., Flores Orozco, A., and Hofmann, T. Impact of streambed hydraulic conductivity estimates from induced polarization on the predictive uncertainty
of a groundwater flow model, Geophysical Research Abstracts Vol. 21, EGU2019-9452,
2019.
10.

Katona T., Gallistl, J., Nordsiek, S., Bücker, M., Frei, S., Durejka, S., Gilfed-

der, B., and Flores Orozco, A. 2019. Characterization of biogeochemical hot spots using induced polarization, Geophysical Research Abstracts Vol. 21, EGU2019-9433, 2019,
EGU General Assembly 2019
11.

Bücker, M., Flores Orozco, A., Undorf, S., and Kemna, A., Pore-Scale In-

duced-Polarization Modelling: A Synopsis of Basic Mechanisms, Geophysical Research
Abstracts Vol. 21, EGU2019-3937, 2019, EGU General Assembly 2019

2018
12.

Flores Orozco A., Steiner, M., Gallistl, J., and Ivanova, A. 2018. Geophyis-

iklaische Bildgebung zur Charakterisierung von Deponien und der internen Abfallzusammensetzung. Nov 2018 Recy & DepoTech 2018: VORTRÄGE-Konferenzband
zur 14. Recy & DepoTech Band. Vol. 14, p. 509 - 514
13.

Flores Orozco, A., Maiherhofer, T., Aigner, L., and Hilbich, C. 2018. Meas-

urements of the Induced Polarization effect in alpine permafrost using transient electromagnetic and complex resistivity methods, In: Philip Deline, Xavier Bodin, Ludovic
Ravanel. 5th European Conference on Permafrost, Book of Abstract. Edited by Philip
Deline, Xavier Bodin and Ludovic Ravanel. France. Edytem, 2018.
14.

Steiner, M., Maierhofer, T., Chwatal, W., Heinrich, G., Pfeiler, G., and Flores

Orozco, A. 2018. 3D refraction seismic tomogrpahy investigations in alpine permafrost
at Hoher Sonnblick (Austria), In: Philip Deline, Xavier Bodin, Ludovic Ravanel. 5th Euro15 | P a g e
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pean Conference on Permafrost, Book of Abstract. Edited by Philip Deline, Xavier Bodin
and Ludovic Ravanel. France. Edytem, 2018
15.

Chwatal, W, Kostial, D., Flores Orozco, A., Preuth, T. 2018. Begleitende

geophysikalische Messungen zu verschiedenen geologischen Fragestellungen im Tunnel
Feuerbach, Stuttgart 21: 78. Jahrestagung der DGG, Leoben 12. - 15. February, 2018
16.

Freudenthaler, A., Chwatal, W., Flores Orozco, A., and Schmid, C. 2018.

Altreifendeponie Ohlsdorf - Fallbeispiel einer ungewohnlichen Deponieerkundung: 78.
Jahrestagung der DGG, Leoben 12. - 15. February, 2018
17.

Freudenthaler, A., Chwatal, W., and Flores Orozco, A. 2018. Umfahrung

Bergheim - Geophysikalische Verfahren einer Tunneltrasse: 78. Jahrestagung der DGG,
Leoben 12. - 15. February, 2018
18.

Funk, B., Flores Orozco, A., and Plan L. 2018. Detection of caves by geo-

physical methods to prevent natural hazards – Two case studies from Lower Austria:
EGU General Assembly 2018, Geophysical Research Abstracts, Vol. 20, EGU2018-17194,
2018
19.

Gallistl, J., Steiner, M., Maierhofer, T., Aigner, L., Birgit, B., Malet, J-P., and

Flores Orozco, A. 2018. On the use of multi-method geophysical investigations for the
delineation of hydrogeological connectivity in landslides: EGU General Assembly 2018,
Geophysical Research Abstracts, Vol. 20, EGU2018-17422-1, 2018
20.

Gómez-Nicolás, M., Ojeda, E., Salles, P., and Flores Orozco, A. 2018.

Structural characterization of a coastal aquifer using time-lapse electrical resistivity tomography: EGU General Assembly 2018, Geophysical Research Abstracts, Vol. 20,
EGU2018-11853, 2018
21.

Hintersberger, E. Decker, K., Ranftl, E., Aigner, L., Flores Orozco, A. 2018.

Insights of Quaternary movement at the southern Diendorf Fault (Austria): EGU General
Assembly 2018, Geophysical Research Abstracts, Vol. 20, EGU2018-17866, 2018
22.

Karl, C., Stumvoll, M., Gallistl, J., Flores Orozco, A., and Glade, T. 2018.

Delineation of internal landslide structures using complex conductivity imaging and
geotechnical investigations – case study Hofermühle, Lower Austria: EGU General Assembly 2018, Geophysical Research Abstracts, Vol. 20, EGU2018-13516, 2018
23.

Steiner M., Maierhofer, T., and Flores Orozco, A. 2018. Constraining Re-

fraction Seismic Tomography (RST) by means of Ground-Penetrating Radar (GPR) models for an improved spatial characterization of alpine permafrost: EGU General Assembly 2018, Geophysical Research Abstracts, Vol. 20, EGU2018-17277, 2018
24.

Steiner, M., Straka, W., and Flores Orozco, A. 2018. Event detection in

ambient seismic noise by means of robust outlier detection: EGU General Assembly
2018, Geophysical Research Abstracts, Vol. 20, EGU2018-17365-1, 2018
25.

Schlögel I, Flores Orozco, A., Trebsche, P., and Gallistl, J. 2018.

Geophysikalische Erkundung des spatbronzezeitlichen Bergbaus Prigglitz-Gasteil in
Niederösterreich: 78. Jahrestagung der DGG, Leoben 12. - 15. February, 2018
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2017
26.

Bücker M., Undorf, S., Flores Orozco, A., and Kemna, A. 2017. Numerical
modelling of electrochemical polarization around charged metallic particles: EGU
General Assembly 2017, Vol. 19, EGU2017-7589-1, 2017

27.

Flores Orozco, A., Gallistl, J., Schmid, D., Micic Batka, V., Bücker M., and

Hofmann, T. 2017. Electrical imaging of subsurface nanoparticle propagation for in-situ
groundwater remediation: EGU General Assembly 2017, Vol. 19, EGU2017-7854, 2017
28.

Gallistl, J., Flores Orozco, A., Ottowitz, D., Gautier, S., and Malet, J-P. In-

duced polarization (IP) imaging for the improved characterization of clay-rich landslides: EGU General Assembly 2017, Vol. 19, EGU2017-6441, 2017
29.

Hoehn, P., Flores Orozco, A., and Hofmann, T. 2017. Waterborne spectral

induced polarization imaging to investigate stream-aquifer exchange: EGU General Assembly 2017, Vol. 19, EGU2017-8617, 2017
30.

Malet, J-P., Supper, R., Flores Orozco, A., Gautier, S., and Boagard, T.

High-frequency HYDRO-geophysical observations for an advanced understanding of
clayey landSLIDES: the HYDROSLIDE research project: EGU General Assembly 2017, Vol.
19, EGU2017-15434, 2017
31.

Steiner, M., Maierhofer, T., Pfeiler, S., Chwatal, W., Behm, M., Reisenhofer,

S., Schöner, S., Straka, W., and Flores Orozco, A. 2017. Active and passive seismic investigations in Alpine Permafrost at Hoher Sonnblick (Austria). EGU General Assembly
2017, Vol. 19, EGU2017-8578, 2017
32.

Wilde, M., Rodríguez Elizarrarás, S., Morales Barrera, W. V., Schindt, D.,

Bücker, M., Flores Orozco, A., García García, E., Pita de la Paz, C., and Tehorst, B. 2017.
Multidisciplinary approach for the characterization of landslides in volcanic areas – a
case study from the Palma Sola-Chiconquiaco Mountain Range, Mexico: EGU General
Assembly 2017, Vol. 19, EGU2017-16475-1, 2017

2016
33.

Flores Orozco, A., Kemna, A., Cassiani, G., and Binley, A. 2016. Improved

site contamination through time-lapse complex resistivity imaging: EGU General
Assembly 2016, Vol. 18, EGU2016-18287, 2016
34.

Flores Orozco, A., Gallistl, J., Schlögel, I., Chwatal, W., Oismüller, M., and

Blöschl, G. 2016. Geophysical characterization of Hydrogeological processes at the
catchment scale: EGU General Assembly 2016, Vol. 18, EGU2016-16834, 2016
35.

Bücker, M., Undorf, S., Kemna, A., and Flores Orozco, A. 2016. Analytical

and numerical modelling of electrochemical polarization around charged metallic
particles immersed in electrolyte solution. Annual meeting of the Mexican Geophysical
Union (UGM), Puerto Vallarta, Mexico
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2015
36.

Flores Orozco, A., Kreutzer, I., Bücker, M., Nguyen, F., Hofmann, T., and

Döberl, G. 2015. Integration of Induced Polarization Imaging, Ground Penetrating Radar
and geochemical analysis to characterize hydrocarbon spills, EGU General Assembly
2015, Vol. 17, EGU2015-12763, 2015
37.

Bücker, M., Flores Orozco, A., Pita, C., and Kemna, A., 2015. Case Study

on the Effect of Anthropogenic Noise on Induced Polarization Images of an Oil-Spill
Site in an Urban Environment: 75. Jahrestagung der DGG, Hannover 23. - 26. März.
38.

Bücker, M., Kemna, A., Flores Orozco, A., 2015. Der Effekt von

Kohlenwasserstoffverunreinigungen

auf

Messungen

der

Induzierten

Polarisation:

Modellierungsansätze auf der Porenskala: 75. Jahrestagung der DGG, Hannover 23. 26. März.
39.

Gallistl, J., Flores Orozco, A., Bücker, M., and Williams, K.H. 2015.

Characterization of data error in time-domain induced polarization tomography based
on the analysis of decay curves, EGU General Assembly 2015, Vol. 17, EGU2015-3806,
2015
40.

Wainwright, H., Flores-Orozco, A., Bücker, M., Dafflon, B., Chen, J.,

Hubbard, S., Williams, K., 2015. Noninvasive Characterization of Biogeochemical
Hotspots

Using

Induced

Polarization

Imaging.

Goldschmidt

Conference,

Czech

Republic..

2014
41.

Flores Orozco, A., Bücker, M., Williams, K., 2014. Characterization of

Natural Attenuation in a uranium-contaminated site by means of Induced Polarization
Imaging, Oral presentation, EGU General Assembly 2014, Vienna, Austria.
42.

Flores Orozco, A., Bücker, M., Williams, K., 2014. Induced polarization

imaging at the floodplain scale for the delineation of naturally reduced zones, Oral
presentation, 3rd International Workshop on Induced Polarization, Ile d’Oléron, France.
43.

Haruko M. W., Flores Orozco, A., Bücker, M., Dafflon, B., Williams, H.K.,

and Hubbard, S.S., 2014. Reactive Transport Modeling parameterization using
geophysical Datasets. Complex SoilSystem Conference. Berkeley, California, USA.
44.

Williams, K.H., Bücker, M., Flores Orozco, A., Hobson, C., and Robbins, M.,

2014. Novel approaches for delineating and studying “hotspots” and “hot moments” in
fluvial environments): Eos Trans. AGU, 95, Fall Meet. Suppl., Abstract B33B-0163.
45.

Williams, K.H., Flores Orozco, A., Bücker, M., Hobson, C., Wainwright, H.,

Dafflon, B., Conrad, M., Tokunaga, T., Bargar, J., and Hubbard, S., 2014. Floodplains as
Biogeochemical Reactors: Using Multi-scale Approaches to Quantify Hot Spots and Hot
Moments at DOE’s Rifle, Colorado Field Site. Posterbeitrag auf dem TES/SBR Joint
Investigators Meeting in Potomac, Maryland, USA.
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2013
46.

Flores Orozco, A., Williams, K., Kemna, A., 2013. 5D SIP monitoring of

stimulated uranium bioremediation. 2nd International Workshop on Geoelectrical
Monitoring. Vienna, Austria
47.

Flores Orozco, A., Hilbich, C., Kemna, A., Hauck, C., 2013. Data error

quantification for improved time-lapse ERT monitoring of Alpine permafrost. 2nd
International Workshop on Geoelectrical Monitoring. Vienna, Austria
48.

Villanueva Estrada, R.E., Rocha Miller, R., Arango Galván, C., López Álvarez,

A., Bücker, M., Castro González, A., Arvizu Fernández, J.L., Flores Orozco, A., 2013.
Estudio del Sitio de Disposición Final Prados de la Montaña para Evaluar el Potencial
para el Posible Aprovechamiento de la Energía Residual. Resumen en extenso, 3er
Congreso Nacional de Investigación en Cambio Climático, Mexico City, Mexico.
49.

Bücker, M., Arango Galván, C., Flores Orozco, A., Villanueva Estrada, R.E.,

Rocha Miller, R., Pita de la Paz, C., Kemna, A., 2013. Landfill Delineation Using Time and
Frequency-Domain Induced Polarization: A Case Study. Oral presentation, Reunión
Anual 2013 of the Unión Geofísica Méxicana, Puerto Vallarta, Jalisco, Mexico.

SKILLS
Languages:
 Spanish (mother tongue), English (fluent speaking, writing and understanding),
German (fluent speaking and understanding), Italian (fluent understanding)
Programming:
 Matlab, Octave, Python, C++, Fortran
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